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Introduction

I. The Genesis of the Kuzari and Its Frame Story

Twelfth-century Spain was alive with spiritual possibilities. A new language of religious experience was taking hold in medieval Islam; philosophers and Sufi mystics, legal scholars, theologians, and poets all sought to capture the experiential dimension of religious life and were reinventing Islamic vocabulary to do so. Each of these groups was engaged in appropriating and redefining a common set of terms for religious experience.

Despite their intersecting discourses and vocabulary, these communities of scholars were not necessarily talking with one another. It was only the rare polymath, fluent in each of these cultural dialects, who could engage the disparate voices in a common conversation. Weaving these worlds together required a scholar equally conversant in philosophy, law, poetry, theology, and mysticism, one whose talents and sensibility enabled him to perceive common threads and forge innovative connections.

Interestingly enough, the person in twelfth-century Spain who was able to do this was not himself a Muslim, but a Jew. R. Judah Ha-Levi (1075–1141) was one of the foremost medieval Hebrew poets, a revered figure among a circle of Spanish intellectuals, who at the end of his days shocked his contemporaries by abandoning life in Spain and setting sail for the land of Israel. Ha-Levi is renowned not only as a poet, but as the author of an influential philosophical dialogue, a work written in Arabic but popularly known by its Hebrew title, Sefer ha-Kuzari (The Book of the Khazar).¹

In the Kuzari, Ha-Levi adapts and transforms this new language of inner experience to fit the Jewish context; he presents classical Judaism using the new experiential language emerging in medieval Islam. Ha-Levi thus describes unique Jewish experiences with vocabulary from the
wider Islamic culture, using language which would capture the imagination of his contemporaries. At the same time he forges a broad cultural critique, weaving together layers of discourse with the artistry of a laureate poet and polymath. Ha-Levi’s achievement in bringing together these conversations was not merely an exercise in erudition, but an act of creative imagination.

From a letter written by Ha-Levi to his friend Halfon b. Netanel and found in the Cairo Genizah, we learn that Ha-Levi began his dialogue in response to questions from a Karaite in Christian Spain. The Karaites—a sectarian group of Jews who emerged some time during the eighth century as opponents of rabbinic oral law—were a living presence in twelfth-century Spain, and Ha-Levi’s work began in conversation with a Karaite.

The work as it stands today, however, is much wider in scope, as is reflected in Ha-Levi’s full description of his work: The Book of Refutation and Proof in Defence of the Despised Religion. Written in the form of a fictional dialogue between a Khazar king and a philosopher, a Christian, a Muslim, and a Jew, the completed work is a broad-based defense of Judaism as the revealed religion par excellence; the principle adversary of the work is no longer the Karaite but the Aristotelian philosopher. The Kuzari was composed over some twenty years and completed shortly before Ha-Levi’s departure for the land of Israel in 1040, an event taken by the Jewish intelligentsia of Muslim Spain as a devastating rejection of their ideals and way of life.

Surrounding the dialogue is a frame story based on a real tenth-century correspondence between the Jewish courtier Hasdai Ibn Shaprut—principal minister to ‘Abd al-Rahmān III, the Caliph of Cordova (912–961)—and Joseph, the king of the Khazars. The Khazars were a central Asian tribe who converted to Judaism some time during the eighth century. Joseph’s letter tells the story of that conversion. A certain Khazar king, Bulan, had a dream in which an angel appeared to him who praised him for his works and promised him blessings if he would observe God’s statutes. The king and his people immediately accept divine rule, but are subsequently approached for conversion by Muslims and Christians. Bulan therefore invites representatives of the monotheistic faiths to discuss their doctrines. Not only the testimony of the Jews, but that of the Muslims and Christians as well, convinces him that Judaism is the best and truest faith.

Ha-Levi uses this historical account as the setting for a dialogue between the pagan Khazar king and representatives of various faiths. However Ha-Levi adapts this story for his own purposes. Whereas in
Joseph’s telling King Bulan is informed that his works are pleasing to God, Ha-Levi’s King is told that although his intentions are pleasing to God, his behavior is not. Ha-Levi’s King thus sets out in search of the religion whose way of action is itself pleasing to God. A key theme in the *Kuzari* as a whole is the importance of action for drawing near to the Divine.

According to the letter of Joseph, the Khazars convert to Judaism before a religious debate takes place. Ha-Levi, in contrast, first engages his King in a dialogue with four interlocutors—a philosopher, a Christian, a Muslim, and a Jew. Only through this conversation does the King become convinced of the truth of Judaism and accept upon himself the yoke of the commandments, taking the Jewish scholar (the Haver) as his tutor. Ha-Levi’s dialogue thus sets out not only to prove which of the various monotheistic religions is the most worthy, the focus of the debate according to Joseph’s account, but also to demonstrate the necessity and validity of revealed religion per se. Against philosophy’s claim to possess truth through pure reason, the *Kuzari* sets forth a vigorous argument for the necessity of divine revelation, an argument that becomes the foundation stone of his defense of the despised faith.

2. *Ha-Levi’s Arabic Terminology for Religious Experience*

In the history of Jewish philosophy, Ha-Levi stands out as a particularist thinker; he stresses the uniqueness of the Hebrew language, the Jewish nation, and the land of Israel. Whereas Maimonides opens his code of Jewish law by appealing to the universal God of creation, the First Cause of all existence, Ha-Levi’s Haver grounds Judaism in the unique history of the Jewish people. His God is not the God of the philosophers, but the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

Surprisingly, this most particularist of Jewish treatises is written not in Hebrew, but in Arabic—more precisely, Judaeo-Arabic, Arabic written in Hebrew letters. Ha-Levi composed the *Kuzari* for the Jewish intelligentsia of twelfth-century Spain, educated in both Hebrew and Arabic. Like the student for whom Maimonides wrote his *Guide of the Perplexed*, Ha-Levi’s intended reader is the philosophically educated Jew, tempted by the spiritual cornucopia of the medieval Islamic world. The temptations of that milieu included not only philosophy, Karaism, Christianity, and mainstream Islam, but also Islamic mysticism. The Sufi movement had arisen prior to the eighth century in the East, but was transplanted throughout the medieval Islamic world and flowered in Muslim Spain in the tenth century. Sufi mysticism was thus known to
Jews in Spain not only through the text, but through its living embodiment, practicing Sufis in their midst, offering the promise of real religious experience.\(^\text{10}\)

Our most striking testimony that Jews were reading Sufi texts is Bahya ibn Paquda’s celebrated spiritual manual *The Book of Guidance to the Duties of the Heart* (*Kitab al-hidaya ila fara'id al-qulub; Torat hovot ha-levavot*). While there has been much debate about the precise Islamic sources of Bahya’s work, it is clearly modeled on Sufi devotional manuals. We see this vividly in the structure of the book itself: the reader is led through ten gates, each representing a quality to be embodied in the soul’s journey toward love for God.\(^\text{11}\)

Among possible Sufi influences on Bahya are the writings of the early Sufi teacher al-Muhasibi, whose works were eagerly copied and studied in eleventh-century Spain.\(^\text{12}\) In fact, in the Cairo Genizah we find Sufi texts copied in Hebrew letters for the benefit of Jewish readers. These include mystical poems of the Sufi martyr al-Hallaj, the final chapters of Avicenna’s *Book of Directives and Remarks* (*Kitab al-isharat wa-l-tanbihat*), which investigate the path of the Sufis; and the writings of al-Ghazzali, especially his spiritual autobiography, *Deliverer from Error* (*al-Munqidh min-al-dalal*), in which he recounts his embrace of the Sufi way. The intimacy of this Jewish-Sufi nexus is seen vividly in a late Genizah text that weaves together rabbinic and Sufi terminology for stages on the spiritual path.\(^\text{13}\)

It is thus clear that Ha-Levi would have had access to Sufi texts and ideas. He responds to the Sufis only indirectly, however. Ha-Levi does not mention the Sufis by name, but makes extensive use of Sufi terminology, appropriating and refashioning it to show his Jewish audience that the spiritual fruits promised by Sufism exist foremost within the living Jewish tradition. Our study will show that images and vocabulary from Islamic mysticism form a prominent subtext to the *Kuzari*. The Sufi is a background figure, an absent speaker whose presence we feel throughout the dialogue.

Like Sufi-influenced Islamic thinkers such as Avicenna and al-Ghazzali, Ha-Levi asserts that sensory experience, direct and irrefutable, is more reliable than logic. Ha-Levi also appropriates both Sufi and philosophical terms for union to describe the Jewish relationship with God. Formerly these terms depicted an individual, isolated, disembodied quest for union with the Divine. In Ha-Levi’s usage they describe a concrete, mutual, covenantal relationship, both individual and communal. Using Sufi language of passionate love and service, Ha-Levi depicts Abraham as the ultimate knower, lover, and servant of God.
A thorough study of Ha-Levi within his Islamic cultural context will thus shed new light on the *Kuzari*. In these pages, we will explore a paradox: that this apparently inner-directed book, written exclusively for members of the Jewish community, was in fact in active dialogue with contemporary currents in the Islamic world. Ha-Levi wrote in a charged climate of debates among Jews and Muslims on the varieties of religious experience, and amidst the promises of competing schools of law, philosophy, and mysticism. These debates form a crucial backdrop to Ha-Levi’s religious project: to show his contemporaries that the spiritual promises of medieval Islamic culture are truly fulfilled at home in the classical Jewish tradition.

My focus in this study will be the way Ha-Levi uses and transforms Arabic terminology to present his unique view of Jewish religious experience. Because he is writing in Arabic, Ha-Levi is forced to use certain Islamic religious terms. As a Judaeo-Arabic writer, however, he also has the choice to introduce Hebrew terms and phrases. It is thus fruitful to ask why he chooses the Arabic terms he does, to investigate the Islamic context of these terms, and to analyze the way he builds upon or subverts their contextual meaning. We will discover that Ha-Levi Judaizes his Islamic terms, transforming them in the process. Nevertheless their origins in Islamic mysticism and Neo-Platonism would have a powerful impact on his educated reader, as he undoubtedly intended.

Various groups in the Islamic sphere—philosophers, theologians, Sufi mystics, legal scholars—were each laying claim to a common set of Arabic terms for religious experience. In the following chapters, I will show how Ha-Levi adapts and transforms these Arabic terms in an original way to reflect his unique view of religious experience, which he conceptualizes through language of relationship, human striving, sense perception, prophecy, and love. We will explore several groups of terms, some joined conceptually, others clustered around Arabic roots. These groups of terms are:

1. The Language of Relationship: Connection and Arrival: *w*-ş-l: ittişāl, waşāla, *wuşūl*
2. The Language of Human Striving: *qiyās*, *ijtiḥād*, *taqlīd*, *istidlāl*
3. The Language of Perception: *sh*-h-d: *mushāhada*, *shāhada*, *mashhād*; *dhawq*
4. The Language of Prophecy: *mushāhada*, *nubuwwa*, *ilhām*, *ta‘yīd*, *waḥy*

Our discussion will not be purely terminological, however. As Harry Wolfson noted, concepts ride on the back of terms. In the course of our analysis we will find that Ha-Levi tackles major issues in the history of Jewish philosophy, including the nature of prophecy and revelation, the purpose of divine commandments, the problem of suffering in Jewish history, the role of asceticism in religious life, and the value of rationalizing the faith. While focusing on Ha-Levi’s conception of the nature of religious experience, our exploration of his terminology will shed light on these related issues in the history of philosophy as well.

3. A Brief Review of Scholarship on the Kuzari

In the modern period there have been two major approaches taken to Ha-Levi’s Kuzari: a philological approach, which traces the Arabic and Hebrew sources of Ha-Levi’s terms and doctrines and explores their philosophical significance; and a literary approach, which investigates the dialogue as a carefully constructed work of religious literature. This study will unite these interpretive pathways. An overview of scholarship on the Kuzari will therefore set the stage for our analysis.

The Kuzari was translated from Arabic into Hebrew soon after Ha-Levi’s lifetime. With the awakening of interest in philosophy in Christian Europe in the late twelfth century, Jews living in Christian lands needed the Judaeo-Arabic classics translated into a language they could understand. Judah Ibn Tibbon translated the Kuzari in 1167; thereafter it was read, commented upon, and quoted in Hebrew translation, often without reference to the Islamic context in which it was born. Ha-Levi was embraced as a foil to Aristotelian rationalism, which prevailed in Jewish thought from the twelfth century on through the towering influence of Maimonides. The Kuzari asserted great influence throughout Jewish history. In periodic revivals, it was hailed for bringing out the distinctiveness and particularity of Judaism.

The Islamic background of the Kuzari was rediscovered by the historicizing Wissenschaft movement in the nineteenth century. David Kaufmann first drew attention to the Islamic context of Ha-Levi’s work and to significant parallels between Ha-Levi’s ideas and those of Abū Ḥāmid al-Ghazzālī (1058–1111), who is well known for challenging the sovereignty of Aristotelian philosophy in the medieval Islamic world. His Refutation of the Philosophers (Tahāfut al-falāṣifa) is a carefully
structured exposition and critique of the thought of Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) (980–1037), a leading Aristotelian. Like al-Ghazzālī, Ha-Levi challenges some of the main tenets of Aristotelian philosophy, particularly its claims to certainty in metaphysical matters.16

The parallels go further. Ghazzālī is also responsible for bringing Sufi mysticism into the mainstream of Islamic thought, particularly through his elegant synthesis, the Revival of the Religious Sciences (Iḥyāʾ ʿulūm al-dīn). Even in his popular spiritual autobiography The Deliverer from Error (al-Munqidh min al-ḍalāl), Ghazzālī is not reticent about his mystical convictions; he asserts unequivocally that prophets and mystics possess an inner eye which sees what human reason cannot. For Ghazzālī a key function of the intellect is to expose reason’s limitations and to deliver human beings safely to the guidance of the prophets, who see by the light of Truth.17

Kaufmann noted that Ha-Levi, too, speaks of the inner eye of prophecy. While acknowledging the vital role of reason to a point, Ha-Levi shares with Ghazzālī a pietism which points out the limits of reason. In the opinion of many later scholars, beginning with David Neumark, Kaufmann overstated Ghazzālī’s influence on Ha-Levi; he viewed the Kuzari as essentially a translation of Ghazzālī’s ideas into a Jewish framework. Nevertheless Kaufmann’s achievement in bringing the Islamic context of Ha-Levi’s thought to the fore should not be underestimated.18

Ignaz Goldziher followed Kaufmann’s lead in his 1905 essay on the Islamic context of a key term in the Kuzari—the ʾamr ilāhī, literally, the divine thing, order, or command. According to most recent scholars, Goldziher erred in his conclusion that Ha-Levi’s ʾamr ilāhī was the first in a series of hypostasized emanations, akin to the role of the Logos in Neo-Platonic and Christian thought. I will argue that scholars continue to reify the ʾamr ilāhī far beyond what Ha-Levi intended. Nevertheless from a historical perspective, Goldziher played an important role in locating Ha-Levi squarely in the world of Islamic mysticism and Neo-Platonism.19

Julius Guttmann in 1922, and subsequently David Baneth in much greater detail in 1924, presented a more nuanced picture of Ha-Levi’s relationship to Ghazzālī and to the Islamic intellectual world. Baneth is careful to point out significant differences between Ghazzālī and Ha-Levi. Ghazzālī embraces Sufi asceticism and withdrawal; his doctrine is universalistic, and stresses a quietistic, individual communion with the Divine. Ha-Levi, in contrast, is particularist, and celebrates the this-worldly, communal, and active character of Jewish life.20
Israel Efros in 1941 and Harry Wolfson in 1942 added important nuances to our understanding of the Islamic sources of Ha-Levi’s thought. Efros noted that in place of the philosophic goal of union with the Active Intellect, Ha-Levi introduces a religious goal of union with the ‘amr ilâhî, which Efros took to be the divine essence itself. He commented that Ha-Levi describes the aim of religious life in precise terms drawn from the sphere of Islamic mysticism.

Efros observed, moreover, that in his use of Sufi terminology, Ha-Levi actually goes beyond Ghazzâlî. While Ghazzâlî rejects use of the term wuṣūl (union or arrival) as theologically inconsistent with the unique oneness of God, Ha-Levi makes liberal use of the term ittîsâl (union, connection, or conjunction), which is etymologically related. Efros noted, too, that Ha-Levi rejects the intellectual way of knowing God through logical reasoning (qiyâs), and extolls the way of direct experience, which he describes in Sufi terms as taste (dhawq), witness (mushâhada), and mystical vision (baṣîr, baṣar, ʿiyān). While my analysis will show that Ha-Levi’s use of terminology is more fluid than Efros realized, his work was nevertheless an important groundwork for this study.21

Harry Wolfson in his 1942 essay “Hallevi and Maimonides on Prophecy” continued along this path, tracing the sources of Ha-Levi’s Arabic terms and concepts to shed light on his theory of prophecy. Rejecting the conclusions of Goldziher, Wolfson maintained that the term ‘amr ilâhî is used in the Kuzari in at least nine different ways. In addition, he traced the history of several Jewish terms Ha-Levi uses in connection with prophecy (Holy Spirit, divine light, Glory of God, kingdom of God, and Shekhinah), finding key sources of Ha-Levi’s thought in Arabic Neo-Platonism. In his Repercussions of the Kalâm in Jewish Philosophy, Wolfson also traced the Islamic and Jewish roots of Ha-Levi’s understanding of the word of God.22

Later in this century, scholars turned to Ha-Levi’s literary craftsmanship. Leo Strauss, Isaak Heinemann, and Eliezer Schweid drew attention to the careful structure of the Kuzari. Schweid’s incisive literary analysis shed light on the Kuzari’s philosophical artistry, while Heinemann also revealed the philosophical dimension to Ha-Levi’s poetry.23 Herbert Davidson continued the path of philosophical analysis. Like Efros and Wolfson, Davidson situated Ha-Levi’s doctrines squarely in their Islamic philosophical context, analyzing in masterful detail Ha-Levi’s understanding of the Active Intellect, causality, and the complex concept of the ‘amr ilâhî, which Davidson identified with direct divine causality.24
In 1980 Pines published his groundbreaking article, which uncovered roots of Ha-Levi’s thought and key terms in a series of Ismā‘īlī texts. In these texts, Pines found the sources of the term ‘amr ilāhī and of the doctrine of the ṣafwa, a chosen elite, whose prophethood is conferred by the divine ‘amr. Pines also suggested a historical development to Ha-Levi’s thought. Earlier scholars were already aware that Book Five, section 12 of the Kuzari contained an early treatise of Avicenna; Pines postulated that the work of Avicenna became known to Ha-Levi between the time he composed Book One and Book Five. He conjectured that Ha-Levi was very impressed with the work of Avicenna, and may have tried to rework his own ideas and terminology in the light of Avicenna’s system.\(^{25}\)

The publication of the critical Baneth-Ben Shammai edition of the Kuzari in 1977 was itself a major breakthrough in scholarship, as was the discovery and analysis of autographs and letters of Ha-Levi from the Cairo Genizah. Goitein and Baneth used this significant material to piece together a biography of Ha-Levi and a sketch of the genesis of the Kuzari, tracing the book’s origins to an exchange with a Karaite from Christian Spain.\(^{26}\)

Yochanan Silman arrived at a somewhat different model of the genesis of the Kuzari. Based on the historical evidence of the Genizah documents, Silman agreed with Goitein and Schweid that Book Three was composed prior to the rest of the work. However Silman took this chronological framework one step further, using it to speculate on the development of Ha-Levi’s thought. Silman suggested that Ha-Levi’s ideas developed dialectically, responding to tensions inherent in each stage of their evolution. While my analysis diverges from that of Silman,\(^{27}\) I will call attention to some of his interesting exegetical points.

Daniel Lasker not only traced the origins of the Kuzari to a conversation with Karaites, but also brought to light the major influence of Karaism on Ha-Levi’s thought. Lasker highlighted Ha-Levi’s use of legal terminology from the Islamic and Karaite spheres, including the terms qiyyās, īḥtīād, and taqlīd. His work has been groundbreaking and pivotal for my study.\(^{28}\)

4. The Literary-Philological Approach of This Study

The last several decades have thus produced significant breakthroughs in our understanding of the Kuzari in its cultural context. However, while we have been shown the literary genius of the Kuzari, and have learned
the sources of specific terms and doctrines, these two paths of investigation have not been brought together.

It is crucial that these two approaches converge, as each method taken on its own is insufficient for study of the Kuzari. Ha-Levi, even in his philosophical writing, is ultimately a poet; he is both deeply learned and genuinely creative. Because he is well versed in philosophical sources, one must be aware of the meanings of the terms he uses in their historical setting. A literary analysis alone can misrepresent the sense of a passage, if one is ignorant of the technical meaning of Ha-Levi’s terminology; one must be aware of what these terms would connote to Ha-Levi’s learned audience.

However, philology alone is insufficient; one cannot understand the words of a poet by consulting a dictionary. As a philosophical poet, Ha-Levi uses words in radically new ways. To understand the genius of the Kuzari, one must be sensitive to Ha-Levi’s creative transformation of vocabulary and the ways his terms function in their literary context.

This study will therefore engage in a literary-philological approach, a global analysis of Ha-Levi’s Arabic terminology in its literary setting. My analysis will show that Ha-Levi not only creatively reshapes Islamic terms, but constructs his argument through sophisticated rhetorical strategies, which daringly cross boundaries between particular terms and disciplines. The two methodological paths will thus illumine one another. Philology is incomplete without literary analysis; literary analysis is incomplete without philology. Philological analysis will bring to light Ha-Levi’s creative use of terminology; awareness of his reinvention of terminology will reveal the literary twists that shape his argument.

5. The Argument of the Kuzari

The Kuzari consists of five Books. Book One describes a dialogue between a pagan king and a philosopher, a Christian, a Muslim, and a Jew. The King is on a spiritual quest for the correct way to serve God. Finding the answers of the philosopher, Christian, and Muslim inadequate, he engages in an extensive dialogue with the Jew, who bases the claims of Judaism not on universal philosophical grounds, but on Jewish religious experience and the events of Jewish history. The King is won over early in the debate; in Book Two he and his people convert to Judaism and he takes the Jewish sage (the Haver) as his tutor. The Haver teaches him the true meaning of divine names and attributes, the uniqueness of the Hebrew language and the centrality of the land of Israel.
In Book Three, the Haver presents the life of the ideal Jew in distinctly anti-ascetic terms. He then launches a polemic against the Karaites, defending rabbinic tradition as the foundation of Jewish life. Book Four explores the philosophical significance of the divine names and the centrality of prophecy and religious experience. Finally, in Book Five, the Haver explains and critiques Aristotelian philosophy and systematic theology (kalām). He closes by presenting his own views, culminating in his decision to leave Khazaria for the land of Israel.

Why does Ha-Levi choose the conversion story of the Khazar king as a setting for his defense of Judaism? As Leo Strauss and Eliezer Schweid have pointed out, the pagan king is a disinterested party, an adherent of none of the three monotheistic faiths. In fact, the King appears somewhat antagonistic to the Jewish nation. What greater testimony could be given to the truth of the Jewish faith than this: that such a critic chooses to join the Jewish people, knowing that his status as a convert will never equal that of someone born Jewish.

Ha-Levi appoints as religion’s judge not the learned philosopher, but the pious person of common sense. He thus dethrones philosophy from its self-proclaimed position as universal arbiter of truth. The King’s encounter with the philosopher sensitizes and sharpens his perspective, but it is ultimately the common sense of the Jewish sage that wins his allegiance.29

Leo Strauss emphasized the disjunction between Ha-Levi as author and his chief spokesperson, the Haver. In the dialogue’s opening remarks, the narrator asserts that he finds some of the scholar’s arguments convincing. This suggests to Strauss that some of the Haver’s arguments are not convincing to Ha-Levi; the author and the Haver cannot simply be conflated. In fact, Strauss took this dis-identification as the key to the dialogue. In Strauss’s view, the law of reason is the ultimate bearer of truth, but this is not a truth to which the person of faith can adhere. For this reason, the philosopher and the Haver never speak to one another directly; the Haver would be no match for the philosopher. However, while the Haver’s arguments cannot be accepted by a true philosopher, they can be accepted by the genuine person of faith. Strauss portrayed Ha-Levi as valiantly defending religion—necessary to the moral order of society—against the more powerful and dangerous truth of philosophy, which must be hidden from the masses.30

I will certainly not follow Strauss’s esoteric reading to this degree. Nevertheless, the distinction between Ha-Levi and the Haver is instructive. Ha-Levi’s views unfold dialectically through interchange between his characters; we cannot identify Ha-Levi’s position with that of one
speaker in the dialogue. The *Haver* is not simply the mouthpiece for Ha-Levi; the *Kuzari*’s craftsmanship is more subtle and complex.

Ha-Levi shows the King gradually convinced by the arguments of the *Haver*. As in the dialogues of Plato, what emerges is not so much objective truth, as the awakening of understanding on the part of a unique human being. Ha-Levi’s truth thus issues from the dialogue as a whole, not simply from the mouth of the *Haver*. In this study, therefore, I will identify the views of the *Haver* as such, and will attribute to Ha-Levi the perspective that emerges from the dialogue as a complete work. This will include nuances of terminology, rhetorical strategies, and the argument as it unfolds through discussion between characters.

A few words should also be devoted at this point to Silman’s developmental approach. Perhaps Silman’s most interesting thesis is that in his earlier thought, Ha-Levi had not yet come to make a radical distinction between the two names of God: *Elohim*, representing the universal God known by the human intellect, and the Tetragrammaton, representing the God known through prophetic experience.

This thesis is central to Silman’s developmental model. Silman argues that whereas in his early thought Ha-Levi conceives of God as essentially intellect, and thus knowable by human beings, in his late thought he conceives of God as radically transcendent and unknowable, reached only by means of intermediaries. However, 111:17 (which he ascribes to the early period) and IV:3 (which he sees as the late Ha-Levi) describe the paradox of God’s transcendence and immanence in almost identical language.

When discussing 111:17, Silman asserts that Ha-Levi’s juxtaposition of the two aspects of God—transcendence and immanence—signifies that he sees them as complementary. When discussing IV:3, however, he suggests that the juxtaposition points to a radical disjunction between the transcendent God and the God known in experience. I would argue that Ha-Levi is consistent: in both passages, he describes in nearly identical language the paradox of God’s transcendence and yet absolute nearness to humanity. Therefore there is no reason to ascribe the two passages to different periods, or to deduce from them an evolution in his thought.

6. *The Argument of the Kuzari: Part Two*

Before turning to my analysis, a more complete summary of the argument of the *Kuzari* may be in order. As historians of ideas, we often read works of medieval philosophy in parts, thereby losing a sense of the
whole. Readers new to the Kuzari may find the following summary of the dialogue particularly useful, while readers familiar with the Kuzari may wish to proceed directly to Part One.

Book One

Book One opens with a brief account by an anonymous narrator, who explains how the book came to be. The narrator explains that he was asked to bring forth arguments defending Judaism against the attacks of philosophers, sectarians (Karaites) and members of other religions. This request brought to mind the story of the king of the Khazars who converted to Judaism under the tutelage of a Jewish scholar (Haver). Finding many of the arguments of the Haver convincing and in harmony with his own views, the narrator decided to write them down, presumably as persuasive arguments in defense of the despised religion. The author then winks at his audience, acknowledging an element of fiction in both the frame story and his own remarks, noting that “the wise will understand.”

At this point, the narrator’s voice for the most part disappears, and we are left with the interlocutors. Told by an angel in his dream that his intentions are pleasing to God but not his way of action, the King first turns to a philosopher, a character not appearing in the historical records, but invented by Ha-Levi. The philosopher offers a standard medieval philosophical account of the origins of the universe: he describes a chain of strictly determined cause and effect, which emanates eternally from a First Cause.

The First Cause is not a personal Creator, does not know individuals and cannot hear their prayers. The goal of human life is to purify oneself in order to become like the Active Intellect, a spiritual emanation from the First Cause which governs our sublunar world. As a means to that goal, one may follow any one of the rational religions, or invent a religion of one’s own (I:1).

The King rejects this account, for the philosopher does not discriminate between various modes of action, while a specific way of serving God is precisely what he seeks. He is equally dissatisfied with the accounts of the Christian and Muslim, which as an outsider he finds inaccessible. However, he notices that both Christianity and Islam are founded on the accounts of the children of Israel. He therefore resolves to speak to a Jew, although he had once dismissed the Jews as downtrodden and of unpleasant disposition (I:2–10, 12).

The Jew does not begin his account with the universal God of crea-
tion as did the philosopher, Christian, and Muslim. Rather, he begins with the God of history, who led the Israelites out of Egypt with signs and wonders, who revealed the law through Moses, and sent subsequent prophets to confirm that law. The *Haver* observes that in addressing the people of Israel, God did not say, “I am the Creator of the world and your Creator,” but rather, “I am the God whom you worship, who brought you out of the land of Egypt.” The *Haver* likewise speaks, as does all of Israel, not on the basis of theoretical reason, but of personal experience and uninterrupted tradition (I:11–25).

When the King protests that this faith seems exclusive to the people of Israel, the *Haver* does not disagree, arguing that Jews are the select (ṣafwa) of humankind. He alludes to a natural hierarchy, a chain consisting of minerals, plants, animals, humans, and then prophets, who exist above ordinary human beings as a separate, angelic species (I:26–47). The prophets passed down a true tradition regarding creation and the chronology of the world. The Greeks, in contrast, while they have an impressive heritage of philosophy, are forced to rely on their intellects precisely because they lack divine tradition (I:49–65). Had Aristotle possessed a true tradition that taught the creation of the world, he would have used his logical arguments to document creation, rather than to prove that the world is eternal.

According to the *Haver*, there is decisive proof neither for creation nor for an eternal world order. The Torah does not contradict anything patently clear or decisively proven by reason. However, the words of the prophets are more reliable than the conclusions derived by reason alone. Given that the Torah teaches creation, the arguments for creation are to be believed over those for eternity. Historical experience and prophetic tradition prevail over mere human logic (I:65–67).

Whereas philosophy ascribes the wisdom of creation to nature, the Torah denies that nature is inherently intelligent. Rather, nature bears the marks of its wise Creator, who alone can teach humankind the means to receive traces of the Divine (I:69–79). Human beings who try to control the Divine are like an ignorant person who dispenses drugs from a pharmacy without knowledge of medicine. This person is more likely to harm than to heal, for the healing properties lie not within the jars of medicine but in the wisdom of the physician who prepared them. Just so, we can only reach God through practicing the regimen of commandments prescribed by God.

Pagans forgot the true physician and guide, following instead intermediate causes such as astrological constellations, which left them wandering from god to god and from law to law (I:79). In contrast, the true
religion did not arise gradually, but all at once. Through the plagues in Egypt, God demonstrated that the Divine acts directly in nature, with no need for intermediate causes or astrological help (I:80–83).

However, despite all the miracles they saw, the Israelites continued to doubt whether God had in fact spoken to Moses. Perhaps, they reasoned, the law was merely a human invention. Perhaps Moses was inspired in a vision or a dream; perhaps the Torah was the creation of his human intellect, only later confirmed by divine support. In order to refute such philosophical theories of prophecy, God orchestrated the event at Mount Sinai; only direct experience of revelation could remove all doubt from their minds. Without being able to explain how it was possible, all who were present at Sinai knew the revelation came directly from the Creator, with no intermediary (I:87–91).

How then could the nation descend so swiftly to the sin of the golden calf? Worship of idols was widespread at the time; idolatry was the universal language of religion. Even a philosopher setting out to prove the unity and sovereignty of God would point to an image, which he would argue was connected to a divine presence (an ʿamr ilāhī). Thus did the Israelites point to the pillar of cloud and fire that accompanied them in the wilderness, and to the cloud which spoke with Moses in the tent of meeting. The people’s goal in making the golden calf was to have an object to which they could point when relating the wonders of God. Their sin consisted not in building an image per se, but in attributing an ʿamr ilāhī to something they chose and created themselves, without the guidance of God (I:97). This, says the King, confirms the angel’s message in his dream: one can only reach the Divine (ʿamr ilāhī) through a command of God, an ʿamr ilāhī (I:98).

The Haver agrees, explaining that the law articulates precisely how one should approach the Divine, including detailed laws of prayer, sacrifice, and ritual purity (I:99). The King, however, protests the exclusivity of such a law, given in the Hebrew tongue to one particular people. Would it not have been better if all humankind had been guided in the right path? (I:102). To this plea, the Haver responds by reiterating his vision of sacred history: the spirit of divine prophecy rested upon one individual per generation, until the twelve sons of Jacob, each of whom either achieved the degree of prophecy or “became spiritual” through contact with prophets (I:103). While the King presumes that one who had achieved such a level would surely long for death, the Haver assures him that the Torah promises connection with God in this very life. One who tastes immortality in this world does not need to fasten hopes on the world to come (I:108–9).
However, the King challenges this point, arguing that if we judge a person’s chances for the afterlife by their closeness to God during this life, we should judge the status of the Jews in the next world by their station in this world. The King here articulates the standard Christian argument from history, which deduces the falseness of Judaism from the Jews’ lowly station. The Haver counters that Christians and Muslims cannot legitimately level this argument against the Jews, as both Christianity and Islam glorify humility and lowliness (I:112–13). However, he agrees with the King in one respect: Jews should take on their degradation and exile in a spirit of submission to God’s will. If they do so, they will hasten the arrival of the Messiah (I:115).

Book Two

At the opening of Book Two, the King and his people convert to Judaism and the King takes the Haver as his tutor.39 He begins with a lesson on God’s names and attributes. The Haver explains that all of God’s names are adjectives describing the way creatures are affected by God’s actions. While God appears merciful and compassionate at some times, jealous and vengeful at others, God is simply a just judge, who does not actually change from one attribute to another.

The Haver classifies divine attributes as attributes of action, attributes of relation, and attributes of negation.40 Attributes of action describe God through actions proceeding from him: God makes poor and makes rich, acts mercifully or with strict judgment. Attributes of relation describe God in language through which humans exalt the Creator: blessed, praised, glorified, holy, exalted, and extolled. Negative attributes—such as living, only, first, and last—negate their contraries, without being established in their ordinary sense. For example, we call God “living” in order to deny that God is inanimate or dead; in truth, however, God is beyond life and death, which apply only to material bodies (II:2). God’s will made the heavens revolve continually; the same will adapted the air to the sound of the divine word in the giving of the ten commandments, fashioned the two tablets out of stone, and engraved the writing on the tablets. The spiritual forms called God’s Glory—those forms that are visible to the prophets—are produced from an ethereal, created substance known as Holy Spirit. Like material bodies particularly affected by sunlight, the land of Israel is especially benefited by the Glory of God, which is like a ray of divine light (II:4–8).

The Haver thus reaffirms that God acts directly in nature, with no need for intermediary causes (II:6), and explains how the light of the Di-
vine can manifest as Glory or Shekhinah, and in one land more than another (II:6–24). From discussion of the land and the Temple, the Ḥaver turns to the sacrificial order (II:25–28). Since its destruction, the Jews have missed the heart of the nation, the Temple; however, they still connect with God through commandments such as circumcision and Sabbath (II:29–34). Even today, Israel is among the nations like the heart amidst the organs of the body. It is the organ that is most sensitive, reflecting the sickness and health of the whole (II:36–44).

The King is surprised, given Israel’s spiritual sensitivity, that there are not hermits and ascetics among the nation. The Ḥaver explains that attitudes such as humility and submission alone do not draw one near to God; divinely commanded actions are necessary. Love and fear of God are aspects of the rational law, which precedes the divine law in character and in time. However, it is ultimately the divine law which connects the nation with the 'amr ilāhī. This divine law does not demand asceticism but rather moderation, giving each faculty of the human being its due. God is approached equally through awe, love, and joy (II:45–50). The chapter concludes with an excursus on the superiority of the Hebrew language (II:67–81).

Book Three

As Book Three opens, the Ḥaver reiterates his anti-ascetic stance: the pious person among Israel is not someone who detaches himself from society, but one who disciplines his life in this world so as to merit life in the world to come. Those who attempt asceticism today are in danger of self-delusion and of distancing themselves from—rather than drawing closer to—the Divine (III:1). The good person is obeyed by his or her senses as a prince is obeyed by his people. Pious Jews are aided in self-discipline and purification by the rhythm of mitsvot: three daily times of prayer, weekly Sabbaths, and the yearly cycle of festivals (III:5). The Ḥaver explains in detail the meaning of the Jewish liturgy, including the advantage of communal prayer over individual worship (III:11–19). This completes the argument begun in Book Two that Jewish communal life provides a taste of the world to come, and thus requires no ascetic isolation or monasticism (III:20–22).

The second half of Book Three offers a detailed response to the Karaite critique, building on the anti-Karaite polemics of Saʿadīya Gaon. The Ḥaver argues that there are two crucial ingredients for drawing near to God: divine command and true tradition. Legal dialectics, for which the Karaites are known, are no substitute for true tradition, which the
rabbis possess. The tradition of the rabbis is grounded in divine inspiration; rabbinic authority traces back to the Sanhedrin, which was graced with the presence of the Shekhinah (III:22–41). Moreover, the rabbis maintain necessary safeguards to preserve the unity and integrity of divine law (III:42–53).

Divinely commanded actions are ultimately like works of nature: they are not under our control, we do not understand how they work, and yet they miraculously bring us into contact with the Divine. We can only draw near to God through actions commanded by God. Knowledge of these commands comes through prophecy, not through human reason. Our link to prophecy, and thus to divine commandment, is rabbinic tradition (III:53). The Ḥaver affirms and traces the chain of tradition from the prophets of the First and Second Temple to the rabbis of the Mishnah and Talmud (III:54–67). He defends rabbinic interpretation of Scripture and rabbinic aggadot, conceding that the rabbis may have possessed canons of interpretation that we have lost (III:68–73).

**Book Four**

While Book Three focuses on law and interpretation, Book Four turns to prophecy and religious experience. The book opens with an analysis of the names for God in the Torah. The Ḥaver observes that Elohim functions as a common noun—a generic term for God, which can even take a definite article—whereas the Tetragrammaton functions as a proper noun, the personal name of the God of Israel. Elohim is the governor of the world whose existence we deduce through logical argument; the Lord is the God human beings know through prophetic experience (IV:1–3).

The prophets are endowed with an inner eye; through this eye, they witness visions which teach profound truths about the Creator. Whereas Greek philosophy doubts whatever it has not encountered, prophets cannot doubt what they have witnessed directly through their inner eye. Living in many different generations, the prophets testify to one another about the truths they see, forming a community of corroborating witnesses (IV:3). Prophetic vision can see in an instant what volumes of philosophy cannot grasp. The prophetic experience gives birth to love and awe; these are natural responses to standing in the presence of God. Moses brought the people to Mount Sinai to see the light that he had seen; the hours and direction of prayer were instituted so people could continue to behold this divine light (IV:4–11).

Once one has known the Lord through direct witness and taste, one becomes a servant of God, passionately in love with the divine beloved,
ready to die for God’s sake, rather than lose the sweetness of God’s presence. Abraham was such a lover of God; once he has tasted God’s presence, he scoffs at the indirect way of reason, by which he had once sought to prove God’s existence. The Lord is called the God of Israel because Israel is the people of this seeing, and the land of Israel provides the climate that makes seeing God possible. Common people sense that the rabbis possess an authentic teaching not found in the words of the philosophers, however sophisticated (IV:15–17). The divine law in fact transforms one who practices it. Just as a seed transforms the soil in which it is planted, so will Israel transform the nations among whom she is dispersed, which is God’s wise design (IV:23).

Book Four concludes with a detailed interpretation of Sefer Yetsirah, a book of numerical speculation, taken to demonstrate the achievements of the Jewish people in natural science (IV:25–31).

Book Five

In Book Five, the Ḥaver agrees after protest to provide a detailed explanation of the principles of the kalām. He begins, however, by explaining principles of cosmology, metaphysics, and psychology according to the philosophers; his discourse on psychology in V:12 is in fact a treatise of Avicenna’s. However, once he has thoroughly impressed the King with this philosophical explanation, the Ḥaver launches into a trenchant critique of the philosophical world view, a critique that has much in common with Ghazzālī’s Incoherence of the Philosophers. The Ḥaver rejects the philosophers’ notion of four constitutive elements of nature as a theoretical construct with no empirical proof. He points out flaws in the suggestion that philosophical learning brings union with the Active Intellect and immortality of the soul. If this is the case, he asks, how do we account for people who lose their learning; do they have two different souls? Why do various philosophers not conceive their ideas simultaneously, hold identical views, or know what one another is thinking? In fact, what little consensus exists among philosophers is not due to theoretical agreement, as in mathematics and the demonstrative sciences, but because individuals belong to the same philosophical school (V:14).

As for kalām, he insists it is dangerous. It cannot endow a soul with the simple faith that comes naturally, like a poetic gift, and can in fact raise doubts where none existed before (V:16). Nevertheless, he outlines a system of kalām metaphysics, which proves the creation of the world in time, and the eternal, non-corporeal nature of the Creator. Kalām metaphysics portrays God as living, omniscient, and possessed of an eternal will (V:18).
Finally, the Haver outlines his own beliefs. He affirms both human free will and active divine providence, asserting that events work through divine, natural, and accidental causes. God creates all with wisdom, endowing every substance with its perfect form. However, intermediary causes are also necessary to bring beings to their perfect formation. The Haver insists on the existence of a natural hierarchy consisting of minerals, plants, animals, and humans, who are nearest to the First Cause, which—somewhat surprisingly—he describes as reason itself. The divine law brings one even closer to reason, and practice of the commandments leads one to an angelic degree, the degree of prophetic inspiration (V:20).

The Haver thus suggests an interesting dialectic between freedom and providence. Human beings have freedom to choose their actions; the possibility of repentance is ever present, and reproof is therefore effective. From another point of view, however, everything can be traced back to the First Cause, either directly or indirectly. The highest we can reach is to perceive supernatural causes in natural events; since we cannot grasp the nature of the Divine itself, we dwell on God’s works. On a national level, the divine will guides Jewish history. Although providence was more evident when the Shekhinah dwelt among them, divine guidance continues and is manifest for those with eyes to see (V:20–21).

The Haver closes by expressing his intention to set out for the land of Israel. Although the visible Shekhinah has departed, he affirms that the invisible Shekhinah is present with every Israelite of pure heart, and that the land of Israel is pervaded by the Divine Presence. The divine law comes to full fruition in the land. The Haver affirms he seeks only the freedom to serve God; service of God is true freedom, humility before God is true honor (V:25).

He stresses, however, that intention on its own is not enough; intention must be united with action. Only when it is impossible to act is one rewarded for intention alone. The holy land stands as a reminder and stimulus to the love of God; when all of Israel yearn passionately for Jerusalem’s restoration, only then will she be rebuilt (III:27). In face of such a plea, the King concedes it would be wrong to hinder the Haver from his journey, and bids him well (III:28). This brings us full circle, for the King was admonished in his dream to seek the way of action pleasing to God. The implication is that this way of action is ultimately fulfilled in the land of Israel.

Our summary concluded, let us turn to analysis of the specific terms Ha-Levi uses for religious experience, and the way these terms shape his argument on behalf of the Jewish faith.
PART 1

The Language of Relationship

Religious Experience as Connection or Union (Ittiṣāl) and Arrival (Wuṣūl)

As we have noted, various rival groups in the medieval Islamic world—philosophers, theologians, Sufi mystics, legal scholars—were each laying claim to common Arabic terms. Ha-Levi adapts and transforms these Arabic terms in an original way to reflect his distinct perspective on religious experience.

One way Ha-Levi speaks of the religious path or goal is in relational terms—as union, communion, contact, connection, or conjunction (ittiṣāl); as well as attaining, arriving at, or reaching the Divine (wuṣūl). Both terms stem from the Arabic root waṣala. Waṣala means to connect, join, unite, combine, or link; and also to arrive at or reach, perhaps through a process of connection. These terms were the subject of great controversy in twelfth-century Muslim Spain. Because they describe the very goal and purpose of religious life, these key terms reach to the heart of each group’s identity: philosophers, mystics, and mainstream legal scholars each felt the need to define a position on the possibility of ittiṣāl.¹

The terms ittiṣāl and wuṣūl are in fact the focus of a central debate in the Middle Ages: in what sense is it possible for human beings to achieve union with the Divine, and how does one attain such union?² While some groups assert ittiṣāl is possible and they map out a detailed program for its attainment, others object strongly to this concept. Ha-Levi plays with the terms ittiṣāl and wuṣūl in a way that reframes the problem and offers a unique resolution.

Ittiṣāl is central to the Kuzari from the very outset; the term is featured in the King’s opening encounters with his three interlocutors. We will thus begin by examining Sufi and philosophical senses of ittiṣāl and their role in the opening dialogue, the dialogue’s use of Shī‘ite terminology, and
the place of ittişāl in the Ḥaver’s chronicle of Jewish history. We will see that the Ḥaver’s narrative includes an account of ittişāl among founding figures, various levels of ittişāl (individual and communal, elite and non-elite) and the covenantal dimension of ittişāl.

We will then consider the importance of mitsvot and Jewish communal life for Ha-Levi’s concept of ittişāl, and examine the relationship between ittişāl, immortality, and the afterlife in Ha-Levi’s thought. The final section will explore several dimensions of Ha-Levi’s argument: the Ḥaver’s response to Christian and Muslim critiques of Judaism, his defense of Biblical asceticism despite Ha-Levi’s anti-ascetic religious ideal, and his unique interpretation of Jewish national suffering.

A. Sufi and Philosophical Terminology: Use of the Term Ittişāl in the Opening Dialogue

We have noted that the Islamic mystical movement known as Sufism (tasawwuf) flowered in Muslim Spain from the tenth century on. Sufis and philosophers in medieval Spain each described a form of union with the divine realm which they called ittişāl. For Sufis, the goal of spiritual life was clear: union with God. For scholars like the philosopher depicted in I:1 of the Kuzari, the more modest goal of the human quest was union with the Active Intellect, the tenth celestial intelligence emanated from the Divine, which governs the sublunar world and brings human thought from potentiality to actuality.³

The philosopher in I:1 speaks of this achievement as ittişāl ittiḥād, a conjunction of union. He advises the King to liken himself to the Active Intellect, and to pursue the virtues of contentment, quietism, and humility;⁴ he also suggests that the philosophic path leads to prophecy. While his speech is thoroughly in keeping with the medieval philosophical quest, the vocabulary and images he uses have Sufi overtones. The Sufi is therefore a background figure in the dialogue, the missing interlocutor whose language and presence we feel throughout.

With respect to the individual who has achieved perfection (the Perfect One),⁵ the philosopher asserts that there conjoins with him [yattaşīlu bi-hi] from the divine nature a light which is called the Active Intellect. His passive intellect conjoins with it [yattaşīlu bi-hi] in a conjunction of union [ittişāl ittiḥād], to the point where the individual regards himself as that Active Intellect, with no distinction between them. (I:1: 4)
The phrase *ittiṣāl ittiḥād* in fact represents two ways in which union with the Divine had been depicted in Sufi thought: as *ittiṣāl*—contact, communion, or union—and as *ittiḥād*, an identification of natures. In the Sufi model, the seeker divests himself more and more of his own human attributes, gradually taking on the qualities of the divine beloved until he or she becomes that beloved, perceiving an identity or unification (*ittiḥād*) of the two natures. Some Sufis argued that such talk was heresy, for it implies there are two independent entities that could be united, an affront to the absolute unity (*tawḥīd*) of the one divine Reality.

Here we see the philosopher using the phrase *ittiṣāl ittiḥād* to suggest a less embracing union. The passive human intellect unites not with God, but with the Active Intellect, thereby becoming a fully actualized intelligence, knowing all that it is possible for a human mind to know.

We see that while using the same terms, philosophers and Sufis were living in radically different worlds. There were bridges between these worlds however. There was a common striving for union which united intellectuals in the Islamic world, and much common ground existed despite clear differences. In particular, the experiential dimension of Neo-Platonic philosophy created a bridge between philosophy and Sufism. Plotinus, the third-century father of Neo-Platonism, had described divine emanation as an initial “downward” path, whereby the unknowable One emanates through Mind, Soul, and Nature into this world; this is the philosophical dimension to his thought. However, he also prescribed an upward, religious path by which a soul yearning for return to the One could strive to attain reunion.

Plotinus described his own experience of mystical oneness in a passage frequently quoted by medieval philosophers of Judaism and Islam. For Plotinus, union was not simply intellectual, but experiential and ecstatic:

> Often I have woken up out of the body to my self and have entered into myself, going out from all other things; I have seen a beauty wonderfully great and felt assurance that then most of all I belonged to the better part; I have actually lived the best life and come to identify with the divine; and set firm in it I have come to that supreme actuality, setting myself above all else in the realm of Intellect. Then after that rest in the divine, when I have come down from Intellect to discursive reasoning, I am puzzled how I ever came down, and how my soul has come to be in the body when it is what it has shown itself to be by itself, even when it is in the body.

Plotinus’s account of his own experience provided a bridge between a purely cognitive approach to *ittiṣāl* and the experiential approach of
the Sufis. It is true that this passage was known to medieval Islamic and Jewish philosophers in a slightly different form: the Arabic version was found in an apocryphal work known as the *Theology of Aristotle*. This translation softened Plotinus’s language of union by speaking of his being “attached” to the divine world rather than united with it. Nevertheless, the experiential nature of Plotinus’s journey remains clear:

Sometimes, I was as it were alone with my soul: I divested myself of my body, put it aside, and was as it were a simple substance without a body. Then I entered into my essence by returning into it free from all things. I was knowledge, knowing, and known at the same time. I saw in my essence so much of beauty, loveliness, and splendor that I remained astonished and confused, and I knew that I was a part of the exalted, splendid, divine upper world, and that I was endowed with an active life. When this became clear to myself, I rose in my essence from this world to the divine world, and I was as it were placed there and attached [muta'alliq] to it. I was above the whole intelligible world, and saw myself as if I stood in that exalted divine position, and beheld there such light and splendor as tongues are unable to describe and ears are impotent to hear.11

Elsewhere, moreover, the *Theology* translates Plotinus using the term *ittišāl*, as in the following passage: “When the soul leaves this world and enters the higher world . . . it unites with (Intellect) without its essence perishing. . . . It is both thinker and thought12 . . . because of the intensity of its conjunction (*ittišāl*) with Intellect”; soul and Intellect are then “one thing, and two.”13 Avicenna and other medieval philosophers thus evoke both sides of Plotinus when they describe the goal of religious life as *ittišāl*, a union that is both cognitive and ecstatic.14

Avicenna’s language of union cannot be wholly ascribed to Neo-Platonic philosophy, however. He and other medieval thinkers were also seeking to make sense of claims to religious experience by Sufis in their midst. Avicenna devotes a section of his *Book of Directives and Remarks* (*Kitāb al-ishārāt wa-l-tanbīḥāt*) to a phenomenological description of the path of the Sufis. In it, he describes *ittišāl* as one stage of contact or uniting on the way to final arrival or union (*wuṣūl*) with the Divine.15 The fact that there was already an ecstatic component to the philosophical model of *ittišāl*, and that the term was current in medieval Neo-Platonic texts, solidified the bridge to Sufi thought. The language of *ittišāl* was common to the worlds of Sufism and philosophy, so much so that it is not entirely clear in which sphere the term originated.

The twelfth-century theologian al-Ghazzālī, too, devotes attention to the path of the Sufis and to their language of union (*wuṣūl*). An orthodox
thinker well versed in philosophy, Ghazzâlî was a crucial link between worlds, one who found in Neo-Platonic metaphysics language to express the unitive nature of Sufi ittiḥād.\textsuperscript{16} Ghazzâlî varies in his degree of comfort with the terminology of union. He is critical of such language in his well-known spiritual autobiography, in which he recounts his conversion to the Sufi way. Ghazzâlî asserts that the only path to true knowledge of God is the path of the Sufi, and he describes with conviction the disciple’s ascent on the way (\textit{ṭarīqa}). However, of the final stage on the path, he warns: “The matter comes ultimately to a closeness to God which one group almost conceives of as indwelling [ḥulūl], and another as union [ittiḥād] and another as arrival [\textit{wusūl}], but all this is wrong.”\textsuperscript{17}

In the \textit{Niche for Lights}, however, Ghazzâlî describes in lyrical Sufi language the state of those who attain to the Divine (\textit{al-waṣilūna}). They are annihilated in God; “nothing remains any more save the One, the Real.” Nevertheless, Ghazzâlî is careful to distinguish between consciousness of God’s absolute Unity (\textit{tawḥīd})—the recognition that there is no real Being other than God—and certain Sufis’ claims to identity with God (ittiḥād), a claim he rejects. Ghazzâlî is aware of both the mystical possibilities of the language of union and its dangers, and expresses both dimensions in his writings.\textsuperscript{18}

As we have seen, Baḥya ibn Paqūda, author of the eleventh-century classic \textit{Duties of the Heart}, is also a maker of bridges; Baḥya unites the worlds of the Sufi, the philosopher, and the Jew. He structures his work exactly like a Sufi manual, with various gates teaching Sufi ideals such as absolute trust in God (\textit{tawakkul}), introspection and spiritual self-reckoning (\textit{muḥāsaba}), humility (\textit{tawāḍu'}) and surrender to God’s will, even ascetic self-denial (\textit{zuhd}). The opening chapter, in which Baḥya demonstrates the absolute unity of the Divine (\textit{tawḥīd}), blends Sufi spiritual ideals with those of Neo-Platonic philosophy.\textsuperscript{19} In the last chapter, Baḥya explains that love of God is the soul’s essential yearning to conjoin (\textit{tattaṣīl}) with God’s light; in Baḥya, ittiṣāl assumes a Sufi, devotional flavor.\textsuperscript{20} Whether or not Ha-Levi is responding directly to Baḥya, Baḥya’s very presence attests to the strong attraction Sufi ideals of union held for the Jewish community of medieval Spain.

We thus hear both Neo-Platonic and Sufi overtones within the language of union used by the philosopher in I:1. The philosopher describes an intellectual path to union with the Active Intellect that mirrors the experiential path of the Sufi. Unlike the Sufis or Plotinus however, Ha-Levi’s philosopher—like other medieval Neo-Platonists—holds that union with God or the One is not possible. He therefore makes intellectual perfection, rather than mystical union, the goal of his quest.
Moral virtues are crucial for the philosophical path, Ha-Levi’s philosopher teaches, both as an aid to intellectual perfection and as a fruit of union with the Active Intellect. The philosopher’s moral vocabulary also carries Sufi overtones; he associates the philosophical path of moderation (“the most just and balanced of ways”) with central Sufi virtues of contentment, quietism, and humility. The philosophers’ limbs become like limbs of the Active Intellect, just as the Sufi who reaches union becomes an instrument of the Divine.22

Like Al-Fārābī, Avicenna, and other Islamic philosophers, Ha-Levi’s philosopher portrays prophecy and true dreams as the ultimate fruit of the philosophical quest. Here, too, we find echoes of Sufi teachings, for Sufi ittiṣāl with God is said to result in dreams, visions, and prophecy. Al-Ghazzālī describes prophecy as an offshoot of the Sufi path, and states categorically that “the properties of prophecy beyond those just mentioned can be perceived only by tasting (dhawq) as a result of following the way of Sufism.”23

Ha-Levi’s philosopher advises the King to follow the philosophical path to perfection so that he may achieve his ultimate goal:

You will be able to arrive at your desired goal24: making contact [ittiṣāl] with that spiritual [entity], I mean the Active Intellect. And perhaps it will cause you to prophesy, and instruct you in the hidden knowledge25 through true dreams and accurate images. (I:1: 5)

The philosopher speaks with a note of irony; by suggesting that true dreams and prophecy occur only after a long and arduous journey, the philosopher in effect dismisses the “prophetic” dream that had prompted the King’s quest.26

From the outset, however, Ha-Levi challenges the philosophical claim to prophecy. He has the King argue that despite their contact (ittiṣāl) with the spiritual realm, philosophers are not known for prophecy, while people without philosophical or spiritual preparation receive veridical dreams. This, concludes the King, proves that between the Divine (‘amr ilāhī) and souls there is some connection, which he terms a secret (sirr), beyond the philosophical.27 The King thus defends both the revelatory nature of his dream and the possibility of a kind of ittiṣāl beyond that promised by philosophy. Moreover, by using the term sirr—a Sufi technical term for the secret, innermost part of the human soul—Ha-Levi once again plays the philosopher against an absent Sufi interlocutor and the promise of Sufi ittiṣāl.28

By using Sufi terminology, Ha-Levi sets up implicit contrasts between
philosophy and Sufism, not in order to hold up Sufism as an alternative, but to point out weaknesses in both ideals. Ultimately, Ha-Levi plays both Sufi and philosophical ittişāl against what he sees as a more direct, concrete, and powerful religious experience found in the relationship between the Biblical God and the people of Israel.

The King explicitly extends the term ittişāl to signify such concrete divine-human contact when he expresses a philosophical skepticism, perhaps inspired by the philosopher’s argument, about the possibility of this kind of ittişāl:

The [human] soul is not at ease admitting that the Creator has contact [muttaşīl] with flesh [and blood] [humanity] except by a miracle that changes the natures [of things], by which we know that only the One who created [all] things from nothing was capable of it. This event must take place before masses who witness it directly—it should not come to them through a report or a chain of tradition—so that it can be studied and carefully examined, lest it be thought that it was a phantasm or magic.

[And even then] it is only with difficulty that the soul [can] accept this great thing, that the Creator of this world and the next world and the heavens and the heavenly bodies makes contact [yattaşīlu] with this dirty piece of mud, I mean a human being, and that God talks to him, and fulfills his requests, and does his will. (I:8: 9)

The King poses this objection still more trenchantly to the Ḥaver in I:68:

But how did your souls become convinced of this great thing, that the Creator of the bodies, spirits, intellects and angels, who is too high, too holy, too exalted for intellects—much less for the senses—to perceive, makes contact [ittişāl] with this low creature, sunk in matter, even if he is great in form. For in the smallest of worms there are mysteries of wisdom that the understanding cannot grasp. (I:68: 18)

The King is clearly impressed by the strength of the philosopher’s argument; he is not impressed, however, by the philosopher’s attempt to co-opt the term ittişāl. For the King realizes that while exalting philosophical ittişāl, the philosopher implies that real contact with God—what the King would call true ittişāl—is impossible.

The King’s use of ittişāl thus prepares us for Ha-Levi’s new twist to ittişāl, which we hear in the Christian’s speech in Kuzari I:4:

The Creator has concern for [providence over] creatures, and contact with [ittişāl bi] human beings, and anger and compassion and speech and
appearance and revelation to prophets and pious ones and dwelling among those who please him among the masses.

As the first voice for Biblical religion in the Kuzari, the Christian introduces the Biblical God who has a personal relationship with human beings; Ha-Levi uses ittišal here in a new way to describe the corporate and individual contact between God and humanity attested to in the Bible. The Christian states his belief in “all that is mentioned in the Torah and in the records of the children of Israel.” The Christian thus testifies to the veracity of the Biblical record. The Christian goes on to claim that God’s continual ittišal is specific to the nation of Israel. Christians, he asserts, “believe in [God] and in [God’s] dwelling [incarnation] among the children of Israel as an honor [distinction] to them, because the divine [‘amr ilāhī] never ceased to be attached [yattašilu] to them until the masses rebelled against this messiah and crucified him” (I:4: 7).

The Christian, like the philosopher, appropriates the term ittišal for the form of ittišal he believes is the highest; for the Christian, this is divine incarnation. Beyond this specifically Christian claim, however, the Christian in Ha-Levi’s text has also introduced the broader notion of ittišal as God’s providential relationship with the people of Israel. In attesting to God’s specific connection with the people of Israel and describing it as ittišal, the Christian prepares the reader for Ha-Levi’s new twist. The Ḥaver will expand upon the Christian’s words by tracing the entire history of the Jewish people as a history of ittišal.

In summary, Ha-Levi’s philosopher uses the term ittišal in the standard medieval philosophical sense, to describe conjunction of the Active Intellect with the perfected intellect of the individual philosopher. The King introduces the term ittišal to portray concrete, divine-human contact when he describes the philosophical problems in positing such a personal relationship between God and human beings. The Christian, as the first witness for Biblical religion, uses the term to depict the specific relationship between God and the people of Israel.

This play among the various senses of ittišal—including that of the absent Sufi—serves as a fitting introduction to the dialogue. The frame story prompts readers to ponder the problem of divine contact and the conflicting ways it had been posed by rival factions in the medieval world. Ha-Levi’s readers, medieval Jews educated in the intellectual terminology of Judaeo-Arabic culture, would be attuned to the various ways Ha-Levi has used the term ittišal in framing the debate. Ha-Levi’s readers will thus be especially conscious of the new twists Ha-Levi introduces, chiefly through the person of the Ḥaver, to the language of ittišal.
B. Shī‘ite Terminology

We have seen that in the opening dialogue, Ha-Levi’s Christian brings a new nuance to the term ittiṣāl by using it to describe the Biblical relationship between God and Israel. When we come to the Ḥavér’s use of ittiṣāl and wuṣūl, we discover that Ha-Levi’s usage is also a creative adaptation and transformation of Shi‘ite language.

Whereas Sufis and philosophers by and large used ittiṣāl to describe the goal of a human-initiated quest for union, in certain tenth-century Shi‘ite texts we find God reaching to unite with the human rather than human beings reaching out to the Divine. In these Ismā‘īlī texts, which Shlomo Pines brought together, God chooses to attach to a series of prophets, the best individual in each generation.

The Shi‘ite authors link three terms we also find at the center of the Kuzari: ℓəmr, şafwa, and ittiṣāl. The term ℓəmr literally means thing, matter, order, or command. In the Qur‘ān, the term amr signifies God’s command; in Shi‘ite thought, the divine ℓəmr came to signify God’s commanding word, the divine will, or what Pines terms “a divine influx conferring prophethood.”

In the Shi‘ite texts to which Pines called attention, ℓəmr (or ℓəmr Allah) denotes that aspect of the Divine which comes down to select human individuals and signals God’s choice of them. The term şafwa in these texts denotes either the fact of divine election, or the people who are the select of God. Variants of the verb ittaṣāla (conjoin) and itṭalada (unite) are used in these texts to describe the conjunction of the divine ℓəmr with the line of prophets, beginning with Adam.

Unlike the Sufis and philosophers, for whom ittiṣāl had come to indicate the goal of a human-initiated quest for union, Ha-Levi, like the authors of these Ismā‘īlī texts, sometimes uses ittiṣāl to indicate contact initiated by God. Ha-Levi also adapts and transforms the Shi‘ite complex of terms: we find in the Kuzari the term ℓəmr for the Divine—most often in the phrase ℓəmr ilāhi, commonly translated divine “power,” “influence,” or “order”—and the term şafwa for the line of individuals to whom the divine ℓəmr attaches (ittaṣāla). However, whereas the ℓəmr of the Shi‘ites is a divine influx that comes down through a series of emanations, Ha-Levi detaches the term from its elaborate Neo-Platonic framework, and uses it as a fluid way to point to the Divine.

Many scholars have tried to pin down the precise ontological status and function of Ha-Levi’s ℓəmr ilāhi; my sense, however, is that Ha-Levi likes the flexibility of this moniker for the Divine. While Ha-Levi does
often use the term ′amr or ′amr ilāhī to describe God’s interaction with creation, he uses these ambiguous terms precisely so that this interaction not be reified; it is doubtful that he conceived of the ′amr ilāhī as an intermediary with a specific ontological status.\textsuperscript{44} I have thus opted to translate the phrase simply as “the Divine,” and not pin down the ′amr ilāhī as a specific order, influence, influx, or command.\textsuperscript{45} Ha-Levi’s adaptation of the terms ṣāfiwa and ittiṣāl likewise resists being reduced to any rigid theoretical framework. Ha-Levi seeks to capture the simple, mysterious relationship to God he sees in true Biblical religion, and adapts this complex of Shi‘ite terms to explain the unique connection of the Jewish people to God.

Of course, Ha-Levi’s interest in the term ittiṣāl as used by the Shi‘ites stems precisely from the term’s prestige among Sufis and philosophers. Ha-Levi’s appropriation of Shi‘ite language does not then imply a complete rejection of Sufi and philosophical models. Throughout the 

C. The History of the Jewish People

as a History of Ittiṣāl

In Book One of the Kuzari, the Haver lays out for the king his basic conception of Jewish history. Our focus on the verbal root w-s-l will reveal this to be a history of God’s encounter with humanity, a history, in effect, of ittiṣāl.

1. Ittiṣāl among Founding Figures

The Haver’s sacred history of the Jewish nation sets forth a prophetic elite beginning with Adam. The Haver describes Adam using motifs available in his Islamic intellectual milieu—in particular, Sufi and philosophical models of perfection. In I:95, he calls Adam the Perfect One (al-kāmil), a term that calls to mind the philosopher’s description of the perfect human being (al-insān al-kāmil) in I:1. Like the Sufi Knower of God\textsuperscript{47} who has entered into union with the Divine, Ha-Levi’s Adam “knows the Truths without instruction, by simple reflection” (I:95: 28).\textsuperscript{48}

The Haver describes Adam’s capacity for an individual connection with God as the crowning perfection of the father of the human race;
Adam, he says, received “the divine power beyond the intellect, by which I mean (that he was at) the level at which one connects (yattašīlu) with God and spiritual beings” (I:95: 28). Adam is untutored, yet has a natural capacity for ittišāl, a gift that Sufis and philosophers only attain through an arduous path of development. The original relationship between human beings and God is a spontaneous connection, not one cultivated by following the steps of a program.

Like the Sufis, and unlike the philosophers, Ha-Levi wants to situate Adam’s capacity for ittišāl beyond the realm of the intellect, and to claim that it makes possible communion not only with the Active Intellect or the realm of spiritual beings, but with the Divine itself. Perhaps Ha-Levi wants to hint that this is the “secret” between the soul and God to which the King alluded in I:4—a connection with the spiritual realm different from that spoken of by the philosophers, and one whose existence the King is seeking to verify.

Unlike the Sufis, Ha-Levi’s use of ittišāl nowhere hints of unio mystica. However, Ha-Levi does suggest the human soul has some connection to God that philosophers have failed to acknowledge, a connection that makes possible a personal relationship with God and intense religious experience.

Drawing upon the Shi‘ite theory of the ʂafa, Ha-Levi suggests that Adam’s capacity for ittišāl makes him the forebear of an elite line of humanity. Adam’s sons also have contact with the Divine, but Ha-Levi explicitly portrays this ittišāl as originating not with the sons themselves but with God. God singles out some of Adam’s sons as the select (ṣafwa), especially suited for divine contact, while the rest are regarded as secondary and superfluous:

After Cain his brother killed [Abel] in jealousy over this level, he was replaced by Seth, who was similar to Adam, being his quintessence [ṣafwa] and core, and others were like husks and rotten fruit. The quintessence of Seth was Enosh, and thus the ‘amr made contact [ittāšāla] until Noah, with individuals who were the heart, similar to Adam, called sons of God, perfect of physical constitution and temperament, long of life and of knowledge and of capacity. . . . Perhaps there were among them those to whom the ‘amr ilāhī did not attach [yattašīlu] like Terah. But Abraham his son was a disciple of his grandfather Èver; moreover he had known Noah himself. And so the ‘amr ilāhī was linked from grandfathers to grandsons. (I:95: 28)

The select sons are apparently distinguished from birth; the ‘amr ilāhī chooses to make contact with them because of characteristics they
inherit from their father Adam, who was created perfect. Their siblings
with whom God did not make ittiş al simply failed to inherit a trait—to
use a modern genetic term—which would render them fit for ittiş al.
However the genetic comparison is imperfect, as Ha-Levi allows for
both nature and nurture. Abraham is able to receive contact from the
'amr ilâhi not only because he inherited the recessive gene from his
grandfather 'Ever, but also because he was a student of his grandfather,
and had known his righteous ancestor Noah as well. The early ancestors
passed down both a tradition and a capacity for connection with the Di-
vine; thus, the capacity for prophecy is both inherited and learned.

In each generation the 'amr ilâhi continues to make ittiş al with one
individual whom God finds worthy—as we saw in the Shi′ite texts—
from Adam down to the twelve sons of Jacob. Finding all twelve sons fit
to link with, God makes ittiş al with all of them, forming what the Ḥaver
calls “something of an angelic elite, almost a different species of human-
ity” (I:103: 35). Speaking of the prophetic line from Adam to Moses, the Ḥaver asserts:

These, on account of their contact [ittiş al], are the quintessence of Adam
and his select [ṣafwa]. And each of them had progeny like husks, not re-
ssembling the[ir] fathers, and [therefore] the 'amr ilâhi did not make con-
tact [yattaş il] with them, and the chronology continued with the[se] divine
ones, who were individuals, not a group, until Jacob begat the twelve
tribes, all of them fit for the 'amr ilâhi, and the Divine came to a group,
through whom [continued] the chronology. (I:47: 14)

Ha-Levi’s use of the term ittiş al in this passage may be deliberately
equivocal; as a poet he may in fact delight in the texture and ambiguity
of the term. The Ḥaver’s assertion that these, “on account of their ittiş al,
are the heart of Adam and his select” is unclear. Does this indicate that
some of Adam’s descendents are the “select” of their father because of
an innate capacity or worthiness, or that their actual ittiş al—God’s rela-
tionship with them—makes them an elite? Are the ṣafwa special because
they are chosen, or are they chosen because they are special? The Ḥaver’s equivocal language leaves room for an arbitrary quality to the
choice. One might argue that the rejected sons’ status as “husks” derives
at least partially from the fact that God did not actually connect with
them, that for Ha-Levi ittiş al is ultimately an act of God, who chooses to
initiate contact with certain descendents of the primordial Adam.

While in this passage the Ḥaver speaks of fitness for ittiş al as if it is
innate, elsewhere he uses language of striving or aspiration for contact
with the Divine. For example, the Ḥaver states that all twelve sons of Jacob strove for prophecy and most of them achieved it; those who did not reach the level of prophecy nevertheless were able to draw near to God through acts of holiness and encountering prophets (I:103:35). In his speech on the characteristics of the pious Jew, the Ḥaver asserts that one who joins together in prayer certain affirmations of the Jewish faith with pure intention

is a true Israelite, and it is fitting for him to aspire to ittiṣāl with the ‘amr ilāḥī, which is connected to [al-mutaṣṣil] the Children of Israel to the exclusion of the other nations. He finds no difficulty in standing in the presence of the Shekhinah. And when he asks, he is answered. (III:17:105)

Ha-Levi here portrays ittiṣāl as a connection to which a person may aspire. The Ḥaver indicates that sincere worship through the traditional halakhically prescribed service is a component of, or makes one fit for, aspiration to ittiṣāl.

We also see elements of both divine election and human striving in Ha-Levi’s telling of the Abraham story. Ha-Levi was obviously fascinated with the rabbinic narrative in which God comes to Abraham the iconoclast, the first human being to reject idolatry and discover the existence of one God. This is not an arbitrary selection process, but the choosing of one who is himself a seeker; Abraham takes some initiative and is met half-way. Ha-Levi’s portrait of Abraham attempts to do justice to what he finds in the classical Jewish tradition.

Ha-Levi depicts the ‘amr ilāḥī as eagerly awaiting an individual such as Abraham with whom it will be fitting to connect:

See how Abraham—since he was distinguished [excellent] and his ittiṣāl with the ‘amr ilāḥī was necessary, he being the core of that select [ṣafwa]—was moved from his land, to the place where his perfection could be completed . . .

For the ‘amr ilāḥī is, so to speak, waiting for whomever is worthy to attach to him [‘an yattaṣīla bi-hi] and become a God to him, such as the prophets and pious friends of God; just as the intellect, so to speak, waits for the one whose natural qualities have become perfected and whose soul and moral qualities have become temperate, that it may dwell in him perfectly, like the philosophers; just as the soul waits for one whose natural powers have become perfected and prepared for increased excellence so that it may dwell in it, like the animals; and just as nature waits for the mixture which is temperate in its qualities in order to dwell in it so that it may become a plant. (II:14:49–50)
Here, too, however, Ha-Levi’s language is equivocal. An equally valid translation would be: “when Abraham became distinguished (excellent), ittiṣāl with the ‘amr ilāhī became necessary.” It is not clear whether ittiṣāl comes to Abraham because of his inherent fitness or because he has perfected himself. Ha-Levi chooses Arabic verbs that accommodate ideas of both innate excellence and struggle.

The Ḥaver develops a biological metaphor combining nature and nurture: natural fitness and the need for certain environmental elements. Like the root of a good tree that must be transplanted into richer soil in order to thrive, Abraham must be brought to the land of Israel in order to be made fit for ittiṣāl: “It was not fitting that Abraham connect [li-yattaṣila] with ‘amr ilāhī, and that he [should] enter into and conclude a mutual covenant [with God] until he had reached that land in the vision67 between the pieces” (II:16: 50).

Beyond natural fitness and environment, however, Ha-Levi emphasizes Abraham’s spiritual struggle, his willingness to make great sacrifices for this God with whom he seeks to be in obedient relationship:

See how syllogistic reasoning [qiyyās] declares circumcision absurd! It has no entry into political life,68 and yet Abraham submitted his person and children to it despite the natural difficulty of the command, he being one hundred years old. And it became a sign of the covenant, that the ‘amr ilāhī would connect [li-yattaṣila] with him and with his descendants. (III:7: 96)69

God chooses to connect (li-yattaṣila) with Abraham and his descendants because Abraham willingly submits himself to the commandment of circumcision. Abraham merits ittiṣāl because he is a spiritual pioneer, developing a relationship with God based upon obedience and trust. We thus see in Ha-Levi’s story of Abraham a foreshadowing of themes he will develop in tracing the nation’s relationship with God—specifically, Ha-Levi links ittiṣāl with the language of covenant.

In summary, Ha-Levi gives a complex and even contradictory portrait of the role of divine choice and human initiative in the unfolding of Biblical history. The sources of Ha-Levi’s terminology reflect tensions within his thought. Shī‘ite ittiṣāl seems predetermined. While Shī‘ite thought depicts a natural elite with an innate capacity for ittiṣāl, Sufi and philosophical ittiṣāl make room for religious quest and struggle. Ha-Levi finds in the term ittiṣāl a subtlety which he uses to steer a middle course between the activism of the Sufis and philosophers and the passivism of the Shī‘ites. The term ittiṣāl, which signifies union, contact, or connection, is itself ambiguous; it is not clear who initiates the contact or how
union is achieved. Perhaps the ambiguity of the term ittišāl allows Ha-Levi to describe a mutual relationship—a collaborative effort, both between God and individuals and between God and the nation as a whole—made tangible through the divine commandments.

2. **Communal Ittišāl**

God’s ittišāl with individual founding figures expands to a group phenomenon when the twelve tribes grow into a religious nation, solidified through the Exodus from Egypt and the revelation at Mount Sinai. This series of events establishes the unique religious status of the Jewish people:

**The King:** Is your Law then confined to you?

**The Ḥaver:** Yes, but whoever from among the nations joins us, in particular (khāšṣatan) shares in our good, although they are not quite the same as us (lam yastawi ma’nā). For if the obligation of the Law derived from His having created us, the white and the black would indeed share equally in it (lastawā fī-hī), for all of them are His creation. Rather the Law (is obligatory) because of His bringing us out of Egypt, and his attaching to us (ittišāluhu binā), for we are the select (ṣafwa) of humankind.

**The King:** I see you quite altered, oh Jew, and your words are so poor, after having been so rich [1:25–27: 11] . . .

Up to this point, the King has gradually been won over by the Ḥaver’s arguments; here he is startled by the Ḥaver’s particularism. Like the King, readers may find several points jarring:

1. The exclusivism of this passage is heightened by other passages of the Kuzari. In 111:17, for example, the Ḥaver asserts that God attaches to Israel to the exclusion of the other nations.

2. The passage can be read to suggest that God attaches to the Jewish people because they are innately special. Once again, we are struck by Ha-Levi’s decided ambiguity. With respect to individuals, the Ḥaver asserts that certain sons on account of ittišāl are the select of humankind. Here, too, on a communal level, the King is told that God has attached to the Jewish people and that they are the select. Are the Jews
select because God has chosen them, or are they selected because they are God’s best prospects among humankind?

3. For the modern reader, the Ḥa‘ver’s reference to “the white and the black” calls to mind modern claims of innate racial superiority.\textsuperscript{72}

We should not overlook or minimize the potentially disturbing implications of this passage. The King himself here and elsewhere expresses discomfort with the Ḥa‘ver’s exclusivity; clearly, Ha-Levi wants to point out the provocative nature of his claims. As Schweid has emphasized, the King is brought in as a fair and impartial judge of Judaism. The fact that the King recoils from the Ḥa‘ver’s particularism indicates that Ha-Levi is aware he is presenting problematic ideas, and expects his readers to respond accordingly. If we accept the Ḥa‘ver as a simple mouthpiece for the author we oversimplify Ha-Levi’s position.

However, we must carefully distinguish the problems this passage raises in a modern context from the way it would have been read by Ha-Levi’s contemporaries. The medieval Islamic context of Ha-Levi’s terms and arguments is crucial. By analyzing his rhetorical strategy within its Islamic context, we can discover a more complex, nuanced perspective than is apparent at first glance.

First, we should note a striking innovation Ha-Levi has made. In translating the Shi‘ite theory of the safwa into a Jewish context, Ha-Levi has shifted from speaking of ittiṣāl as an individual religious experience to ittiṣāl as a communal relationship.\textsuperscript{73} By using the term ittiṣāl to describe God’s historical attachment to the Jewish people, Ha-Levi draws on classical Jewish tradition to conceptualize religious experience in a way which is unprecedented in Arabic thought.

In rabbinic literature, the most intense metaphors for religious experience are reserved for corporate experience; for example, until the medieval philosophers, the Song of Songs is read as an allegory of the love between God and the nation of Israel.\textsuperscript{74} Whereas Arabic religious thinkers used ittiṣāl to describe individual religious experience, Ha-Levi reinterprets the term to emphasize collective revelation. Moreover, by using one Arabic term to describe both individual and group communion, Ha-Levi unites the two under a single rubric; he invests Jewish communal experience with the aura surrounding individual religious experience in the medieval world.

Second, the passage features an ingenious rhetorical twist. In writing that “the white and the black would be equal to us” Ha-Levi is alluding
to a well-known Islamic tradition (*ḥadīth*). In one of its several versions, Muḥammad lists five ways in which his prophecy differs from that of all the prophets who came before him; the ultimate difference is that “(every other) prophet was sent to his nation in particular (*khāṣṣatan*)

but I have been sent to all, the red and the black.”

To the modern reader, red and black suggest simple racial categories, but the medieval picture is more nuanced. The Arabs describe themselves as black or dark-colored, in contrast to the Persians or other non-Arabs, whom they describe as red, yellow, or in general of lighter hue. The red and the black thus refers, in the words of Ignaz Goldziher, to “Arabs and non-Arabs, i.e. the whole of mankind or the whole world without special consideration of races.”

This universalism is most explicit in texts which combine two parallel *ḥadīths*. For example, in the twelfth century Sufi allegory *The Conference of the Birds*, we read, “I was sent to the red and the black,” and “I was sent to all creatures.”

The red and the black—or white and black, in Ha-Levi’s version—evoke Islam’s claim to universalism, to be valid for all of God’s creation.

Ha-Levi, in a characteristic turning of the tables, reverses the logic of the Prophet’s claim. Muḥammad argues that as the seal of the prophets, he brings the Law that is most authoritative, because it is universal. Ha-Levi’s *Ḥaver* argues just the opposite: the authority of the Torah derives from its claim upon a specific people. The Law is not incumbent on all human beings as creatures of God, but on the Jewish people, because God brought them out of Egyptian bondage. The Torah is not a high-minded, universal abstraction, but a concrete covenant, grounded in a personal relationship and unique historical events. Whereas Islam argues that it is superior because it offers a universal Law for all human-kind, the *Ḥaver* asserts proudly the distinctiveness and historical particularity of the Torah.

Ha-Levi’s clear allusion to the *ḥadīth* may also shed light on his use of the word *khāṣṣatan* in this passage. The word in fact echoes the *ḥadīth*’s remark that “every other prophet was sent to his nation in particular” (*khāṣṣatan*). The *ḥadīth* suggests that to send a prophet to one nation in particular is exclusive and limiting. The *Ḥaver*, in contrast, argues that particularism is a strength. Just as God chooses to send a prophet to one nation in particular, so a person may choose to join one nation in particular. Whereas the philosopher in 1:1 claims it does not matter which way one serves God, the *Ḥaver* argues that there is reason to choose the practice of one community over another. Hence: “whoever from among the nations joins us, as a particular group, shares in our good.”
Notice, however, that in 1:27 it is unclear whether the Jews are given the Torah because they are inherently special, or whether they become ṣafwa through their acceptance of divine law. The nature of the collective specialness of the Jews is as opaque as the ittiṣāl of the prophets, discussed above. Ha-Levi appears to deliberately leave the precise nature of Israel’s status as ṣafwa ambiguous. While many have interpreted Ha-Levi’s notion of the ṣafwa as inherent, quasi-genetic superiority, akin to modern theories of racial supremacy, such a reading is anachronistic. The Shī‘ite background of his vocabulary shows that these terms cannot be reduced to modern racial categories.

In fact, close examination shows that Ha-Levi is once again borrowing an image from its Islamic context and cleverly transforming it. We have seen that the term ṣafwa was used in Ismā‘īlī texts to refer to an elite line of prophets. The sources Shlomo Pines gathered describe a distinct metaphysical hierarchy beginning with minerals and culminating in prophets, who constitute a rank above the human.

These ideas are present in the tenth century encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwān al-ṣafā’), a circle of Muslim Neo-Platonists associated with Shī‘ite and possibly Ismā‘īlī thought. In the famous debate between the animals and humans found in the second treatise, an Iraqi character claims for his people:

> We are the lubb [heart, core, choice part] of the human beings [al-nās]; the human beings are the lubb of the animals; the animals are the lubb of the plants; the plants are the lubb of the minerals; and the minerals are the lubb of the elements. Indeed, we are the heart of hearts.”

This character claims further that the Iraqi people bear the gift of prophecy and that Iraq is the center of all lands. The correspondences between this passage and the Kuzari are of course not exact. As Harry Wolfson noted, no parallel is found to Ha-Levi’s doctrine that Israel among the nations is like the heart among the organs of the body, most sensitive and most easily affected (11:36–44: 66–68). However, we do find a striking terminological parallel. The term lubb and its sister lubāb are keywords in the Kuzari; they are often found together with the term ṣafwa, and treated as its synonym. Ha-Levi, then, was not the first to claim for his people the status of ṣafwa and lubāb; his innovation is to apply these intra-Islamic claims to the Jewish people.

In the Islamic context, such ideas would have important socio-
political consequences. The doctrine of the šafwa was used to justify an exclusive, hereditary imāmate, the central religious and political authority of the community. The claim that prophets and imāms are metaphysically superior—a divine species exclusively empowered to legislate matters of divine law—thus becomes an eminently practical matter of religious authority.

In Ha-Levi’s subtle borrowing, the terms of the debate shift. The King is disturbed by the Haver’s exclusivity not because of a debate over metaphysical hierarchy or religious authority, but because he is troubled by the notion of a revelation intended for a particular nation. The King’s protest thus echoes the historic claims of Islam and Christianity that they are superior because they offer a revelation which is universal. In addition, the King has been pre-disposed by the philosopher’s speech to favor universalism. According to the medieval philosophical tradition, all human beings are endowed with intellect; the Active Intellect governs the world impartially, with no unique relationship to any one being, species, or nation.

The Haver does not apologize for Jewish particularism, but draws upon the concept of the šafwa to explain it to the King. Already in 1:27, the Haver suggests that the Jews’ status as šafwa is not purely biological; it is connected with the historical event of the Exodus from Egypt and God’s binding himself to the nation through the giving of the Torah. Nevertheless, there is a strong naturalistic component to his response to the King.

Indeed, Ha-Levi’s theory of the select, which he creatively adapts from his Shī‘ite sources, maintains a tense balance between the elements of nature and nurture. He accepts the notion of a metaphysical hierarchy, beginning with minerals and culminating in prophets, who constitute a level above the human. Ha-Levi fully exploits the theory’s naturalistic metaphors. Abraham must be transplanted to choice soil before ittiṣāl can be achieved (II:14: 49); the Holy Land is distinguished by ittiṣāl (II:14: 48). Moreover, the Jewish people in exile will transform the world as a seed transforms the soil into which it is planted (IV:23: 172). Ha-Levi uses these natural metaphors—like the Shī‘ite metaphysical hierarchy—to assimilate history to natural processes.

Ha-Levi does, then, imbue Jewish ittiṣāl with a universal purpose. The Jewish people’s particular connection to God serves a vital function for the world as a whole, which needs one community that dedicates itself to ittiṣāl. The nation of Israel serves as a conduit through which God can send blessings, and establish a just social order:
At the [daily morning] blessing “With eternal love,” the excellent person thinks about the ittiṣāl of the ʿamr ilāhī with the community who is prepared to receive it, as a smooth mirror receives the light; and that the Law is the outcome of his will, in order to establish his Law on earth, as it is in heaven. (III:17: 104)

We find here another prominent Sufi image which Ha-Levi has appropriated from the realm of individual religiosity and applied to collective religious experience. We find this image, for example in Avicenna’s account of Sufi illumination: the soul is a mirror, which the adept polishes to reflect the one Truth. The Sufi gazes back and forth at the Truth and at him or herself; in arrival (wušūl), the Sufi merges with the Truth he or she beholds. Ha-Levi transforms this image to capture Jewish communal experience, shifting the emphasis from the self-reflective to the interpersonal. Whereas the Sufi image of the soul as a mirror serves as an aid to self-transformation, Ha-Levi’s mirror receives light on a communal level. Calling to mind Isaiah’s vision of the Jewish people as a light to the nations, the Ḥaver suggests that the world needs one community to receive the light of God—perhaps even to reflect the light outward—and to mirror the Law of heaven on earth.

The Ḥaver suggests further that this function explains Jewish suffering. The tribulations of the Jews are necessary to purify the nation in order to render it a suitable link to ʿamr ilāhī:

The trials that befall us bring about the soundness of our faith, the purity of the pure-hearted among us, and the removal from us of impurities. And through our purity and our integrity the ʿamr ilāhī connects [yattāṣīlu] with this lower world. (II:44: 67)

Ha-Levi here draws on the vocabulary of Muslim pietism common to Islamic authors of all bents, but especially prominent in Sufi thought. Through this language Ha-Levi articulates a theology of suffering that goes beyond simple purification of the self or the nation. In his view, the Jewish nation exists to serve as a bridge between God and the world, through which the world as a whole can participate in ittiṣāl with God. Ha-Levi sees Jewish suffering as serving this larger extra-mural purpose of purifying the nation in order to enable the world as a whole to connect to the Divine. Defying Christian interpretation and Jewish reticence, Ha-Levi embraces Isaiah’s image of the Jewish people as a servant whose suffering is redemptive for all humankind.
3. Levels of Ittişal: Individual and Communal, Elite and Nonelite

Ha-Levi thus distinguishes three levels of ittişal: The broadest level is universal ittişal, facilitated through God’s connection with Israel; the second level is God’s guidance of and providence over the Jewish people; a third level is God’s special relationship with the prophets and pious, who witness God directly.

As the Ḥaver tells the King:

[While] [God’s] ṣamr and governance connect with human beings [as a whole] . . . the select [ṣafwa] connect with God to the point that they witness him by means of the Glory, Shekhinah, and other such manifestations by which he proves to them that they had been addressed by him on High. (IV:3: 149)

Ha-Levi’s notion of communal ittişal does not, then, supersede or replace individual ittişal, either historically or conceptually. Just as the founding figures of the Biblical nation had individual encounters with God, so, too, the prophets and the pious continue to have moments of personal communion with the Divine. In the event at Mount Sinai, moreover, the nation as a whole experienced this intensity of contact with the Divine.

The individual and communal forms of ittişal work hand in hand for Ha-Levi. Ha-Levi underscores this point rhetorically when the Ḥaver describes the pious person’s prayers, in a passage cited earlier:

One who unites all this with pure intention is a true Israelite, and it is fitting for him to aspire to ittişal with the ṣamr ilâbî, which is connected to the Children of Israel to the exclusion of the other nations. He finds no difficulty in standing in the presence of the Shekhinah. And when he asks, he is answered. (III:17: 105)

Participation in the regular communal prayer service with pure intention prepares one for a deeper, more personal contact with God. However, God is already connected to Israel as a whole; this ittişal is indeed the basis for the religious life of the community. Those for whom individual ittişal might be too powerful can take heart in knowing that the ṣamr ilâbî is already connected with all the Children of Israel, a gift that need not be earned by individual attainment. On the other hand, it is God’s connection with the community as a whole that provides the structure and foundation for personal ittişal. Communal prayer is not an impediment but a vehicle for individual religious experience.
4. Ittişāl as Covenantal

Ha-Levi’s telling of the story of Abraham introduced an additional twist to his use of the term ittişāl: Ha-Levi uses covenantal language and imagery to describe both individual and communal ittişāl. While the philosophers and Sufis used the term to suggest ontological union, Ha-Levi stresses that the Jewish connection to God is a covenant—a relationship between two parties, requiring commitment, loyalty, and obedience. The Haver tells the king:

The ‘amr ilāhi found next to the stars and spheres only a few individual people between Adam and Jacob who accepted his command obediently [qābilā tāʾiʾan] and clung to the order he had decreed. When they had become a people, the ‘amr ilāhi rested on them out of love, “in order to be a God to them.” (III:17: 104–5)

The obedience of the Israelite ancestors forges a connection for the entire community of Israel, among whom God chooses to dwell.

The notion of obedient acceptance (iltizām ǧāʾa; here, qābilā tāʾiʾan) is used in Islam to describe acts of devotion beyond the required five pillars of Islam; early handbooks of Sufism assert that the pious ones spent days in acts of obedience. Moreover Ha-Levi had Judaeo-Arabic precedents for adoption of this phrase: Saʿadya uses similar language in his Arabic translation of Biblical passages enjoining the Jews to cling to God. Unlike many later medieval thinkers, for whom the noun devequt (clinging) became an important mystical term, Saʿadya interprets the Torah’s injunction to cling to God (u-le-dovqa-vo) in a decidedly non-mystical sense: Jews are commanded to cling in obedience (lāzimāna ǧāʾa) to God’s ways.97 Bahya ibn Paqūda offers another Judaeo-Arabic precedent to Ha-Levi; he devotes a section of his Sufi-flavored manual to the importance of worshipful service (iltizām ǧāʾa; ʿavodat Ha-shem).98

Ha-Levi also echoes the phrase in a parable about a visit to the king of India (I:109: 37–38). Drawing on conventions of the vassal-lord relationship, Ha-Levi’s parable demonstrates clearly that obedience to the King brings connection (ittişāl), arrival (wuṣūl), and ultimate happiness.99

Ha-Levi’s parable abounds with Islamic terminology, which he uses to show that the Jewish path to ittişāl is wholly covenantal and based on obeying commandments. The king of India recognizes an early visitor to the king—whom the Haver identifies as Moses—because his ancestors (the patriarchs) had been among the king’s companions (awliyāʾ; sing: walīy—a frequent Islamic term for pious companions of God). Once the
traveler has accepted obedience (tā‘a) to him, the king charges the traveler with commands and covenants;\(^{100}\) he then sends the traveler off with messengers, the prophets.\(^{101}\) The solicitude of these messengers, who guide subsequent pilgrims along the shortest and most direct path, allows the traveler’s friends to more easily reach (wuṣūl ’ilā) India and see the king.

The terms ittiṣāl and wuṣūl, of course, are used by Sufis to describe final arrival in the Divine. Ha-Levi describes seeing the king using the term ru‘ya, a standard Islamic term for the beatific vision of God. He describes the solicitude of God’s messengers as ‘ināya, the Arabic philosophical term for divine providence; he depicts their guidance along the path to the king with Qur’anic roots declaring divine guidance (h-d-y and r-sh-d). The Haver describes the path they travel to the king as the ṭariq, a less common Arabic term for the Sufi path or way (ṭariqa).\(^{102}\)

The Ḥaver continues:

All of them knew that it would be made easy [for] one who wishes to reach [wuṣūl ’ilā] India [if he would] take upon himself obedience [iltazama tā‘a] to the king and honor his messengers who bring him into contact [muwaṣṣilīna]\(^{103}\) with [the king]. And they did not need to ask: why go to the trouble to [take upon oneself] this obedience [tā‘a]? For the reason was clearly apparent: to make contact [li-yattaṣilā] with the King—and that connection [ittiṣāl] with him is fulfillment. (I:109: 37)\(^{104}\)

While Ha-Levi does use the term ṭariq—reminiscent of the Sufi ṭariqa—to describe the Jewish path to the king, much of the language in this parable is drawn from mainstream Islamic thought. Ha-Levi uses the common terminology of Islamic pietism to emphasize that it is the commandments themselves that bring ittiṣāl; this path is not superseded or replaced by spiritual exercises or antinomian mysticism, as it was among the more radical Sufis. As the Ḥaver explains, later Jews reach (waṣala ’ilā) the king by following the path forged by the prophets and obeying the covenant God establishes with them—ultimately, by obedience to the King (iltizām ẓā‘at al-malik).

What do we make of Ha-Levi’s language of obedience? We have seen that Sa‘adya uses the phrase “clinging in obedience” (lāzimina tā‘a) to translate the Biblical admonition to cling to God. However, other medieval thinkers went much further. The same Biblical language gave them a Hebrew term—devequt—to express direct cognitive and mystical union.\(^{105}\) It is thus significant that Ha-Levi adopts Sa‘adya’s conservative rendering of devequt as clinging in obedience (iltizām tā‘a), particularly
when speaking of those who finally arrive at (wašala ‘ilā) the king. Unlike Avicenna, for example, who describes Sufi arrival (wuṣūl) as unitive absorption in the one Truth that is God, Ha-Levi here describes arrival in a language of respectful obedience, rather than direct clinging.¹⁰⁶

The Ḥaver uses similar caution when explaining the divine Name “Qedosh Yisrael,” Holy One of Israel. Qedosh Yisrael he says is “a name for the ‘amr ilāhī which is attached [muttaṣīl] to Israel [i.e., Jacob], and after him, to his descendants, an ittisāl of guidance and governance, not an ittisāl of clinging and contact”¹⁰⁷ (IV:3: 151).

The contrast drawn here reflects two conceptions of ittisāl debated in the Islamic world: an ittisāl in which God remains separate and above the individual soul—an ittisāl of governance and guidance—or an ittisāl which is a connection of absolute equality, union, and adhesion between the devotee and the Divine. Perhaps Ha-Levi wants to suggest that divine contact is most safe when it is distant and providential attachment, rather than direct and unitive adhesion, which is fraught with dangers, at least for most ordinary Jews.¹⁰⁸ Similarly, Ha-Levi uses the metaphor of the sun to describe ittisāl at a safe distance for the nonelite of Israel; the sun, whose light can mystically penetrate, can also scorch and burn. Providential ittisāl is safer than the more direct, intense form of ittisāl experienced by the prophets, but is no less to be accounted communion with the Divine.

Ha-Levi thus portrays Jewish ittisāl as existing on a continuum ranging from simple obedience to communion with the Shekhinah. By using the term ittisāl in such a broad-stroked fashion, Ha-Levi suggests that the entire continuum of religious experience is crucial for drawing the ‘amr ilāhī to dwell among the Israelites and for establishing God’s Law on earth. The ittisāl of ordinary Jews who cling in obedience to God’s ways—by observing God’s commandments or imitating God’s actions—is as necessary as the ittisāl of the prophets and pious of Israel, who bask in the presence of the Shekhinah.¹⁰⁹

5. Ittisāl as Union

There is one passage in which Ha-Levi is less cautious in his approach to ittisāl. This is a key passage in the Kuzari: it leads to the King’s epiphany in IV:16, where he articulates the difference between the God of Abraham and the God of Aristotle. Here Ha-Levi draws upon his Sufi lexicon to express the love, longing, and intimacy a Jew experiences in relationship with God. However, we will hold off our analysis of that passage until we have examined other terms with which it will come into dialogue.¹¹⁰
D. Ittişal, Asceticism, and Mitsvot

1. Ha-Levi’s Religious Ideal: Against Asceticism and Isolation

Colored as it is with classical Jewish thought, Ha-Levi’s conception of *ittişal* is integrally bound up with a covenental ideal of relationship within community. Traditional Jewish and Islamic thought in general did not see a conflict between human relationships and relationship to God, as both tended to view family and community as integral to religious life. However, with the rise of philosophy and Sufism in the Islamic world there arose a competing ideal of withdrawal from society to achieve a more intimate relationship with God. Moreover, traditional Jewish and Islamic views held that a person is a unity of body and soul; even resurrection was understood to include the physical body. Philosophers and Sufis, on the other hand, came to experience a tension between body and soul, and thus became attracted to asceticism as well as isolation.

Baḥya’s *Duties of the Heart* demonstrates that some of Ha-Levi’s Jewish contemporaries were also attracted to this approach. But while Baḥya’s work was closely modeled on contemporary manuals of Sufi piety, Baḥya did not go as far as the Sufi ascetics. Given the emphasis on community in traditional Jewish thought, there were limits to Jewish acceptance of ascetic practices. Even Baḥya, the most enthusiastic Jewish advocate of Sufism up to this time, shows reservations and sets boundaries to Sufi asceticism.

The strong attraction Sufi ascetic practices held for some contemporary Jews leads Ha-Levi to address at some length the question of asceticism, to which he takes a subtle, nuanced approach. While admitting that in Biblical and rabbinic times there were certain individuals who successfully drew near to God through ascetic practices, he denies that such an approach can succeed today. Most importantly, Ha-Levi rejects isolation as a valid spiritual ideal; *ittişal*, he contends, is to be found today in communal life.

Ha-Levi’s reinterpretation of *ittişal* in this way serves a polemical purpose. Sufi *ittişal* is portrayed as the fruit of a path of self-denial and isolation. Sufism holds up asceticism, humility and self-abasement, and isolation as ideal virtues. Philosophers, too, were commonly associated with asceticism. The *Haver* notes that the ancient philosophers separated themselves ascetically from the world, while the King points out that one who isolates himself ascetically is called a philosopher.
Ha-Levi’s creative reinterpretation of the term ittiśāl counteracts Jewish attraction to these ascetic trends. Ha-Levi appropriates the term ittiśāl and its attendant prestige, applying it to an engaged, communal way of life that is antithetical to the self-deprivation normally associated with ittiśāl. In a brilliant move characteristic of his strategy of argument, Ha-Levi plays off the traditional, ascetic view of ittiśāl held by both Sufis and philosophers against another philosophical ideal. Using the Arabic terms for temperance (iʿtīḍāl) and justice (ʿadl), Ha-Levi embraces the Platonic and Aristotelian value of moderation against the more dualistic Neo-Platonic trend of asceticism.

The term ʿadl is key in the Arabic philosophical lexicon, for ʿadl is the term chosen to translate dikaiosyne (justice), the concept under investigation in Plato’s Republic.118 What Socrates seeks ultimately is an adequate understanding of justice in the human soul. It is only for pedagogical purposes that he investigates justice in the state, justice writ large and thus easier to see.

For the Greek philosophers, justice is a balance of conflicting elements. Both Plato and Aristotle preach a moral and psychological ideal of moderation, achieved by learning to balance the needs of the various faculties of psyche or soul. Ha-Levi gives this ideal his own twist. The Ḥaver asserts:

The divine law does not bid us to devote ourselves in service through asceticism119 but rather through moderation [iʿtīḍāl], giving each faculty of the soul and body its just [ʿadl] share, without overburdening one faculty at the expense of another. (II:50: 69)

Ha-Levi thus embraces one prestigious ideal of the philosophers (iʿtīḍāl) to defeat another (ascetic ittiśāl), arguing that the Torah teaches a path of moderation, balance, or justice. As a further extension of his anti-ascetic polemic, the Ḥaver tells the King that those who isolate themselves today do not enjoy ittiśāl with the divine light; ittiśāl is not available without the presence of the Shekhinah, the Temple, and the land of Israel. Those who experiment with asceticism today to achieve religious experience do so without direct divine guidance, and their efforts will come to nought (III:1: 91).

Ha-Levi’s readers might therefore conclude that ittiśāl is completely out of grasp for contemporary Jews. To counteract this notion, Ha-Levi insists that there exist institutions which make ittiśāl available in exile—the mitsvot, and most specifically, prayer and Shabbat. After denying that ittiśāl is possible today without the land and the Temple, where the
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divine Presence had its abode, the Haver goes on to state that prayer and Shabbat are specifically reserved for ittişāl with the Divine (ʿamr ilāhī) (III:5: 94).

Ha-Levi is thus far from systematically consistent. Rather than creating a systematic philosophy of religious experience, Ha-Levi appears to be addressing Jews attracted to Sufi isolation and asceticism, whom he believes fail to recognize the spiritual value and significance of Jewish life in community. In particular, Ha-Levi may want to guard against extreme attempts at ittişāl by those who think themselves far more spiritually advanced than they are. Ha-Levi thus denies that these attempts at ascetic piety will come to fruition in ittişāl. At the same time, he asserts that the very communion such Jews seek through asceticism and withdrawal is available through the practice of mitsvot and through Jewish communal life.

Ha-Levi is clearly concerned to counter philosophical and Sufi antinomianism or indifference to the Law. A major theme in his portrait of the philosophers’ path is their indifference to religious law; law for them is just a matter of ethics, and one can just as easily follow a rationalistic ethic. Certain Sufis, too, were well known for claiming that once one has reached an advanced level of spiritual development, religious law is unnecessary, and in fact may keep one mired in the temporal. Ha-Levi thus adds to his creative reinterpretation of ittişāl the notion that mitsvot are not only not antithetical to religious experience, they are in fact essential to the achievement of ittişāl. The way to experience communion with God in contemporary Judaism is through the practice of the commandments, a practice that requires community and that establishes a harmonious balance between action and contemplation.

Ha-Levi returns again and again to the assertion that the way to ittişāl today is through mitsvot. The Haver asserts, for example, that

1. circumcision is a sign of the covenant—that the ʿamr ilāhī would attach (yat타silā) to Abraham and his descendents (III:7: 96);

2. today Jews connect with God through the mitsvot, which God has placed as a bond (silā) between Jews and the Divine (II:34: 65);

3. one comes near to God only through God’s commands; God alone knows their measure, by whose fulfillment comes the pleasure of God and ittişāl with the ʿamr ilāhī (III:23: 112);
4. if love and joy bring singing and dancing, then this is worship and a bond (šīla) between the worshiper and the ‘amr ilāhī (II:50: 70);

5. all religious laws have as their promise drawing near to God and the angels in this life and the next, so that one who has reached (waṣala) this level need not fear death (I:109: 36).

Ha-Levi emphasizes that Judaism is life-affirming, not life-denying. Afflicting oneself is not the primary way to serve God; one serves God equally with joy. Nor is isolating oneself and denying the senses the best way to achieve religious experience. One can equally come to experience God in community, even while eating and drinking in fellowship with others. One’s worship may even involve singing and dancing—a notion that may suggest some Sufi influence.

Ha-Levi rejects isolation as a valid spiritual ideal. Ha-Levi’s conception of ittişāl is an engaged ittişāl, one which values the fabric of human relationships. On the other hand, Ha-Levi acknowledges the need for a certain withdrawal from everyday actions and time for quiet contemplation. The Ḥaver asserts that “the three times of [daily] prayer are the fruit of [one’s] day and night, and the Shabbat is the fruit of the week because it is reserved124 for ittişāl with the ‘amr ilāhī, to serve God with joy, not with submissiveness” (III:5: 94).

Ha-Levi maintains that Judaism is in fact the one religious Law through whose knowledge and practice one arrives (yuṣīlu—related to ittişāl and ṣuṣūl) at experience of the Divine in this life (I:103: 35). ‘Ittişāl is not only achieved without asceticism and withdrawal; it is achieved in this world, bringing assurance of ‘Ittişāl in the world to come.

E. *Ittişāl, Immortality, and the Afterlife*

1. *New Challenge: Christian and Orthodox Muslim Critiques*

Ha-Levi thus uses his reinterpretation of Sufi and philosophical ittişāl to respond to a challenge from another direction: the orthodox Muslim and Christian charge that Judaism is a this-worldly religion, one lacking the promise of an afterlife.

Orthodox Muslims by and large do not use the language of ittişāl when speaking of the afterlife. They focus on God’s promise (wa’d, maw‘id, or mi‘ād) of a spiritual journey after death and reward for the
faithful at the end of history. Sufis and philosophers, on the other hand, focus upon a philosophical and mystical quest for immortality and union with God (ittiṣāl or wuṣūl) achieved in this life through spiritual development; it is assumed that union with the Divine achieved in this life will continue upon leaving the body. Ha-Levi cleverly throws one opponent against another: he upholds many of the Sufi and philosophical values associated with ittiṣāl and juxtaposes them against the Orthodox conception of an afterlife. He argues that the promises of ittiṣāl are themselves the greatest mawā'id; however these are the promises of a specifically Jewish form of ittiṣāl, one that is communal, this-worldly, and achieved through the life of mitsvot. 

The Haver responds to the charge that Judaism lacks promises of an afterlife by arguing first that the fulfillment of Jewish promises (mawā'id) is very much available in this life: for the elite, ittiṣāl with the 'amr ilāhī by prophecy and prophetic inspiration; for all Jews, ittiṣāl of 'amr ilāhī with the Jewish nation by providence and wonders and miracles (I:109: 36). Ha-Levi thus retains the sense of mawīd as the fulfillment of a promise, while stripping it of its otherworldly connotations as a reward at the end of time.

A motif appearing often in the Qurʾān is the inevitability of the day of judgment at the end of history: God has made a promise (set an appointed time) (wa'da mī'āda) that he will not rescind. Ha-Levi supports his point with an echo of this familiar Qurʾānic phrase when the Haver asserts that Judaism (“this Law”) assures the fulfillment of its promises (al-mawā'id), so that their rescinding need not be feared (I:109: 36).

Ha-Levi’s contention, however, is that in contrast to the Qurʾān’s appointed time of fulfillment (mawīd), realization of the Jewish promise is to be found first of all within history, in the Jews’ special relationship to God and in God’s guidance of the Jews as a people. The Haver asserts that a Jew need only reflect on such natural and historical wonders as the fertility of the Holy Land and the miraculous deliverance of the nation from its adversaries. Such reflection reveals that “an order [ʾamr] greater than the natural order [ʾamr] guides your order [ʾamr]; all this, and all these laws—their promises [mawā'id] are assured, one need not fear that they will be rescinded” (I:109: 36).

There is a special religious connection of ittiṣāl between God and Israel in nature and history, whether manifest or hidden, and this in itself constitutes the fulfillment of the Jewish promise. Ha-Levi suggests that religious experience may be subtle, historical, and cumulative as well as intense and dramatic, that there is a form of ittiṣāl whose true
significance as religious experience is revealed only in hindsight, upon reflection. Moreover, the Haver juxtaposes those who ascend to heaven and those who witness God’s emissaries fighting for them on earth. The former most probably alludes to visionaries who visit the realm of the divine chariot; the latter, to Biblical theophanies and to midrashic images of God as a mighty warrior rescuing the Israelites at the Sea of Reeds:

There will be those among you who will come into my presence and ascend to heaven, like those who have moved about among the angels. And there will also be those of my angels moving about on earth. You will see them, singly and in groups, guarding you and fighting for you. You will remain in the Land which leads to this degree—that is, the Holy Land. Its fertility or barrenness, its happiness or misfortune, depend upon the ‘amr ilāḥī, according to your deeds, while the rest of the world will go according to its natural course. (I:109: 36)

In the same breath, the Haver mentions heavenly journeys of merkah mystics, Biblical theophanies, witnessing the fertility or barrenness of the Holy Land, and the victory of Israelites over their enemies. This juxaposition of images and mixing of historical times suggests that all these forms of contact with the Divine are equally reflective of God’s presence, equally to be accounted religious experience.

To those critics who charge that Judaism holds an impoverished image of the afterlife, Ha-Levi responds with a twist on the Sufi and philosophical view of ittiṣāl. Ha-Levi agrees with the Sufis and philosophers that connection with God experienced in this world assures an abiding connection in the next. The Haver asserts that a good person in prayer meditates on [prays for] ittiṣāl with the divine light in this life. And if he prays in the degree of prophecy—and there is nothing nearer for man to God than that—there is no doubt that he has prayed for more than the world to come, and if he achieves it, he also achieves the world to come.

For one whose soul is attached [ittaṣalat nafsuḥu] to the ‘amr ilāḥī [while he is still] busy with the accidents of the body, it stands to reason that he will join [yattaṣiḥlu] [the ‘amr ilāḥī] when he withdraws and leaves this unclean vessel. (III:20: 109)

Ha-Levi maintains that all Jews experience some degree of ittiṣāl in this life through God’s providential guidance of the Jewish people. He therefore suggests that Christian and Muslim boasting about the afterlife is superfluous to a people who experience connection with
God in this life. Ha-Levi adds that Jewish literature itself disproves his opponents’ charge. Jewish sources hold many allusions to the afterlife, and it is in fact from Jewish literature, both Biblical and post-Biblical, that Christianity and Islam draw their images of paradise and hell (I: 115: 40).

Finally, Ha-Levi contrasts the afterlife portrayed in the Qur‘an to Jewish this-worldly fulfillment, once again turning his opponents’ critique on its head. Jewish this-worldly fulfillment, Ha-Levi suggests, is in fact more spiritual than the Islamic afterlife: “Thus what is promised in the Torah as a reward for keeping the Law is not beautiful gardens and great delights. God rather says, ‘You will be special to me and I will be to you a God who will guide you’” (I: 109: 36).

In Ha-Levi’s view, the fact that Jewish fulfillment exists first of all in this world does not detract from its spiritual nature. The Ḥaver asserts:

> The promises [mawā‘id] of this Law are all included under one principle: the anticipation [expectation, hope] of drawing near to the Lord and his angels. One who has arrived [waṣala] at this degree need not fear death; our Law has demonstrated this plainly. (I: 109: 36) ¹³³

### 2. Explanation of Biblical Asceticism and Isolation

Ha-Levi acknowledges, however, that certain great spiritual figures in the Biblical Age (Enoch and Elijah, for example) did fruitfully practice asceticism. They could profit from isolation—which Ha-Levi describes using Sufi terms¹³⁴—because their isolation was not complete: ascetics had the companionship (uns) both of fellow seekers and of God and the angels. Since the Jews were still in their Land, true ittiṣāl with the divine was available. Moreover, those who practiced asceticism in the Biblical Age created communities, the schools of prophets¹³⁵ (III: 1: 90). Ha-Levi maintains that even people who were not themselves prophets but who encountered prophets had experiences of the Divine that offered them a taste of the world to come (I: 103: 35).

Today, however, people who attempt an ascetic path no longer achieve true ittiṣāl. To Jews attracted to Sufi asceticism, Ha-Levi argues that the Divine is not as accessible as when Jews dwelt in the Holy Land, the divine Presence rested upon the Temple, and Jews could achieve prophecy. To Jews attracted to philosophical asceticism, Ha-Levi adds that neither is wisdom as accessible today as it was to the ancient philosophers:

> Today [the would-be ascetic] does not connect [yattaṣāil] with the divine light which would be his companion¹³⁶ like the prophets, nor does he have
the learning that would enable him to be absorbed in it and enjoy it all the rest of his life, as the philosophers did. (III:1: 90)

While others might view him or her as genuinely pious, a contemporary ascetic would grow to hate this world—not because this world is not holy, but because the human body really longs to be active. Moreover, contemporary ascetics actually long for community. Ascetics today do not have the fellowship of spiritual beings, whereas in ancient times ascetics—both prophets and philosophers—lived in community, aiding one another in the pursuit of wisdom and holiness. While asceticism may be mistaken by outsiders for the genuine humbling of oneself in submissiveness and contrition, the ascetic actually reflects the misery of sickness and pious fraud, making oneself ill in the guise of zealous piety: “One who brings himself into ascetic isolation has brought himself into mental and physical sickness and suffering” (III:1: 90).

Ha-Levi thus suggests that excessive humility and self-abasement is actually a form of arrogance, a pretense to being more spiritual than the average person. In a beautiful play with the sound and rhythm of the Arabic language, the *Haver* asserts that today ascetics do not enjoy the delight of isolation (*iltidhadh bi-l-tafarrud*), but rather experience the misery of sickness (*tadhallul al-amråd*). While genuine religious experience might lead to a desire for asceticism, asceticism alone does not bring religious experience. Self-imposed isolation and suffering do not bring the authentic communion made possible through the balanced, communal life of *mitsvot*.

3. National-Historical Suffering and the Christian Argument from History

While Ha-Levi rejects the Sufi virtues of submissiveness and self-abasement as a vehicle to religious experience if they are self-initiated, his position with respect to the historical, divinely appointed suffering of the Jews is more nuanced. Countering the standard Christian argument from history—which holds that the Jews’ degradation and misery in this world are proof of the truth of Christianity—the *Haver* maintains that if the Jews take their divinely appointed suffering in a spirit of submission to the divine will (*khuḍū‘an li-llahi*) it can indeed draw them closer to God (I:115: 39). The *Haver* thus suggests to Jews attracted to the ascetic life that they already reap the spiritual reward of humility by submitting to their historical fate and remaining Jews. They can fulfill the Sufi virtue
of submission as Jews, without taking on an additional path of ascetic self-abnegation.

The Haver turns the argument from history on its head. To those who would deduce from the degradation and misery of the Jewish people that their spiritual light has been extinguished, he points out that Christians and Muslims themselves extoll the virtue of humility—exemplified in the persons of Jesus, Muḥammad, and their early followers—as a means to draw one near to God (I:113:38). Those who extoll the spiritual value of suffering and lowliness cannot point to the Jews’ degraded status as a sign of God’s displeasure.

The King quotes from the Book of Isaiah to show that the Hebrew Bible declares that God dwells among the contrite and humble. Moreover he explicates Isaiah using Sufi terminology; Isaiah’s words show that lowliness (dhilla) and humility (khudū’) are more appropriate to the ‘amr ilāhī than are greatness and pride (IV:22:171). By interpreting Isaiah in Sufi terms, Ha-Levi appropriates the Sufi language of humility, but refashions it according to Jewish experience. He reframes Sufi humility from an individual context to a national-historical one, and restricts the value of lowliness, submissiveness, and suffering to that appointed by God. While inappropriate as a self-initiated path to the Divine, these Sufi virtues are appropriate as a response to divinely appointed suffering and exile, and as such can draw Jews closer to God.

The Haver concedes to the King that only a small minority of Jews do take on their degradation (dhull) in a spirit of submission (khudū’an) to God and to the Torah; that more do not accept their lowly status willingly is the Jews’ major weak spot, he concedes. However, for those who do accept suffering willingly, humility will reap its divine reward. Indeed, the Haver goes so far as to say that if all the Jewish people were to bear their suffering in the spirit of submission to the will of God, the Messianic Age would come and the Jews would be redeemed (I:115:39). The Haver points out further that with one word, any Jew living under Islam could convert. Under such circumstances, a Jew’s faithfulness to Judaism in itself attests to his or her surrender to the will of God (I:115:39; IV:23:172).

In literary terms, then, Ha-Levi can have it both ways. The historical degradation of the Jews is not a sign that they have been rejected by God. Jews are bidden to bear the burden of degradation gracefully, for it has been appointed by God. If God appoints exile and suffering upon the Jewish people, and if they take this period of exile on themselves willingly, they will both transform the world around them through the doing of mitzvot and hasten their own redemption.
PART 2

The Language of Human Striving

Qiyās, Ijtihād, Taqlīd

In chapter 1, we noted that various groups in the Islamic sphere were diversely interpreting common terms for religious experience. We saw that Ha-Levi draws upon a cluster of meanings associated with ittiṣāl and wuṣūl, co-opting and transforming these concepts by redefining them in a Jewish context. In the next two chapters, we will see that Ha-Levi adopts an even more daring strategy with other terms, including qiyās, ijtihād, taqlīd, mushāhada, and dhawq. Ha-Levi joins together the disparate meanings of each term, forging innovative links not made previously by Islamic thinkers, and in the process, builds a global critique of his contemporary culture.

For example, generalizing from his criticism of qiyās in several spheres—philosophy, theology, pietism, pagan religion and the occult—Ha-Levi portrays qiyās as illegitimate human striving (ijtihād), any attempt to reach the Divine by sheer human effort. He rejects such qiyās and ijtihād in favor of witnessing (mushāhada) and tasting (dhawq) the Divine, that is, direct experience not achieved by human effort, but granted by the grace of God. Ha-Levi transforms the terms mushāhada and dhawq—terms associated in the Islamic world with Sufi mystical practices—by employing them to describe Abraham’s encounters with God and the Jewish nation’s experience at Mount Sinai. These encounters, he will argue, bring us closer to God than any form of human qiyās.

To understand Ha-Levi’s critique, we must first examine the various connotations of the terms qiyās, ijtihād, and taqlīd in medieval Islamic culture. We will then be in a position to discern the creative use Ha-Levi makes of these terms, forging a cultural critique more encompassing than its individual touchstones.
1. Introduction: The Islamic Context of the Term Qiyās

In Islamic legal theory, qiyās is a method of legal analogy whereby one extends law from cases known from the Qurʾān, the way of the Prophet (sunna), or the consensus of the community (ijmāʿ) to the many, varied circumstances that arise over time. Qiyās is considered a particular form of ijtiḥād, personal effort or diligent striving; more specifically, it means exerting oneself to form an independent opinion in law. A mujtahid is someone who by intellectual exertion forms his own legal opinions, whereas a muqallid (imitator) is one who adopts the opinion of another through reliance or imitation (taqlīd).¹

Legal reasoning or juridical discretion in the broadest sense (raʿy) was practiced in Islam as early as the second Islamic century; its practitioners came to be known as the Party of Legal Reasoning (ahl al-raʿy) in contrast to the strict Traditionists (ahl al-ḥadīth). The Traditionists sought to find justification for any legal decision in the practice of the Prophet Muhammad himself, discovered in statements which relate his words and deeds, when they are supported by a reliable chain of tradition (isnād). However, in practice, the Traditionists preferred a “weak” tradition (that is, one without concurrent chains of transmission) to a strong analogy (qiyās), such was their suspicion toward use of the human intellect in matters of religious law. The Party of Legal Reasoning, on the other hand, trusted individual intellectual striving (ijtiḥād) and the method of legal analogy (qiyās) to creatively derive rulings on new matters not discussed explicitly in the Qurʾān.²

In earlier twentieth-century scholarship it was often written that by the fourth Islamic century (900 C.E.), the gates of ijtiḥād were closed. A consensus was reached that jurists could no longer venture independent decisions, that all legal issues had essentially been satisfactorily decided. From now on all that was possible or necessary in the realm of religious law was imitation or reliance (taqlīd): the unquestioning acceptance of the authority and decisions of one’s predecessors. No one in this day and age was thought qualified to exercise his own intellectual analogies (qiyāsat), to strive (to be mujtahid) by means of his own independent legal reasoning. Everyone was now an imitator (muqallid), bound to practice taqlīd, unquestioning reliance.³

However, more recent scholarship suggests that this commonly accepted view is inaccurate, that both in theory and practice, there continued to be scholars who met the qualifications of the independent jurisprudent (mujtahid) and actually exercised ijtiḥād in their judicial rulings, including the renowned eleventh-century theologian al-Ghazzālī.⁴ For
our purposes, what is significant is that the matter of independent judgment—who was qualified to be a mujtahid, the unfortunate necessity for taqlid—was under debate in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Among the educated classes, taqlid had a negative connotation; taqlid was contrasted with the independent, innovative, creative spirit of qiyās and ijtihād. This was particularly so among the philosophers who, as we shall see, adapted these terms to their own field of inquiry.

It is fair to say, nevertheless, that by the tenth century the terms of the debate had shifted. The great jurisprudent al-Shāfi‘ī (b. 767 C.E.), called by some the “architect of Islamic Law,” restricted the exercise of juridical discretion (ra‘y) to the strict method of analogy (qiyās) alone. At the same time Shāfi‘ī accepted the Traditions (ḥadīth) of Muḥammad’s practice (sunna)—now regarded as divinely inspired—as a source of knowledge of the divine will equal to the Qurʾān. In a certain sense, the Traditionists had won, although by incorporating and subsuming the arguments of those who upheld independent judicial reasoning. The orthodox schools of law for the most part accepted individual judicial discretion as one of the four roots of Islamic law—along with Qurʾān, the practice of the Prophet (sunna), and the consensus of the community (ijmā‘)—but they narrowly restricted its domain to strict analogy alone.

Moreover, there continued to be vocal opponents of qiyās. Dāwūd al-Zāhirī (d. 884)—his moniker Zāhirī describes him as “the literalist”—avoided reasoning by analogy wherever possible, although even he recognized that recourse to analogy was sometimes necessary. As one of his predecessors had explained: “written texts are limited, but the incidents of daily life unlimited, and . . . it is impossible for something infinite to be enclosed by something finite.” Al-Zāhirī preferred, however, to rule based upon the literal content of Qurʾān and traditions alone. The influential orthodox theologian Ibn Ḥazm (d. 1064) upheld the tradition of the Ḥanbalī school, while the Ḥanbalī school and the Shī‘ī jurists rejected qiyās absolutely.

Because of its association with the use of the human intellect, philosophers extended the term qiyās from the realm of legal reasoning to that of philosophical reason. Qiyās was the term they coined for the Aristotelian syllogism; its meaning was thereby extended not only from legal analogy to philosophical syllogism, but in a broader sense, to any use of logic or human intellect to derive truth. Qiyās was also indispensible in the literature of Islamic theology (kalām). The term kalām simply means “word”; in its technical sense, however, kalām refers to theology in contradistinction to jurisprudence (fiqh). Kalām discusses articles of faith, while fiqh discusses matters of law or action. The kalām theologians
(mutakallimūn) were therefore those whose specialty was theological discussion. Qiyās was a prime tool of the mutakallimūn, for it enabled them to prove the existence of God inductively, arguing from the known world to the necessary existence of its unknown Creator.\textsuperscript{10}

2. Ha-Levi's Critique of Qiyās

With this background, we can explore Ha-Levi's critique of qiyās. The debate between the Party of Tradition and the Party of Reason was focused in the sphere of jurisprudence, while the use of qiyās was debated in the discrete realms of law, philosophy, and theology. Ha-Levi's critique, in contrast, extends beyond these discrete spheres to reflect an entire religious orientation. Ha-Levi's critique innovates by viewing qiyās as any human-initiated attempt to bridge the gap between the human and the Divine. Ha-Levi thus capitalizes on certain negative connotations of qiyās now in the air and applies it to all the spheres to which he extends the term qiyās, including the legal, philosophical, mystical, and occult spheres. Ha-Levi's use of qiyās in various ways can be seen to form a coherent pattern:

1. In the legal sphere, Ha-Levi criticizes the Karaites for using their own individual legal analogies (qiyāsāt) to interpret revealed law. According to Ha-Levi, divine revelation of law, including the oral law, is transmitted by rabbinic tradition. Rabbinic tradition is assured both by the Sanhedrin's institutional authority and by divine assistance in its judicial decision making. The Karaite mistakenly believes that he can use his own legal reasoning to interpret divinely revealed law.

2. In the philosophical sphere, Ha-Levi, like al-Ghazzālī, seeks to prove that the claims of qiyās in Aristotelian philosophy are pretentious and overreaching. It is not necessarily that Ha-Levi finds nothing of value in philosophy, but he does consider the claim that qiyās uncovers absolute truth to be misguided.

3. In the sphere of mysticism and pietism, Ha-Levi innovates by using the concepts of qiyās and ijtihād to refer to any systematic or Sufi-like program for the cultivation of religious experience. Genuine religious experience may lead to a desire for asceticism; however, it is illegitimate and idolatrous to follow an ascetic program of one's own human invention. Ha-Levi also innovates by describing asceticism, monasticism, and isolation as supererogatory pietism, forms of worship not commanded by God. Ha-Levi thus includes all forms of extra humility and self-abasement under his global critique of qiyās and ijtihād: as self-initiated, self-invented attempts to draw close to the Divine.
Philosophers, like Sufis, used *qiyās* to achieve a unitive experience. Ha-Levi’s critique of *qiyās* extends to any attempt to plan one’s own regimen for the cultivation of religious experience, whether philosophical, mystical, or pietistic.

4. In the sphere of the occult, Ha-Levi also innovates by using the terms *qiyās* and *ijtihād* to extend his critique to magical and occult practices—astrology, alchemy, necromancy, and other methods of divination—through which individuals attempt to discern and influence the divine will, to bring down the ‘*amr ilāhī* into human experience.

The belief that human beings can force the divine will through their own self-invented formulas marks a common denominator between “sophisticated” forms of *qiyās*, such as philosophy, and the *qiyās* of pagan cults. Ha-Levi’s rhetorical innovation is to discredit the *qiyās* of law, philosophy, mysticism, and asceticism by associating *qiyās* with the disdained formulas of pagan practices.

A. *Qiyās*: The Legal Context

1. R. Sa‘adya’s Critique of Karaite *Qiyās*

An anti-Karaite polemic was central to the *Kuzari* from its inception; we know from Ha-Levi’s letter to his friend Ḥalfon that the *Kuzari* began in the context of a debate with a Karaite.11 We know, too, that the Karaites adopted much from Islamic legal theory and were known for their use of *qiyās*. Whereas the Rabbanites had a large body of law upon which to draw, encompassing centuries of continuous legal development and theory, the Karaites, claiming to be pure Biblicists, were forced to rely much more on *qiyās* to decide cases not mentioned explicitly in the Torah.12

Prior to Ha-Levi, R. Sa‘adya Gaon had already made a frontal attack on Karaite use of *qiyās*, most specifically, on Karaite use of *qiyās* to derive particular laws—the “branches”—from those revelational laws given in the Torah, the “roots.”13 Sa‘adya frames his attack on the Karaites in Islamic terms derived from the debate within the Islamic legal community between the Party of Tradition and the Party of Legal Reasoning. He describes the rabbis solely as bearers (*naqalūna*) of tradition (*naqīl*), denying that they innovate legally (*yajtāhidūna*) or set forth their individual opinions (‘*arā’ahum*, sing. *ray*) as do the Karaites through their reliance upon the method of *qiyās*.14

Sa‘adya thus denies outright that the rabbis actually use *qiyās*. He claims that even the thirteen hermeneutical principles—the principles of
Biblical interpretation by which the rabbis appear to derive laws from Scripture—are not methods of legal creativity at all. Sa’adya sketches a portrait of the rabbis that minimizes their use of legal reason, suggesting that the rabbis do not create law, but simply hand down law by tradition. He argues further that God has ordained one law, and the role of rabbinic tradition is simply to transmit that law, not to elaborate or develop it. Thus the Karaite use of *qiyās* leads to anarchy in *halakhah*, an affront to the will of God. Moshe Zucker has shown that both the general vocabulary of Sa’adya’s polemic and the actual arguments he uses have close parallels in the Islamic world, in the arguments against the juridical use of *qiyās* by such Muslim traditionalists as Dāwūd al-Ẓāhirī, Ibn Qutayba, and Ibn Ḥazm.

Sa’adya’s critique of Karaite *qiyās* is organized around three major points:

1. One cannot use *qiyās* to discover details of laws given by revelation.
2. The rabbis do not in fact use *qiyās* to develop law at all; the thirteen hermeneutical principles are patterns the rabbis discover in the *halakhah*, rather than rational principles they use to derive law.
3. *Qiyās* leads to legal anarchy, whereas there is in fact only one true law commanded by God.

2. *Strategies of Ha-Levi’s Critique of the Karaites*

Ha-Levi builds on Sa’adya’s arguments and, responding to anti-Rabbanite polemics, develops his own nuanced critique of the Karaites. One of the standard charges in Karaite polemics is that rabbinic literature, while claiming to represent received tradition, is actually rife with unresolved controversies. Ha-Levi’s response to this charge is to push back the question of consensus to the period of the Second Temple. Rather than focusing on the post-Sanhedrin period where the majority of controversies are found, Ha-Levi points to the absolute consensus that he maintains existed throughout the entire Second Temple period. Ha-Levi thus traces the source of rabbinic consensus and institutional authority to the period in which the Sanhedrin sat within the Jerusalem Temple, and attributes the breakdown of consensus to the loss of the Sanhedrin. Like Sa’adya, Ha-Levi maintains that disputes from the early
Mishnaic period on are just details which do not affect the main lines of tradition. Moreover the fact that the Sanhedrin sat in the Jerusalem Temple is not incidental for Ha-Levi; the “place which the Lord shall choose” is the abode of the Shekhinah. Ha-Levi maintains that the Sanhedrin received divine assistance in their interpretation of law, which guaranteed the correct decision.

A second Karaite charge to which Ha-Levi responds is one set forth by the tenth-century Karaite Qirqisânî specifically in response to Sa‘adya’s anti-Karaite writings. Qirqisânî points out that when Sa‘adya attacks Karaite use of qiyâs, he is actually rejecting an exegetical method of the rabbis, heqesh (analogy)—one of R. Ishmael’s thirteen principles by which the Torah is interpreted. A late-tenth-century Karaite author, Yefet b. ‘Eli, argues similarly that while Sa‘adya on the one hand rejects the use of analogy in halakhah, on the other hand he upholds the rabbis’ teachings in the Mishnah and Talmud, which are themselves built upon inference, including the thirteen hermeneutical principles. “Thus,” writes Yefet, “[Sa‘adya] is like the person who says: The words of So and So are false, but I believe them because So and So said them.”

In several nuanced ways, Ha-Levi counteracts the Karaite argument that the rabbis themselves, like the Karaites, use qiyâs. Ha-Levi’s approach is a variation on a standard medieval defense of rabbinic exegesis: the assertion that rabbinic exegeses (derashot) are in fact just a support (asmakhta) for laws known independently by received tradition. Ha-Levi makes this argument, however, using Islamic terminology. The Khazar King asserts that even if the Sages should appear to derive some legal opinions through the use of qiyâs, these conclusions are supported by (musnad ‘ilâ) a tradition (naql) from the prophets (III:38). Ha-Levi’s Arabic readers would be aware that in Islamic law, to verify the authenticity of a Prophetic tradition, one must invoke a chain of authority as a support (isnâd). Through his Arabic terminology, Ha-Levi therefore suggests that the conclusions of rabbinic reasoning are in fact supported by sound tradition—tradition which meets standards of authenticity respected in the Islamic world.

This approach, of course, harkens back to that of Sa‘adya. Sa‘adya’s attitude toward midrash halakhah had a decisive impact on the medieval Jewish tradition, particularly in the Islamic sphere. As we have seen, Sa‘adya argues that details of the Law required for Jewish practice cannot be discerned from Scripture itself. How then does he account for apparent rabbinic attempts to derive such details of law from Scripture? Drawing upon the Talmudic concept of asmakhta, he argues that such
*derashot* represent mere supports or mnemonic devices (*asmakhtot*) for laws known independently by tradition.

However, Sa’adya has given the Talmudic concept of *asmakhta* a new twist. In the Talmud, the term describes exegesis used to support a law regarded as binding by the authority of the rabbis. Sa’adya, however, uses the term for the exegesis underlying laws deemed to have Scriptural authority as well. Sa’adya therefore denies categorically that the Sages use legal exegesis; the rabbis are simply bearers of tradition. The thirteen hermeneutical principles that the rabbis use to interpret the Torah represent patterns the rabbis discover in the *halakhah*, rather than principles they use to derive law.  

Ha-Levi is thus following in the footsteps of Sa’adya when he suggests that rabbinic *qiyâs* is actually supported by a tradition from the prophets. His view is not simply a restatement of Sa’adya’s, however, as becomes apparent in III:68–73, where he presents a two-fold position on rabbinic exegesis. The Khazar king protests that *qiyâs* (here, probably something like common sense) rejects as absurd the rabbis’ interpretation of verses. The *Ha’ver* replies that given the precision of the Sages’ halakhic interpretation, can one imagine (*a-fa-yuqâs*—related to *qiyâs*) that they are ignorant of what we know about Biblical verses (III:71:143)? In a clever rhetorical twist, the King protests with puzzlement that whereas the Talmudic rabbis’ interpretation of laws is always congruent with *qiyâs*, their interpretation of verses in the Torah rarely accords with *qiyâs*. This leaves two alternatives: either we are ignorant of the rabbis’ method of interpreting the Torah, or those who interpreted the Torah were not those who interpreted the *halakhah*.

The *Ha’ver* replies with two alternatives of his own. Either the rabbis possessed by tradition (*naqlan*) some secret methods for applying the thirteen hermeneutical principles, or their interpretations are just supports; they used the verses of the Torah as a mnemonic device for an interpretation they had received by tradition (*naql*) (III:73:143). Whichever is the case, it is necessary to rely on the Sages, given their knowledge, piety, diligence, and their great number, which makes the notion of collusion impossible.

This picture is less rigid and more complex than that of Sa’adya. Ha-Levi’s language might even open the possibility that the rabbis use *qiyâs* to engage in creative legal decision making. Nevertheless, the *Ha’ver* makes clear that when the Sages appear to use *qiyâs*, their *qiyâs* is in fact supported by a tradition (*naql*) from the prophets (III:38:121). The rabbis’ comments on Scripture seem mysterious to us only
because they are at times based upon traditions or principles of which we are ignorant.\textsuperscript{30} We simply do not have all the evidence we need to understand rabbinic exegesis.

Ha-Levi’s defense of rabbinic tradition thus contains several interwoven threads. Divine revelation of law is transmitted by rabbinic tradition. The main lines of rabbinic tradition can be traced to the early Mishnaic period, when the Sanhedrin sat within the Jerusalem Temple. There are four supports that assure the truth of the assertions of the Sages:

a. The \textit{institutional authority} of the Sanhedrin.

b. \textit{Divine assistance} in the Sanhedrin’s judicial decision making.

c. \textit{Consensus} of a full scholarly community both within each generation and across generations.

d. \textit{Rabbinic traditions}, which support any legal opinions the Sages might arrive at independently through the use of \textit{qiyās}. If we do not understand the rabbis’ reasoning, it must be because we are lacking knowledge of some tradition (\textit{naql}) that would explain their methodology.

Ha-Levi criticizes Karaite \textit{qiyās} as lacking these four supports. In addition he argues that when it comes to interpreting divinely revealed law, \textit{qiyās} is completely out of its league.\textsuperscript{31} Finally, the \textit{Haver} points out that the Karaites achieve consensus only when they rely upon Karaite tradition.\textsuperscript{32} However, if they must rely upon tradition, they would be best off accepting that of the Sages, which is the most reliable.

Sa‘adya held a strict \textit{asmakhta} theory of rabbinic exegesis: according to Sa‘adya, the rabbis use the thirteen hermeneutical principles not to derive law, but rather to find support in the Torah for independently known traditions. Ha-Levi’s version of the \textit{asmakhta} theory expands upon that of Sa‘adya, adding that the rabbis may have possessed traditions and methods of interpretation that are lost to us today. Ha-Levi thus echoes Sa‘adya in pointing to the inadequacy of \textit{qiyās} to interpret revealed law. However, Ha-Levi goes beyond Sa‘adya’s focus on tradition: he invokes as a source of authority not only rabbinic consensus dating from the period of the Second Temple, but actual divine inspiration of the Sanhedrin. Ha-Levi broadens Sa‘adya’s attack on the Karaites by grounding rabbinic law not only in received tradition, but in continued divine inspiration.
3. Ha-Levi’s Response to Karaite Legal Anarchy; His Ironic Use of Taqlid

The Karaites accused the rabbis of adding to the Torah through Talmudic legislation, violating the prohibition of Deuteronomy 13:1, “You shall not add to or take away from it.” In a clever rhetorical twist, Ha-Levi turns this Karaite criticism back against the Karaites. He argues that this prohibition was in fact intended to proscribe the use of qiyās by individuals other than the Sanhedrin, so that unauthorized individuals not “pretentiously exercise their intellects,” pretend to be wise [or: play the judge], and themselves contrive laws by [their own] analogies (qiyyāsāt) as the Karaites do” (III:41:124).

The Karaites further challenged the authority of rabbinic tradition on the ground that there is no certainty in the Talmud, owing to the prevalence of unresolved controversies. Like Saʿadya, Ha-Levi argues that it is the Karaite free exercise of qiyās that in fact results in anarchy; even one individual “will not remain with one law, for a new opinion will appear to him every day as he increases his knowledge or meets someone with a new argument who converts him to his opinion” (III:38:120).

The King points out that when there is consensus rather than divergence among Karaites, one knows that “they are relying (muqallidīna) upon one or many of their predecessors” (120). Ha-Levi derives his terminology from Islamic legal theory, from the distinction between those qualified to formulate law independently (mujtahidīna) and those who are bound to rely on the authoritative opinions of others (muqallidīna, “imitators”), who are only permitted unquestioning reliance (taqlīd).

As we have noted, intellectuals had given taqlīd a pejorative connotation of servile intellectual conformity; taqlīd was contrasted with the independent, innovative, creative spirit of qiyās and ijtihād. Ha-Levi uses the pejorative connotations of the term taqlīd ironically, arguing that although the Karaites criticize the Rabbanites for their reliance upon tradition, the Karaites themselves ultimately are bound to taqlīd as well.

Ha-Levi’s dialogue builds upon arguments for the necessity of tradition found in rabbinic sources and formalized during the period of the gaonim, most particularly in the letter of R. Hai Gaon (939–1038). The Haver prods the Khazar King to concede that the Karaites, like the rabbis, believe the written Torah is authentic and trustworthy. In order to have a completely trustworthy text, the King admits, a community must rely upon the judgment of someone divinely assisted, if not a
prophet. If this is required for the correct punctuation and vocalization of the Torah, it is necessary all the more for the meaning of the text. The community needs an interpretive tradition that is completely trustworthy because its source is divine, and must follow it faithfully. The necessity of taqlīd for the written text of the Torah proves its necessity—for Karaites no less than Rabbanites—for the Torah’s interpretation as well. The Karaites, like the rabbis, are bound to rely on the authority of their predecessors; it should come as no surprise, then, that historically this is the case.

4. Ha-Levi’s Critique of Karaite Ijtihād

R. Sa‘adya is intent on denying that the Sages exercise (yajtahidūna) their own opinions. Ha-Levi picks up Sa‘adya’s critique of Karaite ijtihād and develops it. The Khazar King is initially impressed by Karaite ijtihād, but after hearing the Ḥaver’s critique of Karaite legal theory, he makes a startling concession. The Karaite can never be totally secure in his religious observance, the King admits, because as far as his diligence (ijtihād) extends, he knows the laws he practices are the result of his own pretentious analogizing (taqayyus) and “playing the judge.” The Rabbanite, in contrast, knows that his Law is transmitted, based upon a sound chain of tradition (isnād) from trustworthy individuals whose knowledge is from God (III:50: 131).

Ha-Levi thus plays off two senses of the term ijtihād: a nontechnical sense of zealous religious devotion, and its unarticulated echo, the technical sense of individually initiated legislation. Ha-Levi suggests that for all his religious devotion, the Karaite is haunted by the knowledge that the “commandments” he practices are in truth the product of his own intellect—a subtle form of idolatry.

Ha-Levi’s foil to ijtihād is a standard Islamic foil: true, transmitted tradition (naql) supported by a chain of reliable authority (isnād). The Karaites know there are many among the nations more diligent in striving (mujtahidūna) than he (III:50: 131). The King himself is said to be very diligent (mujtahid) in the pagan Khazar religion, but discovers diligence alone is not sufficient (I:1: 3). Ha-Levi has thus extended the term ijtihād beyond its strict legal context of freedom to innovate law creatively. By using the term in a less technically precise sense to signify any kind of religious striving, any human-initiated effort in religious matters, Ha-Levi has extended his critique beyond that of the Muslim Traditionists.

To the King’s admiration of Karaite ijtihād, the Ḥaver responds that the Karaites are like wanderers in the wilderness who must always
be vigilant and properly armed lest they be attacked by robbers, while the rabbis can rest content upon their beds of taqlīd, safe and secure. The Ha\textit{aver} here explicitly calls the rabbis “those upon whom we rely” (or “those whom we imitate”) (\textit{al-muqalladūna}), in comparison with the Karaites, whom he concedes show greater individual initiative (\textit{ijtihād}). However he sees the Karaites’ greater \textit{ijtihād} as a defensive anxiety, a sign of the weakness of their position rather than a sign of strength. With biting irony, Ha-Levi exploits the pejorative connotation of \textit{taqlīd} as unthinking, slavish obedience. The lesser effort of the rabbis and those who rely upon them is not a sign of intellectual laziness but of certainty.

There are times, however, when Ha-Levi uses the term \textit{ijtihād} positively; he praises diligence when it has a preservative, rather than an innovative function. The King affirms with the Ha\textit{aver} that the work of the Masoretes, who preserve the tradition of the text of the Torah, is not superfluous and idle work, but rather an effort (\textit{ijtihād}) in that which is obligatory. The Ha\textit{aver} also points to the Sages’ diligence with reverence, as proof of their reliability as bearers of tradition: “What need is there for me to point out to you these (halakhic) details after I’ve told you the necessity for reliance (on tradition) (\textit{taqlīd}), the trustworthiness of those upon whom we rely (i.e., the rabbis) (\textit{al-muqalladūna}), their greatness and their diligence (\textit{ijtihād})?”

Elsewhere, he points to the Sages’ \textit{ijtihād} as proof of their reliability as Biblical exegetes, despite certain puzzling examples of rabbinic Biblical exegesis: “Relying on the Sages is necessary, considering the soundness of their wisdom, piety, and diligence [\textit{ijtihād}] and their great number, which does not permit collusion. Therefore, we should not doubt their words, but our understanding.” He points out that the very fact that we possess these traditions of exegesis is due to the \textit{ijtihād} of disciples who recorded carefully the words of their teachers.

Finally, the Ha\textit{aver} suggests that is need for a kind of spiritual \textit{ijtihād} in private religious life, to be distinguished from the \textit{ijtihād} which the Karaites exercise in the interpretation of law. The rabbis adhere to strict boundaries in religious law, to the parameters of legal study or investigation. At times this approach will yield legal loopholes that are off-putting to the religious sensibility. There is thus a need for the individual to exercise a kind of \textit{ijtihād}, to exert him or herself beyond the letter of the law, so as not to take advantage in practice of every loophole that is permitted in theory.

The Ha\textit{aver} maintains that the Karaites, in contrast, work primarily from \textit{ijtihād} in their legal interpretation, with no respect for the boundaries of strict law. Their \textit{qiyās} can thus lead them to overstep the limits.
of commandments as spelled out in the Torah (III:49: 128–29). While there is a place for ijtihād in personal religious life, legal qiyās must be always be bounded by the limits of tradition. The king errs, suggests the Ḥaver, by mistaking the Karaite’s excessive legal striving for personal spiritual effort. The Rabbanites, who use both approaches—strict legal investigation (naẓar fikhi) and individual spiritual effort (ijtihād dīnī)—are held to be superior to the Karaites, who rely on ijtihād alone (III:50: 131).

The Ḥaver asserts that one should not follow one’s own taste and opinion in reasoning, that these are unique to the individual and will lead to the legal anarchy of the Karaites, whereby one finds in one house ten different opinions. If one wants to undertake legal investigation for oneself, one should investigate the roots of laws known from tradition and from the Torah, using the traditional methods of rabbinic interpretation (i.e., the thirteen hermeneutical principles) to trace the way specific laws are derived through analogies (qiyāsāt) used by the tradition. Rather than embark upon one’s own path of interpretation, one should follow the path of rabbinic logic, retracing the branches of rabbinic law to their roots in the Torah, and putting one’s faith in these (III:49: 129–30).

Finally, we should note that in his critique of Karaite qiyās and ijtihād, Ha-Levi may be drawing on ascetic as well as legal connotations of these terms. The Karaites not only innovated legally, but did so by making laws of purity more stringent, and by taking on ascetic practices of self-mortification. We know historically that the mourners of Zion (avale tsion) among the Karaites had admirers among the Rabbanites. This may be what disturbed Ha-Levi even more than Karaite legal sophistry: the presumption that rabbinic Judaism was not sufficiently stringent and ascetic. Here too, Ha-Levi will argue, the appearance of ijtihād is deceptive. The moderation of the rabbis is a virtue, not a blemish.

In summary, the Ḥaver argues that Karaite ijtihād in the strict legal sense—the freedom to innovate law—is no virtue, but a sign that Karaites lack sound tradition. The Sages exert themselves to preserve the Law that God has given, not to out-do God by inventing laws of their own. It is true that personal ijtihād is sometimes necessary to correct for legal loopholes permitted by the Law. The Ḥaver argues, however, that whereas the rabbis respect the limits of tradition, the Karaites’ excessive legal striving oversteps the boundaries of the Law. It is better to direct one’s effort toward tracing rabbinic law to its sources in the Torah, thereby confirming one’s faith in rabbinic tradition.

Ha-Levi extends his critique of ijtihād to include any human-initiated
effort to reach the Divine. Zealous striving is impressive at first glance, but *ijtihād* can be misleading. Authentic spirituality is expressed not in excessive striving, but in quiet certainty, resting on the bedrock of God-given law and true tradition.

**B. Qiyās: The Philosophical Context**

Despite the fact that the *Kuzari* began as a result of questions from a Karaite, as the book stands now, its central opponent is the philosopher. The challenge issued by philosophy is set out in the philosopher’s initial speech, and serves as a background for all subsequent discussion. Though the philosopher does not explicitly mention *qiyās*, Ha-Levi’s readers would associate *qiyās* with the method of philosophical reasoning and with the philosopher’s raison d’être.

As Baneth and others have shown, Ha-Levi, like the Islamic thinker Ghazzālī, sought to prove that the claims of Aristotelian philosophy were pretentious and overreaching. It is not necessarily that Ha-Levi found nothing good in philosophy, but he did consider misguided the claim that *qiyās* could discover absolute truth.

Ha-Levi’s attack on *qiyās* is a unifying theme throughout the *Kuzari*: his rhetorical strategy is to use the negative associations he establishes for *qiyās* in one area to taint other spheres. Ha-Levi’s critique of *qiyās* in the legal sphere, which we have examined, will find echoes in the realm of philosophy. Moreover, the terminology of *qiyās* and *ijtihād* is a link that unifies the themes of the book. Using these terms, Ha-Levi emphasizes that God reaches humanity through revelation and prophecy, while humans go astray when they approach the Divine using their own judgment and reasoning.

1. Philosophical Reliance on Qiyās

Ha-Levi turns the tables on those who would charge Judaism with a lack of philosophical sophistication. In fact, argues the Ḥaveroth, philosophers mistakenly turn to *qiyās* with questions that cannot be resolved by reason alone; they resort to this inadequate tool because they lack divine assistance and reliable tradition. We should not, then, be dazzled by the brilliance of philosophical proof, but should look deeper. The philosophers overcompensate because of a serious lack; they extend the intellect beyond its proper sphere precisely because they lack prophecy and divine light (I:65:17; V:14:212).
Ha-Levi thus establishes a parallel between the Ḥaver’s critique of the philosophers and his critique of the Karaites. Both philosophers and Karaites over-rely on *qiyās* because they lack authentic tradition based in revelation. However, *qiyās* is out of its proper bounds in metaphysical matters, just as it is in matters of religious law. The Ḥaver declares several times that the philosophers should not be blamed, for they did the best they could; since their knowledge only came by way of *qiyās*, their results could not but be flawed.62

2. *Inadequacy of the Method of Qiyās*

Ha-Levi takes shots at the philosophical method in a variety of contexts, showing that it is a less accurate tool than the philosophers have claimed. Philosophers can use *qiyās* to prove whatever they set out to prove.63 For example, there is no decisive proof of whether the world is eternal or was created in time. The philosophers happen to give preference to those syllogisms (*qiyāsāt*) which argue in favor of eternity; they err in this case by seeking to resolve the question through reason alone.64 If they had lived among a nation with an authentic, irrefutable chronology, they would have used their syllogisms and proofs to establish creation instead. Authentic tradition (*naql*) from the prophets testifies to the creation of the world, and prophecy is more reliable than *qiyās*.65 We see here the parallel between Ha-Levi’s arguments in law and philosophy: in both, the Ḥaver contrasts *naql*—authentic, reliable tradition—with unreliable human *qiyās*.66

Similarly, the Ḥaver argues that God has given prophets the ability to grasp mysteries of the universe67 that God has not granted ordinary human beings to know by *qiyās* alone. The evidence of prophetic tradition on such matters therefore outweighs the speculation of *qiyās* (V:14:211–12).

Not only can philosophers prove anything they set out to prove, but philosophers’ criteria for what is acceptable as a premise or conclusion is what they have encountered in nature. The only reason philosophers did not affirm such accounts as the vision68 of Elijah is because “those things (that are) not perceived by the logical method (*qiyāsan*), the Greek philosophers nullified—for *qiyās* declares absurd anything it has not seen the likes of.” The Ḥaver goes so far as to argue that if Greek philosophers had witnessed the Hebrew prophets at the time of their prophesying and performing miracles, they would have confirmed them and sought means through the logical method (*qiyāsan*) to arrive at that spiritual level themselves. However, just because one has not encountered
something does not mean it is impossible. The fact that a doctrine has or has not been proven by philosophy says nothing about its truth (IV:3: 157).

3. The Need for Divine Assistance

The Haver insists that human beings cannot attain to all the branches of knowledge by qiyās alone, without divine assistance (II:64: 78). The members of the Sanhedrin were knowledgable in the sciences—presumably mathematics and astronomy, those necessary for matters of halakhaḥ such as determination of the calendar—because they had such divine aid (III:41: 125). Just as human qiyās on its own cannot achieve truth in law or philosophy, so human qiyās on its own cannot achieve truth in science.

Even in scientific matters, then, qiyās cannot match what is seen by the prophets. The prophets themselves would not have believed the phenomena they report in their visions if they had not known them by way of prophecy, “whose perception69 is clearer than qiyās” (IV:3: 156). Prophecy is the touchstone of truth in science no less than in law and metaphysics (V:14: 211; IV:25: 183).70

Once one has attained to prophecy, qiyās becomes superfluous. Sefer Yetsirah—ascribed by tradition to Abraham, and regarded as the pinnacle of Jewish achievement in natural science—Ha-Levi assigns to an early, philosophical period of Abraham’s life that Abraham abandons when he receives prophetic revelation from God. Ha-Levi illustrates this point by taking off on a well-known midrash. Once Abraham had a personal encounter with God, the Haver declares,

how could he not deprecate his former qiyāsāt? [This is just] as the Sages explain, “And he brought him forth outside [to look at the stars]” [Gen 15:5] [as meaning] “Give up your astronomy!” That is to say, God commanded him to give up his scientific studies [‘ulūmaḥu al-qiyāsiyya] of the stars and other things, and adhere obediently71 to him whom he had come to perceive by taste, as it says, “Taste and see that the Lord is good.” (IV:17: 169)

Similarly, after the Haver has explained the complex theories of Sefer Yetsirah to the King, the King asks why one needs to posit a role for the Hebrew letters in creation rather than simply affirming creation by the divine will alone. The Haver agrees, “When God revealed himself (to Abraham), he gave up all qiyāsāt” (IV:26–27: 184). Knowing
God through direct encounter makes Abraham’s philosophical quest superfluous.

Only knowing God through direct encounter or authentic tradition can remove philosophical skepticism. When a person grasps the reality of God in a way that transcends qiyās, all previous doubts are removed, and one laughs at those qiyāsāt by which one had tried to attain knowledge of God and the universe (IV: 15: 168). The experience of revelation and the tradition that follows from it establish unshakable belief (I: 89 – 91: 26). Direct encounter not only gives accurate knowledge of God; it establishes a personal relationship. One who has discovered God in a way that transcends qiyās becomes a loving servant, willing to make sacrifices, even to die for God’s sake (IV: 15: 168). Abraham is willing to be circumcised at a ripe age (and “how far is circumcision from qiyās!”) and is even willing to suffer martyrdom for the God he has encountered through the events of his life (III: 7: 96).

In contrast, the relationship between a philosopher and the God discovered through qiyās is detached—an objective, nonemotional connection, similar to the relationship one has to any other object of knowledge. The philosopher is simply inclined logically (qiyāsan) to accept the truth of the proposition “God exists,” rather than being passionately committed to the point of martyrdom. Philosophers, asserts the Haver, only acknowledge God so long as their lives are not endangered (IV: 16: 168–69).

4. Philosophical Qiyās and Taqlīd

The concept of taqlīd holds up a contrast between the philosopher and the religious believer as well. We have seen that rationalists in the Islamic world regarded taqlīd as a necessary evil, suitable only for persons of weak mental capacity, for those who lack the original mind to pursue truth through striving (ijtiḥād) and logic (qiyās). Ha-Levi points out, however, that even philosophers operate with a kind of taqlīd. Philosophical traditions are accepted on authority and parroted just as are religious traditions. The sole difference is that Aristotle is held up as the supreme authority rather than Abraham.

Philosophers hold many doctrines that are in fact contrary to qiyās, for example the nonexistence of the vacuum (III: 49: 130) and the notion that only philosophers attain immortality (I: 110: 38). These views are accepted counter to logic on a kind of philosophical taqlīd. The common person, however, prefers reliance upon the tradition of the
Sages to that of Aristotle, the simple wisdom of the rabbi to the sophisticated, elegant proof of the philosopher (IV:17: 169). The common person is correct, in Ha-Levi’s eyes. If taqlıd is necessary, one might as well rely upon those who are in fact reliable, namely, the Sages (III:39: 123).

Ha-Levi’s argument here parallels his critique of the Karaites. Ha-Levi uses the term taqlıd ironically to show that philosophical qiyas—like Karaite qiyas—is less certain than reliance upon tradition, which both philosophers and Karaites disdain. Knowing God through logical demonstration is less certain than reliance upon authority (taqlıd)—a radical proposal for an intellectual to make, even in irony.

5. Philosophical Qiyās and Immortality

With biting sarcasm, Ha-Levi challenges the notion that philosophers achieve immortality through the intellect. The Haver questions whether there is a particular degree of knowledge necessary to achieve immortality, and whether it is possible to lose one’s achievement if one loses one’s knowledge:

[According to the philosophers’ view], what are the limits of knowledge by which the human soul becomes separate from the body, without perishing? If it is the knowledge of all existence, there is much that remains that the philosophers do not comprehend of what is in heaven and earth and sea. . . . If it is inescapable that one penetrate deeply and grasp thoroughly [all these things] in logic and natural science, then [it is] a thing that cannot be grasped, and one will undoubtedly perish, according to their view. (IV:14: 211)

The philosophical doctrine of immortality is as absurd as the notion that one can save one’s soul by a mere utterance, that one can achieve salvation through a confession of faith. We see here one of Ha-Levi’s favorite rhetorical techniques: to play his opponents off against one another. Here, he plays the philosopher against the pious Muslim or Christian:

It does not agree with qiyās that man should become nought in his nature, body and soul perishing, as is the case with animals, except for the philosophers—according to their view. [The same applies to] the statement made by believers in other faiths—that man, by the pronunciation of one word alone, may inherit eternal life, even if, during the whole of his life, he knew no other word than this, and perhaps did not even understand its meaning. Indeed, how great a word—that can raise one from the ranks of a beast to that of an angel! He who did not utter this word would remain an animal, though he might be a learned and pious philosopher,77 who yearned for God78 all his life. (I:110: 38)
Note how the *Haver*, in playing the philosopher against the Muslim or Christian, suddenly depicts the philosopher as a pious soul yearning for God!

In addition to ridiculing the notion that one can achieve immortality through accumulated knowledge or a verbal confession of faith, the *Haver* argues that speculation on the nature of immortality is unnecessary for two reasons: first, because *qiyās* alone cannot determine these matters with certainty, and second, because prophetic tradition has already revealed the nature of the afterlife, which *qiyās* is at a loss to grasp: “You have let yourself be deceived by destructive imaginings, and sought what your Creator has not made possible for you, and which the human disposition has not been given to grasp logically [*bi-qiyās*]” (V:14: 211).

It is union with the Divine, achieved through the doing of *mitsvot*, and not union with the Active Intellect as a result of *qiyās* that brings immortality. Speaking of divine commandments that from a logical point of view seem absurd—like sacrificing a lamb and sprinkling its blood—the *Haver* argues:

If this were not done from the divine command one would belittle these actions and would think that they distance one from God rather than bring one near to God. But as soon as the whole is properly accomplished and you see the divine fire, or notice in yourself a new spirit, unknown before, or see true visions and great miracles, then you know that they are the result of [that action] that preceded—and [of ] that great ™amr with which you have united [ittašalta] and to which you have arrived.

Then do not care that you die. After you have united with it your death is only the destruction of the body, while the soul having reached this level, cannot descend from it, nor can it be removed. (III:53: 134–35)

6. Demonstration Leads Astray

Ha-Levi epitomizes his critique of human reasoning in a clever play on words: logical demonstration (*al-istidlāl*) leads astray (*muḍallil*) (IV:3: 148). Ha-Levi thus includes *istidlāl* (from the root d-l-l, to show or prove) in his multifaceted critique of *qiyās* and *ijtihād*. Just as he has extended the terms *qiyās* and *ijtihād* beyond their original legal context, Ha-Levi extends the term *istidlāl* beyond its context in logic to criticize dualists, materialists, and other adherents of heretical beliefs. All these schools arrive at their misguided metaphysical assumptions as a result of the same impulse that guides the philosophers: the desire to demonstrate truths about the Divine (148).
This impulse comes under the scrutiny of Ha-Levi’s attack. There is no need to demonstrate God’s existence, in Ha-Levi’s view; God exists whether or not human beings acknowledge this fact. The greatest proof of God’s existence is simply God’s presence. When Moses asks God for a name he can report to the Israelites, God tells him:

> Say to them “Ehyeh” whose meaning is “I am that I am,” meaning the Present One, who is present when you seek me. Let them seek no greater proof [dalil] than my presence among them, and let them name me accordingly. (IV:3: 150)

The Haver notes that proofs (dalā‘il) for the creation of the world and for its eternity counterbalance one another; neither is proved decisively. God has a more powerful method of proof: God performs miracles to prove (li-yadulla) that the Creator can do whatever he wills (I:67: 18). Ha-Levi’s use of the root d-l-l for both methods of proof sets up an implicit contrast. Logical proof is inconclusive; the proof of experience is more convincing than logic.

The way to arrive at accurate knowledge of God is not through logic; we can neither obtain certainty nor accuracy through logical demonstration. Ha-Levi notes that the various methods of demonstration all arrive at results that contradict what is revealed in Scripture (IV:3: 148). However, while istidlāl on its own does not arrive at the truths of revelation, the assertions of the Torah are not refuted by istidlāl.

The only way that one can discover God is illustrated in the Bible itself: through personal experience, or through true tradition based upon direct experience (V:14: 211–13). Adam, gifted with supreme intellect, would have remained content to believe in a generic God with whom he had no hope for interaction. However when personally addressed by God, Adam verified that God is the unique Creator of the universe, a personal Deity aware of particular human beings—precisely the kind of information philosophers take pains to prove through logic. Adam then passed on these traditions to his children, who in turn verified them through personal experience (IV:3: 148–49).

7. Nuances to Ha-Levi’s Critique of Philosophical Qiyās

Like Ghazzālī, Ha-Levi acknowledges that philosophers’ arguments in mathematics and logic offer authentic, irrefutable proof (burhān); according to both thinkers, however, it is a mistake to deduce from this that one can likewise attribute the status of burhān to philosophers’
arguments in natural science and metaphysics. In logic and mathematics, philosophers achieve consensus; in physics and metaphysics, we find doubt and disputes. If we do find certainty here and there, it is only because there exists a philosophical tradition (taqlīd) upon which others in that school rely.

Ha-Levi maintains, however, that his is not an anti-rational position. The Ḥaver insists that the Torah does not assert anything that flies in the face of logic, anything that can be refuted through clear, incontrovertible proof or that the intellect declares absurd. On the other hand, in any apparent conflict between reason and experience, Ha-Levi gives primary weight to experience; experience itself is an irrefutable proof. The intellect would not accept certain events—such as the appearance of God’s Glory and the consumption of sacrifices—if it were not for eyewitness and personal experience, which there is no refuting (II:48:69). The events of revelation outweigh the judgments of reason. Similarly, Ha-Levi gives authentic, reliable tradition weight over pure reason.

8. Theological Qiyās: Kalām and Taqlīd

Ha-Levi does not use the terms qiyās and istidlāl in his explicit attacks on kalām in Book Five. However the term istidlāl is itself a kalām term; it signifies theological proof, which Ha-Levi asserts “leads astray.” Analogy and inference are the prime tools of theology, for they allow the theologian to derive that which is absent from that which is present, to find evidence for God’s existence and attributes from their traces in the world. Ha-Levi’s biting remarks with respect to kalām are thus worth exploring at this juncture.

Critics of kalām point out that its arguments are fundamentally apologetic and polemical: their purpose is to defend the faith and to refute charges as they arise, rather than to provide apodictic proof. The historian Ibn Khaldun, for example, writes that kalām “merely wants to refute heretics”; kalām is “a science that involves arguing with logical proofs in defense of the articles of faith and refuting innovators who deviate in their dogmas from the early Muslims and Muslim orthodoxy.”

The King and the Ḥaver agree that kalām is only needed for those who have already stumbled in their faith. The King, however, begs the Ḥaver for an explanation according to the method of the theologians (V:1:191). He defends his request by admitting that he has already fallen into doubts and conjectures, debates with philosophers and members of other religions. Therefore, he argues, it would be best for him to
have knowledge and expertise to refute corrupt views, as he has already forsaken the possibility of uncritical reliance (*taqlīd*):

*Taqlīd* is only appropriate for one with pleasantness of soul.\(^{106}\) However, for someone of a wicked soul, investigation\(^{107}\) is better. All the more so if investigation brings one to the verification of that *taqlīd*. Then a person brings both levels together, I mean knowledge\(^{108}\) and *taqlīd*. [V:1: 191]

The *Haver* does not appear to disagree, qualifying the King’s statement only by suggesting that the situation is even more grave than the King realizes:

But who among us has a calm soul, which is not deceived by these views . . . of the natural scientists, the astrologers, the makers of talismans, the magicians, the materialists, the philosophers, and others. One does not [today] arrive at faith except after one has passed through many stages of heresy.\(^{109}\) Life is short and the labor long. Only [unique] individuals have faith by nature, and these views are all repugnant to them, and their souls immediately detect wherein lie their errors. I hope that you may be among those singular ones.

[However], if it be thus, and I can’t avoid [acceding to your request], I will not travel the way of the Karaites, who ascended to metaphysics without levels. (V:2: 191)\(^{110}\)

The *Haver* argues that pure faith is a gift that argument can only poorly imitate. Just as the philosopher labors long to achieve what the prophetic inner eye sees in an instant (IV:3–6: 155–61), so the theologian employs dialectics to prove that which the calm soul accepts by nature (V:16: 213).

Like Ghazzālī and others in Islamic literature, the *Haver* likens faith to the gift of poetry. In contrast to the “frightful babble” of poets who quantify meter according to prosody, the poetically gifted “sense”\(^{111}\) the correct meter, not erring by the slightest syllable. Ironically, the highest goal of scholars who quantify meter is to become like the natural poet, who is ignorant of prosody. However, the gift of the natural poet can only be taught to someone naturally endowed, who can be taught by the slightest hint (V:16: 213).\(^{112}\)

It is the same with the nation of Israel, argues the *Haver*:

Likewise the community that is endowed by nature [with a gift] for religious Law and drawing near to God on High. There ignites in their souls
sparks from the words of the worthy ones and there arise flames in their hearts. One who is not so endowed needs to study kalām; however sometimes it does not help him, but rather harms him (V:16: 213).

Jews should not need kalām, the Ha-\v{a}ver argues, for they are endowed by nature with faith. Kalām is like the babble of those who try to compose poetry by rules; pure faith is like genuine poetry. However kalām is worse than bad poetry; it can actually lead one astray from the truth:

The highest goal of that mutakallim in all that he learns and teaches is that he arrive in his soul and in the souls of his students at principles that are in the guileless one’s soul by nature. And sometimes the knowledge of kalām harms and destroys many of the principles of truth for him, for they produce in him doubts and changing views. (213)

Like Ghazzālī, Ha-Levi believes that kalām can be a veil to truth. However, whereas Ghazzālī believes that blind faith can also be a barrier to truth, Ha-Levi here holds up taqlīd as an ideal, if an unattainable one in this age. Indeed, in III:37 the Ha-\v{a}ver suggests that it is only through unwavering reliance upon the rabbis that the soul can find true rest. Theologians had argued that one could never find peace of mind (sukūn al-nafs) in taqlīd; the muqallid falls into doubt at the slightest push. Only by proving the truths of faith for oneself can one find true certainty in which the soul can take rest. Ha-Levi ironically inverts this concept: those who, like the Karaites, are ever inventing new arguments to guard their faith can never find peace of soul; there will always come along someone with another argument to challenge one’s claim. If the Karaites are ever found agreeing, it is only because they have resorted to taqlīd, relying on one or another of their founders. Better then to simply admit the necessity for taqlīd and rely on the rabbinic Sages, who offer sound tradition and thus true peace of soul.

While in III:38 the Ha-\v{a}ver offers this argument in the context of Karaite law, his arguments in Book Five regarding kalām—for which the Karaites were also well known—reiterate this position. Like legal qiyās, kalām has little value; like Karaite legal ijtihād, Karaite kalām merely boasts an impressive appearance. Who becomes a practitioner of kalām? The simple, guileless believer does not answer questions by way of kalām; like the prophet or poet, he or she can rarely benefit another by instruction. The mutakallim however—like the philosopher who delights in elegant proofs—has an apparent “luster of knowledge”
which fools his listeners into thinking that he is superior to the simple, pious believer. The irony here is that the goal of the theologian with his dazzling proofs is to arrive at precisely those principles which the simple person possesses by nature. And sometimes these complex arguments destroy the very principles he seeks, for they produce doubts and changing views not only in others, but in himself as well.

According to the Háver the nation of Israel is endowed by nature with a gift for religious law and drawing near to the Divine. Jews, therefore do not need kalām arguments; they merely need to hear the words of the prophets and Sages, which ignite the sparks of faith dormant in their souls.

What ties III:37–38 together with the two passages in Part Five, then, is that Ha-Levi contrasts the superficial luster of qiyās—legal or theological—with the simplicity of taqlīd. In III:37 the Háver bemoans the fact that people are fooled by the greater striving of the Karaites and mistake the calm of the rabbis for laziness. In V:16 he argues likewise that people are fooled by the theologian’s “luster of knowledge,” and mistakenly think the theologian superior to the simple believer.

The Karaites and mutakallimūn must run, as it were, to stay in place; Ha-Levi hints that they secretly wish for the peace of mind of those they scorn. Moreover, underneath the pyrotechnics of the Karaites and the philosophers, if not the theologians, one finds the specter of taqlīd. It is better, then, to rely in simple-minded “ignorance” than to partake in the istidlāl of the theologians, which truly leads astray.

C. Qiyās: The Context of Mysticism and Pietism

Ha-Levi’s overarching theme is that worship of God cannot be derived by qiyās. Ha-Levi applies this critique to the context of mysticism and pietism by arguing that those who use their own human judgment to devise an ascetic path toward religious experience are simply using another form of qiyās. Ha-Levi’s innovative use of the term qiyās taints mystics and ascetics with the negative associations he develops around the term through his critique of Karaites, philosophers, and practitioners of the occult.

1. Asceticism in the Islamic World

We have seen in our discussion of ittişāl that a major theme in medieval Islamic civilization, particularly among Sufis and philosophers, was the value of withdrawal and self-abnegation as means to religious
experience. Sufi hermits and ascetics regarded humility (khushū’) and self-abasement (tadhallul) as ways of tempering the human soul to return it to its divine Source. This led Sufis, and to some extent philosophers, to develop a disciplined path of ascetic exercises. The example of Bahya’s *Duties of the Heart* has shown us that some of Ha-Levi’s earlier Jewish contemporaries were also attracted to this approach. In Part One, we explored Ha-Levi’s rejection of asceticism as a component of his spiritual ideal. In this section we will take up Ha-Levi’s critique of asceticism as another form of qiyās—a human tool for the cultivation of religious experience.

Ha-Levi extends his critique of qiyās to asceticism in a notable interchange between the King and the Ḥaver in II:44 – 50. The King initially expresses surprise that Israel—which had been described as the heart of the nations, intimate with the Divine—does not have more hermits and ascetics (II:45: 68). Ha-Levi thus has the King express the view, apparently held by a number of Jews, that Sufi asceticism and isolation represent the pinnacle of spiritual life.

The Ḥaver, in contrast, challenges the notion that one can draw near to God through the ascetic life, through humility (khushū’) and self-abasement (tadhallul) alone; he argues that one can only draw near to God through the actions one has been commanded by God (II:46: 68). The Ḥaver thus includes the way of ascetic lowliness with other forms of qiyās, which he criticizes as attempts to draw near to God by self-invented, rather than divinely commanded, means.

In II:49 the King is won over to the Ḥaver’s view; he agrees that if one innovates ascetically, one is brought back to the situation of the philosophers and pagans, who sidestep the divine command through use of qiyās. The human impulse to ascetic self-denial, he suggests, is actually a form of egoistic self-assertion.

The Ḥaver associates asceticism with the philosophers’ belief that a virtuous person can approach God by any moral path, whether it be Jewish, Christian, or one that he himself invents. In arguing thus, Ha-Levi taints asceticism with a host of terms that have come under his critique. The King declares: “but now we have returned to speculating, analogizing [qiyās], pretending to be wise, each person striving [mujtabidina] to invent law by what their qiyās leads them to, and that is absurd” (II:49: 69). Ha-Levi thus innovates by associating the concepts of qiyās and ijtihād with any systematic or Sufi-like program for the cultivation of religious experience. Genuine religious experience may lead to a desire for asceticism; it is illegitimate, however, to jump-start the process by following an ascetic program of one’s own human devising.
A Jew who has had a powerful religious experience—for example, through encountering a genuine prophet or in the great event at Mount Sinai—may witness the divine light and “become spiritual,” which might lead him or her to seek an ongoing separation from the senses. The experience itself may invite asceticism: “separation from [the human] species by purity of soul, longing for those [elevated spiritual] levels, clinging to humility and purity (I:103–108: 34–36).

Ha-Levi, using these Sufi terms, thus reverses the relationship between asceticism and religious experience presumed by the Sufi path of ascetic exercises and mystical states. Genuine religious experience might lead to a desire for asceticism; asceticism on its own does not bring religious experience. Philosophers who use qiyās to achieve a unitive connection are similarly misguided. Ha-Levi’s critique of qiyās extends to any regimen for the cultivation of union, whether one’s path be philosophical, mystical, or pietistic (II:49: 69).

Ha-Levi, it seems, is uncomfortable with setting up any step-by-step plan for spiritual growth outside the halakhah. The Haver does describe the halakhic way of life as a discipline: the servant of God is one who disciplines his senses (III:5: 92), and diligent pursuit of the halakhah leads to the degree of prophecy (V:20: 223–24). However, Ha-Levi resists the notion of a systematic path such as those described by Avicenna and al-Ghazzālī in their writings on the Sufis: training of the will, ascetic exercises, a carefully mapped-out journey of specific stages and states. Rather, Ha-Levi’s focus is theocentric: it is contact with God, and not a willful path of ascetic training designed by humans, that enables one to transcend one’s humanness.

Ha-Levi also resists the notion of mitsvot themselves constituting a step-by-step Sufi-like path. Mitsvot are efficacious, Ha-Levi asserts, but one should not spend time trying to trace the effects of specific commandments. Following mitsvot as commanded, rather than trying to delineate their effectiveness, brings one near to the divine Presence.

The Haver thus rejects submissiveness (khushū‘) and self-abnegation (tadhallul) as a path chosen by individuals to reach the Divine. We saw above that Ha-Levi also uses these Sufi terms to discuss the issue on a national-historical level. The Haver suggests that Jews are bidden to bear the burden of degradation (dhilla) in a spirit of submission (khudū‘), for it has been historically appointed by God. However, it is God and not human beings who decides the appropriate measure of self-abasement. Humility and submissiveness “work” as a religious path only if appointed by God, not if chosen by humans as a theurgic path to reach the Divine by human will alone.
D. *Qiyās*: The Context of Paganism and the Occult

As we have seen, Ha-Levi innovates by extending the term *qiyās* beyond its context in law and philosophy to ascetic practices by which humans attempt to reach God. Ha-Levi further extends the term *qiyās* to pagan, magical, and occult practices by means of which human beings attempt to bring down the *‘amr ilāhī* into human experience.

Ha-Levi acknowledges that a common religious quest unites pagans and adherents of true Biblical religion: both seek to make contact with the *‘amr ilāhī*. What distinguishes the two for Ha-Levi is that while the pagan tries to make contact with the Divine through human *qiyās*, the religious believer aims for connection by obeying the divine command known through revelation. Ha-Levi’s rhetorical innovation has two parallel functions. First, Ha-Levi critiques the attempt to connect with the *‘amr ilāhī* through human-invented formulas. At the same time, he discredits the *qiyās* of law and philosophy by associating *qiyās* with the disdained formulas of pagan practices.

That Ha-Levi establishes such a continuum through the term *qiyās* is not surprising; occult practices were considered to be applied sciences. Occult books boasted formulas incomprehensible to the layperson, as did other scientific disciplines. Astrology, like astronomy and medicine, was one of the ancient sciences practiced by the “wise ones” (*hākhamim*) of Ha-Levi’s day, often Jews employed by the court; Jews were also associated in the popular mind with the science of alchemy (*al-kimiyya*). Ha-Levi’s innovation is to point out the common denominator between “sophisticated” forms of *qiyās*, such as those of law and philosophy, and pagan *qiyās*: the belief that human beings can connect with the Divine through their own self-invented formulas.

1. Pagan Qiyās and Dualistic Theology

As we saw in our discussion of philosophy, Ha-Levi maintains that a form of logical demonstration (*istiklāl*) led ancients into misguided metaphysical assumptions. What Ha-Levi had in mind presumably was a form of reasoning that looks at dualism in the world—day and night, light and dark, good and evil—and deduces two causes, or looks at the greatness and power of the sun or fire and deduces that they are to be worshipped. This *istiklāl* led dualists to believe in two eternal causes, materialists to believe in the eternity of the spheres, and other pagans to worship fire or the sun (IV:3 148).
While acknowledging that the *istidlāl* of the philosophers is more precise than that of other pagans, he notes that the philosophers’ *istidlāl* arrives at a God who has no contact with individual human beings and is thus as far from the true God of the Bible as are pagan gods. By placing philosophical *istidlāl* on a continuum with the reasoning and formulas of pagan cults, Ha-Levi deprecates the philosophers’ results; he points out that like pagan worshipers, philosophers believe in that to which their faulty human reasoning leads them. While pagan *qiyyās* can lead to a dualistic theology, such *qiyyās* is not different in principle from the *qiyyās* and resulting theology of philosophers among the monotheistic nations.

In contrast to those who would seek to connect with God through humanly discovered formulas, Ha-Levi maintains that God alone is capable of creating conditions for connecting with the Divine. No human science can formulate or fathom these; they do not in any way conform to human *qiyyās*. Astrologers, makers of talismans, and other occultists are mistaken in believing that their *qiyyās* provides true formulas for divine connection. The conditions for the appearance of the Divine are made known by God, and they are not detachable from God. One cannot simply steal or imitate the formulas and thereby gain control over the Divine Presence.

Ha-Levi suggests this through a rhetorical device, playing upon the ambiguity of the term ‘*amr*, which signifies both “command” and the more elusive “thing, matter, affair.” The Ḥaver repeatedly tells the King that one can only approach the Divine (what he calls the ‘*amr ilāhī*) by that which is commanded by God (an ‘*amr ilāhī*). This rhetorical motif suggests that there is something of God present, as it were, in the commands themselves, that the commands serve as a bridge between the human and the Divine. It is *qua* divine command—‘*amr ilāhī*—that the *mitsvot* bring the Divine (‘*amr ilāhī*) into the world.

Ha-Levi elaborates on this point through several illustrations: (1) the Ḥaver’s description of the building of the Tabernacle; (2) the parable of the ignorant person dispensing medicine from a pharmacy; and (3) the comparison of religious actions to works of nature.

*The Building of the Tabernacle (III:23)*

On first reading, this account might invite a theurgic interpretation. Ha-Levi’s language almost suggests that fulfillment of the requisite conditions guarantees God’s appearance; the Ḥaver asserts that the descent (*hulūl*) of the Shekhinah is bound up, necessitated by, or connected
with the human building of the Tabernacle (III:23: 113). This would seem to make the appearance of God in this world a purely mechanical affair, dependent upon performance of the necessary procedures.

The Ḥaver insists, however, that pure intention is among the conditions that make possible God’s appearance within the nation (III:23: 113). One cannot bring down the ‘amr ilāhī by formulas alone; one’s worship must be in the correct spirit of devotion. This caveat tempers an approach that might otherwise appear to be theurgic, a magical formalism in which the requisite formula controls the divine will.

He also suggests here an intimate connection between the divine command and the divine presence:

We have already stated that the only way to draw near to God is through the commandments of God [‘awāmir Allah] themselves, for God alone knows their measure, times, and places, and what follows from such requirements by whose fulfillment comes the favor of God and the attachment [ittišāl] of the ‘amr ilāhī, as we see in the building of the tabernacle. (III:23: 112–13)

The Parable of the Ignorant Person Dispensing Medicine from a Pharmacy (I:79)

The fact that the ignorant person dispensing medicine fails to heal proves that the source of healing—“that which is beneficial in itself”—is not contained in the medicine, but in the knowledge of the physician who prescribed it:

[The ignorant person] kills people with the very medicine which used to benefit them. Should some of them by chance derive benefit from one of those jars, the people will turn to him and say that he was the one who gave benefit. . . . They did not know that that which is beneficial in itself was the knowledge of that learned physician who prepared the medicines and explained the proper manner in which they were to be administered. (I:79: 20–21)

The mitsvot, then, are not beneficial in themselves as magic formulas, but because they are ‘awāmir Allah, commanded by the ‘amr ilāhī: “beneficial [useful] in itself is the ‘amr ilāhī, its absence is hurtful in itself” (I:79: 21). This illustration can be interpreted in one of two ways: (1) God alone knows the correct “medicines” and precisely how they are to be administered; (2) that which is commanded by God has something of God in it; there is a participation mystique in God’s commands.
According to either interpretation, practitioners of pagan arts are likened to the ignorant person who dispenses harmful medicine in the guise of benefiting others, whereas that which is commanded by God is without doubt beneficial.\textsuperscript{135} Religiously prescribed actions are entirely determined by God; human beings are incapable of deducing them (III:53: 132–33). Like the mysteries of nature and life itself, the appearance of God is not fully within human understanding or control.

Alchemists believed they could discover and harness the mysteries of creation; spiritualists reasoned that just as the prophets had discovered how to harness the Divine through investigation, research, and \textit{qiyās}, they too could conquer the Divine through \textit{qiyās} alone:

When the spiritualists\textsuperscript{136} heard that the appearance of the divine traces from Adam down to the children of Israel was gained by sacrifices, they thought that the appearance was the result of investigation and research, that the prophets were but people pretending to be wise\textsuperscript{137} who accomplished these wonders by means of their \textit{qiyās}. They on their part were anxious to determine sacrifices to be offered up at certain times and astrological opportunities, accompanied by ceremonies and burning of incense which their \textit{qiyās} prescribed. They even composed astrological books and other matters the mention of which is forbidden. (III:53: 133–34)

According to the \textit{Haver}, pagans thought they could imitate the prophets by contriving formulas to unite with the Divine. However it is not the words prophets say that accomplish their miracles; such words could be easily imitated. In fact, Ha-Levi includes Jewish magical formulas in his critique of human \textit{qiyās}. Jews who perform magic using the divine names are no different from pagans using other magical formulas.

\textit{The Comparison of Religious Actions to Works of Nature (III: 53)}

The \textit{Haver} makes a sharp distinction between magic, which is theurgic, and genuine obedience to divine command, which is not. He asserts that there is something divine, mysterious, and unfathomable at the core of religiously prescribed actions—as at the core of life itself—such that their power cannot be harnessed by human \textit{qiyās}:

The adepts of magical names [\textit{shemot}], having heard that a prophet had been spoken to\textsuperscript{138} [in this or that utterance] and that a certain miracle had occurred to him, imagined the words were the cause of the miracle. They therefore endeavored to accomplish a similar feat.
The artificial [that which is made] is not like that which is natural. Religiously prescribed deeds are, however, like the natural. Being ignorant of their designs one thinks it but play until one sees the results. Then one praises their guide and mover, and commits oneself to him. . . [Like human sexuality, if one did not know about childbirth] if [the sacrifices] were not done from divine command ['amr Allah] one would think little of these actions and would believe that they would distance one from God, not draw one near.

[However], when you have completed what is necessary and see the heavenly fire, or find within your soul another spirit which you had not known, or true dreams or miracles, then you know that this is the result of your preceding action, and of the great 'amr with which you have connected [ittišāltā] and to which you have attained. Then, do not care that you die. After you have connected with this, your death is only the expiration of the body, while the soul that has arrived at this level cannot descend from it or be removed from this degree.

This will show you that one can only come near to God by the commandments ['awāmir] of God, and there is no way to knowledge of the commandments of God except by way of prophecy, not by speculation [ta-qayyus] or cleverness and there is no bond between us and those commandments except sound tradition. (III:53: 134 –35)

According to the Haver, pagans looking at Judaism thought that the sacrificial system—indeed the entire system of mitsvot—was theurgic, a body of magical practices to manipulate the Divine. Ha-Levi wants to make it clear that Judaism is not theurgy, because the mitsvot are prescribed by God, not discovered through qiyās by clever human prophets, and we do not know the formula whereby they work. The mitsvot are a necessary but not sufficient condition for the realization of religious experience. True religious experience is not theurgic in nature; qiyās in all its forms is. The appearance of God is in God’s hands; human beings can only obey God’s will with earnest intention, and hope to receive divine contact.

2. Pines on the Question of Theurgy

Shlomo Pines showed that in I:79 Ha-Levi uses the term ruḥaniyyāt (spiritual beings) as it is used in other Arabic texts, to describe a kind of theurgy whereby spirits are invoked and “brought down” to do the will of the worshiper. In II:23, the Haver includes spiritualists among those pagans who strive (mujtabidūna) to draw near to God, whereas the Haver asserts that judging for oneself, speculating, and conjecturing in the Law do not bring about the favor of God.
He interprets these passages as suggesting that spiritualists are misguided in their theurgy because they are using the wrong formulas, whereas only a formula whose source is God can be efficacious. Judaism is superior to pagan systems not because Judaism stands above idolatry per se, but because it is the only theurgic system that is actually effective.\textsuperscript{147} I would like to suggest that the texts Pines cites invite a different interpretation.

In I:97, he points out, the \textit{Haver} asserts that the golden calf was made “from the speculation\textsuperscript{148} of those astrologers and makers of talismans among them, who thought that their actions from \textit{qiyyās}\textsuperscript{149} were closer to the true actions, like the ignoramus who entered the physician’s pharmacy and killed people [by that from which] they had previously benefited” (I:97: 31). This is a striking analogy; the \textit{Haver} suggests that actions done from \textit{qiyyās} can “kill” as can medicines prescribed in ignorance. Pines does not note, however, the significance of the \textit{Haver’s} key assertion: the astrologers believe their own actions from \textit{qiyyās} are more efficacious than those prescribed by God. Nor does he note an additional remark by the \textit{Haver} in the same passage: “Their sin was in the image which they had been forbidden, and then in that they attributed a divine ‘\textit{amr} [‘\textit{amr ilāhīyya}] to something fashioned by their [own] hands and will\textsuperscript{150} without the command of God [‘\textit{amr Allah}]” (I:97: 31).

The \textit{Haver’s} words demonstrate as close to a Biblical reproof of idolatry as one can find.\textsuperscript{151} It is clear that for Ha-Levi, the sin of the astrologers is not that they lead people into ineffective theurgic practices, but that they seek to reach God through self-invented means—that they worship the work of their own hands. The \textit{Haver} argues that pagans believe they can outdo God, that actions discovered by human \textit{qiyyās} are more effective than actions prescribed by the divine physician.

According to Pines, Ha-Levi uses theurgic language of “usefulness” with respect to God and God’s commandments, comparing the \textit{mitsvot} to medicines that are beneficial because prescribed by a wise physician who knows precisely which medicines are intrinsically effective.\textsuperscript{152} However, Ha-Levi does not argue that the divine commandments are to be practiced because they are beneficial; they are beneficial, rather, because they are prescribed by God. These passages may even suggest that God’s command does not simply convey correct information about which actions are beneficial; God’s command transforms actions in some intrinsic way. Ha-Levi does not say this explicitly and does open himself to a theurgic reading, one implying an almost necessary connection between correct action and the appearance of the \textit{Shekhinah}. However, his repeated play upon ‘\textit{amr ilāhī} as divine command and as
Divine presence suggests that something of the Divine lies within divinely prescribed actions.\(^{153}\)

Pines argues that what disturbs Ha-Levi about the philosophers is that they fail to benefit from God, whereas followers of religious law derive great benefits from the God they worship.\(^{154}\) It seems to me, however, that what truly disturbs Ha-Levi is what he sees as the philosophical attitude: for philosophers, God is merely an object of knowledge, rather than someone to love, serve, and obey (IV:15: 168). Ha-Levi’s position is summed up in the Ḥaver’s statement in III:53:

> The approach to God is only possible through God’s commands [‘awāmir], and there is no road to the knowledge of the commands of God except by way of prophecy, but not by means of qiyās and cleverness. There is, however, no other connection [ṣila] between us and these commands except by means of sound tradition. (III:53: 135)

The key to authentic religious experience of the divine ‘amr is the ‘awāmir, the commands of God, known only by true tradition going back to authentic prophecy, which is itself the ultimate level of religious experience. Humanly developed means by qiyās and ijtihād are no substitute.

### 3. Ha-Levi’s Theory of the Commandments (Ṭa‘ame ha-Mitsvot)

The Ḥaver repeatedly points out the miraculous efficacy of the mitsvot: the people build the Tabernacle according to the command of God, and the Shekhinah miraculously descends (III:23: 113); the priests offer sacrifices as commanded and the divine fire consumes their sacrifices (III:53: 134). Ha-Levi’s comparison of mitsvot to works of nature is highly suggestive: he portrays the mitsvot as a divine mystery, a gift to Israel that no other nation can boast, and that cannot be rivalled by any speculative science (III:53: 132–33).

His portrait of the mitsvot seems designed to impress his readers, well aware of the claims of astrology, astronomy, and metaphysics, that the mitsvot themselves truly constitute divine science. The difference between human science and divinely prescribed action is that the latter—as an ‘amr ilābī—is not within our intellectual grasp or control. Over against the flawed efforts of pagans and misguided Jews to reach God through human qiyās, Ha-Levi sets up the Jewish way of life. The practice of mitsvot alone opens the door to authentic religious experience. We will thus turn to Ha-Levi’s alternative to qiyās: Jewish religious experience, depicted as witness (mushāhada) and taste (dhawq).
PART 3

The Language of Perception

Religious Experience as Witness (Mushāhada) and Taste (Dhawq)

In Part 1, we saw that Ha-Levi describes religious experience in relational terms as contact or connection (ittiṣāl), a term which figures prominently in Book One of the Kuzari. Part 2 described Ha-Levi’s rejection of human-invented paths to achieve such contact with God, all of which he denigrates as qiyās. True religious experience is ultimately a gift of God. Ha-Levi thus weaves his critique of Karaite qiyās into a global critique of all human-invented paths of striving for religious experience.

In the following chapter, we shall explore Ha-Levi’s alternative to human qiyās: religious experience described as sense perception, using the metaphors of witness (mushāhada) and taste (dhawq).

1. Experience vs. Knowledge

Among the most powerful claims of the Kuzari is Ha-Levi’s assertion that direct religious experience and not logical demonstration stands at the heart of Judaism. Only a God known through direct experience, he argues, could have aroused the will to make the kinds of sacrifices made by Judaism’s founding father Abraham. Hence the following epiphany in Book Four:

The King: Now it has become clear to me the difference between God and Lord, and I understand what [the difference is] between the God of Abraham and the God of Aristotle. The Lord, may He be blessed, one longs for with a longing of taste [dhawq] and witness [mushāhada], while we [only] incline logically [qiyāsan] to God.
And this tasting prompts one who has attained it to be consumed in
love for him, and to [prefer] death to being without him; while that logic
[qiyās] [only] shows that veneration is incumbent as long as one does not
suffer or bear hardship on account of it . . . .

The ÓHaver: Whereas Abraham bore justly [all that] he suffered in Ur
of the Chaldeans, in emigration, in circumcision, in the removal of Ishmael,
and in his distressing resolution to sacrifice Isaac—for he perceived
[shāhada] the ‘amr ilāhī by taste, not by logic. (IV:16–17: 168–69)

A key to this passage, of which the Arabic reader would have been
aware, is that Ha-Levi has borrowed a Sufi term for intense religious ex-
perience, mushāhada. Derived from the root sh-ḥ-d—which also ap-
ppears here as a verb to describe Abraham’s sensing of the Divine—the
term literally means “witness.” Medieval Arabic writers of all shades use
mushāhada to depict direct experiential perception of God and the spiri-
tual world.

A second key term in the passage is qiyās. While I have translated
the term here as “logic,” we have seen that qiyās would carry diverse
overtones for Ha-Levi’s Arabic readers: for the lawyer, a method of legal
analogy; for the philosopher, the Aristotelian syllogism; for the theolo-
gian, a tool that enabled one to prove the existence of God inductively,
to argue that just as all things in this world have a cause, so must the
world as a whole have a Creator.¹

In the passage quoted here, the ÓHaver goes on to argue that someone
who has directly experienced God’s presence would forsake the way of
qiyās as useless. He suggests that sensory experience, direct and irrefut-
able, is more reliable than logic. Ha-Levi’s prime example is the patri-
arch Abraham, and he draws upon oral traditions about the life of Abra-
ham to graphically illustrate his claim: Abraham withstands the test of
being thrown into a fiery furnace in his early life in Ur of the Chaldeans;²
later in his life, he composes the philosophical and scientific work Sefer
Yetsirah;³ finally, God tells Abraham unequivocally to give up study of
the stars. Drawing upon a well-known medieval topos—that of the phi-
losopher or poet who rejects secular pursuits in his old age⁴—Ha-Levi
offers a revolutionary interpretation of the rabbinic traditions he has in-
herited. Once God touched Abraham directly, the ÓHaver argues, Abra-
ham completely abandoned his philosophical quest:

For he [Abraham] perceived [shāhada] the ‘amr ilāhī by taste, not by logic
[qiyās]. . . . How, then, could he not reject his earlier logical speculations
[qiyāsät]? This is the way the Sages explain [the verse] “He brought him
[Abraham] outside [to view the stars]” [Gen 15:5]: He said to him: “Give
up your study of the stars!” [itsاغنینут] [Shabbat 156a]. That is to say, God commanded him to give up his studies of the stars and other matters through qiıyās, and adhere obediently to Him whom he had perceived by tasting, as it is said, “Taste and see that the Lord is good” [Psalms 34:9].

In the Talmudic passage from which Ha-Levi quotes, R. Yehudah cites Genesis 15:5—“He brought Abraham outside [to view the stars]”—in order to prove that constellations do not control the fate of Israel. God tells Abraham, Give up your astrology; rely upon God and not the stars! Ha-Levi creatively reinterprets the mandate “give up your astrology (itsاغنینعت)” to signal “give up your astronomy.” That is to say, God commanded Abraham to abandon scientific study of the stars, but more significantly, to relinquish his quest to reach God through human reasoning (qiyyās). The goal of his quest has already met him: Abraham has already experienced God’s presence through taste.

It is tempting to read this passage from Ha-Levi as an extended exegesis of the verse from Psalms. The psalmist’s cry, “taste and see that the Lord is good” suggests to the Ḥaver that intellectual pursuit of God is futile—that human beings have a “longing for taste and witness,” a need to behold God face to face.

However, the picture becomes more complex when we realize that just as mushāhada is a well-known term for religious experience, so too is the Arabic word Ha-Levi uses for taste, dhawq. Furthermore, dhawq is often linked with mushāhada as an aspect or dimension of the same experience. As ‘Abd al-Razzāq al-Qashānī writes in his Dictionary of the Technical Terms of the Sufis: “Dhawq (refers to) the first levels in the witness (shuhūd) of the Truth. . . .” Ha-Levi therefore injects psalm 34 with an original twist: he links the Hebrew verbs ta’amū (taste) and re’u (see) of the psalm with the well-known Sufi mystical states of dhawq (taste) and mushāhada (witness). This Judaeo-Arabic link would completely transform the way an Arabic-speaking Jew read the psalm. “Taste and see that the Lord is good” was no mere rhetorical flourish. The psalm was intended to evoke a concrete, living experience.

2. Mystical Knowledge as Sense Perception

More than simply a coincidence of Hebrew and Arabic vocabulary, we find here a key motif in Arabic religious literature: the notion that knowing God is more akin to an act of sense perception than it is to intellectual knowledge. Ha-Levi suggests that just as eye-witness of an event is more
reliable than hearsay, so religious experience gives first-hand knowledge which the intellect, knowing indirectly, can only approximate.

Ha-Levi, like many Sufi thinkers, chooses as analogies to religious experience two forms of sense perception that are direct and immediate. The sense of taste is by its very nature unmediated; no second-hand report, however eloquent, can convey the actual savor of a feast. Dhawq is not simply a kind of cognition, but an immediate experience accompanied by relishing and enjoyment. Vision, too, shares this characteristic; whereas a person can hear a report second hand, one cannot see an event through another person’s eyes.

Ha-Levi realizes, however, that unlike taste, vision can have a collective as well as an individual dimension: many people together can witness the same event. In fact, the most rigorous evidence is the corroborating testimony of several eye-witnesses; collective visual testimony (shahāda) can be mutually reinforcing. Ha-Levi thus makes a startling innovation. Whereas Arabic thinkers had by and large used the verbal root for witness (sh-h-d) only with respect to individual religious experience, Ha-Levi—drawing upon the root’s sense of testimony—broadens mushāhada to the historical and the collective. Ha-Levi uses the positive charge of the Sufi term to advance his case for the superiority of Judaism. Judaism has the strongest epistemological base of any religion, Ha-Levi argues, because the entire Jewish people were witnesses to the event at Mount Sinai, participating in a collective experience of mushāhada.

In this claim, Ha-Levi may be drawing upon similar gaonic arguments. R. Nissim ben Jacob of Kairouan (d. 1062), writing in Hebrew, had argued that the nation at Mount Sinai knew for certain that God had spoken to them because they were aware of the event through sensible knowledge [be-yed’i’at ha-hargashot]. R. Nissim contrasts this sensible knowledge, which leaves no room for doubt, with knowledge by proofs [yed’i’at ha-re’ayot], in which he believes the other nations engage. He even quotes Isaiah’s words that the Jews serve as witnesses [‘edim] to God. Ha-Levi’s argument is quite similar: the nation as a whole witnessed the Divine at Mount Sinai, and this sensible knowledge is far stronger than any intellectual proof of God’s existence. Ha-Levi’s innovation is to bring the prestigious Sufi concept of mushāhada to advance this notion. Ha-Levi makes the Jewish event of revelation concrete and vivid by depicting it as an experience of collective mushāhada.

Ha-Levi draws another innovative connection with respect to the Arabic root sh-h-d. The root was widely used by Islamic thinkers in the context of religious testimony. One becomes a Muslim by the simple statement of faith known as the shahāda (testimony), by declaring that
there is no god but Allah, and that Muḥammad is his messenger. Moreover the religious martyr, willing to die for the divine beloved, is called a witness (shahid) to God. Sufi poets extend this sense of religious testimony by drawing upon a motif from secular Arabic love poetry: that of the lovesick individual who pines away for his beloved, sometimes even dying as a martyr of love. Indeed, for later Sufi poets the martyr Ḥallāj is revered as the ideal lover of God.

Like Sufi literature, rabbinic texts, too, link the themes of love and self-sacrifice. The rabbis derive the duty to give up one’s life rather than commit idolatry from the injunction to “love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul and with all your might—even if he should take your soul.” Ha-Levi thus draws upon a classical Jewish theme with Sufi parallels when he describes Abraham’s willingness to bear adult circumcision, the sending away of Ishmael, the binding of Isaac, and even the fiery furnace, where he was willing to give up his life for God, because he has witnessed God directly. The Haver describes Abraham’s painful but transformative tests using these Sufi terms:

Whereas Abraham bore justly [all that] he suffered in Ur of the Chaldeans, in emigration, in circumcision, in the removal of Ishmael, and in his distressing resolution to sacrifice Isaac—for he perceived [shahada] the Divine [‘amr ilāhī] by taste, not by logic. (IV:17: 169)

Like Sufi poetry in which the protagonist is depicted as both lover and martyr, the Kuzari shows Abraham, a lover of God, ready to be a witness/martyr to the God he has witnessed, a terminological association that may be original to Ha-Levi. The witness to God is willing to be a martyr (shahid) because of his experience of mushāhada.

3. Witness at Mount Sinai as Public Testimony

Ha-Levi thus creatively bridges the gap between the Sufi sense of mushāhada as individual religious experience and the broader Islamic notion of shahada as public testimony. Ha-Levi connects these two senses most strikingly when he depicts the revelation at Mount Sinai as collective mushāhada, a religious experience to which the Jews offer mutually corroborating witness. The collective historical experience of the nation at Sinai plays a central role in the thought of Ha-Levi, and the Arabic root sb-h-d figures prominently in his description of it. The Haver explains: “The masses did not [receive and] hand down these Ten Commandments from individual persons, nor from a prophet, but from God.
However, they did not have the capacity of Moses for witness [mushāhada] of that grand thing” (I:87: 24).

Ha-Levi here takes as his starting point the Biblical account of the event at Mount Sinai. The text tells us that after God speaks the Ten Words, the people out of fear ask that Moses and not God speak to them lest they be harmed. Ha-Levi follows rabbinic interpretation, according to which the nation heard at least some portion of the Ten Words directly from God and then desisted from hearing. The Haver thus explains that the people had a lesser capacity for mushāhada than did Moses.

Despite the fact that the people did not share Moses’ gift for an extended experience of mushāhada, the event at Sinai convinced them that the philosophical account of prophecy was completely misguided. Ha-Levi reads back into the scene at Sinai a dispute among his contemporaries between philosophers and traditionalists. God’s intention, the Haver maintains, was to disprove the philosophers’ claims:

And from that day the people believed that Moses had been spoken to in words whose origin was God. Moses did not first have a thought or an opinion. For prophecy is not, as the philosophers claim, from an individual psyche that has purified its thoughts and connected with the Active Intellect, which is called Holy Spirit or Gabriel, and thus been inspired. ... These opinions were refuted at that great scene [mashhad], and the divine writing which followed the divine address, when he wrote those Ten Words on tablets from a subtle substance, and presented them to Moses; and they saw it to be divine writing, as they heard that it was divine address. (I:87: 24–25)

The people were direct eye witnesses of this great theophany (mashhad—another derivative of sh-h-d); it was their own seeing and hearing that convinced them of Moses’ claims. They could no longer suspect Moses of being an imposter, presenting them with a Law that he himself had originated in his own mind, but sought to pass off as God’s. Once the people of Israel had received God’s direct address, they themselves had a taste of prophetic revelation; they knew experientially what Moses had undergone, and thus had no need to construct an elaborate theory of prophecy.

Ha-Levi is not interested in substituting a “mystical” theory of prophecy for that of the philosophers with a new faculty of soul capable of perceiving the Divine. Ha-Levi may have also sought to protect himself from potential attacks by philosophically educated critics when he hedges his explanation:

I do not assert authoritatively that the thing was like this description, and perhaps it was in a way more difficult to comprehend than I could imagine.
Nevertheless, the result of this was that whoever witnessed [shāhada] those scenes [mashāhid] had conviction that the thing was from the Creator, without an intermediary. (I:91: 26)

Ha-Levi shows here his dialectical relationship to Sufism. On the one hand, he borrows Sufi terms, drawing upon the prestige of Sufi mystical terminology to affirm that the revelation at Mount Sinai was a profound religious event. On the other hand, he does not want to suggest that such an experience could be the result of a philosophical or Sufi-like program. As we have seen, unlike many Sufi authors, Ha-Levi does not put forward a scientific path, a rigorous step-by-step process whereby one aims to achieve mystical states, and perhaps even prophecy. Ha-Levi thereby protects the uniqueness of the Sinaitic revelation, denying that it is analogous to any experience that could be cultivated by human qiyās. Describing the event at Mount Sinai, Ha-Levi rejects the technical precision of the scientist, preferring the intuitive sketch of the artist.

4. Knowledge as Sense Perception:
   The Philosophical Dimension

We should not assume, however, that the contrast between qiyās and mushāhada was absolute in Ha-Levi’s world. Ha-Levi was not a lone rebel against the philosophical method of qiyās; Arabic thinkers were in fact debating this issue and expressing the same disillusionment with qiyās—and with the way of intellect in broadest terms—as an adequate tool for knowing God. Philosophers in Spain were eagerly discussing experiences claimed by the Sufis, and how they could be cultivated through an intellectual or spiritual path. Dhawq and mushāhada, and how they could be achieved, were topics of lively debate among both mystics and philosophers. Ibn Ṭufayl’s introduction to Ḥāyy Ibn Ẓaqān offers us a vivid picture of the controversy in the Spanish culture of which Ha-Levi was a part.

Al-Ghazzālī, for example, had written of his study with the Sufis:

I knew with certainty that the Sufis were masters of states, not authors of words, and that I had already learned all that it is possible to learn by way of theoretical knowledge. What remained was only that which is attainable not by oral instruction and study, but by taste [dhawq] and [actually walking] the mystical path.

Ibn Ṭufayl, too, describes his spiritual journey as a two-stage process, beginning with the way of the intellect and culminating in direct
experience: “Finally I was able to see the Truth for myself, first by way of study and theory, and now in the taste [dhawq] that comes in witness [mushāhada].” And Ibn Ṭufayl writes that when the philosopher Avicenna wrote about mystical states: “he only intended that they be [reached] by taste [dhawq], not by way of theoretical knowledge which is deduced by syllogisms [maqâyiṣ, plural of qiyāṣ], with the pre-facing of premises and drawing conclusions [from them].”

Ha-Levi’s claim—that the most accurate knowledge of God is more akin to sense perception than to intellectual knowledge—was thus shared among Arabic intellectuals. And it was not within the mystical sphere alone that this claim was gaining acceptance. Avicenna—a well-versed exponent of Aristotelian philosophy—advanced the same argument in the sphere of epistemology.

The term mushāhada itself had taken on a technical philosophical meaning which lent itself to such an analogy. Avicenna writes in his Book of Directives and Remarks:

As for perceptions [mushāhadāt] they are like things known by the senses; they are the propositions whose assent we derive only from the senses, like our judgment that the sun exists and shines and that fire burns. [Or] they are like subjective propositions, like our witness [mushāhada] of forces outside sense perception, [for example] our knowledge that we have a thought, or that we are afraid or angry, or our knowledge of our own self and our actions.

Avicenna also explains that dreams, the visions of sleep, are perceived by mushāhada.

Mushāhada, therefore, is the direct awareness of an event, so immediate that it requires no reasoning and admits of no doubt. A.-M. Goichon, in her Lexique de la langue philosophique d’Ibn Sīnā thus renders Avicenna’s understanding of mushāhada as “vision [vue], particularly vision in the sense of immediate perception without reasoning, intuition; [it] designates above all sensible intuition as opposed to hads, intellectual intuition.”

We can thus see that the link between the philosophical and the mystical senses of mushāhada lies in the immediacy of the experience. Witness of God is an experience as direct and irrefutable as awareness of our own inner states, emotions, and sensual experiences. One who witnesses God knows that he or she has witnessed God with the same degree of certainty that one knows one is thinking or afraid, or that one feels the burning of a fire.

Avicenna makes this connection explicit. Louis Gardet notes that according to Avicenna, “that which is ‘direct vision’ [mushāhada] can
only be grasped empirically. It is already thus with sensible intuition; dis-
cursive reason can only know globally, without precision.”

For, writes Avicenna, most of what is grasped by *qiyyās* is too obscure to be given in detail. It is likewise with intellectual delight and the summit of the states of witness [*mushabbada*] of the supreme Beauty. *Qiyyās* informs you only that it is the most excellent splendor, but its singular quality—only direct contact can inform you of that, and that is not within easy reach [of all].

Discursive reason can make the statement “fire burns,” but such global knowledge pales beside the direct experience of one’s hand burning in the fire. As a favorite Sufi metaphor asserts, there is a world of difference between talking about the taste of wine and tasting the wine. Reason can delight in discourse on the magnificence of God; in *dhawq* and *mushabbada* one directly “tastes” that magnificence, one sees the radiance of the Divine and is burnt by its fire.

Whether or not Ha-Levi was aware specifically of Avicenna’s use of this analogy, the idea was certainly being discussed in his milieu, and he returns to it repeatedly. He even goes so far as to suggest that in a conflict between sense perception and reason, sense perception—direct witness of an event—wins out. It is Israel’s collective historical experience that proves the validity of the Law Moses brings, including that of the non-rational commandments. The experience itself supersedes that which reason could admit on its own:

> These are the [non-rational] commandments by which Israel is distin-
guished over and above the rational. And through them the bounty of the *‘amr ilāhī* came to Israel, though they did not know how these laws were incumbent, just as they did not know how it happened that the Glory of the Lord descended in their midst, and the fire of the Lord consumed their offerings, and how they heard the Almighty’s address, and how all that happened to them took place, which intellects could not bear [believing], if it were not for eyewitness [*‘iyān*] and personal experience [*mushabbada*], which there is no refuting. (II:48: 69)

*Mushabbada* thus supersedes the reasoning mind. *Mushabbada* furnishes more convincing proof than any degree of sophisticated reasoned argument.

5. Logical Demonstration Leads Astray

Ha-Levi goes further, however: he suggests that *mushabbada*, religious experience, not only offers a more certain form of knowledge;
mushāhada actually gives more accurate knowledge of God than does speculation, which is held to be more precise by philosophically oriented thinkers. Mushāhada enables one to point directly to God rather than to infer God’s existence, with all the room for error that inference brings. A species of seeing brings one closer to a philosophically accurate understanding of God than does theoretical knowledge.

As we have seen, the Ḥa`ver asserts this by playing on an assonance in the Arabic words for logical demonstration (dalāl, istidlāl) and going astray (dalāl): demonstration (al-istidlāl) leads astray (muḍallil) (IV:3:148). Logical demonstration is not only an inferior method of knowing the God; it can actually lead to error.

Ha-Levi illustrates this with a poet’s feel for language. The Tetragrammaton, he points out, is a proper noun in the Bible, God’s personal name. The King, however, objects to this explanation: “But how can I personalize one whom one cannot indicate, one whose existence is inferred [ustudilla] from its effects?” (IV:2:148)

Ha-Levi here alludes to the method of inference used in the Arabic theological tradition (kalām), in which one demonstrates or infers something unknown or not directly perceived from something directly perceived. For example, one smells smoke and from it infers the existence or presence of a fire. The smoke, which is directly perceived, in some sense points to the fire, which is not directly perceived.

In the case of smoke and fire, we infer the presence of fire from smoke because we have many times seen one following from the other. The smoke reminds us of fire; both sign and that which the sign reminds us of are directly perceivable and knowable. This is what in Stoic logic is called a commemorative sign: a thing that reminds us of a fact known before. The Stoics distinguish between that kind of sign and an indicative sign, one that deduces the existence or presence of an invisible cause from a visible effect. An indicative sign gives only a hint or indication of something that one has never directly perceived, something that may always remain somewhat of a mystery.

Although the Islamic theologians do not make this distinction explicit, it is clear that they, like the Stoics, are primarily concerned with the indicative sign. By this method, the mutakallimin can infer or point to the existence of an unknown, not directly perceived God (the madliil), from the evidence of God’s signs (the dalil) on Earth. The mutakallimin refer to this kind of proof as demonstration (istidlāl or qiyās) from the shāhid, the perceivable (literally: “the witness,” or more generally, “the thing present”) to that which is not perceivable (ghā’ib; literally: “the thing absent”).
Rather than claiming that God’s existence can be demonstrated or that God can be known, the Haver suggests that God can be indicated or pointed to (yushar ‘ilāhi). The term yushar is derived from the root $sh-w-r$, here in its fourth form meaning to make a sign, beckon, signal or point to; and to allude to, hint, or indicate. Ha-Levi may have been interested in drawing upon the ambiguity of the term yushar, both its sense of alluding to or indicating (somewhat indirectly, like the Stoics’s indicative sign), and its sense of pointing to, motioning, pointing out (directly, like the Stoics’s commemorative sign).

The sense of pointing directly is indicated by the Haver’s next remarks: it is, he says, as if one were to ask which of the divine forces (elo-him) it is fitting to worship—the sun, the moon, the stars—and the answer was Lord. The connotation of the reply Lord, the Haver explains, is that of a personal name, like Reuven or Shim’on, if by using the names of these people one could understand their real identities (baqiqa’t dhawātihim)—that is, one could know and indicate who they were by using their names.

One can indicate who a person is either by pointing directly (“There’s Robert,” or “That’s Shari”) or by indicating somewhat indirectly (“Remember Robert and Shari?”). What the Haver appears to be saying is that only someone who has encountered a person directly, who has seen or met that person, can know who is intended when that person’s name is mentioned. One cannot comprehend the reality of a person by name alone unless that name is a sign reminding one of a reality previously known (i.e., through one’s previous encounter with the person), or a sign alluding to a reality that will always remain somewhat of a mystery (such as the Divine).

The Haver’s response to the King’s query shows Ha-Levi’s critique of the philosophical method of demonstration or inference (istiklāl, qiyaṣ):

Ah, but [the Lord] can be indicated in prophetic witnessing [mushāhada nabawīyya] and in spiritual vision [baṣīra], for demonstration leads astray [al-istiklāl muḍallīl], and from demonstration arises heresy and destructive ways of thought. (IV:3: 148)

The Haver answers that there is indeed a different way of pointing to or demonstrating the existence of God, that in the case of God the method of istiklāl or qiyaṣ is inferior. The existence of God is not proven by logical inference from the perceivable, physical world. The Biblical ancestors encounter the personal God of the Bible directly; the Lord is not a God that shows up as the final term of a syllogistic equation. It is...
not with the five senses and the rational mind that one can indicate or point to God, but with a sixth sense, another kind of seeing, with *mushāhada* (witness) or *baṣira* (mystical vision, insight).

The term *baṣira* too has an Islamic context. ʿAbd al-Razzāq in his *Dictionary of Technical Terms of the Sufis* writes:

Insight [*baṣira*] is the faculty of the heart—illumined by the holy light—by which [the heart] sees the true nature of things and their inner essences, like the vision of the soul, by which [the soul] sees the forms and exteriors of things.⁵⁴

The terms *mushāhada*, *dhawq*, and *baṣira* all signify a mode of knowing so direct that it is more akin to our ordinary experience of sense perception than to the workings of the intellect. Subverting philosophical convention, Ha-Levi argues that logical demonstration leads astray, while direct sensing is the most rigorous proof.

6. Mushāhada as an Alternate Mode of Proof (Dalil)

We find an additional terminological hint that *mushāhada* presents an alternate form of proof. As we have seen, in IV:3 the Ḥaver uses the verbal root *d-l-l* when condemning proof through logic; he asserts that logical demonstration (*istidlāl*) leads astray (*muḍallil*). However, several lines later he uses the same root to describe proof through *mushāhada*. The Ḥaver describes all forms of God’s Glory as manifestations by which God indicates or proves to the people (*yadulluhum*) that they are actually witnessing God and hearing the divine address:

And the community . . . called Him Lord, insofar as His command and guidance link with the people and insofar as select, pure people link with Him, until they witness Him [*yushāhidūnahu*] by means of what is called Glory [*kavod*], Indwelling [*Shekhina*], kingdom, fire, cloud, image, likeness, the appearance of the bow, and other things by which He proved to them [*yadulluhum*] that they had been addressed by Him on High—and they called [all those] the Glory of the Lord. (IV:3: 148–49)

Visual proof, the Ḥaver suggests, points to or proves more directly than does inference. God finds ways to make the divine Presence manifest—ways more direct, convincing, and irrefutable than the logical cogitations of the intellect.

We find a similar use of *d-l-l* in Saʿadya Gaon’s theological treatise, *The Book of Doctrines and Beliefs* (*Kitāb al-amānāt wa-l-iʿtiqādāt*).
Explaining Moses’ request to see God’s Glory, Sa‘adya writes: “God has a light which he has created and which he reveals to the prophets by which they infer [yastadill—from d-l-l] that the word of prophecy which they hear is from God.” According to Sa‘adya, visual proof points to or proves more powerfully not only than inference, but even than auditory proof. The prophet may doubt whether the words he or she hears are really from God. God’s purpose in revealing the resplendent light of the Kavod is to assure the prophets that the word of prophecy they hear is indeed from on High. The similarity in language between the two statements suggests that the passage in Sa‘adya may well have been an inspiration for Ha-Levi.

Ha-Levi uses the root d-l-l to make a similar claim when the Ha‘aver expounds upon the meaning of the divine name Ehyeh. The intention of the ambiguous name “I will be,” says the Ha‘aver:

[is] to turn away the mind from thinking about the true essence, the knowledge of which is impossible. So when [Moses] asked [the Lord], “And they shall say to me, What is His name?” He answered him: “Why should they ask concerning things they are unable to grasp? . . . Say to them Ehyeh, which means [I will be] who I will be,” the Present [Existing] One, present for you whenever you seek Me. Let them search for no stronger proof [dal¯ıl—from d-l-l] than My presence among them, and name Me accordingly]. (IV:3: 150)

God’s Presence alone, experienced in prophetic witness (mushāhada), is the only proof (dalil) the Israelites need that God is real.

A passage from Avicenna offers another source of support for the notion of mushāhada as an alternate mode of proof. It is not only the case that mushāhada indicates God more directly than does qiyyās; the taste found in witness reveals a personal, affective dimension to the Divine one would not otherwise perceive. In his Glosses to the Theology of Aristotle, Avicenna writes:

That [experience] is joy and light, which come from God through the Intellect; reflective thought and logical analogy [qiyyās] do not lead to it, except to confirm it. But as to its specific essence and special quality, only witnessing [mushāhada] indicates [yadullu—from d-l-l] that. Only someone who has prepared himself by the health of the temperament of his soul can attain that witnessing [mushāhada]. And one who has not tasted [yadhūqu] the sweetness may admit its delight by a kind of analogy [qiyyās] or testimony [shahāda]; but one does not savor its special delight except by tasting.
This passage from Avicenna recalls the epiphany of Ha-Levi’s King, with which we opened our discussion:

*The King*: Now it has become clear to me the difference between God and Lord, and I understand what [the difference is] between the God of Abraham and the God of Aristotle. The Lord, may he be blessed, one longs for with a longing of taste [*dhawq*] and witness [*mushāhada*], while we [only] incline logically [*qiyyāsan*] to God. This tasting prompts one who has attained it to be consumed in love for him, and to prefer death [to being] without him, whereas that reasoning [only] demonstrates that veneration is incumbent so long as one is not harmed and does not suffer hardship on account of it.

*The Ḫaver*: Whereas Abraham justly bore [all that] he suffered in Ur of the Chaldeans, in emigration, circumcision, the removal of Ishmael, and in his distressing resolution to sacrifice Isaac—for he perceived [*shāhada*] the Divine by taste [*dhawq*], not by logic. (IV:16–17: 168–69)

Ha-Levi’s approach thus makes use of arguments we find in Islamic predecessors, but expands them to include collective as well as individual experience. Direct witness and taste offer both the strongest proof of God’s Presence, and an emotional flavor that cannot be known in any other way, a flavor that awakens love and an intimate relationship with God.
PART 4

The Language of Prophecy

A. Prophecy as Witness (*Mushāhada*)

1. Prophetic Witness (*Mushāhada Nabawiyya*) and Testimony (*Shahāda*)

Ha-Levi repeatedly uses the verb *shahāda* (to witness) in his discussions of prophecy. *Mushāhada* thus functions as a bridge term, one which suggests a continuum between the private religious experience of those who are not prophets, the experience of prophets, and the collective revelation at Mount Sinai. Playing with the possibilities of the Arabic language, Ha-Levi takes advantage of the multiple meanings of the root *sh-h-d* to offer his own interpretation of the phenomenon of Biblical prophecy.

Ha-Levi, using an idea present in both Jewish\(^1\) and Islamic\(^2\) thought, suggests that in addition to the ordinary human senses prophets have an inner eye, analogous to the physical eye.\(^3\) In contrast to Neo-Platonically inclined thinkers,\(^4\) for whom inner vision is not clearly distinguished from other ways of knowing, Ha-Levi draws a sharp contrast between inner, spiritual vision—which is like sense perception—and intellectual knowledge. As we saw in the previous chapter, Ha-Levi describes prophecy as analogous to other kinds of sense perception, and contrasts prophetic knowing, which is direct like sense experience, with intellectual knowing, which is indirect.\(^5\)

Notwithstanding the direct nature of prophetic witness, just as with ordinary sight there is true perception and illusion, so, too, with inner vision. In both cases communal consensus plays a role in distinguishing between the true and the illusory. The testimony over time of Israel’s community of prophets is a litmus test to the truth of any one prophet’s visions, just as the testimony of ordinary human beings serves as a check on the idiosyncrasies of individual sense perception.\(^6\)
Human beings generally believe we live in a common world that most of us sense in pretty much the same way. We testify to each other that sweet is pleasant and bitter is unpleasant, that there is a difference between red and green, and so on. Those who cannot distinguish between red and green we single out as diverging from the natural state of vision; we call them “color blind.” Similarly the prophets witness (yushāhidūna) a common spiritual reality about which they testify (yashhadu) to one another, and see ordinary human beings who lack this perception as blind people whom they must guide:

One for whom this [inner] eye has been created is a clear-sighted person in truth, and he sees all [other] people as blind, and he guides them and shows them the right way. . . . And he sees a great, fearsome form which points to indisputable realities [truths]. The greatest proof of their truth is the agreement [congruence] of [the words of] all that species [of human beings] regarding these forms—I mean all the prophets. For they witness [yushāhidūna] things about which they testify [yashhadu] to one another, as we do with sensory objects. We testify about the sweetness of honey and the bitterness of colynth, and when we see someone deviating we say that he is deviating from the natural thing. [IV:3: 155]

The motif of prophets as guides to the blind was present in Jewish and Islamic thought. Ha-Levi’s innovation is to broaden the notion of sight, witness, and testimony. Whereas for Islamic thinkers like Ghazzālī, witness of God (mushāhada) is a purely private experience within the heart of the prophet or Sufi, Ha-Levi broadens prophetic witness to include communal, as well as individual experience. By broadening mushāhada to include collective witness, Ha-Levi makes a bridge between prophecy and non-prophetic religious experience. The collective revelation at Mount Sinai, the religious experience of the seventy elders, and the prophecy of the later prophets are all mutually reinforcing testimony to the prophecy of Moses, confirming for all the people that this Law is not simply the empty claim of an individual or an elite (IV:11: 163).

Whereas among Islamic thinkers there is no explicit connection drawn between mushāhada as witness and shāhada as testimony—including testimony in a religious context—Ha-Levi forges this connection. Thus prophets can confirm the truth of prophecy for each other, based upon what they have experienced in prophetic witness. Ha-Levi thereby softens the impact of the metaphor of blindness, which, taken on its own, would create for him too great a gap between the experience of prophets and that of ordinary Jews. Ha-Levi wants on the one hand
to respond to rationalists who find the prophets’ claims to behold visions absurd. He affirms the veracity of prophetic vision by asserting that prophets have an inner eye that enables them to see what ordinary people cannot see. On the other hand, Ha-Levi wants to create a continuum between prophets and the rest of Israel. He does this by asserting that many, varied people among the nation had some experience of divine witness, if not to the degree of the prophets (IV:11:163).

Various prophets witness a figure seated upon a throne. Each gives corroborating testimony to what the other has seen, just as the Jews at Mount Sinai each bear witness to a common experience. The fact that various prophets testify to a common spiritual reality rules out that the vision is the hallucination of an individual; the fact that these prophets live in different generations rules out the possibility of collusion in false witness (IV:3:155).

2. Witness of the Divine World with the Inner Eye

The Haver states in IV:3 that the prophets no doubt witness (yushāhidūna) “that divine world” with the inner eye (IV:3:155). This, too, was a motif in Ha-Levi’s milieu. The Brethren of Purity (Ikhwān al-şafā)—a tenth-century philosophical brotherhood—had written in their Epistles that “believers, wise ones, and prophets witness [shāhadā] the spiritual world11 with the eyes of their heart and the light of their intellects, just as inhabitants of this [lower] world12 witness [shāhadā] things with their senses.”13 The philosopher Ibn Ṭufayl, too, used the language of mushāhada to describe witness of the metaphysical world,14 showing that others in twelfth-century Spain were aware of this image.15

Both al-Ghazzālī and Ibn Ṭufayl set forth parables of blindness to and vision of the divine world. Ghazzālī explains that just as the eye or light of the intellect knows things that the senses would find absurd, the prophet receives another eye, which gives knowledge unavailable to the ordinary intellect. Ordinary human beings doubt the existence of prophecy only because they lack this inner eye and have not experienced its vision. The situation is like that of a person born blind who has not been gradually instructed about the nature of colors. If told about them suddenly, all at once, such a person would “neither understand them nor acknowledge their existence.”16

Ibn Ṭufayl, who has obviously studied his Ghazzālī well, echoes this parable, with a significant alteration: he speaks of a blind person who has been gradually instructed about the nature of color. A blind person is told all about the city he lives in, including its colors.17 When
God miraculously awakens his vision, he finds all to be just as he had learned, except that he knows it now with greater clarity and with a tremendous joy.

Ibn Ṭufayl uses this parable to suggest the difference between knowing the divine world through philosophical learning and syllogism (qiyās)—the original blind state—and knowing that world through direct witness (mushāhada), the state of being able to see. Those who know the divine world only through philosophical speculation are limited by their indirect way of knowing; they are like one born blind, who must rely for knowledge of color on the testimony of others. One who has direct mystical experience (mushāhada or dhawq) on the other hand, is like a blind person given sight, who can now see the divine world directly, in living color.  

Ghazzālī had used the metaphor to describe an absolute opposition between those who possess the prophetic eye and those who lack it and are thus blind to what prophets see. Ghazzālī stressed that a blind person would neither understand colors nor acknowledge their existence. Ibn Ṭufayl revises the metaphor to reflect his notion of a continuum between intellectual knowledge and the knowledge gained through mushāhada. For Ibn Ṭufayl, a blind person who is instructed about color would have some understanding of the phenomenon, without the clarity and joy of seeing color for oneself. Ibn Ṭufayl uses the metaphor of sense perception embodied in mushāhada to suggest a way of knowing that has greater clarity and joy than mere intellectual knowledge—a difference in quality perhaps, but not an absolute difference in kind.

The example of Ibn Ṭufayl shows that Ha-Levi was writing within a context: others in Spain were also trying to strike a balance between mushāhada and qiyās. Ha-Levi, however, is more similar in approach to Ghazzālī than to Ibn Ṭufayl. While Ha-Levi does not reject qiyās totally, he makes a decisive split between the indirect way of reason and the direct way of sense experience. Ha-Levi asserts that ordinary human beings, including philosophers, are blind to the divine world, while prophets witness the divine world with their inner eye (IV: 3: 155); that demonstration leads astray and cannot give reliable knowledge of God, while God can be pointed to directly in prophetic mushāhada (IV:3: 148). He assumes that once Abraham has directly experienced God in mushāhada he would scoff at the way of qiyās, the path by which he had previously sought to know the Divine (IV:17: 169).

Ibn Ṭufayl, in contrast, sees immediate experience as coming at the end of a long path of intellectual preparation, at least in his own case. He explains to his student:
I myself would not have [attained] the truth that I have arrived at, the culmina-
tion of my intellectual efforts, without pursuing the words [arguments] of Ghazâlî and Avicenna, checking them against one other . . . until finally I was able to see the truth for myself, first by way of research and specula-
tion and now in the taste [dhawq] that comes in witness [mushâhada]. I now feel able to set down a view to be preserved in my name.20

Ibn Ṭufayl maintains that while theory alone is incomplete, it does have an important place on the path to direct experience. Even this contrast between Ha-Levi and Ibn Ṭufayl is not absolute, however. In at least one passage of the Kuzari there is a hint that Abraham’s earlier philosophical stage, which led to the composition of Sefer Yetzirah, may have come to fruition in his being granted a direct experience of the Divine.21 However, later in the same passage, the Ḥaver reasserts that one cannot reach God by means of philosophy alone.22 It appears that one of Ha-Levi’s strategies is to offer philosophical argumentation as a kind of fallback position. While he most often argues for the absolute superiority of prophetic mushâhada over qiyās, the Ḥaver seems to suggest in occasional passages that philosophy and prophecy are simply two different methods whose results converge.

In IV:3, for example, the Ḥaver argues that the image prophets see of a figure on a throne—an image that compares God to a human being—should not be troubling to the philosophical sensibility, as philosophers, too, compare God to a human being.23 Philosophers assert this likeness with a rational argument: that in examining God’s necessary attributes—such as living, knowing, powerful, willing—we discover nothing in our direct experience (mushâhada) that resembles God as much as the rational soul, the perfect human. Prophets, in contrast, directly “see” the heavenly host in the form of a human being.24 The Ḥaver thus suggests that philosophy and prophecy are simply two methods of arriving at the same result. We see here an additional twist; the Ḥaver’s argument works because it takes for granted that philosophers, too, appeal to direct experience (mushâhada), that Aristotelian philosophy is in fact empirically based. One might go further: perhaps the Ḥaver is suggesting that philosophers must resort to mushâhada—direct experience—because reason alone does not find anything comparable to God.

We see, then, that Ha-Levi’s position is more nuanced than might appear at first glance. Ha-Levi does not completely reject the way of reason; he shows respect for the intellect and its vital role in human knowledge, including the prophet’s knowledge of the divine world, as we shall now see.
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3. The Inner Eye and the Intellect: Witness (Mushāhada) and Inference (Istidlāl)

While the Haver states that the prophets witness (yushāhidūna) “the divine world” with the inner eye—describing what the prophets witness as an objectively existing spiritual reality—he also asserts that what they see is an image which “conforms to their own nature and to what they witness [yushāhidūna] corporeally” (IV:3: 155). What the prophets perceive is shaped by their nature as perceivers, who ordinarily sense physical reality.

If, for example, the prophets witness a figure seated upon a throne, they know that this is the image of a king. The sensory characteristics perceived are accurate with respect to what the senses and imagination can grasp, but the rational faculty seeks a rational essence: a wise being who issues commands that are to be obeyed. The rational faculty therefore must interpret the image conveyed to it by the senses and imagination. For this reason, the Haver states that we might think of the inner eye of the prophet as “almost” the imaginative faculty, but only “insofar as it serves the intellect” (IV:3: 155).

The Haver’s description calls to mind standard Arabic accounts of prophecy, which in turn build upon accounts of the ordinary process of perception. When the Haver says that the prophetic inner eye may be (said to be) the imagination “insofar as it serves the intellect,” he in fact echoes al-Fārābī’s account of the imagination’s ordinary function, rather than Fārābī’s account of its prophetic function.

In al-Fārābī’s theory of knowledge, the imagination functions in three ways: it preserves impressions from the senses; it combines these impressions in new ways; and it reproduces or imitates sense impressions. In most people, this latter function of reproducing or imitating sense impressions takes place only during sleep, when the imagination is not kept busy receiving sensory stimuli and supplying them to the intellect. However a particularly powerful imagination can imitate sense impressions even while a person is awake.

The imagination can also imitate intelligibles; the imagination can represent in sensory form the abstract ideas emanated from the Active Intellect. These images, like that of a figure on a throne, representing the idea of sovereignty, are then impressed upon the common sense and the faculty of sight. The images in the faculty of sight can in turn create impressions in the air, so that a person sees these images as if they were appearing outside the mind. Thus does al-Fārābī account for prophetic
visions, which depict abstract truths in sensible images, and which the
prophet sees as if they were sensory objects outside his or her own
psyche.\textsuperscript{31}

In Fārābī’s account of ordinary, \textit{nonprophetic} sense perception, the
imaginative faculty receives data before the intellect does: the imagina-
tion receives sense impressions, preserves them as images, and supplies
the rational faculty with these images. The rational faculty must then sift
through the images, weeding out those that do not conform to what is
known—for example, the image of a unicorn—and making sense of the
images in accordance with reason.

In Fārābī’s depiction of \textit{imaginative prophecy}, however, the process
is reversed: the human rational faculty receives data before the imagina-
tion. Intelligible “light” emanating from the Active Intellect reaches first
the human rational faculty and then the imagination, which translates
the intelligible idea into a sensible image. In al-Fārābī’s theory, therefore,
prophetic vision is simply a translation of intellectual concepts into vivid
images. For Ha-Levi, in contrast, the prophet actually learns something
from the visual image, which provides source material with which the
intellect works.

In the \textit{Haver}’s account, the prophetic inner eye serves (that is, feeds
or supplies) the rational faculty, just as the imagination serves the intel-
lect in Fārābī’s account of the ordinary process of perception. The ra-
tional faculty must interpret the images received from the inner eye just
as it interprets and checks information supplied by other senses.\textsuperscript{32} The
imagination or inner eye feeds the intellect information, whether from
the outer senses or from its own sensing, which the rational faculty must
then interpret. Ha-Levi makes prophecy more comprehensible by sug-
gest ing that prophetic experience is not so different from ordinary per-
ception, and the interpretation of prophecy not so different from the or-
dinary interpretation of reality.

4. \textit{Tensions in Ha-Levi’s Epistemology}

At the beginning of IV:3, the \textit{Haver} speaks of prophetic witness
\textit{(mushāhada)} as a more certain way of knowing than inference \textit{(is-
tidlāl)},\textsuperscript{33} which leads astray (IV:3: 148). Later in IV:3, however, the
\textit{Haver} says that the prophetic inner eye “sees things in their essences,
without disparity, from which the intellect draws inferences [\textit{yasta-
dillu}]\textsuperscript{34} about the intrinsic nature of things and their heart” (IV:3: 155).\textsuperscript{35}
From the \textit{Haver}’s words at the beginning of IV:3, one would think that
direct witness makes inference unnecessary; from his words in the later passage, however, we learn that prophetic witness is in fact supplemented by the intellect’s process of inference.

To resolve this tension, we must examine Ha-Levi’s larger theory of knowledge. In fact, we find that the Ha-aver’s description of prophetic knowing is parallel to his description of the ordinary process of human knowledge. Human beings find themselves immersed in matter, unable to grasp the essences of things in themselves without the mediation of sensory attributes. God thus gives human beings faculties which perceive sensible attributes; these attributes give relatively uniform sense experience to all human beings. From the attributes perceived by the senses, the human intellect draws inferences (yastadillu) about the essence of things.

In both the case of ordinary sensing and in prophetic awareness, then, the intellect is said to “draw inferences” (yastadillu) in a process which does not “lead astray”—as istidlāl is said to at the beginning of IV:3—but gives the person information about the essence of things.

To make sense of Ha-Levi’s position on the role of inference in human knowledge, therefore, we must posit that he is using the term istidlāl in two different ways. The Ha-aver suggests that the function of the rational faculty when it draws conclusions (yastadillu) from the senses is similar to the immediacy of sense experience itself: a simple, natural process, far from the belabored arguments of philosophers using qiyās and istidlāl, which indeed may lead one astray from immediate experience.

Ha-Levi’s view is complicated by his assertion that although the prophetic inner eye can avoid istidlāl on one level, it can never be completely free of istidlāl. The first kind of istidlāl creates a long series of inferences to prove the existence of God, without any direct experience of the Divine. The inner eye can directly witness God without needing this chain of inferences; it can see in an instant what the philosopher must struggle to grasp. On the other hand, any person who uses sense perception to experience the world must use intellect to interpret that sense experience. The quasi-sensory experience of the inner eye requires the use of istidlāl as does all sense experience.

The prophetic inner sense Ha-Levi portrays, like the outer senses, does have a more direct relationship with reality than does the rational faculty. Although it cannot sense “things-in-themselves,” the inner sense gathers data about reality directly, while the intellect is dependent upon it as an intermediary. The intellect knows about the true natures of things by drawing inferences from the senses. Only sound intellect, such as is possessed by the angels, can see things-in-themselves.
Ha-Levi does not then deny the common sense use of intellect to interpret sensory reality; he even acknowledges that it is necessary for the interpretation of prophetic visions. The Haver, in fact, describes a partnership between the intellect and the prophetic inner sense.

A second tension we find in Ha-Levi’s theory is the following. In IV:3 the Haver states that only beings that are pure intellect, like the angels, can see the essence\(^36\) and intrinsic nature\(^37\) of things (154), but then he goes on to say that the prophet is endowed with an inner eye that sees things in their essences (155).\(^38\) We might thus be tempted to identify the prophetic inner eye with the “sound intellect” of the angels.\(^39\)

However, according to the Haver, sound intellect sees the essence of things without the need for sense perception, while the prophetic inner eye is an “internal sense” that supplies the intellect with sense data to interpret, just as other senses do. The prophetic eye is likened to the other senses, and the intellect is forced to accept and work with the evidence of the senses, whether inner or outer.\(^40\)

Prophets therefore have access to the data of non-physical reality just as ordinary people have access to physical reality, by “sensing” it. All human beings need the rational faculty as well as the senses and the imagination in order to know.

The testimony of the prophet’s inner sense perception, like that of people’s ordinary senses, offers more certain proof than the method of logical inference.\(^41\) However, even the prophet must use the rational faculty to make sense of what he or she perceives. The intellect is forced to accept the evidence of the senses, but the senses are also checked and interpreted by the intellect.

5. The Interpretation (Ta’wil) of Visions: Ha-Levi and the Geonim

In IV:3, the Haver grapples with the interpretive process by which the prophet makes sense of prophetic visions. He examines the psychic faculties designed by God—the senses, imagination, and reason—and asserts that just as God has designed these human faculties to apprehend the physical world, so God has designed a prophetic inner sense to apprehend divine reality.

The following cluster of questions, however, remains to be examined:

1. Does Ha-Levi carry the visual analogy so far as to assert that just as human beings witness a single physical reality, so the prophets witness the same spiritual reality?
2. Can prophetic visions be verified by others, or are these messages specific to the individual prophet?

3. When Scripture records visions in which the prophet describes a king sitting on a throne, how shall we make sense of this image? Is there an objective correlate to the image, or should we interpret such a description as a purely internal psychic vision?^{42}

For his theory of the interpretation of prophetic visions, Ha-Levi is indebted to the gaonim, who in turn drew from certain Islamic thinkers.\(^{43}\) The Muʿtazilite theologians—the most influential school of the Islamic rationalists—argued that the literal seeing of God is not possible. Only bodies (substances) and the accidents inherent in them can be perceived through the physical senses.\(^{44}\) Since God does not have a body, God cannot be sensibly perceived, either in this world or the next. Thus al-Ashʿarī writes: “The Muʿtazilites are unanimously of the opinion that God cannot be seen by eyesight; they differ regarding the question of whether He can be seen by our hearts.”\(^{45}\) They explain the vision of a figure on a throne as an internal, spiritual vision.

The gaonim and other Rabbanite thinkers use comparable arguments against the possibility of actually seeing God. R. Nissim Gaon, for example, quotes a story—which he reports having received from a non-Jewish source—in which a disbeliever criticizes one of the rabbis for serving a God that he cannot see. The rabbi replies that it is only fitting that an idolator see the object of his worship, since the idol is a creation of his own hands. However, the rabbi continues, “it is impossible for me to see my God, for I am the work of His hands, and he has no end, to arrive at or to see.”\(^{46}\)

R. Ḥananel writes that all statements about seeing God are “as in a dream,” a seeing of the heart (ovanta de-libbā), not a seeing of the eye, for the Creator cannot have a form.\(^{47}\) According to the Muʿtazilites and the rationalistic gaonim, prophets and the pious do not encounter physical manifestations of God, for the Creator of all cannot be manifest; the visions of the prophets and the pious are rather visions in the psyche of the individual.

Saʿadīa Gaon, however, takes a twofold approach, both sides of which find echoes in Ha-Levi. While in some places he explains visions as taking place internally, for the most part he speaks of God’s created Glory. The created kavod according to Saʿadīa is an objective light, more sublime than the light of the angels, which God molds into various
spiritual forms when God wants to assure the prophet of the Divine Presence. At certain extraordinary times, such as the revelation at Mount Sinai, the kavod also becomes visible to all the people of Israel. “As for the Creator himself,” Sa‘adya writes, in accord with other gaonim and the Mu‘tazilites, “there is no means whereby anybody might see him. Indeed, that is in the realm of the impossible.”

In the Book of Doctrines and Beliefs, Sa‘adya introduces the Glory in response to a hypothetical objection to the allegorical method: how can one explain Biblical anthropomorphisms allegorically, when the prophets themselves saw the form of a king on a throne surrounded by angels? He counters:

Our answer to this objection is that this form was something [specially] created [al-šīra makhlūqa]. Similarly the throne and the firmament, as well as its bearers, were all of them newly produced\(^48\) by the Creator out of fire in order that his prophet became convinced\(^49\) that it was He that had revealed\(^50\) his word to him.\(^51\)

As we have seen in our discussion of mushāhada, elsewhere in the work he writes: “God has a light which he has created and which he reveals to the prophets by which they infer [yastadillu—from d-l-l] that the word of prophecy\(^52\) which they hear is from God.”\(^53\) For Sa‘adya then, the kavod functions primarily as a proof or criterion of divine revelation, an assurance to the prophet that this is indeed a prophetic vision.

It is possible that Sa‘adya’s doctrine of the created Glory—in particular, the spiritual forms molded from its light—served as an inspiration for the model developed by Ha-Levi. For Ha-Levi, spiritual images point to [tadullu—from d-l-l] indubitable truths:

One for whom this [inner] eye has been created is a clear-sighted person in truth. He sees all [other] people as blind, and he guides them and shows them the right way. . . . He sees a great, fearsome form which points to [tadullu] realities [truths] about which there is no doubt. The greatest proof of their truth is the agreement\(^54\) of [the words of] all that species [of human beings] regarding these forms—I mean all the prophets. [Kuzari IV:3: 155]\(^55\)

In Sa‘adya’s doctrine, the Glory or angel or cloud functions merely to assure the prophet and the people that it is actually God who is addressing them. Ha-Levi develops this idea in the direction of a symbolic language; the image not only tells the prophet from whence the communication comes, but actually instructs him more effectively than could language alone. According to both Sa‘adya and Ha-Levi, visual proof
can point to or prove more powerfully than can auditory proof or indirect inference. Symbols and images hit to the heart, conveying truths instantaneously in a way words cannot. A prophet can apprehend more of the Divine in one instantaneous vision than could be contained in a volume of philosophy (IV: 5–6; 159–61).

In the same passage, the Haver argues that though philosophers believe they can do without physical forms, human experience shows otherwise:

Do not believe the rationalist when he claims that his thought is so well-ordered that he can arrive at all the necessary metaphysical concepts with the intellect alone, without the support of anything sensible, without holding on to perception [mushāhada] of an image or likeness, whether oral, written, visual, or imaginative. . . . Without sense which takes hold of that intellectual order with images and imitations, it simply would not be grasped. Thus the majesty, power, compassion, . . . of God are arranged for the prophet in the greatness of that form which is created for him [al-ṣūra al-makhlūqa lahu] which he sees instantaneously, in one moment. . . . Such and things like it the prophet sees in one instant, and fear and love are implanted in his soul for all the days of his life. (IV: 5: 160)

It is the actual presence of the form that has the power to awaken love and awe in the prophet. No verbal description can match the emotional impact of a direct, visual encounter. What then is the status of the forms that the prophet sees? Saʿadya states explicitly that everything Ezekiel saw—the throne, the angels bearing the throne, the image seated upon it—each is a created form (ṣūra makhlūqa) newly produced, just as the word that the prophet hears is newly produced.

Ha-Levi echoes Saʿadya when he suggests that visual forms are created (makhlūqa) for the prophet. However, the Haver also states at the end of IV: 3 that it is not known whether the angels that Isaiah and Ezekiel saw were temporary manifestations created specifically for the prophet, or permanent spiritual beings, which the philosophers identify with the separate intelligences (IV: 3: 158). Moreover other passages do not make it entirely clear whether Ha-Levi holds that the image is created by God, or whether it is created by the mind of the seer. What is crucial to Ha-Levi is to establish the absolute necessity and value of images.

As in his ironic use of taqlīd, Ha-Levi’s strategy is to turn his critics’ argument on its head—here the accusation of anthropomorphism and likening a creature to the Creator. In fact, the Haver argues, even philosophers use images—for example, the image of the world as a great human being, and the soul as a microcosm of the world. Philosophers
themselves cannot describe spiritual realities without likening them to
the physical; philosophers who claim to be able to do without images are
disingenuous. The notion that one can do without images is just another
pretense of the intellect.\textsuperscript{67}

6. Interpretation of Rabbinic Aggadot

Ha-Levi addresses the problem of the status of images in a striking pas-
sage in III:73. Here he is discussing rabbinic \textit{aggadot} about the Sages
rather than the prophets. The passage is instructive, however, as Ha-
Levi places the testimony of the Sages on a continuum with that of the
prophets, connecting them through the root \textit{sh-h-d}.

In the course of defending the veracity of rabbinic \textit{aggadot} the
\textit{Haver} says:

\begin{quote}
And among [the rabbinic \textit{aggadot}] are the descriptions of spiritual visions
\textit{[mushāhadāt rūḥāniyyāt]} that [the Sages] saw—[for it] is not extraordinary
for such excellent ones that they see forms, among which [some are] in an
imaginative mode, due to the greatness of their isolation [concentration]\textsuperscript{68}
and the purification of their minds; and among which [some are] forms
which have reality from outside, such as those the prophets saw. Such is the
\textit{bat qol}, which was their companion in [the time of] the Second Temple, a
degree below that of \textit{ḥazon} [prophetic vision] and \textit{qol} [prophetic speech].

Therefore, do not find far-fetched the saying of R. Ishmael, “I heard a
voice [(\textit{bat}) \textit{qol}] cooing like a dove,” and others like it, since it was already
made clear from that which was seen [(\textit{mashhad})] by Moses and Elijah,
which makes this conceivable. And when a reliable report [tradition]\textsuperscript{69}
comes to one, it is necessary to accept it. (III:73: 144–45)
\end{quote}

The Sages receive genuine visions (\textit{mushāhadāt}); the \textit{Haver} here uses
the plural form of \textit{mushāhada} to describe visionary experiences, as al-
Ghazzālī does when speaking of Sufi adepts.\textsuperscript{70} Ha-Levi gives credence to
the visions of the Sages by connecting them terminologically with the
theophany (\textit{mashhad}) of Moses and that of Elijah, which he also de-
scribes using the root \textit{sh-h-d}.

In fact, he takes account of two possibilities: that the visions are seen
“imaginatively,” or that they have “reality from outside.” Ha-Levi does
not make entirely clear what he intends by this distinction.

The distinction is unclear because the \textit{Haver} asserts in IV:3 that the
inner eye with which the prophet witnesses the divine world might “al-
most be (said to be) the imagination.” In other words, the inner eye or
imagination is itself the faculty by which the prophet apprehends the
divine world, which does have “reality from outside.” Moreover Ha-Levi is clearly not dismissive of those visions witnessed “imaginatively.” He ascribes these visions to purification of the mind and to tafarrud, a term which can have connotations both of physical seclusion and of mental withdrawal and concentration. Perhaps what Ha-Levi has in mind is some sort of meditative practice that leads to visions one would not experience in an ordinary state of awareness. However, this in itself would not account for Ha-Levi’s distinction between two different forms of religious experience, as what one witnesses in a meditative state could, nevertheless, have ontological reality.

It is possible Ha-Levi wants to draw a contrast between what is witnessed by one individual, and what is witnessed by many individuals and is thus known to have independent existence, such as the events at Mount Sinai. Both kinds of vision could be witnessed by the inner eye or imagination; the events at Mount Sinai could have been witnessed by the people with an inner, spiritual eye rather than the physical eye. The events could take place “external” to any one individual’s mind, and yet in a subtle, non-physical medium such as Sa’adya’s second air. Moreover, those only witnessed by a single individual could nevertheless bear a message from the Divine. Another possibility is that Ha-Levi seeks to distinguish between visions produced by the psyche as a result of meditation, and those sent from the transcendent realm. Ha-Levi may hold that even a message produced by the mind of the rabbi has value, given the spiritual stature of the Sages and the process of mental purification they had undergone.

Ha-Levi’s language also makes it unclear as to where he would place the heavenly voice (bat qol) certain rabbinic Sages were said to hear. It is possible that after creating two categories he intentionally blurs the lines between the two, in order to allow flexibility regarding any particular prophetic or rabbinic vision. While it is not clear then precisely what Ha-Levi intends by distinguishing these two types of vision, it is clear from his linking of the two through the language of mushāhada that Ha-Levi ascribes genuine spiritual value to each.

We should note that Ha-Levi displays a similar ambiguity when speaking of prophetic visions. The Ḥaver first asserts that spiritual forms become visible to the physical eyesight (baṣar), but then goes on to suggest that the prophets witnessed them with the spiritual eye (‘ayn ruḥāniyya):

This place [the Land of Israel] has a special distinction. When there occurs in it [someone] receptive, who can fulfill the necessary conditions commanded
in the Law, those forms become visible to the eye ['iyānan bi-l-bašar] "plainly and not in dark speeches,” as Moses saw the Tabernacle, and the order of sacrifices, and the land of Canaan in its parts, and the theophany [mashhad] [when] “the Lord passed before him” [Exodus 34:6], and the vision [mashhad] of Elijah in that same place. These things, which are not grasped logically [qi'yāsan] the Greek philosophers discredit, for qi'yās declares absurd that which it has not seen the likes of. However the prophets confirmed them, for they could not deny that which they had witnessed with the spiritual eye ['ayn rubāniyya] with which they were graced. (IV:3: 155)

Once again, Ha-Levi is more concerned to emphasize the primacy of sense experience than to state decisively whether spiritual vision is inner or outer.

7. Mushāhada and the Rabbinic Pardes

Ha-Levi uses the language of mushāhada to describe entry into the garden (pardes) described in rabbinic literature as well. The Ḥaver quotes the story in Hebrew from the version in the Palestinian Talmud, offering his own commentary before and after in Arabic:

Rabbi Aqiva arrived [wašala] at a degree [so] near to prophecy⁷⁸ that he could conduct himself⁷⁹ in the spiritual world,⁸⁰ as it was said about him: “Four entered a garden [pardes]. One peered in and died; one peered in and was smitten. One peered in and cut the shoots. One entered in peace and left in peace, and that was Rabbi Aqiva.”⁸¹ And the one who died⁸² was one who could not withstand witness [mushāhada] of that world: his constitution disintegrated [imḥalla tarkībuhu]. [III:65: 140]

Through use of the term mushāhada, the Ḥaver associates the pardes story with other experiences of the Sages such as the bat gol, with the visions of the prophets, and with the revelation to the nation of Israel at Mount Sinai. The Ḥaver’s allusion to the Sage who could not withstand witness (mushāhada) of the divine world is reminiscent of his comment about the people’s inability to bear the divine address at Sinai: they did not possess Moses’ capacity for witness (mushāhada) of that grand event.

The term mushāhada allows for a visual dimension to the experience without spelling out any specific content to the vision.⁸³ Rationalistic thinkers had described entrance into the pardes as an inner vision, an “understanding of the heart” (ovanta de-libba).⁸⁴ The Ḥaver seems to regard it as an actual vision of or journey through the spiritual world,
without mentioning a specific goal, such as beholding the divine chariot or journeying through heavenly palaces. He does go on to associate the pardes with the world of separate intelligences:

And the third [rabbi] denigrated actions, for he contemplated the intelligences [al-‘aqliyāt] saying, “Actions are only instrumental to arriving at [ムワッシラ] this spiritual level; I have already reached it [Wasaltuhā], so I will not worry about the actions of the Law. He was corrupted and corrupted others; he was led astray and led others astray. Rabbi Aqiva was one who could conduct himself85 in both worlds without being harmed.”

(III:65: 140–41)

We see that Ha-Levi uses the term wașala, like mushahada, to create a link between the pardes narrative and other aspects of Jewish religious experience. The Ḥaver uses the verb here both for Rabbi Aqiva’s arrival at a spiritual degree near prophecy, and for the pretense of the third rabbi, Elisha ben Abuya, to have arrived spiritually. Rabbi Aqiva reached a level near prophecy; he could conduct himself in both worlds, the physical as well as the spiritual. Elisha ben Abuya thought he had reached a spiritual level through contemplation alone. For the Ḥaver, contemplation is not an end in itself; true arrival (Wusūl) requires action.86

Ha-Levi makes an additional linguistic association between entry into the pardes and prophetic vision. The Ḥaver uses an idiosyncratic Arabic phrase to describe the fate of the Sage who died—“his constitution disintegrated” (Inhalla tarkibuhu).87 Ha-Levi borrows the unusual phrase from a key passage in Saʿadya’s Amānāt. We have had occasion to cite this passage above;88 Saʿadya uses this phrase to describe prophets who cannot bear the light of the Glory:

God has a light which he creates and makes manifest to his prophets in order that they may infer [yastadill] from it that the word of prophecy which they hear is from God. When one of them sees this light, he says, “I have seen the Glory of the Lord.” . . . However, when they beheld this light, they were unable to look at it on account of its power and brilliance. Indeed, one who looked at it—his constitution disintegrated [Inhalla tarkibuhu] and his spirit fled [from his body], as it says: “Lest they break through to the Lord to gaze, and many of them perish” [Exodus 19:21].89

Ha-Levi uses the phrase likewise in IV:3 for prophets who try to see levels of the Glory that are too subtle for their prophetic vision to bear:

And of the Glory there is what prophetic vision90 can bear, and after it what our vision can bear, such as the cloud, devouring fire, which are fa-
familiar to us, and also what is more and more subtle, till it arrives at a degree which the prophet cannot grasp, and if he forces it, his constitution disintegrates [inḥalla tarkibahu]. (IV:3: 158)

Ha-Levi interprets the Sages’ peering into pardes as witness (mushāhada) of the divine world, and associates it terminologically with prophetic vision of God’s Glory. The Ḥaver is agnostic about the precise ontological status of the kavod: whether it is a created light which God molds into the forms he shows the prophet (IV:3: 158; II:4,7: 45–46) or represents the permanent forms of the celestial world, such as the throne and the chariot (IV:3: 158). Ha-Levi emphasizes the affective, experiential dimension, the effect of the vision on the person who beholds it.91

In summary, Ha-Levi uses the term mushāhada in his account of prophecy in a variety of ways. The term dovetails with his claim that prophets possess an inner eye that can witness the divine world directly, while philosophers only learn about the Divine indirectly. He makes the further epistemological claim that prophets across the centuries testify (yashhadu) to a common spiritual reality that they each witness individually in their prophetic visions.

Ha-Levi builds upon the motif of sight and blindness current in his milieu. Al-Ghazzālī and Ibn Ṭufayl depicted those who have not experienced mushāhada as in some way blind. For Ibn Ṭufayl, this blindness is only partial; philosophy gives a useful map to the divine world, which is enhanced when one sees for oneself. Ha-Levi’s position is more similar to that of Ghazzālī—an absolute opposition between those who possess the inner eye and those who do not. Yet in several passages, Ha-Levi hints that qiyās and mushāhada are two paths to the same truth. While Abraham rejects qiyās once he has witnessed God, the Ḥaver suggests that Abraham’s philosophical insight may have led to this direct experience.92 The Ḥaver also suggests that philosophy and prophecy use a common motif to describe God: the image of the world as a great human being, and the soul as a microcosm of the world.

Ha-Levi uses the language of mushāhada to draw together many types of religious experience: the revelation at Mount Sinai, prophetic visions, the pardes narrative of rabbinic aggadah, the bat qol of the Sages. It is clear that what interests Ha-Levi most in these narratives is not the specific ontological status of what the visionaries see, but the striking impact of direct experience. Whether a vision is produced in the psyche of the prophet or reveals a being from the permanent spiritual realm, Ha-Levi stresses that visual experience has an affective dimension which makes it more powerful than rational thought alone.
Ha-Levi does show interest in developing a sound epistemology. The Haver explains that God has given humans mental faculties that afford some experiential knowledge of the Divine. Human beings witness forms appropriate to their natures; the imagination endows these forms with attributes it has witnessed corporeally. The fact that religious visions are perceived and interpreted by the human psyche does not explain away these experiences, but enables physical human beings to perceive something of a nonphysical, divine reality.

However, while Ha-Levi is comfortable describing the visual component of prophecy in terms of natural human capacities, he is opposed to such views with regard to the prophet’s hearing of divine speech. Ha-Levi is especially adamant about the prophecy of Moses and the revelation at Mount Sinai, which he refuses to explain in natural terms, as we shall now see.

B. Prophecy as Divine Inspiration (Wahy, Ilhām, Ta’yīd)

1. Ha-Levi’s Terminology for Levels of Divine Inspiration

In addition to his treatment of prophecy using the metaphor of sense perception, Ha-Levi also speaks of prophecy as a form of divine inspiration. We recall that Ha-Levi reads back into the scene at Mount Sinai the debate about the mechanics of prophecy between philosophers and traditional monotheists. Through God’s revelation at Mount Sinai, God intended to disprove the philosophical theory of prophecy, and to show that prophecy is the direct communication of God to human beings, with no intermediary Active Intellect or angel. What we will now discover is that Ha-Levi’s Islamic terminology adds a dynamic, polemical dimension to his argument. There is a great debate in the Islamic world over the precise nature of prophecy and the Qurānic terms used to describe it. Understanding the history of these terms and the way they are used by Islamic thinkers will uncover the rhetorical finesse with which Ha-Levi constructs his argument.

The Haver spells out rather accurately the philosophical account of prophecy which he believes God wants to disprove, and in its place sets forth his own idiosyncratic account of prophecy and revelation. In doing so, he uses four terms which also are used with a certain technical precision in Islamic discussions of prophecy:
a. the terms *wahy* (revelation) and *ilhām* (inspiration), which signify respectively a higher or ultimate and a lower degree of prophetic inspiration;

b. the term *ta’yīd* (divine support, strengthening, backing, confirmation—from the second form of the root ‘-y-d, to support, strengthen, confirm), which Ha-Levi uses to signify an additional level of inspiration below that of revelation (*wahy*);

c. the term *nubuwwa* (prophecy), which he uses to signify prophecy proper—in contrast either to lower degrees of divine inspiration such as *ilhām* and *ta’yīd*, or the higher degree of *wahy* (revelation)—or as a loose, overarching term for prophetic phenomena in general, especially in adjectival form (e.g., al-*’amr al-ilāḥī al-nabawwī*, the prophetic *’amr ilāḥī*).

2. *The Debate Over Wahy and Ilhām*

Islamic tradition distinguishes fundamentally between *wahy* and *ilhām*. *Wahy* refers to God’s revelation as it is given to the prophets; God communicates to humankind as a whole through messages given to God’s trusted servants. *Ilhām*, in contrast—which means literally “to make swallow” or “to make gulp down”—refers to messages given to pious friends of God (*awliyā‘*; singular *walīy* ) and others, messages which may be given purely for individual inspiration.93

*Ta’yīd* is a term for divine assistance—or the more common *ma‘ūna*—or inspiration (like *ilhām*). It is derived from the verb *‘ayyada*, which occurs three times in the Qurʾān with *rūḥ al-quds* (Holy Spirit) in regard to Jesus: “we gave Jesus, son of Mary clear arguments, and strengthened (inspired, supported) him (*‘ayyadnāhu*) with the Holy Spirit.”94

*Ta’yīd* is in fact a key term in Ismā‘īlī thought. In Ismā‘īlī terminology, the term *mu‘ayyad* (passive participle of a-‘-y-d) applies to any person who receives divine inspiration (*ta’yīd*) because of his rank in the hierarchy.95 The term is particularly prominent in the writing of al-Sījistānī—a tenth century Ismā‘īlī missionary whose views on the prophetic hierarchy bear a striking resemblance to those of Ha-Levi.96 The prophet, writes al-Sījistānī is “that pure man who is inspired with the holy spirit (*al-mu‘ayyad bī-rūḥ al-quds*).”97 *Ta’yīd* therefore appears to be yet another term which Ha-Levi has adapted from Ismā‘īlī thought.98
The terms *wahy* and *ilhām* were, however, in dispute in Islamic culture; as Haggai Ben-Shammai has recently argued, these terms were part of a debate which may be reflected in a controversy between Sa‘adja Gaon and the Karaites as well. This controversy provides a crucial backdrop to Ha-Levi’s own polemical use of the terms *wahy* and *ilhām*. While Ben-Shammai’s definitions of positions in the debate are somewhat more strict than my own, I find his overall historical outline of the controversy persuasive and will sketch it here.

In the Qur’ān, in literary traditions describing the life of Muḥammad, and in the terminology of Muslim theologians, the fourth form of the root *w-h-y* and its first-form verbal noun *wahy* signify God’s revelation to prophets. These terms often refer to a specific auditory and/or visual message, which the prophet reports exactly as he perceives it. The recipient of *ilhām*, in contrast, does not necessarily transmit a word-for-word message or report a specific visual image from the Divine.

However, while it is clear that the Qur’ān uses the root *w-h-y* to signify God’s direct revelation to prophets, the Qur’ān leaves some room for interpretation regarding precisely how revelation takes place. Is revelation, in the words of John Wansbrough, “the unmediated speech of God” or is it the “prophetical (angelic) report of God’s speech?”

Some in the Islamic world therefore began to blur the boundaries between *wahy* and *ilhām*, often by interpreting revelation (*wahy*) using the concept of inspiration (*ilhām*). We find a major thread in the intertwined history of these concepts in the literature of Qur’ānic exegesis. The term *ilhām*—actually its verbal form, *alhama*—appears once in the Qur’ān (Sura 96:8), where it is said that God “‘caused (the soul) to swallow down’ [alhama] her sins and her fear of God.” The earliest exegetical tradition shows two streams of interpretation. Some interpreters comment that God “instructed” or “explained” to the soul what was commanded and forbidden for her. Other commentaries, perhaps of Shī‘ite origin, suggest that God “created” or “implanted” these in the soul, giving the soul an intuitive sense of the rightness or wrongness of specific actions. Neither view mentions *ilhām* as a species of prophecy.

The terms *revelation* (*wahy*) and *inspiration* (*ilhām*) came to be identified with one another through exegesis of the enigmatic Qur’ānic verse 42:51: “And it is not for man that God should speak to him except by revelation [wahy], or from behind a veil, or by sending a messenger who reveals (yāḥī) by His command what He pleases.” The Mu’tazilite commentator Zamakhsharī comments on this verse that *wahy* is “inspiration [ilhām] and casting into the heart or a dream, as [God] revealed [awḥa] to the mother of Moses (Qur’ān 28:7) and to Abraham (peace be
upon him) in the sacrificing of his son” (Qur’an 37:102). Zamakhsharı also quotes an early commentator who writes that “waḥy is that which God places in David’s heart by which he (David) writes the Psalms,” an opinion which—while not using the term ilḥām—defines revelation using the concept of inspiration. Another early exegete comments on the term waḥy in this verse: “as the Prophet saw in his dream, and He inspired him [yulhamuhu].”

This blending of waḥy and ilḥām was taken up by a wide variety of medieval Islamic thinkers. Al-Ghazzalī, quoting this same verse, writes that the only distinction between waḥy and ilḥām is the privilege in waḥy of witnessing (mushbāhada) the angel who casts the knowledge into one’s heart.103 The tenth-century Ikhwān al-Ṣafā’ define revelation (waḥy) ambiguously as instruction about things hidden from the senses, which enters the soul without human effort or intention through dreams, through hearing a voice while awake, or through hints.104 As for ilḥām, the Ikhwān, on the one hand, view inspiration as the source of human knowledge of the arts and sciences, including philosophy. On the other hand the Ikhwān go so far as to attribute the composition of Scripture and the promulgation of religious Law to “receiving thoughts [khawāṭir] or inspiration [ilḥām] or revelation [waḥy],” interchangeably:

By means of dreams [comes] recognition of warnings and good tidings; by receiving ideas [khawāṭir] and inspiration [ilḥām] and revelation [waḥy] [comes] recognition [which leads to] the promulgation of Laws105 and the composition of divine books and their hidden interpretations.

Introducing the concept of ta’yīd, they continue:

We have already made clear in our letter on the Laws that the promulgation of Laws and the composition of divine books is the highest level to which a human being may attain, with divine assistance [ta’yīd], and it is the most noble of arts to which human hands reach, such as the Law of the bearer of the Torah, the Gospel, the Psalms, and the Qur’an.106

The Ikhwān seem to have intentionally blurred the difference between the various forms of prophecy, and it is not difficult to see why. Given their Neo-Platonic sensibility, the Brethren regard it as impossible for a prophet to hear the voice of God directly. The Ikhwān believe, rather, that prophets receive inspiration from the angels—whom they identify with the separate intelligences—sometimes hearing distinct words, but at other times shaping the wording of the prophetic message themselves. They write:
The speech of angels is [by] hints and indications, while human speech is by verbal expressions and words. However as for the meanings, they are shared by all. The prophets receive revelation [waḥy] and information from the angels through hints and indications. . . . They bring these meanings by the tongue—which is an organ of the body which every community has—in its [own] language, and by words which each community knows.

The Ikhwān here use the term waḥy despite the fact that the prophets are said to receive only “hints and indications” from the angels, which they themselves must translate into words human beings will understand, each according to his or her own capacity.107 Traditionalists, in contrast, insist that the word of God is literally the word which God speaks to the prophet through the angel Jibrīl, not a subtle hint or inspiration which the prophet him or herself translates into language.108

In the sphere of epistemology—another front in the debate—Muʿtazilites spoke out strongly against regarding ilḥām as a valid source of knowledge. One ninth-century Muʿtazilite criticized the Shiʿites for attributing to their leader supernatural knowledge acquired through inspiration (ilḥām), without study.109 A ninth-century Muʿtazilite, a contemporary of Saʿādya, ridicules attempts to regard inspiration as a source of certain knowledge like logical demonstration (istidlāl).110 He asks: how can one know that one has come to the right knowledge by inspiration? If it is by inspiration—the validity of inspiration is still to be proven, and you have an infinite regress; if by speculation, then one has acknowledged the need for speculation, and one no longer needs ilḥām. The problem with ilḥām is that inspiration in itself has no criterion that would decide whether it is true or false. As Ibn Ḥazm argues, one might say, “I have an inspiration to kill someone.”111

The philosophical tradition also makes use of the terms waḥy and ilḥām, but they reinterpret these terms in accordance with their Neo-Platonic sensibility. Al-Fārābī speaks of waḥy from the First Cause, through the mediation of the Active Intellect to the intellect and imagination of the prophet. This highest level of prophecy which al-Fārābī terms waḥy is a natural phenomenon that a person gifted with both a powerful intellect and a powerful imagination achieves at the height of his or her intellectual development. Al-Fārābī does not spell out the distinction between the two forms of prophecy. However, in practice he reserves the term waḥy for the prophecy of someone who has perfected his or her intellect, whereas he uses the term nubuwwa for the ordinary form of prophecy in which a person need only have a powerful imagination.112
Avicenna speaks of an imaginative form of \textit{wahy} in which the prophet can hear the voices of angels and see angelic forms.\textsuperscript{113} He uses both \textit{wahy} and \textit{ilhām} to describe a specifically intellectual form of prophecy, whereby one with a great capacity for conjunction with the Active Intellect is inspired (\textit{yulham}) concerning everything that can be known.\textsuperscript{114} For Avicenna too, prophecy is the natural development of a gifted intellect and imagination. Avicenna does not seem to preserve any remnants of the distinction between \textit{wahy} and \textit{ilhām}.

3. \textit{Reflections of the Debate in the Jewish World}

The controversy over revelation and inspiration was certainly alive within the Islamic world. As evidence for its reverberations within Judaism, Ben Shammai draws our attention to tenth-century Karaite sources and to Sa‘adya’s theory of prophecy.

The Karaite Qirqisānī mentions that in addition to the degrees of direct Mosaic prophecy\textsuperscript{115} and prophecy by an angel or in a dream, “some believe that there is an additional means which is inspiration [\textit{ilhām}] and the creation of sudden notions”\textsuperscript{116} but he declines to elaborate.\textsuperscript{117} The Karaite Yefet b. Elī suggests that by means of the Holy Spirit (\textit{ruaḥ ha-qodesh}), which he defines as the second of six degrees of prophecy, God inspires (\textit{yulhimu}) the prophet with poems, prayers, and blessings. Regarding the prayer of Hannah, Yefet writes: “She said this prayer by the Holy Spirit [\textit{ruaḥ ha-qodesh}], like ‘A prayer of Moses’ (Ps. 90), ‘[a prayer] of Habakkuk’ [Hab. 3:1]. . . . The Lord saw fit to inspire her (\textit{yulhimuḥā}) with this prayer so that she could know her rank with him.”\textsuperscript{118}

Yefet here uses the language of \textit{ilhām} to depict Hannah uttering a prayer while under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. While Yefet does not explicitly define what he means by inspiration, his language is open to the interpretation that when Hannah or David or Habbakuk speak by the power of the Holy Spirit, it is the people themselves who shape the actual words of their prayers. Yefet’s language, while not explicit, is perhaps suggestive of a view of prophecy that Sa‘adya Gaon actively opposed.\textsuperscript{119} In contrast to such ambiguous—and, in that cultural context, highly charged—language, Sa‘adya insists that God reveals (\textit{awḥā}) the text of prayers and psalms word for word, as indeed God does every word of prophecy.

Like the Muslim traditionalists, Sa‘adya defines prophecy proper (\textit{wahy}) so as to distinguish it sharply from other sorts of inspiration. For Sa‘adya, \textit{wahy} is the revelation of a divine message which grants certain, sensible knowledge, as the prophet reports word for word what he hears.
or, if it is a visual image, exactly what he sees). Perhaps influenced by arguments against *ilhām* as a source of reliable knowledge, Saʻadyya clearly seeks to protect *wahy* from being placed on a continuum with other, less reliable forms of inspiration.\(^{120}\)

In Saʻadyya’s view, all the books of the Bible are divinely dictated by *wahy*. *Wahy* is the means by which God directly addresses human beings, giving them specific visions (including those of Daniel, Job, and Eliphaz)\(^{121}\) and auditory messages (the specific words that constitute Scripture). In addition, Saʻadyya insists that the primary purpose of all the revealed books is commandment and prohibition. This includes even the Psalms, which he argues simply use the rhetorical form of prayer to instruct readers about divine norms of conduct.\(^ {122}\) Saʻadyya declares that every word in the Bible is the word of God, even if it is expressed as the word of the prophet or the worshiper:

> I was compelled to begin [my commentary on Psalms] with these words, so that the reader . . . should not get confused, and attribute the word which is on the tongue of the servant to the servant rather than to his Lord; and think that “be gracious to me,” “deliver me,” “save me” and similar phrases are not what God revealed [awbā] to his prophet, but are rather the words of the servant. . . . It is necessary one know that all of this is from God, formulated in all forms of language used by his creatures.\(^ {123}\)

For Saʻadyya, then, the Book of Psalms is not a book of personal prayers, but an alternative medium for instruction in commandments. Saʻadyya seems to view *wahy* as inextricably tied to the revelation of religious norms.

In summary, traditional Muslims speak of *wahy* as God’s direct revelation of messages to prophets for the benefit of humankind, and *ilhām* as God’s personal communications to individuals such as pious ones. Certain groups—among them Shi‘ites such as the *Ikhwān al-Ṣafā’*—tend to blur this distinction, seeing *ilhām* as a source of supernatural knowledge for humankind, including not only the arts and sciences but even religious law. They thus raise *ilhām* to a level others reserve for *wahy*. Philosophers also tend to blur this distinction, but in the other direction: philosophers “lower” *wahy*. The *wahy* spoken of by the philosophers resembles what others would call *ilhām*: a semi-natural inspiration from a source beyond the individual human intellect.

In the context not of prophecy but of epistemology, Muʻtazilites deny that individual inspiration (*ilhām*) is a valid source of knowledge. Their position is similar to the traditional view, but they formulate their position in conscious opposition to the blurring of Shi‘ites and philosophers.
The Karaite Qirqisānī alludes to *ilhām* as an additional means of prophecy, but declines to describe it in detail. Another Karaite thinker, Yefet b. ‘Eli, suggests that the prophet utters certain prayers, poems, and blessings under the inspiration of God; there is ambiguity in his language as to who formulates the words of these utterances. Sa’adīya Gaon, in contrast, flatly denies that any words in Scripture are written by the prophet himself under divine inspiration. God is the Author of every word of Scripture.

4. Examples of Ha-Levi’s Use of Ta‘yīd, Ilhām, Wa‘ḥy, and Nubūwwa

Ha-Levi’s culturally charged use of the terms *wa‘ḥy*, *ilhām*, and *ta‘yīd* is most dramatic in his account of the revelation at Mount Sinai. However, with our knowledge of the controversy—between Islamic traditionalists and rationalists, between Sa‘adīya and the Karaites—we will also discover other interesting reverberations throughout the *Kuzari*. Let us examine these first, to prepare us for the full impact of the Sinai account.

Ha-Levi makes use of these traditional Islamic terms for prophecy to set forth his own position on levels of inspiration in Jewish tradition. He is not necessarily consistent in his hierarchical use of the terms, just as differences are found among the various Islamic thinkers. Generally speaking, Ha-Levi follows Islamic thinkers of a traditional bent. He tends to reserve the term *wa‘ḥy* for the highest level of divine inspiration, which is generally available only to prophets, but which he asserts is also made available to the whole people of Israel at Mount Sinai. The term is thus sometimes best translated “revelation.”

Ha-Levi uses *ilhām* and *ta‘yīd* to signify lower degrees of inspiration—including that accorded to the Sages, the heirs of legal authority with the ending of prophecy, and to pious friends of God (*awliyā‘*, sing. *walīy*) in general. He appears to use *nubūwwa* as the Hebrew *nevuah* is used, to signify the specific phenomenon of direct divine inspiration which revealed the word of God to Moses and the later prophets, and which according to Jewish tradition ceased at a certain time in Jewish history.

1. *Ta‘yīd*. Ha-Levi uses *ta‘yīd* to describe a source of knowledge that has some degree of divine inspiration, support, or assistance. Ha-Levi shows that *ta‘yīd* is a bridge term which can be used to describe various forms of divine and human support. For example, the *Ḥaver* asks the King:
“What is your opinion of Solomon’s knowledge [‘ulūm]? Did he not discourse on all the sciences [‘ulūm] with divine, intellectual, and natural support [ta’yīd]? (II:66: 79).\textsuperscript{126}

Ha-Levi does not go as far as either Sa’adya or his opponents in this passage, for he says nothing about the actual composition of specific Biblical books such as Proverbs and the Song of Songs, which were traditionally attributed to Solomon. The Ḥaver asserts that Solomon himself had divine assistance (ta’yīd), without stating that the Biblical books attributed to him were the product of ta’yīd as opposed to waḥy, or waḥy as opposed to ta’yīd. The ability of ta’yīd to signify various forms of support distinguishes the term ta’yīd from waḥy, which is never used for a purely human source of inspiration.\textsuperscript{127}

The Ḥaver also uses ta’yīd (divine assistance) and its passive participle mu’āyyad (divinely assisted) when speaking of knowledge that is not purely rational, but is also not full-fledged prophecy, what is termed in rabbinic sources “assistance from heaven” (sayy’ata di-shemaya).\textsuperscript{128} The Ḥaver refers to the knowledge received and passed down by Adam, and not known by the Greeks, as the divinely assisted knowledge (I:63: 17).\textsuperscript{129} The Ḥaver also asserts that the work of the Masoretes—those who preserved the correct text of the Torah—is a divinely assisted science (‘ilm mu’āyyad), received from a community of favored ones or an individual who is either a prophet or an individual assisted (mu’āyyad) by the ‘amr ilāhī (III:32: 117). Similarly, he maintains that anyone who investigates the Mishnah honestly will realize that no human being could have composed it without divine assistance (ta’yīd) (III:67: 142).

In addition, the Ḥaver uses ta’yīd to refer to general divine guidance, perhaps including behavioral as well as intellectual support. The Ḥaver asserts that the spirit of holiness (ruaḥ ha-qodesh) enwraps the Nazir or the Messiah when the prophet anoints him for priesthood or kingship, or when God assists him (yu’āyyidūhu) or guides him\textsuperscript{130} in any matter. Ta’yīd is here depicted as a kind of divine guidance by the Holy Spirit, reflecting one rabbinic use of Holy Spirit (ruaḥ ha-qodesh) to describe many, varied forms of religious experience, while in its stricter rabbinic sense it refers to the source of prophecy proper alone (IV:1:5: 168).\textsuperscript{131}

Finally, the Ḥaver criticizes loose contemporary usage, whereby a person claims divine assistance as a way of bolstering his or her own ideas. The Ḥaver explains that a religion whose origin is God arises suddenly, in contrast to rational laws\textsuperscript{132} whose origin is human, and which develop slowly.\textsuperscript{133} In the latter case, when the person gains ascendancy it is said that the person is assisted by God (mu’āyyad) or inspired (mulham)
The phrase “it is said” is significant; we can detect in the Ḥafer’s words a note of derision for what he sees not only as an improper use of language, but a spurious claim to divine support. Ha-Levi may have in mind here the thought of al-Fārābī, who universalizes the phenomenon of prophecy, maintaining that any law-giver is essentially a prophet. According to al-Fārābī the prophet even has the authority to formulate and change religious law of his own accord.\footnote{134} Ha-Levi may well have regarded as dangerous this co-opting of the notion of divine support to promulgate one’s own law, or to abrogate religious law which is actually divine in origin.

2. Ilḥām. Ha-Levi uses ilḥām in a manner similar to ta’yīd, for personal inspiration or inspiration short of prophecy proper. Like ta’yīd, the term ilḥām can serve as a bridge between divine and natural human knowledge. For example, the Ḥafer asserts that in the prayer “You favor human beings with knowledge” (attah ḥonen le-adam da’at), a person prays for intelligence (‘aql) and inspiration (ilḥām). The two forms of knowledge are here paired closely; there is clearly a continuum between natural and inspired knowledge. A person should ask for divine assistance (“grace us from You with knowledge, discernment, and understanding”), while recognizing that this may come through the ordinary human intellect (‘aql), as well as the catalyst of inspiration (ilḥām) (III:19: 108).

In V:12, in the presentation of the views of the philosophers—actually a treatise from the early thought of Avicenna—the Ḥafer asserts that primary truths (for example, that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts) are acquired by divine inspiration (ilḥām ilāhī). More complex truths, however, are known by acquisition—that is, by qiyās and demonstrative discovery (V:12: 204).\footnote{135} Here ilḥām seems to refer to truths implanted in the human mind by God or by nature, or at least not discovered by an active human process of acquisition. This form of knowledge once again bridges the natural and the transcendent.\footnote{136}

Like ta’yīd, ilḥām can also refer to general religious guidance. In V:10, the Ḥafer, describing the views of the mutakallimūn, asserts that a person whose temperament is balanced is one who seeks advice and guidance, that God might inspire him (yulhimuhu) along the right path (V:10: 200).\footnote{137} In V:20, describing his own views, he asserts that a religious person seeks inspirations (ilḥāmāt) if he is a pious friend of God (walīy) and miracles and wonders if he is a prophet. Here it is not clear whether the inspirations referred to are intellectual, behavioral, or some blend of the two (V:20: 220).
The *Haver* speaks of *ilhām*, too, with a note of derision. We saw above that in I:81 he pairs being “divinely assisted” (*muʿayyad min allah*) with being “inspired” (*mulham*) as a way of speaking about the founder of a rational religion. This scorn in the *Haver’s* tone is reminiscent of a critique of *ilhām* we saw above, advanced by a tenth-century Muʿtazilite.\textsuperscript{138} The *Haver* hints that claiming *ilhām* is just a way of inflating the authority of one’s own ideas.

3. Waḥy. Ha-Levi uses *wahy*, in contrast, to describe direct address from God to a prophet. For example, in II: 68, the *Haver* explains that according to tradition,\textsuperscript{139} Hebrew is the language in which God prophetically addressed (*awḥā*) Adam and Eve (II:68: 79). On a more complex level, the *Haver* uses the term *wahy* when contrasting the ordinary rational way of knowing God with supra-rational, experiential knowledge. In IV:27, the *Haver* terms God’s direct communication with Abraham *wahy*; he explains that when God prophetically addressed (*awḥā*) Abraham, Abraham gave up all attempts to know God by *qiyās*. *Wahy* communicates a knowledge inaccessible to *qiyās* alone (IV:27: 184).\textsuperscript{140}

On the same note, in IV:27 the *Haver* recounts the following anecdote (which he mistakenly attributes to Plato), in which he uses the term *wahy* to describe God’s address to a philosopher through a human oracle:

A prophet . . . spoke in a prophetic revelation [*wahy*] from God\textsuperscript{141} to a philosopher who was overweening [or arrogant]\textsuperscript{142} in philosophy, saying, “You cannot reach\textsuperscript{143} Me by this path [philosophy], but rather by those whom I have placed as an intermediary between Me and my creatures, i.e., the prophets and the true Law.\textsuperscript{144} (IV:27: 184)

This anecdote brings to mind the contrast we have seen in our discussion of *ittisāl* and *qiyās*: one cannot reach God (*taṣilu*, from *w-š-l*) through the philosophical method or *qiyās* alone, but only through direct contact (*wahy* or *ittisāl*).

Finally, the *Haver* uses *wahy* to signify the highest level of human religious attainment. The *Haver* asserts that Christians and Muslims became ascetics and hermits in order that prophetic revelation (*wahy*) might come to them, but it did not come (II:32: 64). While asceticism does not lead to *wahy*, observance of the *mitsvot* provides at least the necessary condition for this experience. Born Jews can achieve the degree of prophecy and receive prophetic revelation (*wahy*) through diligent practice of the *halakah*:\textsuperscript{145}
The Law which is from God confers something of the behavior and form of angels on human souls, a thing which cannot be attained by [natural] acquisition. The proof [dalîl] is that diligence and perseverance in the practices of this Law raise one to the degree of prophetic revelation [wahy], which is the human level closest to the divine [level]. (V:20: 223–24).

Here wahy signifies not just a source of knowledge or a subjective experience of the Divine, but a state of being, the highest degree of religious attainment to which a human being can aspire. Passages such as this, which describe the mitsvot as a path to religious experience, point to a tension in Ha-Levi’s thought. On the one hand, Ha-Levi wants to combat philosophical arrogance by contrasting what he sees as the poverty of the philosophical approach to God compared with the richness and power of direct experience. For this goal, he makes a sharp distinction between the knowledge attained by natural, unaided reason (qiyyas) and knowledge attained only by inspiration. On the other hand, he does not want to go as far as Sā‘adīya, whose strict definition of wahy might create too strong a boundary between knowledge of God available to all people and the experiential knowledge attained only by prophets. Ha-Levi clearly wants his readers to know that there are degrees of religious experience available to all Jews in his own time, just as in the ancient past.

4. Nubuwwa. Ha-Levi uses the term nubuwwa to signify the rabbinic view of prophecy as a phenomenon present among the nation of Israel in the land of Israel for a certain historical period of time, after which point God removed the gift of prophecy. Ha-Levi also draws attention to nubuwwa as a gift that comes to particular individuals. The Ḥaver asserts that both Abraham and Moses were eighty years old when nubuwwa came to them (I:83: 23), that Moses took of his nubuwwa and gave it to the seventy elders (IV:11: 163), and that nubuwwa was retained among the descendents of Abraham (II:14: 50).

Like wahy, nubuwwa signifies for Ha-Levi the ultimate degree of religious experience, a level to which individual human beings (but, alas, only born Jews) may aspire. Ha-Levi uses nubuwwa as a foil to qiyyas; he takes account of nubuwwa as a phenomenon about which many, including philosophers, were debating. He argues that God revealed the Torah at Mount Sinai lest people believe nubuwwa to be some form of individual inspiration (ilhâm, ta‘yíd), by which Moses passed off his own ideas as divinely inspired, as certain philosophers
5. Divine Inspiration and Legal Authority: From the Prophets to the Rabbis

The prophets have authority by direct revelation (\textit{waḥy}) from God. When describing the symbolism of the Temple and its service, the Ḥaver asserts: “From [the Ark] went forth a twofold knowledge, first, the knowledge of religious law,\textsuperscript{157} whose bearers were the priests; secondly the knowledge of prophetic revelation \textit{[waḥy]} which was in the hands of the prophets.” (II:28: 63)

The rabbis have legal authority, both by direct inheritance of tradition from the prophets and by divine assistance and inspiration (\textit{taʿyīd} and \textit{ilḥām}). Commenting on a series of verses in Deuteronomy \textsuperscript{17} used by the rabbis to validate rabbinic authority\textsuperscript{158}—the Ḥaver explains:

[This refers to the time when] the Temple Service and the Sanhedrin and the groups [of Levites] which completed the organization were still intact, and the \textit{ʿamr ilāḥī} was connected\textsuperscript{159} with them, without doubt, whether by prophecy \textit{[nubuwwa]}, or by divine strengthening \textit{[taʿyīd]} and inspiration \textit{[ilḥām]}, as was the case in the Second Temple. . . . And thus the law\textsuperscript{160} of \textit{Megillah} and \textit{Purim} and the law of \textit{Hanukkah} are binding and we can say “who has commanded us to read the \textit{Megillah} and “to kindle the light of \textit{Hanukkah.”} (III:39: 122)

Direct divine inspiration did not cease, according to the Ḥaver, with the cessation of prophecy proper. In his defense of rabbinic tradition, the Ḥaver explains that the Torah’s admonition, “You shall not add” to the Law refers to

“that which I commanded you through Moses,” and any “prophet from among your brethren” who fulfills the conditions of a prophet.

[It] further refers to regulations laid down in common by priests and judges “from the place which your Lord shall choose.” For they are supported \textit{[muʾayyadīna, from a-y-d, root of taʿyīd]} by the \textit{Shekhinah} . . . . The members of the Sanhedrin, as is known by tradition,\textsuperscript{161} had to possess a thorough acquaintance with all branches of science. Not only that, but prophecy had hardly departed from them, or rather what took its place, the \textit{bat qol}, and things like it. (III:41: 125)
The Sanhedrin’s divine inspiration in deciding law is assured, according to the Ḥaver, because its members receive support (ta’yīd) from the Shekhinah—if not by prophecy proper, then by the bat qol, the divine voice, which is a rabbinic term for a level of inspiration below that of prophecy.

The rabbis held that with the departure of the Holy Spirit (ruaḥ ha-qodesh) from Israel—the spirit which granted prophecy, according to rabbinic tradition—the heavenly voice or echo (bat qol) remained as a means of direct divine communication. Ha-Levi thus draws a parallel between classical rabbinic terminology for the divine inspiration that was accorded to the Sages after the cessation of prophecy (bat qol), and the Arabic term he has chosen to describe such a level of divine support (ta’yīd).

Ha-Levi’s language in this passage is perhaps deliberately ambiguous. It is not clear whether he wishes to say that prophecy had “just recently departed” from the community of the Second Temple; this would be problematic, for his language would then imply that the bat qol, too, had recently ceased. Perhaps, then, Ha-Levi wishes to suggest that the inspiration the Sages receive is quasi-prophetic; that prophecy had hardly ceased at all, for the bat qol had taken its place.

With his dislike for distinct hierarchies, it is likely that Ha-Levi is characteristically hedging on whether the Sages receive prophetic inspiration; he refers to inspiration by “the heavenly voice and things like it,” without specifying what these other forms of divine communication might be. The main focus of this passage seems to be Ha-Levi’s conviction—in contrast to the claims of the Karaites—that divine inspiration does indeed continue among the rabbis, that rabbinic literature itself has acknowledged this phenomenon, and that there exists a recognized vocabulary for inspiration which, if not at the level of prophecy, is nevertheless divine in origin. The Ḥaver also explains that while prophecy was not newly acquired (muktasab) during the time of the Second Temple, there still remained prophets who had acquired prophecy during the period of the First Temple. Moreover Ha-Levi apparently holds that other prophets could also draw inspiration from the Shekhinah’s abiding in a prophetic individual, just as prophets drew inspiration from the Shekhinah’s presence in the First Temple.

The Ḥaver uses the vocabulary of divine inspiration to describe the Sages’ extraordinary piety as well as their ability to establish law. In the following passage, he depicts a Sufi-like meditation on the participation of God in the pious person’s every action. Describing God’s sustaining presence in the world—an active presence Ha-Levi believes to be absolutely necessary for the world’s continued functioning—the Ḥaver explains:
The Creator creates limbs and gives them powers and sustains them in every moment. Imagine God's providence and guidance removed for an instant—the whole world would be destroyed. If the pious person meditates on this in all his movements, he acknowledges the Creator's participation in [his limbs' movements], for He first created them, and [now] provides them with his unceasing support [necessary] for their perfection.

Then it is as if the divine Presence is with him continually, and the angels virtually accompany him. If he strengthens his piety, and he abides in places worthy of the divine Presence, they accompany him in reality, and he sees them with his own eyes, just next to the degree of prophecy [nubuwwa].

Thus the best of the Sages, during the time of the Second Temple, saw a certain form and heard a heavenly voice [bat qol]. This is the degree of the pious, and above it is that of prophets. (III:11: 99)

Even if the Holy Spirit of prophecy has left Israel, the rabbis are nevertheless of a sufficient degree of piety to merit certain gifts of the spirit, including the ability to see spiritual forms and hear the heavenly voice (bat qol). The Sages' accounts of heavenly visions are therefore to be accepted and not doubted. Similarly, arguing that reliance on authority (taqlīd) is necessary for anyone who accepts the veracity of the Torah—as taqlīd is needed to establish the Torah's authentic text—the Haver asserts that the taqlīd of the Sages is the most authoritative, as they trace their inspiration back to prophets whose divine inspiration no one would dare question.

Ha-Levi appears at first glance to deviate somewhat from his terminological model when, to combat Karaite objections, the Haver seems to endow the Sages with more direct divine authority to establish law than the terms taʾyīd and ilhām or even nubuwwa would imply. In explaining the Sages' establishment of the date of “putting the sickle to corn”—the beginning of counting fifty days from Passover to Shavuʾot—as the second day of Passover, Ha-Levi ascribes to the Sages at least the possibility of the highest degree of divine inspiration, waḥy (revelation):

This was fixed for the second day of Passover—which does not contradict the Torah, since it originated with “the place which the Lord shall choose,” on the conditions discussed before. Perhaps this was a revelation [bi-waḥy] from God the Exalted. This is possible, and it frees us from the controversy of those who provoke controversy. (III:41: 125)

However, Ha-Levi may mean here that the Sages had an oral tradition whose original source was waḥy, what the rabbis call “a law of Moses from Sinai” (halakhab le-Moshe mi-Sinai).
Another exceptional usage of *wuḥiy* is found in IV:17. The Ha’aver says that the masses do not follow the *taqlīd* of philosophers, but rather that of the Sages, for the souls of the masses are, as it were, prophetically inspired (*wuḥiy*) with the truth—a statement he supports with the Talmudic quotation “words of truth will be recognized” (*Sota 9b*). Here it seems that he uses *wuḥiy* in rhetorical exaggeration to denigrate the sophisticated proof of the philosopher, which nevertheless does not fool the masses (IV:17: 169).

These two exceptional uses of *wuḥiy* reveal once more the parallels between Ha-Levi’s arguments against the Karaites and those he uses against the philosophers. Both Karaites and philosophers claim to be above mere reliance on authority; both are actually slaves to their own sectarian *taqlīd*. Each presents its claims using the method of *qiyyās*, which purports to be rationally compelling. Jewish tradition, however, possesses prophetic revelation (*wuḥiy*), which is even more compelling.

In summary, Ha-Levi’s rendering of prophetic inspiration is less rigid than Sa’adya and the Muslim traditionalists, but more conservative than the philosophers and the Shi‘ites. He uses the terms *ilham* and *ta’yiż* to describe a divine inspiration that gives the rabbis authority to legislate. Rabbinic tradition recognized in the work of the Sages the continuation of certain forms of inspiration, even after the cessation of prophecy proper. Accordingly, Ha-Levi equates rabbinic terms for such inspiration—*bat qol, sayyata di-shemaya*—with Arabic terms for inspiration (*ilham*) and divine support (*ta’yiż*). These terms create a bridge between purely human knowledge and knowledge assisted by God, such as the Masoretic establishment of the Biblical text and the composition of the Mishnah. He also suggests that these forms of support guide the behavior of priests and prophets when they are embraced by the Holy Spirit (*ruaḥ ha-qodesh*). He connects *ta’yiż* with Solomon, although he does not state outright that Solomon composed the Biblical books attributed to him by *ta’yiż*. He also takes account of people who invent human, rational religions, calling themselves inspired (*mulham*), without true prophetic inspiration.

Like Sa’adya, he generally reserves the term *wuḥiy* for God’s direct address to a prophet, a synonym for *nubuwwa*. *Wuḥiy* gives Abraham supra-rational knowledge not accessible to human *qiyyās* alone. His greatest innovation is to extend the term *wuḥiy* to all Jews. Perhaps playfully, he suggests that the masses are inspired by *wuḥiy* to follow the Sages rather than the philosophers. In a more serious vein, he asserts that practicing the divine commandments can lead Jews to *wuḥiy*, the experiential state closest to the Divine. All born Jews have the potential for *wuḥiy*, a potential that is realized in the event at Mount Sinai.
6. *Three Accounts of Prophecy* (Nubuwwa)

We have noted that for medieval thinkers, receiving the Torah at Mount Sinai represents the ultimate prophetic degree, and the one most in tension with philosophical accounts of prophecy. If prophecy requires intellectual preparation, as the philosophers contend, how could the untutored masses participate in the revelation at Mount Sinai? Ha-Levi’s depiction of the event of revelation must be read in light of his accounts of prophecy throughout the *Kuzari*. He offers several descriptions of the phenomenon of prophecy proper (*nubuwwa*), attributing them variously to the philosophers, the adherents of *kalām* (al-mutakallimūn), and to the Ḥaver himself.

In V:10, the Ḥaver presents the views of the *mutakallimūn* and offers an account that accords with traditional Islamic accounts of prophecy. Speaking of a person whose constitution of body and soul is balanced, he notes that such a person seeks advice and guidance, that God might inspire him [*yulḥimuḥu*] along the right path. This is one upon whom He will pour out a divine prophetic spirit[^170] if he is worthy of prophecy [*nubuwwa*] or [a divine spirit of] inspiration [*ilḥām*] if he is below that, [in which case] he is a pious friend of God and not a prophet[^171] (V:10: 200).

In V:20 the Ḥaver offers a similar description in the context of a discourse on his own views. The Ḥaver sets forth this account of prophecy and miracles—based upon Islamic models and using Arabic terminology—as a traditional Jewish approach:

> The endeavor of one who obeys God’s religious laws[^172] is to find favor in His eyes, and to place His desires before him. He seeks inspirations [*ilḥāmat*] if he is a pious friend of God,[^173] or [seeks] miracles and wonders if he is a prophet, and if his people enjoy the divine pleasure on the basis of the conditions of time, place, and action, as set down in the Torah. (V:20: 220)

As we would expect, the Ḥaver offers his view of prophecy as an explicit alternative to the tenets of the philosophers. The philosophers had portrayed prophecy as the natural, humanly achieved end of a path toward human realization; God’s role in revelation is at first glance unclear. Fārābī writes that a person who has perfected his or her intellect and whose soul has connected (*ittaṣalat*) with the Active Intellect
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when he has reached this level, which is that there remains no intermediary between him and the Active Intellect. . . .

And this emanation which exists from the Active Intellect to the passive intellect through the mediation of the acquired intellect is revelation [waḥy]. For the Active Intellect emanates from the being of the First Cause. And because of this it is possible to say that the First Cause is the giver of revelation [al-mūḥy] to this person by the mediation of the Active Intellect.¹⁷⁷

How different in tone this is from the Haver’s view! Fārābī must go out of his way to inform his readers that it is possible to call the First Cause the “giver of revelation;” he implies this is merely a metaphor. The Haver, in contrast, stresses that the prophet seeks to do the will of a personal, law-giving God. It is somewhat surprising that the Haver depicts prophets as actively seeking miracles and wonders; this is an element that would seem out of place in rabbinic and Islamic models of prophecy, and that would constitute “striving” (iṣṭihād) in Ha-Levi’s eyes. However the Haver qualifies his assertion by stressing that in order for prophecy to take place, the conditions for prophecy set forth in the Torah must be fulfilled. Prophecy thus occurs by divine will and favor, not simply according to human effort.¹⁷⁸

In V:12, in contrast, the Haver depicts a philosophical model of prophecy, an integral part of his extended description of the views of the philosophers. This account, drawn almost literally from an early treatise of Avicenna, at first glance sounds much like the philosophical view that the Haver claims God seeks to disprove at Sinai:¹⁷⁹

In some people, the rational faculty is aided in contact [ittiṣāl] with the universal intellect [to such an extent] that it is lifted above using logical syllogism [qīyās] and deliberation; inspiration [ilhām] and revelation [waḥy] are rather sufficient sustenance [for it]. This special distinction is called sanctification, and it is called sanctified spirit.¹⁸³ (V:12: 206)

It is instructive to compare this passage with Avicenna’s exposition in the Healing (Ṣifā’). There Avicenna writes of the person who possesses “intuition”¹⁸⁴ that “it seems as though he knows everything from within himself.” Given that there exist people who can find the middle term of a syllogism without effort, Avicenna deduces the possibility of a person of prophetic intellect who can find the middle terms of all syllogisms within him or herself:

Thus there might be an individual whose soul is so supported [assisted] by great purity and [a] great [capacity for] linking [ittiṣāl] with first intelligible
principles that he blazes with intuition, i.e., with the receptivity [to inspiration coming] from the Active Intellect concerning everything.

Therefore the forms of all things contained in the Active Intellect are imprinted on his soul either all at once or nearly so, not that he accepts them merely on authority [taqlid], but on account of their logical order which encompasses all the middle terms. For beliefs accepted on authority [taqlid] concerning those things which are known only through their causes possess no rational certainty. This is a kind of prophecy [mubna'wa], indeed prophecy’s highest form, and the one most fitted to be called divine [holy] power; it is the highest human faculty.

In the Shifā’ Avicenna stresses that both in the case of ordinary knowledge and in the case of prophecy, one must seek the middle term of a syllogism. He explicitly establishes a continuum between ordinary philosophy—in which the seeking of the middle term of syllogisms is simply slower—and prophecy, in which the middle terms come all at once, without effort. In a variety of formulations, Avicenna describes the effortless nature of the prophetic form of knowledge, which he terms “intuition” or “insight.”

In the account in V:12 that Ha-Levi borrows from Avicenna, however, there is no mention of seeking the middle term of a syllogism; the prophet seems to be lifted above qiyās totally. Dimitri Gutas sees this as an early formulation of Avicenna, in which he had not yet incorporated the linchpin of his mature account of prophecy—seeking the middle term through insight—which ties it to more ordinary ways of knowing. Perhaps it is the sharp distinction between prophetic knowing and ordinary knowing in this early Avicennian view which made it attractive, or at least palatable, to Ha-Levi.

Given that in this account the prophet seems to be lifted above qiyās totally, prophecy might be said to flow directly from the universal intellect, and not from the cognitive faculties of the prophet. This is important to Ha-Levi’s thinking about prophecy, as Ha-Levi wants to make it clear that prophecy is not a natural phenomenon, the highest along the continuum of human thought. Prophecy is not inspired speech or thinking, as in the thought of the Ikhwān al-ṣafā’ and the Karaite Yefet b. ‘Elī. The divine origin of prophecy cannot be explained away, as in the philosophical account of prophecy.

As we have seen, Ha-Levi deviates from this model with respect to prophetic vision—he introduces the element of the inner eye—but he refuses to describe prophetic speech in terms of natural human faculties and capacities. The origin of the Torah is God, no matter how physical divine speech might seem.
7. The Scene at Mt. Sinai

With this background, we are now in a good position to return to the scene at Mount Sinai. We can see what is at stake for Ha-Levi. He wants to deny (1) that the revelation that took place at Mount Sinai can be traced to a lower form of inspiration, that is, illumination (ilhām) or divine support (ta’yīd); and (2) that it took place internally in the mind, through the assistance of an angel or a universal intellect which serves as a bridge to God. The initiator of prophecy, according to Ha-Levi, is not the prophet who undergoes a process of intellectual purification, as in the thought of al-Fārābī, or who is uniquely gifted in connecting with the Active Intellect, as in Avicenna. The origin of prophecy is God.

Ha-Levi anachronistically portrays God as setting out to remove the Israelites’ skepticism and doubt, engendered by the philosophical notion of prophecy as the product of an inspired human intellect. The Haver insists it was crucial that the people know that the Torah did not originate in the mind of Moses. While Ha-Levi has shown himself comfortable with the language of inspiration and divine assistance with respect to the Sages’ process of deciding law, he is adamant that the prophecy of Moses and the revelation at Mount Sinai represent a completely different phenomenon, that of waḥy.

With subtle irony, the Haver depicts among the Biblical nation a group of skeptics who doubt that God could really have spoken to Moses, a group whose notion of God’s transcendence is so refined that it would be marred by the attribution to God of something so corporeal as speech:

Despite the people’s belief in what Moses had brought them after those miracles, there still remained in their souls a doubt: how could God address a human being?—lest the origin of the Law be the opinion192 or thought193 of a human being, accompanied by inspiration [ilhām] and support [ta’yīd] from God. Address from a nonhuman being seemed far-fetched, since speech is physical. (I:87: 24)

Ha-Levi’s Biblical anachronism is striking, for the Bible itself shows no hesitation in asserting that God spoke to Moses. By Ha-Levi’s time, however, Biblical anthropomorphism had become a burning issue; Karaites and philosophers alike took the rabbis to task for attributing human qualities to God. The Haver thus acknowledges that philosophers, responding to Biblical anthropomorphism, seek to diffuse the physical nature of revelation. The Ḥaver attributes to the philosophers
the view that while inspiration or support may flow from the divine Active Intellect, prophetic speech itself issues from the mind of the prophet. We have seen such a view in the *Ikhwān al-ṣafā’*, who attribute the source of inspiration to the celestial spheres, but the words themselves to the prophet. We may also see this in the view of Yefet b. ‘Eli, who attributes the source of inspiration to the Holy Spirit (*ruaḥ* *ha-godesh*); it is not clear whether for Yefet the wording flows from the Holy Spirit or from the prophet. For philosophical rationalists, prophecy is not literally divine speech, but is rather the product of an inspired human mind.

Describing his own view, in contrast, the Ḥaver asserts that in preparation to hear the Ten Words, the people did not undergo a crash course in philosophy. Their aim was not to purify the mind to receive inspiration or assistance from the Active Intellect. Rather, they prepared themselves to receive a prophetic revelation directly from God:

> God wanted to remove this doubt from them, so he commanded them [concerning] the requirement of inner and outer [purification], and made the confirmation of it separation from women and preparation to hear the divine word. The people prepared and readied themselves for the degree of *waḥy*—or rather, to hear the address publically, all of them. (Ibid.)

Ha-Levi echoes R. Nissim Gaon here, who argues similarly that there remained among the people some who doubted the prophecy of Moses. God thus gave the nation at Sinai an experience of sensible knowledge (*yed‘iat ha-hargashot*) so that they would know beyond the shadow of a doubt that these were the words of the living God. Also like R. Nissim, Ha-Levi contrasts the sensory experience of the Jews at Mount Sinai with indirect knowledge by proof. In this passage, however, he is most concerned to refute the philosophical view of prophecy as mental inspiration (*’ilhām*). The Ḥaver thus distinguishes explicitly between the prophetic revelation (*waḥy*) that took place at Mount Sinai and the philosophical account of prophecy. He describes in detail the philosophical view which the event at Sinai conclusively disproved for the Israelites who experienced it:

> The people heard with distinctness the words of the Ten Commandments. And these Ten Words the masses did not transmit from isolated individuals, nor from a prophet, but from God. However they did not have the power of Moses for *mushāhada* of that great thing.

> And the people believed from that day that Moses [peace be upon him] was addressed by a word whose origin was God. Moses did not first have a thought or an opinion—lest prophecy be, as the philosophers con-
tend, from a soul which has purified its thoughts and connected \( \text{tattašīlu} \) with the Active Intellect, which is called Holy Spirit\(^{197} \) or Gabriel, and been inspired \( \text{yułhamu}—\text{related to ilhām} \). Or perhaps it occurred to him imaginatively—in that moment in sleep, or between sleep and waking—that an individual had spoken to him, and that he heard his spoken word in an imaginative mode in his soul, not with his ears, or that he saw in an imaginative mode, not with his eyes, and then said that God had spoken to him.

These views were disproved in that great vision \( \text{mashhad} \) and the divine writing which followed the divine address, when He wrote those Ten Words on two tables from a subtle substance and handed them over to Moses. And they saw that it was divine writing as they heard that it was divine address. (I:87: 24–25)

The \( \text{Haver} \)’s description of the philosophical view corresponds in broad strokes to the views of intellectual and imaginative prophecy in the thought of philosophers such as al-Fārābī and Avicenna. For al-Fārābī a process of learning and purification of thought is necessary for the philosopher’s ultimate union with the Active Intellect. The philosopher must acquire primary intelligibles from the Active Intellect, deduce complex knowledge through syllogistic reasoning, and thereby perfect his or her own intellect.

It is true that for al-Fārābī the Active Intellect initially supplies the mind with its primary truths, and continually supplies the “light” by which the potential intellect passes into actuality.\(^{198} \) However, it is only when the intellect has completely purified itself of sensible dross and reached a level Fārābī terms “acquired intellect” that he or she can make ultimate contact (\( \text{ittišāl} \)) with the Active Intellect and achieve revelation (\( \text{waḥy} \)) and immortality. It may be this process of intellectual purification that Ha-Levi has in mind when speaking of the prophet cleansing his thoughts, uniting with the Active Intellect, and being inspired. Moreover Fārābī—like the \( \text{Haver} \)’s foil, the philosophical skeptic—explicitly likens the Active Intellect to the angel of revelation, Gabriel, and to the holy or trustworthy spirit.\(^{199} \)

The imaginative aspect of prophecy is also clearly recognizable from the theories of both al-Fārābī and Avicenna.\(^{200} \) Al-Fārābī and Avicenna both attribute this form of prophecy to an imagination especially sensitive to impressions upon it, whether in sleep or—in someone whose imagination is particularly active—in waking. They differ only in that Avicenna ascribes the source of these prophetic impressions to an emanation from the souls of the celestial spheres, while al-Fārābī attributes them to an emanation from the Active Intellect.
8. Ha-Levi’s Approach to the Sinai Revelation

With our understanding of the Islamic background and Ha-Levi’s terminology, we can now appreciate the complexity of his view. Ha-Levi wants to deny the philosophical account of prophecy, which seems to make prophecy an individual achievement of human realization—an impersonal, spontaneous, natural ability attained by the prophet, as opposed to a gift from the sovereign will of a personal God. Most importantly, the philosophical account threatens to make the words of prophecy human words rather than divine words. The *Ikhwān al-ṣafā’* take this position explicitly; Saʿadya is clearly disturbed by such a view. It is true that al-Fārābī and Avicenna do not state explicitly that the prophet is the source of prophetic language. However, they do describe prophecy as a natural phenomenon, the product of human faculties illuminated by the Active Intellect.

The *Ḥaver* expresses in I:87 the most feared result of this position: if prophecy is the natural product of a fully developed human mind, then Moses, and not God, could mistakenly be said to be the author of the Torah. Elsewhere, the *Ḥaver* states clearly his conviction that the words of the Torah come directly from God, and not Moses:

> Our laws were laid down\(^{201}\) in the Torah from the divine address\(^{202}\) to Moses [which] he handed to the masses assembled in the desert. There was no need to cite the support of other individuals, chapter by chapter, verse by verse.\(^{203}\) Everything [was given] in explicit detail\(^{204}\) by God. (I:99:33)

Even the words that issue directly from the prophet’s mouth are not of human origin: “The speech of prophets at the time the Holy Spirit\(^{205}\) enwraps them, is in every word directed from the ‘amr ilāhī; the prophet cannot alter a word (V:20: 221).\(^{206}\)

It is true that both al-Fārābī and Avicenna acknowledge that the source of *waḥy* or *ilhām* is ultimately the Active Intellect—a divine emanation—and not the prophet’s own mind. However, for the philosophers, this is true of all human knowledge. In the Neo-Platonic scheme the lines between revelation, inspiration, and ordinary knowledge are blurred, for there is a continuum between the human mind and the divine mind.

If such philosophical views of prophecy were applied to the Bible, one could maintain that the events of revelation at Mount Sinai did not take place “objectively” but were creations of the human imagination, and the Torah the product of an inspired human mind. The event at Mt. Sinai could be reduced to a group hallucination, the receiving of the
Torah to a natural process of learning by realized human beings, rather than the revealed words of a living God.

Ha-Levi thus stresses the public, objective, external nature of the revelation at Mt. Sinai: that it is accompanied by lightning and thunder, that the people see Moses walk into a cloud, and see the cloud on the mountain for days. Ha-Levi skillfully uses the language of witness to reinforce his description of the event at Mount Sinai as *wahy*—the direct revelation of an active divine agent—rather than a more vague internal form of inspiration such as *ilhām* or *ta’yīd*. In Ha-Levi’s use of the root *sh-h-d* and the terms *mashhad* (pl. *mashāhid*) (a vision or scene of a religious event) and *mushāhada* (witnessing), one sees Ha-Levi’s desire to stress the objective nature of revelation: that these were not just individual, internal visions, but public displays or scenes, religious events which a great multitude witnessed together and to which they could therefore give valid testimony.

However, one should also note that although he uses the vocabulary of vision, not all of the manifestations the people witness are visual; some are auditory, for example the thunder that accompanies the lightning. The Torah itself mixes the senses in its account of the events at Mt. Sinai, telling us that the people “saw the sounds.” Such a phenomenon bespeaks another state of consciousness; synesthesia is known cross culturally to be characteristic of altered states of awareness. Of course the Ten Words themselves are presumably received aurally, rather than visually. We find in Ha-Levi an echoing, although in reverse, of the Torah’s language of synesthesia. The Torah states that the people “saw the sounds”; the *Haver* asserts that they were prepared to hear the divine address publically and did hear some of the Ten Words, but they did not have a capacity equal to Moses for the *witness* (*mushāhada*) of that great thing. The root *sh-h-d* thus serves Ha-Levi here in its broadest sense of testimony, indicating a witnessing that is not confined to the visual but is an all-encompassing experience, including all the senses—indeed every facet of a person’s being.

The people do experience a direct revelation from God; they are prepared for the level of prophetic revelation (*wahy*), not the lower level of inspiration (*ilhām*) or divine assistance (*ta’yīd*). Moreover they clearly have some capacity for *mushāhada*, otherwise they would not witness any divine manifestations at all. In essence then, the nation receives the Ten Words directly from God, in prophetic witness. However on account of their fear of the Divine, they cannot sustain the experience or the altered state, as Moses could, to receive all the words of revelation. Ha-Levi thus follows rabbinic tradition according to which the people
become afraid after hearing the first two of the Ten Words. Expressing this rabbinic idea using his Arabic terminology, Ha-Levi writes: “And these Ten Words the masses did not hand down from individual people, nor from a prophet, but rather from God. However they did not have the capacity for the witness [mushāhada] of that great thing” (I:87: 24).

Ha-Levi’s repeated use of the root sh-h-d in this passage suggests that he wants to draw upon the root’s mystical associations. Ha-Levi’s text evokes the Sufi sense of mushāhada, the state of witnessing the Divine with the inner eye of one’s heart, a motif which appears repeatedly in Ha-Levi’s poetry. At the same time, the text alludes to the philosophical notion we have seen in Avicenna, that mushāhada is an unmediated, experiential form of knowing. Yet, because of its connotations of objective witness and testimony, Ha-Levi can also use the root to prove that the event at Sinai was a direct manifestation of divine power, and thus to bolster his assertion that there is direct divine causality in the world (I:88–89: 25–26). The conviction that God acts directly in the world—with no need for intermediary causes—is apparently one of the fruits of prophetic experience according to Ha-Levi.

The Haver thus emphasizes that he does not need to establish an elaborate theory of how revelation and prophecy take place. All who directly experience the Divine know that what they are witnessing is no product of the human imagination.

9. Revelation as God’s Created Speech

In I:89 the Haver confesses:

We do not know how the intention became corporealized so that it became a word which struck our ear, nor do we know how He created something from that which was nonexistent or from that which was available to him from among existing things. (I:89: 26)

Like Philo and Sa‘adya Gaon before him, Ha-Levi is led to the notion of revelation as God’s created speech by two factors: the problem of how an immaterial God can speak when words seem to be physical entities, and the exegetical difficulties of the statement in Exodus 20:15 that “all the people saw the sounds.” R. Aqiva explains the verse as a description of synesthesia; the people both saw and heard that which was visible. Sa‘adya develops from this the notion that when the Torah says “God spoke,” it literally means that “God created a word which is
conveyed through the air to the hearing of the prophet or the people.”

Philo, too, derives from the Biblical statement that “all the people saw the sounds” (Exodus 20:15) the notion of a “newly created voice” that the people could both hear and see.

Ha-Levi, however, is less interested in the metaphysics of the issue than is Philo and certainly than Sa‘adya, who develops the theory of a “second air” in which the divine speech is created. He thus has the Ḥaver characteristically hedge his explanation in I:91:

The Ḥaver: I do not assert authoritatively that the thing was like this description, and perhaps it was in a way more difficult to comprehend than I could imagine. Nevertheless, the result of this was that whoever witnessed [šāhada] those theophanies [mashāhid] had conviction that the thing was from the Creator, without an intermediary.

It is to be compared to the first act of creation. The belief in the law connected with those theophanies [mashāhid] is as firmly established in the mind as the belief in the creation of the world, and that He created it in the same manner in which, as is known, He created the two tablets, the manna, and other things. Thus disappear from the soul of the believer the doubts of the philosophers and materialists. (I:91: 26–27)

It is clear from I:87–91 that the focus of Ha-Levi’s attention is not whether the scene (mashhad) at Mt. Sinai is ultimately to be traced to the outer, physical eye or to the inner, spiritual eye; or whether the manifestations witnessed are themselves physical, spiritual, or some intermediate between the two. The Ḥaver makes very clear what concerns him ultimately: that “whoever witnessed [šāhada] those scenes [mashāhid] had conviction that the thing was from the Creator, without an intermediary;” and that “the belief in the Law connected with those theophanies [mashāhid] is as firmly established in the mind as the belief in the creation of the world.” Direct witness (mushāhada) provides certainty, a direct, personal relationship to God, and firm conviction in the divine origin of the Law.

Our examination of Ha-Levi’s account of the Sinai revelation suggests that for Ha-Levi the experience of prophetic witnessing (mushāhada) is not simply visual, but has broader experiential overtones. We will see how these overtones come to the fore in Ha-Levi’s depiction of the story of Abraham.
PART 5

The Language of Intimacy (Uns), Longing (Shawq) and Love (‘Ishq)

1. The Language of Love in Ha-Levi’s Poetry

We have seen in our discussion of ittiṣāl that Ha-Levi regards the human connection with God as a true relationship between two parties; Ha-Levi is more interested in the experiential dimension to the language of ittiṣāl than he is in any suggestion of ontological union. This does not necessarily imply that the idea of mystical union was offensive to him. However, in Ha-Levi’s view it is precisely the element of mutuality that is the key to the divine-human relationship. Ha-Levi’s vision of ittiṣāl suggests the Jewish covenantal ideal: a concrete, mutual relationship of love, commitment, and loyalty.

We find in Ha-Levi’s poetry expression of the intensity of the poet’s search for such a relationship with God, the pathos of his longing to be met by the divine beloved:

O Lord, before Thee is my whole desire—
Yea, though I cannot bring it to my lips.
Thy favour I would ask a moment and then die—
Ah, would that mine entreaty might be granted!
That I might render up the remnant of my spirit to Thine hand,
Then should I sleep, and sweet my sleep would be.
When far from Thee, I die while yet in life;
But if I cling to Thee I live, though I should die.¹

In the last two lines we find an expression of Ha-Levi’s view of the afterlife. True connection with God is available in this life, and guarantees life in the world to come, just as the Ḥaver asserts in the Kuzari:
For one whose soul is attached [ittiṣalat nafsuhu] to the 'amr ilāhī while he is [still] busy with the accidents of the body, it stands to reason that he will join [yattaṣilu] [the 'amr ilāhī] when he withdraws and leaves this unclean vessel. (III:20: 110)

The promises of all these laws are included under one principle: the expectation of drawing near to God and his angels. One who has reached [waṣāla] this level need not fear death; our Law has demonstrated this plainly (I:109: 36–37).

What we find further in the poem is confirmation that Ha-Levi made an association between the Arabic ittiṣāl and the Hebrew devequt:2

When I am far from Thee, I die while yet in life;
But if I cling [edbaq] to Thee I live,
though I should die.

We witness here the poet’s experience of being far from God and being drawn near. In the next stanza, Ha-Levi expresses his conviction that it is through service of God that human beings are able to draw close—even to reach and cling—to God. Indeed, we hear an echo of the Khazar King’s search for the true way to worship the Divine:

Only I know not how to come before Thee,
Nor what should be my service nor my Law.
Show me, O Lord, Thy ways!
And turn me back from bondage of my folly.3

In other poems we hear the answer to this quest to “show me Thy ways.” It is through the mitsvot, the Jewish framework for service of God, that the Divine can be met in human experience. We find this expressed most clearly in Ha-Levi’s poems about the experience of prayer; through prayer, the poet attests, God becomes an ever-present companion:

With all my heart—O Truth—and all my might
I love You, with my limbs and with my mind.
Your Name is with me: Can I walk alone?
With it for lover, how can I be lorn?
With it for lamp, how can my light go dim?
How can I slip with it the stick by which I stand?
They mock who do not understand: The shame
I bear because I bear Your name is pride to me
Source of my life, I bless You while I live;
My Song, I sing to You while yet I breathe.4
As Raymond Scheindlin has pointed out, the opening lines of this poem recall the language of the *Shema*¹, a central Biblical call to the love of God:

Hear, O Israel, the Lord is our God, the Lord alone
You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your might.
And these words which I command you this day shall be on your heart.
You shall speak of them when you sit in your house, when you walk upon the way, When you lie down and when you rise up.

Scheindlin notes that in Ha-Levi’s poem, the narrator in one sense expresses the collective experience of Israel, who suffer for God’s name. At the same time, he expresses a very personal sense of God’s presence, not just as a desire, but as an actual fact. In the *Shema*¹, the believer is enjoined to love God and to speak of God always. In this poem, the poet declares that the *Shema*¹’s injunction has become a fact: God’s Name is with him as an ever-present source of sustenance.⁵ Through prayer, the poet asserts, he sings to God and blesses the Source of his life; in response, his way is illumined by the lamp of God. Note too that the poet’s love for God is a passionate and embodied love. He worships God with his very limbs, and not with his mind alone. Like Abraham, he is willing to suffer for the God he knows not merely by logic, but by taste.

Ha-Levi most dramatically expresses his sense of the nearness of God—despite God’s awesome transcendence—in one of his most famous devotional poems:

Lord, where shall I find Thee?
High and hidden is Thy place;
And where shall I not find Thee?
The world is full of Thy glory.⁶

There are many paradoxes expressed in this poem: God is present everywhere, but cannot be contained anywhere; God is found within our hearts, but is the Creator of the external world. The Lord is transcendent and remote from all creatures, and yet is closer to them than their own body and soul.⁷ In contrast to the world-denying dualism of the ascetics, the poet affirms the inherent goodness of the world. God is fully present, indeed the whole world is full of God’s glory. We find a striking parallel
to this poem in the first gate of Bahya’s *Duties of the Heart*. Bahya expresses the paradox in the name of “one of the pious” [*baʿd al-šāliḥin*]—which usually refers to a non-Jewish source—who prayed:”My God, where can I find Thee? Nay, where can I not find thee? Hidden and invisible art Thou; Yet the universe is filled with Thee.”

It is in moments of prayer, in calling out to God, that the poet experiences the miracle of God’s nearness. The poet is not only the seeker, but also the sought, not only a lover of God, but also God’s beloved:

I have sought Thy nearness,  
With all my heart have I called Thee  
And going out to meet Thee  
I found Thee coming toward me.

As Bernard Septimus has noted, Ha-Levi draws here upon a midrashic account of the event at Mount Sinai. The Biblical text tells us that Moses brought the people out to meet God. The rabbis point out that the term *to meet* (*liqrat*) carries a sense of motion toward someone who is himself coming forward; the people go out to meet a God who is himself coming forth to meet them. Hence, “the *Shekhinah* went out to meet them as a groom goes out to meet a bride.” For Ha-Levi, the personal aspect of relationship with God is not one-sided: the seeker is actually met by God, who is also in search of the seeker. The relationship is one of genuine mutuality; God needs human beings just as human beings need God.

The notion of the inner eye or the eye of the heart, which we explored above, finds expression in Ha-Levi’s poetry as well. Yehudah Ratzaby and Raymond Scheindlin have shown the influence of Sufi poetry on Ha-Levi’s liturgical poems. Among the Sufi themes we find in Ha-Levi’s poetry is that while the physical eye fails, the heart has the privilege of beholding God:

To behold Him [*la-ḥazoto*] the eye fails,  
But from my flesh He is revealed to my heart.

And in another poem:

The Creator, who brought forth everything  
from nothing,  
Is revealed to the heart,  
but not to the eye.
2. The Sufi Language of Intimacy

In the Kuzari Ha-Levi expresses these Sufi ideas in Arabic terms; Ha-Levi finds in the Sufi lexicon Arabic words to express the love, longing, and intimacy that characterize the relationship of a Jew with the Divine. The Ħaver asserts that the Jewish experience of God is one of direct witness (mushāhada) and that the experience of witnessing God leads to a natural response of passionate love, worship, and obedience. In one passage, he even speaks of ittiṣāl in a way that suggests the Sufi notion of union with the divine beloved.

The Ħaver explains in IV:15 that the meaning of the Bible’s generic term for God (Elohim) can be known by logic; qiyās can prove that there must be a God who orders and governs the world. The personal name Lord, in contrast, represents that God known to Israel through direct witness, not through reason:

As for the meaning of Lord, it cannot be grasped logically, but rather experientially [by witness], by that prophetic vision by which a person gets to the point where he almost separates himself from his species and becomes attached to [yattaṣilu bi] an angelic species. (IV:15: 167–68)

The Ħaver cites several Biblical expressions that illustrate this process by which a prophet transcends the human, by which there befalls him another spirit: “you will become another man,” “and God gave him another heart” “and a spirit enwrapped [lavsha] Amasai,” “the hand of the Lord was upon me,” “uphold me with your free spirit.” All of these expressions, the Ħaver asserts, “are allusions to the spirit of holiness [ruaḥ ha-qodesh] that enwraps [is on intimate terms with, mulābisa] the prophet at the time of his prophesying” (IV:15: 168).

Ha-Levi’s Hebrew and Arabic vocabulary are of note here. The Hebrew root l-b-sh, like its Arabic cognate l-b-s, signifies enclothing. The Biblical phrase “A spirit enclothed [lavsha] Amasai,” which the Ħaver quotes, thus invokes the image of the prophet Amasai’s being enwrapped by the spirit. In the Arabic, however, Ha-Levi uses the active participle of the third form, whose primary sense is to be in close association or on intimate terms with; we find a similar use in Ghazzālī, who writes that “intimate experience [mulābasa] of [the prophetic] state is tasting [dhawq].”

Ha-Levi thus takes advantage of the literary possibilities of Judaeo-Arabic culture. By juxtaposing the Hebrew lavsha and the Arabic mulābisa, Ha-Levi draws upon two images for the relationship of the Holy Spirit with the prophet: one of a garment in close physical contact...
with the prophet’s body, and one of the spirit of holiness in close association with the human spirit. Both suggest the intimacy of the relationship between God and the prophet, particularly when he or she is being prophetically inspired. The prophet, graced with the Holy Spirit, is freed from the doubts which plagued him or her when searching for God through qiyās. What replaces doubt is passionate love, service, and the bliss of ittiṣāl. The prophet becomes

a servant of God, passionately in love with the object of his worship, almost annihilating himself out of his love, due to the greatness of the bliss of union he feels, and the pain and suffering in being apart from Him. (IV:15:168)

The passionate lover we find here is well known in Arabic poetry of both sacred and secular love; we often see him on the verge of death when separated from the bliss of union with his beloved. Sufi writers, like the Ḥaver here, weave together imagery of passionate love, worship, and obedience even unto death, as in the following verse of an early Islamic poet:

If you would say, “Die!”
I would die in perfect obedience
And would say to the one who calls me to death:
“Welcome, welcome!”

The connection between love and obedience is likewise expressed in the following verses quoted by Ghazzālī:

You are disobedient to God and pretend to love Him
That is, by my life! a very novel action:
If your love were sincere, you would obey Him,
For the lover is obedient to him whom he loves.

Love inspires the ultimate obedience and surrender, as another poem quoted by Ghazzālī illustrates:

I want union [wuṣūl] with him, and he wants separation from me;
Therefore I give up what I want for what he wants.
Ha-Levi’s “worshiping servant, passionately in love with the object of his worship, ready to annihilate himself out of his love,” \(^{37}\) is thus the hero of Sufi literature; Ha-Levi’s language in IV:15 echoes the ideals of Islamic pietism. The phrase “bliss of union” (\textit{ladh\ddot{d}bat al-itti\dot{s}\ddot{al}}) also has Sufi resonance; Sufi mystics use the root \textit{l-dh-dh}—signifying joy, sweetness, delight or bliss—to suggest the subjective experience, the pleasurable sensation of “tasting” union with the divine beloved. \(^{38}\)

As we have seen, however, these terms can encompass a broad range of meaning; \(^{39}\) Ha-Levi’s language of union does not mean that he regards \textit{itti\dot{s}\ddot{al}} as ontological oneness or \textit{unio mystica}, as do the most radical Sufis. On the other hand, his pairing of the term \textit{itti\dot{s}\ddot{al}} with \textit{ladh\ddot{d}ba} does add an ecstatic, passionate dimension to the divine-human relationship, transforming the covenantal bond we see elsewhere in the \textit{Kuzari}.

Strikingly, the \textit{Haver} goes on to contrast the blissful experience of union with the Divine to the intellectual refinement of the pseudo-philosophers:

This forms a contrast to those who dabble in philosophy, \(^{40}\) who see in the worship of God nothing but extreme refinement, extolling Him in truth above all other beings—just as the sun is placed on a higher level than other visible things—and [who see] in the denial of God nothing more than the baseness of a soul content with a lie. (IV:15: 168)

In drawing such a stark contrast, the \textit{Haver} ignores the fact that philosophers, too, use the term \textit{itti\dot{s}\ddot{al}} to extoll the joy of contact with the Divine. However, while philosophers describe this as intellectual contact with the divine intelligence, \(^{41}\) the \textit{Haver} points here to \textit{itti\dot{s}\ddot{al}} with a distinctly Sufi, non-philosophical flavor and discredits the philosophical path to God as indirect, uncertain, and uncommitted. The \textit{Haver} argues that a person would be willing to die rather than be deprived of One with whom he or she has experienced the bliss of union, whereas he denies one would perish at the thought of being without the results of a syllogism. \(^{42}\)

The \textit{Haver}’s prime concern is thus the commitment, love, and obedience awakened when one knows God through direct experience. Union with an abstract intellect, he argues, cannot have the emotional impact of union with a Person to whom one is devoted. Direct knowledge of God is transformative and not merely cognitive. Conversely, the King points out that according to Aristotle, God himself has no knowledge of individuals. Without such personal knowledge—human knowledge of God, and God’s knowledge of individual human beings—a relationship...
of loyalty and service makes no sense. For Ha-Levi, ittişāl as union with a personal God and ittişāl as covenant with God go hand in hand.

3. **Love, Longing, and the God of Abraham**

The King’s epiphany in IV:16 echoes this sentiment, and is in many ways the heart of the *Kuzari* as a whole. The Ḥaver identifies the generic God of the Bible with the God of Aristotle and the Lord with the God of Abraham:

> The Lord one yearns for tasting [dhawqan] and directly witnessing [mushāhadat], whereas to God we incline through syllogistic reasoning [qiyās]. And this tasting prompts one who grasps it to be consumed in love for him, and to prefer death [to being] without him, whereas that reasoning [only] demonstrates that veneration is incumbent so long as one is not harmed and does not suffer pain. (IV:16: 168–69)

For the Ḥaver, it is not only actual taste and witness of God that characterize Jews’ relationship with the Divine, but the yearning (shawq) to partake of such a relationship. Ha-Levi chooses a key Sufi term to express this idea: shawq, like mushāhada, is one of the spiritual states one attains on the Sufi path by the grace of God. Ha-Levi suggests here that the human longing to be close to God—a longing he expresses so poignantly in his poetry—is in fact the core of Jewish faith. The Biblical ancestors devoted their lives to a God whom they could not bear to live without. The Ḥaver’s language here is reminiscent of a verse quoted by Ghazzālī:

> The day of separation is longer than the day of Resurrection,  
> And death is more beautiful than the pain of being separated.

Ha-Levi also makes full use of the resonance of mushāhada in this passage. A witness (shāhid) can offer accurate testimony (shahāda); one who has witnessed God can give the only indubitable testimony to God’s existence—or better yet, presence. The language of witness is also key to the Arabic love poetry of the Middle Ages. The love-sick individual willing to die for the divine beloved is a witness/martyr (shahīd) to God. The Ḥaver expands on the King’s theme of such ultimate witness by relating it to the story of Abraham. Whereas philosophers would not suffer for a mere idea, Abraham rightly suffered through his various
trials. As we saw earlier, the Haver describes Abraham’s painful but transformative experiences using Sufi terms:

Rightly Abraham bore what he bore . . . in his distressing resolution to sacrifice Isaac, when he witnessed \([\text{shāhada}]\) the Divine by tasting \([\text{dhawqan}]\), not by logic \([\text{qiyāsan}]\). He saw that not the smallest detail of his [doings] could escape God. He saw that He rewarded him instantly for his good, and that He guided him \([\text{yahdīhi}]\) on the right path to such an extent that he did not move a step forward or backward without His permission. (IV:17: 169)

The Haver’s reference to the binding of Isaac illustrates most clearly the breadth of Ha-Levi’s use of the term \textit{witness}. Abraham’s experience of witnessing through taste \((\text{shāhada} \ldots \text{dhawqan})\) was indeed a theophany. Ha-Levi does not necessarily use the term \textit{mushāhada} to indicate that Abraham “saw” the angel who addressed him. Rather, by using the Sufi terms \textit{witness} and \textit{taste}, Ha-Levi suggests that whatever Abraham’s experience was, it had nothing whatsoever to do with logic; Abraham found God in the intensity of this key moment in his life.

It is striking, too, how the nuance of religious experience has been broadened in this passage, through use of the familiar Islamic root \textit{h-d-y} for divine guidance. Abraham’s religious experience included whatever direct witness he had of the Divine, but also his realization that the events of his life showed immediate reward and punishment:

\[
\text{He saw that there was nothing of the details of his [doings] that was hidden, and he saw that [God] rewarded him instantly and guided him on his right course to the point where he did not make a move forwards or backwards without [God’s] permission. (IV:17: 169)}
\]

Similarly, the priest or the prophet’s guidance by the Holy Spirit could extend to general guidance beyond specifically prophetic or priestly functions (IV:15: 168). God likewise promises the people of Israel they will be guided as a nation: “you will witness \([\text{sa-tushāhidīnā}]\) that an order higher than the natural order guides your order.” The Jews will become aware of God’s constant providential care, hidden or visible, in both nature and history (I:109: 36).

Ha-Levi in fact seems to connect these two forms of religious experience: witnessing God through taste, and awareness of divine guidance. Abraham did not engage in theological proof; he became convinced—not through mental reflection but through direct experience—that the presence of God was guiding him. Through his experience of God by taste, Abraham saw that his footsteps were guided.
The *Haver* then goes on to make a logical leap not taken, for example, by the Arabic thinker Ibn Ṭufayl. One who has tasted the Lord directly would scoff at the intellectual path he or she had once taken to know the Divine:

So then how could he not belittle his former syllogistic reasoning [*qiyyāsāt*]? As the Sages explain the verse “He brought [Abraham] outside” [*Gen. 15:5*] [as meaning] “give up your study of the stars!” [*Shabbat 156a*]. That is to say, he commanded him to relinquish his speculative study of the stars and other things, and to take upon himself obedience [*ṭā’ā*] to Him whom he had perceived by taste [*dhawqan*], as it is said, “Taste and see that the Lord is good” [*Psalm 34:9*].

For Ha-Levi it is axiomatic that the appropriate response to direct experience is to become obedient to God. Direct, sensory, personal knowledge—in contrast to knowledge through *qiyyās*—awakens emotions that foster loyalty.

We see, too, that Ha-Levi has built the entire passage around exegesis of a psalm which combines language of taste and seeing. It is often said that Hebrew thought builds on the sense of hearing, as opposed to the Greeks’ emphasis on sight—the most common example given is the injunction “Hear O Israel!” (*shema‘ Yisrael*). Ha-Levi finds one verse in the Bible supporting his conviction that taste and sight, as the most direct and irrefutable of the senses, are the metaphors most apt for religious experience. Whereas one can hear another person’s syllogistic proof and assent to it, it is only for oneself that one can taste or see—and it is only seeing for oneself that awakens true love for God.

The *Haver* links this seeing specifically with Israel and asserts it is lacking in other nations. The Lord is the God of Israel because only Israel possesses the ability to taste and see God. The *Haver* affirms that every person who follows the divine Law follows the people of this seeing. Their souls take pleasure in reliance on their authoritative traditions [*taqlīd*], in [spite of] the simplicity of their parables—a pleasure they do not take in reliance on the authoritative traditions [*taqlīd*] of the philosophers, in [spite of] the delicacy of their tales, and the excellent arrangement of their compositions, and the brilliance of their demonstrations. Nevertheless, the masses do not follow them, for their souls are inspired [*wuḥiyya*] with the truth, as it is said, “The words of truth are recognizable.” (*Sota 9b*) (IV:17:169)

We saw in our discussion of *qiyyās* that the *Haver* uses the term *taqlīd* ironically, insisting that reliance on someone who has had a direct
experience of God is more certain than relying on the indirect, wavering human intellect. This is ironic because the way of qiyās had been touted as the way of the elite, with taqlīd consigned to the uneducated masses. Ha-Levi deflates the pretension of the intellectual elite, envisioning in its place a spiritual elite based on the capacity for direct religious experience.

The Ḥaver points out that philosophers do not discover philosophical truths ex nihilo, but rely on Aristotelian tradition, putting as much faith in the words of Aristotle as the religious masses do in the words of the Sages. The philosophers, then—with all their pretense to the originality of qiyās—simply practice another form of taqlīd. The masses, however, by a native intuition which the Ḥaver describes as a form of revelation (waḥy), are inspired to rely for religious truth on the Sages, not the philosophers.

In a curious way then, Ha-Levi places the masses above the philosophers. The intellectual elite are distracted by the pseudo-sophistication of logical proof (burhān). The masses, on the other hand, sense that truths which are missed in the niceties of qiyās can be found in the simple wisdom of the Sages. The masses enjoy a kind of religious intuition—which he calls waḥy—simply in knowing upon whom to rely for truth. For Ha-Levi, such pure-hearted reliance (taqlīd), in contrast to the dry syllogisms of the philosophers, expresses true love for God.

4. Intimacy (Uns) for Ha-Levi’s Age

Did Ha-Levi, then, believe that all that was left for Jews in his time was taqlīd? Did Jews in his day not have the possibility of intimacy with their Lord? The Ḥaver does suggest in III:1 that the intimacy with God enjoyed by Abraham and the prophets is lacking in his age; exile and the absence of the Shekhinah prevent attempts at the contemplative life from reaching fruition. Biblical figures such as Enoch and Elijah who spent time in seclusion did not suffer from loneliness; they retired from the company of humans to the company of angels. Indeed, in a striking use of Sufi terms, the Ḥaver asserts that solitude and seclusion became their very fellowship (uns). It is rather in human company that such prophets would feel lonely, for they miss contemplation (mushābada) of the angelic realm (III:1: 90). However, ascetics in his contemporary age, unlike the prophets of old, do not make contact (yattaqṣil) with the divine light, which would offer them the intimate fellowship (ya’nasu ilaiha—related to uns) it did the prophets of old (III:1: 136).
Intimacy or fellowship (uns) is another Sufi stage on the path, along with longing (shawq) and passionate love (‘ishq). Intimacy removes the fear of loneliness. A classical Sufi text tells the story of a Sufi master who placed his disciple in a very lonely corner and forgot him for a week. When he returned and asked his student to forgive him, the student replied, “Do not worry; God has taken away the fear of loneliness from His friend.”

While in this story intimacy (uns) leaves no room for waḥsha (“feeling frightened by loneliness”), the latter term can also be used for the feeling of estrangement from all creation which can accompany intimacy with God. It is precisely this paradox that Ha-Levi expresses in III:1. While the contemplative prophets of old could be fulfilled in the presence of angels and lonely in human community, those who attempt asceticism today will experience the loneliness of human isolation.

Thus the best hope for intimacy with God today is in community. While Ha-Levi as poet does express an acute mystical longing, much of this longing for contemplation is expressed in the realm of liturgical poetry. As in the Kuzari, Ha-Levi the poet suggests that God is met most intimately through Jewish communal prayer. On the other hand, Ha-Levi’s poetry does express an impulse toward withdrawal for communion with God that cannot be easily squared with certain passages of the Kuzari.

However, we find resolution of this tension in the Kuzari in the figure of Abraham. Abraham’s passionate love for God is expressed through painful human trials; the loneliness he experiences is not that of the solitary ascetic, but that of the engaged man of faith, taking those actions in the world required by God. This is the model of intimate relationship and passionate love that Ha-Levi esteems. Using Sufi terms, Ha-Levi transforms the Sufi ideal of ascetic isolation to reflect a Jewish ideal: a path of love for God that can hazard the travails of this world.
Conclusions


What, then, has our exploration of Ha-Levi’s terminology shown us about the *Kuzari*? We have seen that Ha-Levi is keenly sensitive to nuances of language; he is a master of Arabic prose and uses the sounds and rhythms of the Arabic language to underscore key themes. Ha-Levi is clearly aware of the power of the Arabic terms he chooses, and uses them with ironic twists to draw in his Judaeo-Arabic readers.

Like Maimonides in his *Eight Chapters on Ethics* (*Shemonah Peraqim*), Ha-Levi may be addressing Jews drawn to Sufi spirituality and asceticism. We have seen that he never mentions the Sufis by name, that the Sufi is the absent interlocutor in the dialogue, whose presence is evoked only through characteristic terms and themes. These terms and themes are at the heart of the dialogue, however.

While the *Haver* mentions his Karaite and philosophical opponents by name, he alludes to Sufism only indirectly. Perhaps this indicates that Ha-Levi does not see the Sufi as an opponent. Ha-Levi’s religious sensibility has much in common with certain aspects of Sufi spirituality; his devotional poems show the influence of Sufi poetry. The fact that the Sufi is absent as an opponent shows to what extent Ha-Levi has internalized and identified with certain Sufi spiritual ideals. Ha-Levi appropriates Sufi terminology to describe Jewish religious experience, while denying certain ideas associated with the mystical path—for example, the notion that asceticism and isolation are a component of the true spiritual life. His approach is thus very different from that of Bahya ibn Paqüda, who adopted not just the literary form of a Sufi manual, but also ascetic ideals of the Sufi path.

Scholars have long noted that Ha-Levi stands out in the history of Jewish philosophy for his emphasis on concrete experience and the particulars of Jewish history over universal categories of logic. Our study has revealed a new dimension to Ha-Levi’s project: he is a phenomenologist of religion, creatively adapting the new Arabic vocabulary of religious experience to the Jewish context.
Ha-Levi does this in several striking ways. He uses the term mushāḥada for both the individual religious experience of Abraham and the collective revelation at Mount Sinai; similarly, he uses the term ittiṣāl to describe both God’s connection with individuals from Adam to the prophets and God’s collective covenant with the Jewish people. Ha-Levi thus invests Jewish communal experience with the privileged status which individual religious experience had come to hold in the medieval world. At the same time, he creates a new focus on the experiential dimension within Judaism. The goal of his project is thus twofold. By using Islamic vocabulary to describe Jewish religious experience, he implicitly translates the language of classical Judaism into a universal, experiential language with contemporary appeal. This translation is also critical in nature; it involves a transvaluation of the Sufi experience.

We have seen that while Bahya adopts both the language of Sufism and its ascetic ideals, Ha-Levi shows an ambivalent relationship to the Sufi terminology he adopts. While he is clearly influenced by certain dimensions of Sufi spirituality, he is also critical of the ascetic excesses to which some are drawn on the Sufi path. He suggests that the basic impulse of the Jew attracted to Sufi asceticism is valid, as is the basic impulse of the philosopher, the Karaite, and even the practitioner of the occult. All seek to draw near to the Divine; and, indeed, how we are to draw near to the Divine in this life is the Kuzari’s central concern. For Ha-Levi, however, it is not simply that the Karaite, the occultist, the philosopher, and the Jew attracted to Sufi asceticism have chosen the wrong means of reaching God; they have misunderstood the nature of the journey.

Ha-Levi suggests each of these seekers err because they conduct their search through human qiyās and striving (iṣṭibād); they believe that the path to God is one human beings themselves can map out. Ha-Levi finds a fundamental flaw in this approach. Only God, and not human beings can show us the way to the Divine, and God has done so through revelation. The event at Mount Sinai is a self-disclosure of the Divine, a revelation of the awesome reality of God’s presence. That reality—directly witnessed by the entire Jewish nation—grounds the authority of God’s commandments.

Ha-Levi is sensitive both to the intensity of individual contact with God and to the centrality of community for Jewish religious experience. He portrays degrees of contact (ittiṣāl) with the Divine, insisting that God’s providential guidance of Jewish history in itself creates a powerful connection in which every member of the nation participates. Jewish communal life is an essential vehicle for religious experience; Jews find
God’s presence not as isolated seekers, but in community. The mitsvot constitute a bond (šila from w-š-l) between Jews and God. The three daily times of prayer and Shabbat, in particular, are set aside for ittišāl with the Divine, to serve God in joy, not contrition—a joy that may even lead to singing and dancing.

Ha-Levi therefore fundamentally inverts the image of ittišāl in the Islamic world. Union with the divine realm is not reached by a disembodied intellect, as the philosophers would have it, nor by the isolated ascetic, as some Sufis would claim. Nor need one wait for the afterlife to achieve ittišāl. Connection with God is experienced by Jews first of all in this world through the communal life of mitsvot. This “taste of the world to come” will naturally continue and come to full fruition in the afterlife.

The ultimate degree of religious experience for Ha-Levi, as for most medieval Jewish thinkers, is prophecy (nubuwwa or nevuah); the prophet alone is privileged to receive direct divine communication (waḥyī). At Mount Sinai, however, all the nation of Israel experienced waḥyī, if only briefly. Ha-Levi even suggests that diligent practice of the mitsvot can lead to the degree of waḥyī, “the human level closest to the divine [level]” (V:20: 223–224).

In contrast, Ha-Levi is suspicious of any humanly invented path to reach God. All are prone to a common error: they seek to obtain by human striving that which is essentially a divine gift. Ha-Levi wants to make clear, however, that true connection with God is available to all Israel, and that the divine Law—far from presenting a barrier to contact with God—is an essential prerequisite for such communion. Ha-Levi thus inverts the antinomianism of certain radical Sufis.

Ha-Levi finds the Sufi term mushāhada, and all its derivatives, a rich resource for the expression of a distinctly Jewish religious ideal. Sufis had used the term mushāhada to describe witness of God within an individual’s heart. Philosophers, too, used the term to describe direct perception of the Truth. Whereas logical analogy (qiyāṣ) is by its very nature indirect, witness (mushāhada) and taste (dhawq) are immediate and irrefutable.

One who has witnessed (shāhada) God can offer reliable testimony (shahāda). Ha-Levi takes this notion one step further: the nation of Israel as a whole witness the reality of God. The idea that Israel is a witness to God is present in the Biblical book of Isaiah, in rabbinic midrash, and in gaonic thought. However, Ha-Levi brings a new texture to the idea by creatively appropriating the potent language of Sufi spirituality. Direct witness of God (mushāhada) is the province not of the Sufis,
he suggests, but of the nation of Israel. Throughout Jewish history, elders, prophets, and Sages have testified to powerful encounters with the Divine—one need only call to mind the theophanies (mashāhid, sing. mashhad) experienced by Moses and Elijah, or the visions (mushāhadāt) of pious scholars such as R. Aqiva and R. Ishmael.

Ha-Levi’s central paradigms for religious experience, however, are the event at Mount Sinai and the life of Abraham. The event at Mount Sinai disproves the philosophical model of prophecy, which places prophecy on a continuum with other modes of knowledge. The origin of the Torah, the Ḥaver asserts, is not individual inspiration (ilhām) or divine assistance (taʿyīd) which philosophers claim to receive from the Active Intellect (1:87). Rather, the origin of the Torah is God. Philosophically untutored, the nation of Israel received the Torah as wahy, a direct revelation of the divine word. All who were witness (shāhada) to the grand theophanies (mashāhid) at Sinai knew this to be a revelation from the Eternal—direct and unmediated.

Ha-Levi describes Abraham’s encounter with God in similar terms: once Abraham had directly witnessed (shāhada) the Divine, he abandoned the indirect way of qiyās to become an obedient servant of the Lord. Ha-Levi uses the language and imagery of Sufi love poetry to convey the intensity of Abraham’s encounter with the One for whom he would give his life—even the life of his beloved son. Ha-Levi does not stray from the rabbinic biography of Abraham, however, to paint Abraham as a solitary mystic or ascetic. Rather, Abraham enters into the covenant of circumcision—a sign of the ongoing, historical connection (ittiḥās) between God and his descendents, the Jewish people. Intimate connection with God, suggests Ha-Levi, need not take one away from community. This represents a fundamental rethinking of the Sufi ideals of ittiḥās and mushāhada. Ha-Levi’s linguistic innovation was thus revolutionary. Using the terms ittiḥās and mushāhada for both individual and collective communion, Ha-Levi creates a new model of religious experience.

2. Ha-Levi’s Rhetorical Strategies

Ha-Levi employs several favorite rhetorical strategies cutting across terminological lines. Among them, we find the following:

1. Ha-Levi Plays Off One Opponent against Another

In the opening dialogue, Ha-Levi plays off Sufi and philosophical notions of union (ittiḥās) against each other, and against what he sees as a
more direct, concrete, and powerful religious experience: that found in the relationship between the Biblical God and the people of Israel. Elsewhere, he sets the philosopher against the pious Christian or Muslim (I:110:38). The Haver argues that the philosophers’ notion that one can achieve immortality by accumulating knowledge is as absurd as the religious notion that one can save one’s soul by a mere verbal confession of faith.³

In the same vein, Ha-Levi plays off the philosopher and the Sufi against the Orthodox Muslim (I:109:36–38). Here the Haver upholds many of the Sufi and philosophical values associated with ittiśāl and juxtaposes them with the Orthodox conception of an afterlife. Choosing the term maw‘īd—a variant of wa‘d, which Orthodox Muslims use for the promise of the afterlife—the Haver argues that connection with God (ittiśāl) is itself the greatest promise (maw‘īd). However, he describes here a form of ittiśāl colored with themes from classical Jewish thought—an ittiśāl that is communal, this-worldly, and achieved through the life of mitsvot.

2. Ha-Levi Also Plays One Term against Another

Whereas for Sufis the virtue of submissiveness (khushū‘) is associated with ittiśāl, the Haver contrasts the two (III:5:94). He also plays the ascetic view of ittiśāl held by both philosophers and Sufis against the virtue of moderation (i‘tīdāl), an alternative philosophical ideal. Rejecting a dualistic, Neo-Platonic ideal of asceticism, the Haver instead embraces the Aristotelian doctrine of the mean. He argues that, like Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy, the Torah commands moderation (i‘tīdāl) and justice (‘adl), not extreme self-denial (II:50:69).⁴

3. Ha-Levi Artfully Turns the Tables on His Opponents

a. Ha-Levi turns the Christian argument from history on its head. Against his Christian critics, the Haver argues that they cannot have it both ways: if they extoll the spiritual virtue of suffering and lowliness, they cannot point to the Jews’ degraded status as a sign of God’s displeasure (I:113:38–39).

b. The Haver also turns the tables on those who would criticize Judaism for a lack of philosophical sophistication. In fact, he argues, the philosophers only turn to logical argument (qiyās) because they lack the more fruitful gift which the Sages have: divine assistance and authentic tradition (I:65:17; V:14:212).
c. Ha-Levi reverses the Karaite charge that the rabbis add to Biblical law through rabbinic legislation. The *Haver* argues that it is the Karaites who add to the Torah by using their own human *qiyās* to derive law rather than relying on the tradition of the Sages (III:40–41: 124).

d. Ha-Levi also reverses the potent charge that religious law stands in the way of union with God (*ittiḥās*). In his creative reinterpretation of *ittiḥās*, he suggests that *mitsvot* are not only not antithetical to religious experience, they are in fact essential to the achievement of *ittiḥās* (II:34: 65; III:23: 112).

e. In an incisive response to those attracted to Sufi ideals of asceticism, the *Haver* suggests that the human impulse to ascetic denial is actually a form of egoistic self-assertion (*ijtihād*). The Law itself presents a greater challenge: the life of moderation, responding to God equally with fear or awe (*yir'ah*), love (*ahavah*), and joy (*simḥah*) (II:50: 70). Moderation requires a person to give each of these responses its due, just as one must give each human faculty its due, so that one may be “a prince obeyed by his senses” (III:5: 92).

f. Responding to the charge that Judaism is an unspiritual, this-worldly religion, lacking in promises of the afterlife, Ha-Levi contrasts Jewish this-worldly fulfillment with the afterlife portrayed in the Qur‘ān. Jewish fulfillment in this world, he suggests, is in fact more spiritual than the Islamic afterlife. Moreover, *ittiḥās* in this life will continue in the world to come (I:104–9: 35–38).

3. Ha-Levi’s Relationship to Judaeo-Arabic Predecessors

   a. R. Sa‘adya Gaon

We have found that Ha-Levi was not writing in a vacuum, that he both appropriates and alters concepts from his Judaeo-Arabic predecessors. In several instances, Ha-Levi directly borrows from Sa‘adya Gaon, both in language and ideas. In a variety of contexts, Ha-Levi echoes a key passage from Sa‘adya’s *Book of Doctrines and Beliefs* which describes the purpose of God’s self-revelation through the Glory. Sa‘adya asserts that God creates the light known as Glory (*kavod*) so that prophets might infer (*yastadillu*—from *d-l-l*, to show or prove) that they are actually hearing the word of God. Similarly, the *Haver* asserts that God appears to the prophetic elite (*ṣafwa*), who witness God by what is known as Glory or the *Shekhbinah* in order that he might prove to them (*li-yadullahum*—from *d-l-l*) that they had indeed been addressed by God (IV:3: 149).
Ha-Levi is thus indebted to Sa‘adya for a significant element in his theory of revelation. Both thinkers suggest that visual experience is more powerful than auditory experience; one who sees God’s Glory is convinced that the word which he hears is in fact divine. Ha-Levi, however, takes the idea further than Sa‘adya. He argues that the images prophets see are more than a means of proof; they function as a vital symbol system, teaching the prophet through a visual, emotional language more powerful than words alone (IV:5–6: 159–60). Furthermore, Ha-Levi wedds Sa‘adya’s theory of the kavod with his Sufi language of religious experience. The Ḥaver asserts that while God connects (yattaṣilu) with all Jews, the prophets experience a more powerful degree of ittiṣāl in which they witness (yushāḥidūna) God by means of the Glory (I:3: 149).

Ha-Levi also echoes Sa‘adya’s language when he suggests that the visual forms which the prophet sees are created specifically for the prophet. Sa‘adya had written that the Glory, cloud, and throne are each a created form (ṣūra makhlūqa), newly produced (muḥdatūn), as is the speech heard by the prophet. The Ḥaver says similarly that divine attributes such as God’s majesty and power and the compassion of God become visible to the prophet in a great form created just for him (al-ṣūra al-makhlūqa lahu), which he sees instantaneously (IV:5: 160). The Ḥaver also states, however, that it is not known whether the angels that Isaiah and Ezekiel saw were temporary manifestations created specifically for the prophet, or permanent spiritual beings, which the philosophers identify with the separate intelligences (IV:3: 158). Moreover, other passages do not make it entirely clear whether Ha-Levi holds that the image is created by God, or whether it is created by the mind of the seer.

This suggests that Ha-Levi himself may have been agnostic with respect to certain theosophical descriptions he expresses through the Ḥaver. Concerned most of all with the integrity of spiritual life, he offers his readers alternative philosophical options with one goal: to help them accept the reality of prophetic visions. His focus is not ultimately on the ontological status of the Glory or its spiritual forms, but on the fact that these images inspire awe, love, and reverence in the religious believer.

Similarly, Ha-Levi, like Philo and Sa‘adya before him, draws on the notion of God’s created speech to explain the revelation at Mount Sinai. Ha-Levi’s Ḥaver, however, is hesitant to endorse the precise metaphysics of this explanation. What is important to him is the simple fact of direct revelation, which the experience at Sinai made indubitable. While Ha-Levi seems to find Sa‘adya’s metaphysical explanations useful, he is far from asserting them as dogma.
It is true that Sa‘adya’s purpose is avowedly apologetic; he asserts that he has written his book of theology to rescue fellow Jews from the sea of confusion. Sa‘adya, however, shows more conviction in his kalâm arguments than does Ha-Levi; he exudes optimism about his project of rationalizing the faith and rescuing the befuddled by means of rational proof:

If both the scholar and the learner follow this path in reading this book, the certainty of him who feels certain will increase; the doubt of him that is in doubt will vanish. The believer who blindly relies on tradition [taqlid] will turn into one basing his belief on speculation [nazâr] and understanding; those who put forth erroneous arguments will be silenced. Those who are obstinate and defy evidence will be ashamed; and the righteous and upright will rejoice. . . .

In this way the innermost thoughts of a man will be purified and brought into conformity with his outward behaviour; his prayer will be sincere, as there will be enshrined in his heart an inner voice rebuking and summoning him to right conduct, as the prophet says, “Thy words have I laid up in my heart, that I might not sin against Thee” (Psalm 119:11).

Their faith will show itself in their dealing with each other; jealousy between them in matters of this world will diminish. All will turn towards the Master of wisdom and not to anything else. He will be for them salvation, mercy and happiness, as God [be He praised and sanctified] has said, “Look unto Me and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth, for I am God, and there is none else” (Isaiah 45:22).

All this will result from the disappearance of doubts and the removal of errors. The knowledge of God and his Law will spread in the world like the spreading of water in all parts of the sea, as is said, “For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea” (Isaiah 11:9).

Sa‘adya shows not a trace of ambivalence about the value of logical argument; he boldly proclaims the spiritual rewards of rationalizing the faith. Ha-Levi’s stance in this matter is at first glance quite different. However, while his words on kalâm are biting,9 Ha-Levi’s own use of rational argument is not completely different from that of the kalâm theologians, Sa‘adya among them.10 As Leo Strauss points out, the very form of dialogue detracts from the absolute nature of any one interlocutor’s statement.11 Beyond this, Ha-Levi often has his protagonist the Ḥaver hedge his assertions, or offer them as one of several possibilities. Only select tenets are non-negotiable for Ha-Levi: foremost, the reality of direct revelation and the self-validating nature of prophetic experience. These convictions give integrity to one’s personal religious life.
Ha-Levi weds Sa‘adya’s ideas with Sufi language in another aspect of his prophetology. He describes the rabbinic story of the four who enter a garden (pardes) as a vision of the divine realm. The one who died could not bear witnessing (mushâhada) that world, and his constitution disintegrated (inhalla tarkibuhu). Ha-Levi uses this same odd Arabic phrase to describe prophets who strain to see a level of the Glory which they are not prepared to grasp: their constitution disintegrates (inhalla tarkibuhu). This notion and language in fact have their origin in Sa‘adya’s Book of Doctrines and Beliefs. In the key passage on the Glory discussed above, Sa‘adya asserts that only when they see God’s Glory do prophets become certain that God is speaking to them. However, he then goes on to qualify this assertion. The light of the Glory is actually too brilliant for prophets other than Moses to behold; the prophet who dares gaze upon it—his constitution disintegrates (inhalla tarkibuhu).

Ha-Levi thus shares with Sa‘adya the notion that there are various degrees of divine light as well as degrees of spiritual ability to witness this light. Both thinkers suggest that some levels of the Glory can only be seen by the angels, and that Moses is superior to the rest of Israel in his ability to behold exalted levels of the Glory.

What is new in Ha-Levi is the link between these ideas and the language of mushâhada. The Ḥaver asserts that the people did not have Moses’ ability to witness the grand event at Mount Sinai, just as Ben Zoma lacked the ability of Rabbi Aqiva to witness the vision of the pardes. It is true that conceptually, the notion of witness was already present in the writings of Sa‘adya and other gaonim. R. Nissim Gaon, for example, argues that the nation of Israel knows the reality of God by sensible perception, whereas the other nations engage in proof; he even quotes Isaiah’s statement that the people of Israel are witnesses to God. Ha-Levi weds these notions with Sufi terminology, and—most importantly—places experience at the heart of things. Ha-Levi transforms gaonic ideas by investing them with a new experiential dimension that would speak powerfully to his contemporaries.

We find an additional possible borrowing from Sa‘adya in Ha-Levi’s parable of the travelers to India who arrive at (waṣala ʿilâ) the palace of the King (I:109). We recall that Sa‘adya had used the phrase “clinging in obedience” (lāzimina ṭā’a) to translate certain instances in which the Bible speaks of people clinging (deveqim) to God. Ha-Levi softens the language of union that he uses in this parable by echoing Sa‘adya’s conservative rendering of devequt as obedient service. The Ḥaver suggests that later generations of Jews took upon themselves
obedience \( (i lt z a m a \ t a ' a ) \) to the Divine in order to make connection \( ( l i - y a t t a s i l a ) \) with the King, knowing that connection \( ( i t t i s a l ) \) is bliss \( ( s a ' a d a ) \).

As we saw in the previous chapter, we have some evidence from Ha-Levi’s poetry that he associated the Biblical language of clinging to God \( ( d e v e q u t ) \) with the Arabic notion of union or connection \( ( i t t i s a l ) \)—an association that many Judaeo-Arabic thinkers and translators were making. Here, however, by echoing Sa’adya’s conservative rendering of \( d e v e q u t \), Ha-Levi’s language suggests that the way to connection with God is through obedience or worship; arriving at God in a Jewish context does not take one out of the domain of halakhic service. While Avicenna, for example, describes Sufi arrival \( ( w u s a l ) \) as unitive absorption in the one Truth that is God,\(^{16}\) Ha-Levi describes arrival as respectful obedience, rather than direct clinging. It is true that manuals of Sufi piety themselves enjoin acts of obedience \( ( t a ' a ) \). The more radical Sufis, however, would have seen these as characterizing the path to \( i t t i s a l \) or \( w u s a l \), whereas Ha-Levi suggests that obedient worship characterizes the life of connection and arrival with God.

Ha-Levi thus borrows key terms, themes, and Judaeo-Arabic associations from Sa’adya Gaon. While the two thinkers’ overall attitude toward the value of rational argument may diverge somewhat, Ha-Levi and Sa’adya show important similarities in religious temperament.

\[ b. \text{ Bahya ibn Paqūda} \]

Ha-Levi’s relationship to Bahya ibn Paqūda is not as clear as his relation to Sa’adya. We found no direct borrowings from Bahya in the \textit{Kuzari}, although we noted one striking parallel in Ha-Levi’s poetry.\(^{17}\) While Bahya was highly influenced by the ascetic strain of Sufism, Ha-Levi’s references to contemporary asceticism—in passages filled with Sufi language—are overwhelmingly negative.\(^{18}\) Bahya structures his work like a Sufi manual, with a step-by-step program for the spiritual life; Ha-Levi, in contrast, resists any systematic approach to spirituality outside the Torah’s commandments.

Somewhat surprisingly, Bahya—the pious unworldly ascetic—is more appreciative of the value of philosophical and theological proofs than is Ha-Levi.\(^{19}\) Bahya borrows from \textit{kalām} discourse proofs for the existence of God and for creation; however he embellishes these \textit{kalām} proofs with Sufi ideals, particularly with respect to the absolute unity of God \( ( t a w h i d ) \).\(^{20}\) One might say that Bahya lived at a time before the entrenchment of radical Aristotelian philosophy, one in which philosophy
and theology could serve as humble handmaidens to the life of faith.\footnote{In fact, Bahya stresses the religious obligation to rationalize one’s belief, sharply denouncing \textit{taqlid} as a shirking of the duty to discover the truth for oneself.\footnote{Ha-Levi, in contrast, sees philosophical investigation as having reached arrogant proportions and holds up simple \textit{taqlid} as an ideal. He asserts through the voice of the King—perhaps ironically—that investigation is incumbent only on those who have unfortunately fallen into the pit of argument and dispute (V:1: 191).}}

Bahya describes people who rely on the knowledge of others in \textit{taqlid} as a company of people who are blind, each following the blind person in front of him. Only the prophet can see—a most unfortunate situation for all except the prophet. Bahya’s metaphor of vision here, however, is mental; “seeing” is not distinguished from intellectual knowledge. Bahya holds that every person is required to prove for himself the truths of faith; those who follow blindly are lacking intellectual vision. For Ha-Levi, in contrast, those who approach the Divine through the intellect are themselves, as it were, blind. The prophet alone can truly see the divine realm; those who do not possess the prophetic faculty have no choice but to rely in \textit{taqlid} upon those who do. All of Israel, however, have at least the potential for this prophetic vision, awakened at Mount Sinai. Ha-Levi thus softens the gap between prophets and other Jews by suggesting that through the life of \textit{mitsvot}, Jews can achieve the degree of prophetic revelation (\textit{wahy})—a degree which, as Jews, they possess in potentia. \textit{Wahy} does not require rationalizing the faith, but rather observing the commandments.

Bahya and Ha-Levi, then, immersed in some of the same currents of thought, offer very different responses. Bahya adopts both the form and vocabulary of Sufi manuals of piety; we do not find in Bahya the transformation of Sufi terminology that we find in Ha-Levi. Bahya’s statement that the soul yearns to connect (\textit{li-tattašila}) with the divine light,\footnote{for example, is a standard Neo-Platonic and Sufi motif. His views on \textit{taqlid} and the necessity of discovering truths for oneself are shared by Sufis, philosophers, and \textit{kalam} theologians.} for example, is a standard Neo-Platonic and Sufi motif. His views on \textit{taqlid} and the necessity of discovering truths for oneself are shared by Sufis, philosophers, and \textit{kalam} theologians.

Bahya is therefore fundamentally in harmony with the intellectual trends of his day. While he seeks to bring out the pietistic, interior element in Judaism, he does not do so at the expense of other values held by the intellectual elite. Ha-Levi’s adoption of Arabic, and specifically Sufi terminology is more subtle and subversive. What Bahya and Ha-Levi share is a common vocabulary and a concern for the integrity of spiritual life. The religious sensibilities of the two thinkers are, however, fundamentally quite different.
3. Ha-Levi’s Relationship to Islamic Predecessors

a. Al-Fārābī, Avicenna, and Ibn Bājjah

Ha-Levi’s use of contemporary Islamic thought is equally subtle and varied. Herbert Davidson, Shlomo Pines, and others observed that the doctrine laid out by the philosopher in I:1 corresponds to the doctrine of the Spanish philosopher Ibn Bājjah, while that in V:12 is a treatise copied word for word from Avicenna. The Haver’s description of the philosophical theory of prophecy in I:87 corresponds in broad strokes to the theories of al-Fārābī, Avicenna, and Ibn Bājjah.

Our study has placed Ha-Levi’s use of philosophical material in a broader context. Ha-Levi has not simply rejected philosophical views, but appropriated a vocabulary common to both Sufis and philosophers for his own purposes. In I:87, for example, the Haver explains that the revelation at Mount Sinai disproved the philosophical theory that prophecy occurs through lesser degrees of inspiration such as ilhām and ta‘yīd. We now have a broader framework for understanding this statement. The Haver tells us, in fact, that the Sanhedrin themselves are guided in their judging by ilhām and ta‘yīd; they also come upon their scientific knowledge through these forms of inspiration. Ilhām and ta‘yīd are rejected, however, as ways of describing the revelation at Mount Sinai and the origin of the Torah. The Torah did not originate in the mind of Moses; prophecy is not simply mental assistance that the prophet receives from the divine Active Intellect. While these forms of internal support do not explain the origin of the Torah, Ha-Levi does not completely reject their existence and validity. Ilhām and ta‘yīd not only explain the assistance the Sanhedrin receives in deciding law—prophets, too, receive inspirations (ilhāmāt), just as they perform wonders and miracles through the aid of God.

The event at Mount Sinai, in contrast, represents a higher degree of inspiration altogether, which Ha-Levi terms “revelation” (waḥy). Here Ha-Levi again follows Sa‘adya, who reserves the term waḥy for revelation of the books of the Bible, insisting that every word of sacred Scripture is divinely dictated. Sa‘adya appears to be polemizing against Karaite opponents, who attribute the psalms and perhaps other prayers and poems to inspiration (ilhām) rather than word-for-word revelation (waḥy).

Ha-Levi reflects the debate over waḥy and ilhām, but shifts opponents. His concern is philosophers such as Al-Fārābī and Avicenna, who describe prophecy in naturalistic terms as inspiration, and thus blur the
boundaries between ordinary thinking, inspiration (ilhām), and revelation (wahy). Ha-Levi is also concerned to combat philosophical skepticism, to preserve the divine origin of the Torah, and to uphold the uniqueness of the revelation at Mount Sinai. Ha-Levi’s relationship to these philosophers is not, however, wholly negative. He does incorporate a treatise of Avicennian thought in Part Five of the Kuzari. At times, he offers philosophical argument as a kind of fallback position. TheHAVER goes to great lengths in IV:3 to justify the reality of prophetic visions through a sound epistemology. Ha-Levi apparently views philosophy as a tool which, like kalām, has great dangers and is often misused, but which is not without value in bolstering faith.

b. al-Ghazzālī

As I noted in the Introduction, David Kaufmann emphasized the similarities between Ha-Levi and al-Ghazzālī, giving some the impression that Ha-Levi had essentially translated the ideas of Ghazzālī into a Jewish framework. More recent scholars have sought to qualify this characterization, among them David Baneth in his insightful examination of the two thinkers. Let us explore what our study has revealed about the relationship between Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī.

Our research does affirm certain of Kaufmann’s assertions, including the possible literary relationship between the two thinkers—but with some qualification. For example, Kaufmann traced to Ghazzālī a metaphor in Kuzari III:37, in which the King compares the Karaites—admired for their diligent striving (ijtihād) in matters of religious law—to wanderers in the wilderness, who must ever be prepared for battle. In contrast, followers of the rabbis can rest, body and soul, upon their humble mats of taqlīd.

The passage in Ghazzālī that Kaufmann cites is not an exact parallel. Ghazzālī writes that kalām theologians are like guards hired to protect pilgrims on the hajj against bands of marauders. If the brigands would cease their oppression, he asserts, there would be no need for guards. Just so, theology is needed to protect the hearts of the faithful masses from the innovations of heretics. If the innovators would cease spewing out their nonsense—the vehemence is Ghazzālī’s—there would be no need for theology.

The greatest error of the theologians, Ghazzālī continues, is that they exaggerate the scope of their territory; they claim to have insight into the nature of God, divine attributes, the afterlife, and other matters which belong to the science of revelation (’ilm al-mukāshafa) proper. Let
the theologians rather confine themselves to the matter of dialectics, and not mistakenly consider themselves among the learned (‘ulamā’).  

We can see that while there are points of contact between the two metaphors, there are also significant differences. Ghazzālī’s metaphor is directed against the theologians; he describes kalām dialectics as mere weapons of protection to guard the hearts of the faithful, with no intrinsic value. This, indeed, was a standard critique of kalām—that it was a weapon of debate, of religious polemics, and could not be relied upon as valid proof (burhān).

Ha-Levi’s metaphor in III:37, in contrast, is framed in the context of law, rather than theology. Because Karaites approach Biblical law with individual qiyās, they do not arrive at one common halakhah as do those who rely upon rabbinic tradition. The Karaites therefore must be ever prepared to defend their legal reasoning against new arguments they meet each day. Ghazzālī portrays kalām dialectic as a weapon against theological innovation; the Haver describes Karaite legal qiyās as a weapon of protection to fend off shifting arguments in halakhah.

We should remember, however, that while Ha-Levi’s argument against the Karaites is here framed within a legal context, the Haver also refers to the Karaites explicitly in his attack on kalām in V:1–2 and in V:15–16. Further, we have seen a clear rhetorical pattern with regard to the term qiyās; Ha-Levi uses the negative associations he establishes for qiyās in one sphere to taint other spheres. We may therefore surmise that Ha-Levi intends his attack on Karaite legal qiyās in III:37 to extend to theological qiyās as well, for which the Karaites were also well known.

Kaufmann’s enthusiastic assertion of direct literary borrowing must therefore be qualified somewhat. The common metaphor to which Kaufmann pointed has shifted from the sphere of theology to that of law, and we find no direct linguistic links between the two passages. Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī do, however, show a very similar attitude toward dialectical argument, particularly if we take Ha-Levi’s critique of Karaite qiyās in Book Three together with his attacks on kalām in Book Five.

And indeed, we find a terminological connection between Books Three and Five which strengthens Kaufmann’s case. Ha-Levi’s critique of qiyās in Book Three is linked to his attack on kalām in Book Five through the concept of taqlīd. Kalām theologians argue that peace of mind (sukūn al-nafs) can be found only by proving the truths of faith for oneself, not by relying in taqlīd on the arguments of others. In III:37–38 Ha-Levi inverts this argument. To the contrary, it is those who rely upon their own qiyās who can never find rest, for they must ever be prepared to battle those who challenge their views. Reliance (taqlīd) on the rabbis
brings true rest to the soul. In fact, if the Karaites are ever found agreeing with one another, it is only because they, too, have resorted to taqlīd on one of their founders. They might just as well rely on those who are in fact reliable, the rabbis.

The Ḥaver argues similarly in V:14 and in IV:23 that philosophers only agree with one another if they follow the taqlīd of the same philosophical school. The masses, however, prefer taqlīd on the rabbis to taqlīd on the philosophers; they are not fooled by the superficial elegance of the philosophers’ proofs. Here, too, he uses the concept of peace of mind (sukūn al-nafs); the masses find peace of mind with the Sages, not with the philosophers, as intellectuals may have led them to expect (IV:17: 169).

The tie between taqlīd and kalām in Book Five links this attack to the earlier passages. The King asserts in V:1 that taqlīd is only appropriate for one with pleasantness of soul (ṭib al-nafs); for someone who has already fallen into doubts, conjectures, and philosophical debates, investigation is necessary. We recall that the Ḥaver responds with pathos:

But who among us has a calm soul, which is not deceived by these passing views—the views of natural scientists, astrologers, makers of talismans, magicians, materialists, philosophers and others. One does not [today] arrive at faith except after one has passed through many stages of heresy [zandaqa]. Life is short and the labor long. Only unique individuals have faith by nature, and these opinions are all repugnant to them; their souls immediately note the point of their offensiveness. And I hope that you may be among those singular ones. [However] if it be thus, and I cannot avoid [acceeding to your request], I will not travel the way of the Karaites who ascended to metaphysics without levels. (V:2: 191)

Ha-Levi’s tone with respect to kalām is more biting in V:16. The Ḥaver asserts that kalām has little value; the practitioner of kalām only fools his listeners into thinking he is superior to the simple, pious believer. The tragic irony is that the theologian, like the Karaite, pretentiously extends his intellect in vain search of that which the Jew possesses by tradition. The Ḥaver even suggests that the Jew is endowed by nature with a gift for spirituality. Like the natural poet, the Jew needs only hints to awaken a latent understanding (V:16: 213).

In both Book Five and Book Three, then, Ha-Levi contrasts the superficial attraction of legal and theological ijtihād with the simplicity of taqlīd. In III:37, the Ḥaver argues that people are fooled by the greater striving (ijtihād) of the Karaites and mistake the calm of the rabbis for laziness. In V:16, he argues likewise that people are fooled by the
theologian’s “luster of knowledge” and mistakenly think the theologian superior to the simple believer. The thread between Ha-Levi’s attacks on legal and theological *qiyās* thus strengthens the parallel to Ghazzālī. Ha-Levi may well have been aware of Ghazzālī’s metaphor of *qiyās* as a weapon of battle in the sphere of *kalām*, and applied it to the field of law as well.

Ha-Levi’s attack on philosophy in V:14 is also quite reminiscent of Ghazzālī. Like Ghazzālī, the *Haver* asserts that many had been fooled by the philosophers. Since philosophers achieved certainty in mathematics and logic, people thought their statements in metaphysics had the status of apodictic proof (*burhān*) as well (V:14: 208–9).[^30]

We find an equally strong literary link in another sphere. As Kaufmann pointed out, both Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī make use of the Sufi image of the “inner eye.”[^31] In his spiritual autobiography *Al-munqidh min al-ḏalāl*, Ghazzālī describes a stage after the intellect in which another eye is opened, which sees both the hidden and the future. He compares those who are skeptical about this power of vision and the realities it sees to a person born blind who has no understanding of color. Similarly, a person who had never experienced the dream state would doubt the fantastic visions people claim to have had there. Ghazzālī writes:

> Just as the intellect is one human stage in which a person receives an eye by which he sees various species of intelligibles from which the senses are far removed, the prophetic power [*al-nubūwwa*] is an expression signifying a stage in which man receives an eye possessed of a light, and in its light the unknown and other phenomena not normally perceived [*yudrakū*] by the intellect become visible.

Doubt about prophecy touches either its possibility, its existence, or its belonging to a specific individual. The proof [*dalīl*] of its possibility is its existence [*wujūd*]. And the proof [*dalīl*] of its existence is the existence in the world of knowledge which could not conceivably be obtained by the intellect alone, such as the knowledge of medicine and of astronomy. For whoever examines such knowledge knows of necessity that it can be obtained only by a Divine inspiration [*ilhām*] and special help [*tawfīq*] from God Most High, and that there is no empirical way to it. . . . The properties of prophecy beyond those just mentioned can be perceived only by taste [*dhawq*] as a result of following the way of Sufism [*sulūk tariq al-taṣawwUF*].[^32]

Almost every statement in this passage finds a parallel in Ha-Levi. Like Ghazzālī, the *Haver* in IV:3 describes the gift of prophecy as an inner eye that sees what the intellect cannot perceive. The prophet regards others
who do not possess this eye as blind people whom he or she must guide (IV:3: 155). Ha-Levi is adamant, moreover, that prophetic vision is self-validating. Greek philosophers rejected prophecy only because qiyās rejects whatever it has not seen. The prophets, however, could not deny what they witnessed with the inner eye (IV:3: 157).

Ghazzālī asserts similarly that the proof of prophecy is simply its existence. While prophecy is self-validating, however, its existence is proved by the existence of knowledge that could not be attained except through divine inspiration. Ha-Levi likewise argues that prophecy brings scientific and metaphysical knowledge that human qiyās on its own could not obtain. Like Ha-Levi, Ghazzālī argues that the properties of prophecy can only be known by taste (dhawq); Ha-Levi, too, characterizes the unique prophetic way of knowing God as dhawq (IV:16–17: 168–69).

Consider, moreover, the following formulation, in Ghazzālī’s Mishkāt al-anwār (The Niche for Lights):

Why should it be impossible that beyond reason there should be a further plane on which there appear things which do not appear on the plane of intelligence, just as it is possible for the intelligence itself to be a plane above the discriminating faculty and the senses, and for revelations of wonders and marvels to be made to it beyond the reach of senses and the discriminating faculty? Beware of making the ultimate perfection stop at yourself! Consider the intuitive sense [dhawq] for poetry, if you would have an example of everyday experience taken from those special gifts which particularize some people.

Here Ghazzālī compares the additional source of knowledge to the intuitive sense (dhawq: literally “taste”) for poetry, just as the Ḥaver in V:16 compares pure faith to a poetic gift. The Ḥaver points out that in contrast to those who quantify meter through the study of prosody, natural poets sense (yadhūqu: literally “taste”) the correct meter. Similarly, the person of innate faith senses the Divine, while the theologian—who arrogantly constructs proofs for the existence of God—is in fact as awkward in religion as is the student of prosody in poetry (V:16: 213). And just as the Ḥaver pokes fun at the uninspired pedantry of those inept at poetry, so Ghazzālī writes of someone lacking dhawq: “Even were all the masters of music in the world to call a conference with a view of making him understand the meaning of this musical sense [dhawq], they would be quite powerless to do so.”

Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī thus agree that prophets possess an intuitive gift for seeing or sensing the Divine which ordinary human beings do
not. Is such a talent innate or can it be developed? Ghazzālī suggests that the inner eye may be developed by traveling the path of Sufism. Indeed, anyone who has not traveled the path and had an experience of *dhawq* knows nothing of prophecy except the name. Ha-Levi, too, indicates that the capacity for prophecy may be developed, through practice of the commandments (V:20:223; 1:103:35). The nation of Israel is naturally endowed with a potential for prophecy that must be realized; like the natural poet, they need only hints to bring out the hidden sparks of faith.

It is true that we do not find in Ha-Levi the openly enthusiastic embrace of Sufism we find in Ghazzālī. Nevertheless, the two thinkers share a religious sensibility in many ways. Both are serious and respectful students of Aristotelian philosophy, who criticize it using similar arguments. Both reject *kalām*, and do so for similar reasons. For both Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī, reason has its place, but must be superseded by direct tasting of the Divine (*dhawq*). Both use the metaphor of the inner eye to make prophetic experience comprehensible in scientific terms. Influenced by similar intellectual and spiritual currents—Sufism, neo-Platonism, and an incipient revolt against rationalism—Ha-Levi and Ghazzālī weave these elements together in a strikingly similar fashion.

A final parallel that should be mentioned is the two thinkers’ attitudes towards the commandments of their respective religions. Both were apparently concerned about the potential for anti-nomianism in pursuit of the mystical or ascetic life. Ghazzālī—like Qushayri, another moderate Sufi-inclined thinker—was disturbed by anti-nomian trends within Sufism, and insisted on the necessity of the commandments in drawing near to God. This concern finds a close parallel in Ha-Levi, as noted by Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, who quotes Ha-Levi to elucidate Ghazzālī: “It is therefore impossible to overestimate the tremendous importance of the commandments [for Ghazzālī] since, in the words of Judah Halevi, man does not attain to *al‘Amr al-‘Ilāhi* except by divine command; that is, by deeds that God has commanded.”

4. Concluding Remarks

My aim in this study has been to understand Ha-Levi’s thought more fully by situating his language and arguments in their Islamic context. Ha-Levi shows a complex, dialectical relationship to the spiritual and intellectual streams of his day: Sufism, philosophy, Karaism, *kalām*. He has woven together diverse strands of medieval Islamic culture in a unique and unprecedented way. This study has shown that Ha-Levi’s relationship to Islamic thought is indeed multi-dimensional.
This multi-dimensional fabric includes doctrines that challenge the reader; Ha-Levi never shies away from the provocative elements of his theories. To comprehend his thought fully, we must hold the conflicting elements of his views in tension, not diminishing the importance or function of any aspect of the debate. Perhaps this is the ultimate reason Ha-Levi chose the medium of dialogue: not to hide his true views, but to reveal the complexity of truth.41

Our literary-philological analysis has revealed that the Kuzari is a work of philosophical poetry, in which Ha-Levi expands and re-shapes language to express his spiritual vision. Deeply indebted to the experiential language of Sufism, he depicts a Judaism of rich individual and communal religious experience. His spiritual stance is at once militantly Jewish and intensely personal. He cannot be easily placed in a conceptual box; Ha-Levi is neither a Jewish Sufi, an Aristotelian philosopher, a mu-takallim, nor a dogmatic anti-rationalist. Ha-Levi’s transformation of Sufi vocabulary reveals a unique dimension to the artistry and spiritual texture of the Kuzari. Through it, he points to the religious experience he senses at the heart of Judaism.
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Notes

Introduction


3. The term *rabbinic Judaism* refers to the religion of the rabbis or Sages (*Ḥakhamim*) whose teachings are recorded in the Mishnah and Talmud in the first five centuries of the Common Era. The Karaites challenged the central claim of rabbinic Judaism—the claim that rabbinic law possesses divine authority. In rejecting rabbinic oral tradition, the Karaites claimed to be pure Biblicists; their Hebrew name, *Qara’im*, means “readers,” i.e., readers of Scripture. Like all “fundamentalists,” however, the Karaites developed their own authoritative tradition of Scriptural interpretation, which they held up as a counterclaim to rabbinic tradition. For

4. Kitāb al-radd wa’l-dalīl fī’l-dīn al-dhalīl. In the letter of Ha-Levi to his friend Ḥalfon b. Netanel in which Ha-Levi suggests that the book began in response to questions from a Karaite scholar, he refers to the work as The Book of the Kuzari or The Kuzari Book (Ha-sefer ha-kuzari). Goitein and Baneth both believe that this is a reference to a first edition of the work that was mainly concerned with Karaism, some form of which we find now in Book Three. Goitein, “Autographs,” 402 and n.33; Baneth, “Autographs,” 297–99.


7. Ha-Levi uses the term ‘ʿamal, which signifies action in the broadest sense. While the King is very diligent in the worship (taʿabbud) and practices (aʿmāl) of the Khazar religion, his behavior (ʿamal) as a whole is not pleasing to God.

8. I have rendered the Arabic term al-Ḥabar in its familiar Hebrew translation: ha-Ḥaver. Ḥabar is an Arabic term for a non-Muslim cleric or a rabbinic scholar; Ḥaver is a Mishnaic Hebrew term for a Jewish scholar. I have chosen the familiar Hebrew term Ḥaver to capture what I believe to be Ha-Levi’s intent—to connote a rabbinic scholar and teacher, an authoritative spokesperson for rabbinic Judaism.


11. The history of scholarship on Bahya’s sources is reviewed in the “Translator’s Introduction,” to Bahya’s Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, tr. Menahem Mansoor (London, 1973), 18–39 and in the article of Amos Goldreich, “Possible Arabic Sources for the Distinction between ‘Duties of the Heart’ and

12. Amos Goldreich has argued cogently for this possible influence; he traces the title of Bahya’s book to al-Muḥāṣibī’s *Masā’il fī a‘māl al-ğulūb wa-l-jawāriḥ* (*Questions Concerning the Actions of the Heart and the Limbs*); Goldreich also found in this work of Muḥāṣibī a parallel to a key statement in Bahya. See Goldreich, ibid., 193–96, 179–83.


14. I am indebted to Professor Twersky for sharing this observation of Wolfson’s.

15. Ha-Levi was an inspiration for such diverse circles as thirteenth-century Kabbalists, fourteenth- and fifteenth-century antirationalists, and eighteenth-century Ḥasidim. The standard traditional edition of the *Kuzari* includes commentaries of the Italian Renaissance thinker Yehuda Moscato (*Qol Yehudah*) and the eighteenth-century Haskalah figure Israel of Zamosc (*Otsar Nehmad*). In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Samuel David Luzzato, Franz Rosenzweig, and Abraham Isaac Kook were all indebted to Ha-Levi. A full history of Ha-Levi’s influence on Jewish thought has yet to be written. For one recent study, see Dov Schwartz, “The Revival of *Sefer ha-Kuzari* in Jewish Philosophy (The Thought of a Circle of Interpreters of the *Kuzari* in Provence in the Beginning of the Fifteenth Century)” (Hebrew) in *Studies in Medieval Jewish History and Literature*, vol. 3 (Cambridge, Mass., forthcoming).


21. For example, Efros asserts that Ha-Levi recognizes two states of prophecy: one that he characterizes as ilhām and one that he characterizes as wahy. While Efros presents this distinction as if Ha-Levi uses it consistently, several of the passages he adduces do not fit neatly into his scheme, and some do not use these terms. Efros, “Some Aspects of Yehudah Ha-Levi’s Mysticism,” in idem, Studies in Medieval Jewish Philosophy (New York, 1974), 148–50 and notes; see below, Part 4, section B.


32. Let us examine these passages. In 111:17, the Ḥaver examines the first three blessings of the silent prayer (‘Amidah) and asserts that the third blessing which describes the holiness of God points to the philosophers’ “negative” description of God: the philosophers assert God’s utter transcendence of all physical attributes. This blessing, however, is necessarily preceded by the blessings describing God’s involvement in the lives of the Biblical ancestors and God’s mighty deeds, which together show that God is in fact connected with the affairs of this world, governing and guiding as Lord and Sovereign:

And after the affirmation of the blessings “ancestors” (Avot) and “mighty deeds” (gevurot) which suggest that He is connected (yata‘allaqa) with this material world (the worshipper) declares him too high (yunazzihu) and holy (yuqaddisu) and exalted (yurafi‘u) for it to be fitting to connect him (yata‘allaquhu) with any material attributes, in the blessing “The Holiness of God,” (which reads) “You are Holy.”

And in this blessing he conceives (yata‘sawwar) (him) as the philosophers describe him, as free from anthropomorphism (tanzih) and holy (taqdis), after declaring his Lordship (rububiyyatibi) and sovereignty (mulkihi) in the blessings “Ancestors” and “Mighty Deeds,” by which we affirm that we have a king and legislator. (III:17:106)

The Ḥaver makes clear, Silman argues, that the third blessing is not meant to negate the first two. The two aspects of God—transcendence and immanence—appear together in the same prayer. Silman argues that in his early thought Ha-Levi saw these two ways of knowing and describing God as complementary; it is only later that he conceives of them as mutually exclusive. (Silman, Filosof, 112–14, 162–63; English, 120–23, 183–86).
However, if we look at IV:3—which Silman ascribes to the later period in Ha-Levi’s thought—we see that the Haver describes the paradox of transcendence and immanence in almost identical language. Here the Haver explains the divine name “Holy One:"

Holy [Qadosh] is an expression for that which is free from all anthropomorphism [tanzih] and too exalted [tarfi‘] for any attribute of created things to be appropriate, even if he is called that only metaphorically.

And thus Isaiah heard, “Holy, holy, holy,” without end, meaning that God is too high [munazzah], too exalted [muraffa‘a] too holy [muqaddasa] and too pure [mubarra‘a] for any impurity of the people in whose midst his light dwells [halla] to touch him. “Holy” is a term for the spiritual, which is never corporealized and to which no corporeal thing can cling [or: which no corporeal thing can resemble].

However God is called “Holy One of Israel” as an expression for the 'amr ‘ilahī which is connected to him [Israel] [al-muttaṣil bi-hi] and then to all his descendents, a connection of governance and guidance, not a connection of clinging and touching. And [thus] not everyone who wants to has permission to say, “My God” and “My Holy One,” except metaphorically, by way of imitation [taqlid]. In truth, only a prophet or a waliy can say that, one to whom the ‘amr ‘ilahī is connected [yattaṣilu bi-hi]. (IV:3:151)

We see once again the two poles Silman points to in 111:17: God is transcendent and free of all attributes (tanzih) as the philosophers assert, but God is also connected to the affairs of human beings in the material world. The Haver expresses this paradox by juxtaposing the name “Holy One,” which suggests the absolute transcendence of God, with the name “Holy One of Israel,” which asserts that God is nevertheless connected (muttaṣil) with Israel (Jacob) and all his descendents—not physically, but through providential guidance.

Silman asserts that in his late thought, Ha-Levi conceives of God as radically transcendent and unknowable, whereas in his early thought, he conceives of God as essentially intellect and thus knowable. However, we have seen that 111:17 and IV:3 describe the paradox of God’s transcendence and immanence almost identically.

33. Ibid., 174; English, 199.
36. One element of fiction is clear. Even if he had before him the correspondence between Joseph and Hasdai Ibn Shaprut, he could not have known the actual
arguments that convinced King Bulan to convert. Rather, Ha-Levi chose this historical setting as a context for his own exposition of the Jewish faith.

37. See Abraham Ibn Ezra’s long commentary to Exodus 20:2, where he responds to Ha-Levi’s query as to why God addressed Israel thus. Ha-Levi does not quote Exodus 20:2 verbatim, but interprets it in Arabic: anā allah maʿabuduka (1:25: 11).

38. See below, 29ff.


40. I follow here the felicitous French translation of Touati, Le Kuzari: Apologie de la religion méprisée, 42.

41. While paragraph one speaks of a pious person (mutaʿabbid), paragraphs two and three describe the good person (khayyir).

42. Strauss remarks that here “the account of the philosophic teaching is introduced as an account of the kalām,” and that in V:14, the Ḥaver describes the various philosophical sects (those of Pythagoras, Empedocles, Plato, and Aristotle), as sects of mutakallimin. For Strauss, this failure to distinguish between philosophy and theology is a symptom of difficulties in Halevi’s presentation of philosophy. Strauss, ibid., 110 n.44. For Wolfson’s view, see below, 175, n 43.

Part 1


3. In medieval Aristotelian thought, the celestial world consisted of nine spheres, each governed by an emanated divine intelligence. Medieval thinkers such as al-Fārābī also posited a tenth intelligence, which they identified with the “active intellect” spoken of by Aristotle in De Anima. This Active Intellect was held to govern our world in the sphere under the moon and to bring potential human thought into actuality. Most philosophers believed that the Active Intellect was the celestial limit beyond which the human mind could not reach. The goal of spiritual life was therefore union with the tenth divine intellect. See Herbert Davidson, “Cuzari,” REJ, 352ff.; idem, “Active Intellect,” Viator, 109, 134ff.; idem, Intellect, 3–4, 44ff.

4. qunī’, khudī’, khushī’

5. He is called called al-kāmil, a term with both Sufi and philosophical resonance. See below, p. 30. See also Nicholson, “The Perfect Man,” in Studies in Islamic Mysticism (Cambridge, 1921), 77–148; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, s.v. “Perfect Man.”


12. ‘āqil . . . ma‘qūl

The full passage reads: “When the soul leaves this world and enters that upper world, she makes her way to the intellect and cleaves to it (iltazamathu), and having cleaved to it unites with it [tuwaĥhidat bi-hi] without loss of her self. On the contrary, she becomes more distinct and purer and clearer, because she and the intellect are then one thing and two, like two species. If the soul is in this state, she does not admit change in any way at all, but is unchanging in her world, for she knows herself and knows that she knows herself, with a single knowledge, with no division between them. And she becomes like that only because she becomes herself the thinker and the object of thought, and she becomes so only through the intensity of her conjunction [shaddat al-ittišāl] and union [tawawḥud] with intellect, so that it is as if she and it were one.” Full translation by G. Lewis in Plotini Opera, ed. P. Henry and H-R. Schwzyzer (Paris, 1959), 69.

14. Avicenna indeed echoes the language of this passage, which speaks of the intensity of ittišāl (shaddat al-ittišāl) with Intellect. In the Shifā’, Avicenna writes: “Thus there might be an individual whose soul is so supported (assisted) by great purity and intensity of ittišāl (shaddat al-ittišāl) with first intelligible principles that he blazes with intuition, i.e. with the receptivity (to inspiration coming) from the Active Intelligence concerning everything.” Avicenna, Shifā’: De Anima, published as Avicenna’s De Anima, ed. F. Rahman, 249–50. And see below, pp. 137–38. On the ecstatic element in Plotinus, see Philip Merlan, Mysticism, Monopsychism, Metaconsciousness: Problems of the Soul in the Neo-Aristotelian and Neoplatonic Traditions (The Hague, 1963), pp. 79–82.


16. For a different view, see Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies in Al-Ghazzālī (Jerusalem, 1975), 264–68. Professor Lazarus-Yafeh argues that Ghazzālī found in Sufism a way to defuse attraction to the foreign ideas of Neo-Platonism.

17. See Munqidh, 133; Watt, 61; McCarthy, 95.

18. We should note Ghazzālī’s extensive use of Sufi terminology here; in addition to the root w-š-l, Ghazzālī alludes to the Sufi notions of taste (dhawq), mystical state (ḥāl), annihilation (fanā’) and permanent abiding (baqā’). Mishkāt al-anwār, ed. A. Afifi (Cairo, 1964) 56 (92); W. H. T. Gairdner, Al-Ghazzālī’s Mishkāt Al-Anwār (“The Niche for Lights”) (English) (Lahore, 1952), 158.

19. It is true that Bahya furnishes kalām proofs to demonstrate the unity of the Divine (tawḥīd). Yet Bahya is not simply a mutakallim. A strong Neo-Platonic and Sufi sensibility emerge as well, as he brings forth the paradox of God’s utter transcendence and yet absolute nearness. Bahya in fact quotes an anonymous verse that will reappear in the poetry of Ha-Levi: “My God, where can I find You, or rather where can I not find You? You have hidden Yourself so as not to be seen, while the whole is full of You!” Bahya ibn Paquīda, Al-Hidāja ‘ilā farā’id al-qulūb, ed. A. S. Yahuda (Leiden, 1912), 82; Torah Ḥovot ha-Levavot, ed. J. Qafih, 85; tr. M. Mansoor, The Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, 143.

21. Or: the most balanced (upright) of ways (*a’dal al-’turūq*). On justice and moderation (*i’tidāl*), see below p. 46.

22. Ha-Levi evokes this image once again in III:11: 99. In this passage, the *Haver* depicts a Sufi-like meditation on the participation of God in the pious person’s every action. The Sufi resonance of this motif—the notion that God acts through the limbs of the fully perfected human being—can be heard in the language of Ghazzali: “All movements [*harakât*] and all restings [*sakanât*] [of the Sufis], whether external or internal, are illuminated from the light of the lamp of prophecy [*nubuwwa*]; and beyond the light of prophecy, there is no other light on the face of the earth which may be the source of illumination.” *Munqidh*, 132; McCarthy, 94; Watt, 60.

The Sufis based themselves on the following *ḥadīth qudsī* (a tradition in which God speaks): “My servant ceases not to draw nigh unto Me by works of devotion, until I love him, and when I love him I am the eye by which he sees and the ear by which he hears. When he approaches a span I approach a cubit, and when he comes walking I come running.” Abû Naṣr al-Sarrāj, *Kitāb al-luma’,* ed. Nicholson (Leiden, 1914), 59; cited by Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 133.

A similar motif occurs in III:51 of Guide of the Perplexed, in which Maimonides depicts Moses and the patriarchs as acting with their limbs only, while their intellects are engaged in the contemplation of God. Barry Kogan and David Shatz note the similarity to this passage in Kuzari 1:1. See Shatz, “Worship, Corporeality, and Human Perfection: A Reading of Guide of the Perplexed III:51–54,” in *The Thought of Moses Maimonides: Philosophical and Legal Studies*, ed. I. Robinson, L. Kaplan, J. Bauer (Lewiston, New York, 1990), 126 n.47.

23. *Munqidh*, 140; Watt, 66; McCarthy, 99. It may also be that the philosophers were forced to define and explain prophecy through the Active Intellect in response to Sufi claims that it was the Sufi path alone that led to, and could fully comprehend, prophecy. The Islamic philosophers sought to describe a theory of knowledge that would encompass philosophy, prophecy, and religious experience. See Fazlur Rahman, Prophecy in Islam: Philosophy and Orthodoxy (London, 1958). On Ha-Levi’s use of the term *dhawq*, see Efros, “Mysticism,” 147–48 and nn.23–24.

24. *matlūb*

25. Or: knowledge of the hidden (*‘ilm ghayb*).

26. Ha-Levi turns the philosopher’s ironic tone against the philosopher by using the term *matlūb*—by which Sufis referred to the divine beloved—to refer to a much more modest object of union, the Active Intellect of the philosophers. On the King’s dream, see Robert Eisen, “The Problem of the King’s Dream and Non-Jewish Prophecy in Judah Halevi’s Kuzari,” Jewish Thought and Philosophy, vol. 3, 231–47.

27. The King also protests that he would expect tales of miracles and wonders (*mu’jizāt wa-karamāt*) among the philosophers. These, too, are included in philosophical accounts of prophecy. See Rahman, Prophecy, 45–52; Aviezr Ravitsky, “The Anthropological Theory of Miracles,” in *Studies in Medieval Jewish History*

28. On the sirr, see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 192.

29. la taskunu al-nuf¯us.


31. Or: how did this great thing become firmly established in your souls (fa-kayfa tamakanna fi-nuf¯usikum).

32. ‘in¯aya, the standard Arabic philosophical term for providence.

33. NaÔ tiq¯ına, literally “speaking beings.”

34. Ha-Levi uses the standard Islamic coupling of prophets (anbiy¯a’) and pious friends of God (wal ¯ıy: awliy¯a’).

35. ḥul¯ul. The term ḥul¯ul has a technical sense of “incarnation”: the complete indwelling of God in a human being. It is the Islamic Arabic term for the Christian incarnation. Ha-Levi here uses the term ḥul¯ul in a general, nontechnical sense of indwelling. He then goes on to use it in the sense of incarnation when he speaks of the Messiah. As a term for incarnation, ḥul¯ul was also a heresy leveled against Sufis and others. See Carl W. Ernst, Words of Ecstasy in Sufism (Albany, 1981), 118–23; Lois Anita Giffen, Theory of Profane Love among the Arabs: The Development of the Genre (New York, 1971). On the problem of ḥul¯ul, see my forthcoming study “A Dwelling Place for the Shekhinah,” JQR 90 (1–2), July–Oct. 1999.

36. ḥul¯ulahu. Here both shades of the verb ḥalla are interwoven—a nontechnical sense of alighting, resting, or dwelling, and the technical Arabic sense of incarnation. The Christian has thus contextualized this ḥul¯ul in the larger history of God’s connection with the Jewish people; there are precedents for this “indwelling” of God. Ha-Levi uses this term repeatedly to describe God’s presence among the Jewish people. There is also one other passage in which ḥalla comes a bit closer to the Christian sense of incarnation. The Haver explains that prophecy ceased with the destruction of the First Temple, except for rare individuals: “[Newly] acquired prophecy ceased with the departure of the Shekhinah, and only came at extraordinary times or on account of a great force, such as that of Abraham, Moses, the expected Messiah, Elijah and their equals. For they in themselves were a dwelling place [maÔhall] for the Shek- hinah, and their very presence helped those present to acquire the degree of proph- ecy” (III:65: 137). On the verb ḥalla and this passage in Ha-Levi, see my forthcoming article “A Dwelling Place for the Shekhinah,” JQR 90 (1–2), July–Oct. 1999.

37. Pines points out, however, that while later scholars such as Ibn Sīnā described this process in the reverse: the Active Intellect conjoins with (yattaśīlu bi) the human intellect. Pines, “Shi‘ite Terms,” 177 n.76.
38. Ibid., 177.

39. Ibid.

40. For example, Pines cites a passage in the treatise *Kitāb al-radd ‘ala’l-rawāfīd aṣbāb al-ghuluw* (attributed to al-Qāsim b. Ibrāhīm, a Zaydi theologian) in which we find ṣafwa denoting “choice” or “election,” and the divine ‘amr bestowing this choice. Ha-Levi uses the term ṣafwa strictly to refer to those who are selected, and never to the fact of selection, as in this text. Ibid., 167–70.

41. For example, in the *Risāla al-Jām‘ia* (part 2, fourth risāla, p. 147), we find ittiṣāl in an elaborate Neo-Platonic framework like that described in the Letters of the Brethren of Purity (*Ikhwān al-ṣafā‘*). Here we see the divine ‘amr coming down through a series of emanations to the prophets. Ibid., 176.

42. This is of course also true for incarnation, referred to by the Christian in I:4.

43. Note, for example, Ha-Levi’s playful use of the term ‘amr in I:109: “you will see that an ‘amr higher than the natural ‘amr guides your ‘amr” (I:109: 36).

Ha-Levi’s literary sensitivity to the term ‘amr comes to the fore in I:97–98 as well. The Haver argues that the sin of the golden calf consisted not in building an image per se, but in attributing an ‘amr ilāhī to something chosen and created themselves, without a command of God (‘amr allah) (I:97: 31). This, says the King, confirms the angel’s message in his dream: one can only reach the ‘amr ilāhī through a command of God, an ‘amr ilāhī (I:98: 32).


45. See now Touati, who made the same choice, for similar reasons. He translates ‘amr ilāhī as le divin. Touati, *Le Kuzari*, xiii.

46. There is a passionate, ecstatic strain to Ha-Levi’s thought which figures prominently in IV:15–17 of the *Kuzari* and finds eloquent expression in his poetry. The relationship of these two strands in Ha-Levi’s poetry—the individual quest for union with the Divine, and the historical, God-initiated relationship with the nation of Israel—are a subject for further research.

47. Al-‘ārif.

48. *dīna ta‘alīm, bal bi-abwān fikra*. We see traces in Ha-Levi of the medieval philosophical debate over Sufi ittiṣāl, and particularly over Sufi claims to achieve access to universal knowledge without a long process of philosophical study. Ibn Bājja refers explicitly to the Sufi claim that “the attainment of ultimate happiness may come about without learning (bi-lā ta‘allum), but through devotion and constant remembrance of God (dhikr).” He criticizes the Sufis on this point; insofar as they seek to bypass the intellect, they have settled for an illusory goal.

Avicenna, like the Sufis, believes it possible to receive all potential knowledge in
the immediate experience of ittiṣāl; although for the Sufis ittiṣāl is union with God, while for Avicenna ittiṣāl represents conjunction with the Active Intellect. Al-Fārābī, in contrast, is skeptical about such claims and insists that the prophet must engage in philosophical study in order to receive intelligibles from the Active Intellect.


49. Or: Capacity, faculty (quwwa). Ibn Ṭufayl, another twelfth-century Spanish thinker writing in Arabic, speaks of the capacity for “witnessing” the Divine (mushāhada) as something he can term a faculty [quwwa] only by way of metaphor. Both he and Ha-Levi suggest that the capacity for connection with the Divine lies beyond the realm of the intellect, but each is hesitant to locate it within a specific faculty of soul. Ḥujwīrī, an eleventh-century Persian Sufi thinker, writes similarly: “God causes man to know him with a knowledge that is not linked to any faculty.”


50. Compare his description of the excellent person (al-khayyir): “He calls upon his community as a leader who is obeyed calls upon his army, to help him make connection [ittiṣāl] with the degree which is above it [intellect], I mean the divine degree [rutba], which is above the degree of intellect” (III:5: 93).


53. Or: quintessence, prime, choicest part (lubāb)

54. muttasṭīlan

55. Or: according to (‘ala)

56. wa-hāulā’i ‘āla ittiṣālihim lubāb adam wa-ṣāfwatuhu

57. The particle fa- often has a consequential sense.
58. Or: upon (fī) a group: fa-şārat al-‘ilāhiyya fī jamā‘a

59. niyya khāliṣa

60. ḥaqqa‘an labu ‘an yaṭma‘a

61. I sincerely wish I could, with Hirschfeld, translate dūna as “among” rather than “to the exclusion of” the other nations, but the Arabic does not permit it.

62. Elsewhere the Ḥa‘ver speaks of striving for prophecy and achieving it or nearly achieving it (I:103: 35). Ha-Levi in several passages hints at a process of developing one’s spiritual gifts through the mitsvot (e.g., V:20, Fourth Principle: 223), but is inconsistent about levels of development. At times prophecy is spoken of as the peak of religious experience, whereas elsewhere he speaks of praying for ittīṣāl at the degree of prophecy (III:20: 109–10), suggesting that ittīṣāl itself is the ultimate goal of religious life.

63. There is abundant aggadic literature filling in the biography of Abraham. Abraham is praised for being the first to recognize God, whether as a child or as an adult. Rabbinic literature tells the well-known story of the patriarch’s iconoclasm: he smashed his father’s idols and risked his life in the fiery furnace of Nimrod. Abraham underwent ten trials of faith, among which is circumcision; he is tried because of his righteousness, and his triumph preserves the entire world. For sources, see Israel Ta-Shema “Abraham,” EJ; Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews (Philadelphia, 1942–47), vol. 1, 185ff.; vol. 5, 297ff.

64. A classic rabbinic statement of this process is found in the Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 104a, Yoma 38b: “If one comes to defile himself, the doors are opened to him, but if he comes to purify himself, he is helped.”

65. wajaba. Or: when he became distinguished and his ittīṣāl with the ‘amr il-lahi became necessary.


68. al-siyāsā

69. Or: (so) that the ‘amr ilāhi might connect.

70. khāṣṣatan. Even-Shemuel and Touati translate “as an individual;” Touati suggests that unlike Christianity and Islam, Judaism does not proselytize among other nations. Ibn Tibbon renders khāṣṣatan as bi-frat, in particular (ki-frat, as an individual?); Qafih translates be-meyuḥad, in particular, and suggests that Ha-Levi refers to someone who undergoes a complete conversion, as opposed to someone who merely renounces idol worship but remains a Gentile.

The verb yanal can be traced to the root n-w-l or n-y-l. The form attested here appears to derive from n-y-l, which signifies to attain or obtain (the object of one’s aim or desire). Lane defines the verb noun nayl as what one obtains or acquires (of the bounty of another). Lane, Supplement, 3039–40. On the significance of khāṣṣatan, see below, p. 37.

71. lit: obtains some of our good.
As Qafih notes, Ha-Levi may be echoing Numbers 10:29: “And Moses said to Ḥobab son of Reuel the Midianite, Moses’ father in law, ‘We are setting out for the place of which the Lord has said, “I will give it to you.” Come with us and we will be good to you (beta’anmu lakh) as the Lord has promised to be good to Israel (lit: spoken good to Israel; dibber tov ‘al yisra’el).’” In his Arabic translation of the Torah, Sa’adya renders the phrase “we will do good to you” (nuḥṣinu ileka) as “God has promised good to Israel” (wa’ada ḥila Isr¯a’¯ ıl bi-khayrin). The Ḥaver says that one who joins Israel “will obtain some of our good” (yanāl min kayrinā).

The rabbis identify Ḥobab with Jethro, Moses’ father in law, whom they consider a proselyte.

72. Baneth, for example, remarks that Ha-Levi’s doctrine of a special religious faculty possessed by the Jewish people bears an unmistakable resemblance to modern racial theories. See Baneth, “Halevi ve-al-Ghazz¯al¯ı,” 322–23; tr. G. Hirschler in Studies in Jewish Thought: An Anthology of German Jewish Scholarship, ed. A. Jospe (Detroit), 192; cf. Salo Baron, “Yehudah Halevi: An Answer to an Historic Challenge,” Jewish Social Studies, 271. Both scholars, however, go on to qualify their assertions somewhat.

73. This shift was anticipated in the Christian’s speech in Ha-Levi’s opening dialogue (1:4) The Christian’s words—which link providential ittišal to God’s special relationship with Israel—find expression in III:11: 100 as well.


Note, too, the midrashic statement that maidservants at the Red Sea beheld what Isaiah and Ezekiel did not behold. Ha-Levi alludes to this midrash in 1:95: 27, where the Ḥaver asserts that the ‘amr il ḥa’ı rested upon the entire nation, and even rested upon the women, some of whom became prophetesses. See Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, ed. Horovitz-Rabin, 126.

75. Notice Ha-Levi’s deft allusion to Islamic traditions, with which he expected his Jewish readers to be familiar. This version of the ḥadīth is from Sawih Muslim (Cairo, 1930’s, reprinted in Beirut, five volumes), Kitāb al-Mus¯ajid, vol. 1, 370–71. For other versions, see A. J. Wensinck, Concordance etIndices de la Tradition Musulmane, vol. 1, 194–95, 513; vol. 3, 20; vol. 6, 26. I am grateful to Professors William Graham, Sarah Stroumsa, and Wheeler Thackston who aided me in tracking down the ḥadīth.


78. This passage may echo a debate among Jews in the medieval Islamic world over whether the Torah obligates non-Jews. The discussion in the tenth and eleventh centuries is reflected in Samuel ben Ḥofni Gaon’s Treatise on the Commandments, Questions Two and Three. See David Sklare, Samuel ben Ḥofni Gaon and his Cultural World: Texts and Studies (Leiden, 1996), 157, 259–81.
We find a terminological key to Ha-Levi’s view in his repetition in 1:27 of the Arabic root s-w-y, to be equal. The English translations of Heinemann and Hirschfeld render the second sentence: “If the law were binding on us (only) because God created us, the white and the black would be equal (lastawā) since He created them all.”

These translations obscure an important point in the passage; they omit the crucial Arabic particle fī-hi (in it): “the red and the black would indeed share equally in it [lastawā fī-hi],” i.e. in the law. This phrase sheds light on the Haaver’s earlier statement that “whoever from among the nations joins us, in particular, shares in our good, although they are not quite the same as (or equal to) us [lam yastawi ma’nā].” He clearly means that they do not share equally in the law—a logical answer to the question of whether the law is incumbent only on Jews (1:26: 12).

79. The adverb khāṣṣatan, then, can refer both to the action of joining and the group joined. Whoever takes the specific step to join this nation in particular will share in its good fortune. Responding to the historic claim that Islam and Christianity are superior because they offer a revelation which is universal, Ha-Levi holds up the Jewish revelation as historically particular—a law to which one is tied by a particular history, or which one must take deliberate steps to join.

80. Menachem Kellner writes, “Fairness to Halevi demands that we take note of the special circumstances surrounding the adoption of his position, and that we not accuse him of nor blame him for twentieth-century racism. Halevi flourished in a place and time in which conflicting national and religious groupings each advanced its own claims to nobility and belittled the character of its opponents. Christian Spaniards affirmed their superiority over Jews and Muslims; Muslims affirmed their superiority over Jews and Christians; Muslim Arabs affirmed their superiority over non-Arab Muslims; Halevi affirmed the superiority of the Jews over the Spaniards, Arabs, and North Africans.” Menachem Kellner, Maimonides on Judaism and the Jewish People (Albany, 1991), 110 n.16.

81. Pines suggests that this character is a composite of two figures; it is not clear whether he is Iraqi or Iranian. See Pines, 189–90, n.168b.

82. It is true that in the context of the debate, this passage is itself a parody. However, the fact that these ideas were being parodied indicates that they were well known in that cultural milieu.


83. See Wolfson, “Prophecy,” 103.

84. Cf. 1:102: The King: Why was guidance [on the true path] not given to all? That is wisdom deems proper.

1: 103: The Haaver: And would it not have been best for all animals to be rational beings? You have apparently forgotten what we said previously about the succession of
Adam’s descendents, and the continuity of the resting of the prophetic ™amr il¯al¯ı on one person, who was the heart of his brothers and the select of his father, receiving that light, while the rest were like husks, not receiving it. [This continued] until the sons of Jacob, select and heart, distinguished among human beings by a divine distinction which made them almost another species and angelic essence, all of them seeking the level of prophecy and most of them attaining it.

85.  khayyir.
86.  Ibn Sina, Ish¯ar¯at, 204; Goichon, Directives, 495–97; also quoted in Ibn Țufayl, Ḥayy, Gauthier, 7; Goodman, 97.
87.  šaláb
88.  khulús al-kh¯alís
89.  Or: falseness, pride (zaif)
90.  bi-khul¯ūsínā wa-bi-šalābina
91.  On the one hand, the Jewish nation exists to serve as a bridge between God and the world. On the other hand, Ha-Levi introduces an element of tension by suggesting that the world as a whole was arranged for the sake of this divine-human relationship. See continuation of the passage, II:44: 67–68.

92. The virtue of pure-heartedness is described most often with the fourth form of the root kb-l-s; ikhl¯äs is dedication to the exclusive worship of God, and the participle mukhlbis, describing one who devotes himself to God, appears frequently in the Qur’ān. The first form, we find here, also carries the dual sense of purity and salvation. Jurj¯an¯ı’s Book of Definitions, for example, notes that “one who is pious [al-šālıḥ] is pure and free [khalīs] of all imperfection [fasad].” Jurj¯an¯ı, Kit¯ab al-Ta´rifat, ed. G. Flugel (Leipzig, 1845), “šalīb.” The fifth gate of Bahya’s Hid¯aya is titled Ikhl¯äs al-‘amal, wholehearted devotion of action.

93.  tadb¯ır
94.  The Ḥaver indicates the special relationship of the prophets and the pious in other ways as well. Later in IV:3 he tells the King that only one with whom ™amr il¯al¯ı has made ittiÓ s¯al can really use the phrases “my God” or “my Holy One” (IV:3: 151).

95. Jewish thinkers throughout the Middle Ages struggled with the tension between the concept of prophecy as the end of a significant discipline of preparation, and the experience of the entire nation at Mount Sinai. See, for example, Maimonides, Guide II:35; Albo, Iqqarim III:11.

96.  niyya kh¯alisa
97. Presumably, to observe God’s commandments, or to imitate God’s ways of acting in the world. Sa’adya renders Deut. 4:4, “you who cling [deveqim] to the Lord your God are all alive today,” in Arabic as “you who cling to the obedience of the Lord your God [antum al-l¯azim¯ ınà Ó t¯a¡at Allah rabbakum]” (cf. Targum Onqe-los: “you who cling to the fear of the Lord your God [attun de-eddeveqtun be-dahleta de-Hashem elahakon]). Similarly, Sa’adya renders Deut. 13:5—“You shall walk after the Lord your God, you shall fear him, and keep his commandments,
and obey his voice; him [alone] shall you serve and to him shall you cling [u-vo tidbaqun]”—in Arabic as “you shall follow God your Lord and accept his command [wa-amrabi taqbalu] and worship him alone and cling to his obedience [fa-ta’atahu falzamubah]” [Targum Onqelos: “and draw close to his fear u-le-dahebet titqarevun”]. And Deuteronomy 30:20—“To love the Lord your God, to listen to his voice, and to cling to him [u-le-dovqa-vo]”—Sa’adya translates “to love the Lord your God, to accept his command [taqbalu amrabi] and cling to his obedience [wa-talzamu ta’atahu]” (Onqelos: “and draw close to his fear [u-le-etqarava le-dahebet]”).

On the other hand, Deuteronomy 11:22—“If you shall diligently keep all these commandments which I command you, to do them, to love the Lord your God, to walk in all his ways, and to cling to him (u-le-dovqa-vo)””—Sa’adya translates, “if you observe all these commandments that I am commanding you and do them, to love God your Lord and follow in all his ways and cling to him” [wa-talzamu],” rendering u-le-dovqa-vo as “to cling to him,” rather than “to cling to his obedience” as in Deut. 30:20. However, this may be because the verse itself makes clear that it is enjoining “walking in God’s ways.” (Targum Onqelos, on the other hand, consistently renders the phrase as “you shall draw close to his fear [u-le-etqarava le-dahebet],” just as in Deut. 30:20.)

98. The complete title of the third gate of the Hidaya is “On the Duty to Take on Obedience to God on High” (fi wujub iltiizam ta’at Allah jalla wa-aazza). As we have seen, however, Bahya uses the term ittihas itself to signify the soul’s unitive attachment to the light of God, a usage Ha-Levi avoids.

99. sa’ada. In a religious context: eternal bliss.

100. ‘awamir (sing: ‘amr) wa-‘uhud

101. ruşul

102. Ghazzâlî, in his Munqidh, uses tarîq as a more general term for the various ways, and uses tarîq or tariqa to specify the Sufi way. For example: “When I had finished with all those kinds of lore, I brought my mind to bear on the way [tarîq] of the Sufis. I knew that their particular Way [tariqa] is consummated [realized] only by knowledge and by activity [by the union of theory and practice].” Tr. McCarthy, 89, 68; Watt, 54, 27; Munqidh, 79 (tariq al-şûfîya), 122.

103. causative form of w-ş-l

104. sa’ada. In Arabic philosophy, sa’ada is a term with eschatological connotations of ultimate, eternal bliss. Arabic translators used the term to translate Aristotle’s eudaimonia.

105. Devequt was in fact the Hebrew term most often used to translate the Arabic terms ittişâl or wuṣûl.

106. See Avicenna, Isharât, 204; Goichon, 496–97; Ibn Ṭufayl, Ḥayy, Gauthier, 7; Goodman, 97.

107. ittişâl tadbîr wa-sîyäsa, là ittişâl luṣûq wa-mumässa

108. The latter was more precisely known as ittiḥād. Moshe Idel notes that rabbinic interpretation of the Biblical injunction to cling to God ranges from the
cautiousness of the school of R. Ishmael—who interprets clinging to God as marrying one's daughter to a Talmudic scholar—to the boldness of R. Aqiva, who is credited with the following bit of exegesis: “But you that did cling unto the Lord your God [are surely alive today]” (Deut. 4:4)—literally, “clinging” [devuqim mamash] (Sanhedrin 64a). Idel suggests that while the masses were called upon to participate in clinging to God only indirectly, the elite were enjoined to a more direct clinging, ranging from adhering to God's ways in imitatio dei to “a real contact between two entities, more than mere attachment of the devotee to God.”

The amora Rav interprets the above verse in Deuteronomy as suggesting “two palm dates that cling to one another” (ke-shtei temarot ha-devuqot zu be-zu) (Sanhedrin 64a); another image used is the contact of a bracelet with a woman’s arm. Thus while the Talmudic rabbis are known for their emphasis on God’s awesome transcendence, and for their caution regarding the possibility of human beings attaining union with God, we can also find a “distinctly mystical understanding” of devequt among the rabbis. Ha-Levi inherits and displays both tendencies: warnings against the literal understanding of clinging for the masses, with more direct and unitive language reserved for the elite, the prophets and pious. Idel, Kabbalah, 38–39. See also below, p. 152, n.26.


110. See below, pp. 151–153ff.

111. This ascetic strain did not eclipse traditional views, but did bring to greater prominence a latent option in Islam. It is true that the new ideal of withdrawal, expressed by Ibn Bajja in The Regime of the Solitary (Tadbir al-mutawahhid), is not the dominant view among the falāsifa; there are even many Sufis who hold that one should not withdraw from society. Nevertheless, asceticism was clearly a live option that troubled Ha-Levi. He mentions it explicitly in connection with the philosophers, and implicitly—through his terminology—in relation to the Sufis. Cf. Fenton, Treatise of the Pool, 54 n.3; Jane Idleman Smith and Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, The Islamic Understanding of Death and Resurrection (Albany, 1981), 19.

112. See below, n.120.


116. zahādī fi'l-dunyā V:14: 213

117. i'tazala wa-tazahhada (IV:18: 170)

118. For example, in The Philosophy of Plato, Al-Fārābī writes: “[Plato] started by investigating what true justice is [al-'adl, ma huwa fi-l-haqīqa], how it ought to be, and how it ought to be applied. As he was conducting this investigation, he found he had to investigate the justice generally accepted and applied in cities

119. *tataʿabaddunā bi-l-tazahhud*


121. I:1: 5; II:49: 69.

122. Built into Jewish observance are regular times for prayer as well as the weekly rest of Shabbat, which provides an opportunity for introspection (III:5: 94).

123. Note that it is specifically revelational, and not rational *mitsvot*, that are said to lead to ittiṣāl.

124. Or: designated

125. *Waʾd* and *miʿād* are more common, but Ha-Levi uses *mawʿid*, pl. *mawāʾid*. On Islamic eschatology, see Smith and Haddad, The Islamic Understanding of Death and Resurrection.


127. *kbiľāfahu*, but should probably read *ikblāfuhu*, “rescinding.”

128. *la yukhāfā kbiľāfahu*

129. See Shinn, Two Sacred Worlds, 32.


131. *yataṣarrafūn*: made their way about. See below, pp. 117 n.79, 118 n.85.

132. *khayyir*

133. For a different interpretation of this passage, see Yehudah Even-Shemuel, tr., The Kosari of R. Yehudah Halevi (Hebrew) (Tel Aviv, 1972), I:109, p. 41, 255; Silman, Filosof, 162 and n.3, 157; (English) 185, 177.

134. *tafarrud, wāhda*, and *khalwa*

135. *bene ha-neviʾim*.

136. *yaʾnas ilaihi*, related to *uns*, “companionship”

137. *uns*

138. *tadhallul bi-l-khushūʾ wa-khudūʾ*

139. *tadhallul al-amrad*

140. *inqiṭāʾ bi-l-zahāda*

141. *Iltidhadh* is the verbal noun of the eighth form of *l-dh-dh*; *tadhallul* is the verbal noun of the fifth form of *dh-l-l*. Arabic speakers would notice the similarity in the roots of these two verbs, despite the difference in their forms.

143. *dhilla*

144. *maskana*

145. For thus said He who high aloft

Forever dwells, whose name is holy:

I dwell on high, in holiness;

Yet with the contrite (*daka*) and the lowly in spirit

(*shefal ruah*)—

Reviving the spirits of the lowly,

Reviving the hearts of the contrite.

(Isaiah 57:15; tr., Jewish Publication Society *Tanakh*)

Part 2


5. Ghazzâlî, for example, believed that everyone who had the power of reasoning was obligated to rationalize his religious faith and even to act in religious matters according to his independent judgment. In his critique of the Shi’ite notion of the infallible Imâm upon whom one must rely, Ghazzâlî writes: “For instance, if a man is in doubt about the *qiblah* [the direction in which Mecca lies, in which a Muslim must face in saying his prayers], the only course open to him is to pray according to his independent judgment [*ijtihâd*]. If he were to go to the city of the Imâm to obtain a knowledge of the *qiblah*, the time of prayer would be past. As a matter of fact prayer fulfills the law even when directed to what is wrongly supposed
to be the qiblah. There is the saying that the man who is mistaken in independent judgment [ijtihād] receives a reward, but the man who is correct [receives] a twofold reward; and that is the case in all questions left to independent judgment.” The saying to which Ghazzālī alludes is a well-known hadīth (see al-Bukhari, I’tiṣām 13, 20, 21), which is also often quoted in the beginning of Jewish responsa in medieval times. See Munqidh, 112–15; Watt, 46–48; McCarthy, 84–85; Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies 501; Schacht, Introduction, 71–73.


8. Ibn Ḥazm, however, replaced qiyās with the “implicit sense” (maṭābūm) of the text. The term żāhiri derives from the term żāhir, the “outward,” literal sense of the text, in contrast to its inward, hidden meaning (bā’tim). Sha’bī is attributed with the famous rejection of ra’y: “Ra’y is like a carcass; it is used as food in an extreme emergency only.” Goldziher, The Żāhirīs, 7 and n.1; Edward E. Salisbury, “Contributions from Original Sources to Our Knowledge of the Science of Muslim Tradition,” JAOS n.116.


11. See above, p. 2 n.2.


14. Naql is a standard Islamic term for true tradition. As we saw above, ra’y is a term for individual legal opinion, the personal reasoning of individual legal scholars. Shaftī, however, narrowed the scope of individual opinion accepted as a root of law to that based on the method of analogy (qiyās) alone. See above, nn.2, 6; Zucker, “Qeṭa’im,” 375–76.

15. The rabbis’ principles of Biblical interpretation (middot) function in the way qiyās does in Islamic law. See Zucker, Qeṭa’im, 378, 376 n.17; Jay Harris, How

17. Sa‘adya’s arguments show that he was familiar with Islamic definitions of the various forms of qiyās (ibid., 322–24, 327). Zucker even finds a close Islamic parallel for Sa‘adya’s anti-Karaite argument that one cannot derive through qiyās the branches of religious law from the roots revealed in Scripture. Zucker argues that not only is the Karaite-Rabbanite debate over qiyās parallel to the Islamic debate between the Party of Tradition and the Party of Reason, but that Sa‘adya and the Islamic Traditionist Ibn Ḥazm in fact drew their arguments from a common source: Dāwūd al-ẒāHIRĪ. For Islamic parallels, see Ibn Qutayba, Kitāb ta‘wil mukhtalif al-ḥadīth (Cairo, 1326), 70; cited by Zucker, “Fragments,” 327 and n.46, and by Schacht, Origins, 129, 331.


21. Yefet uses the term madhāhib, plural of madhhab, a school, ideology, doctrine or teaching; also the technical term given to the major schools of Islamic law.

22. istikhrāj—the tenth form verbal noun of kharaja, “to go out,” hence, “taking out, drawing forth, deduction, inference.”


24. In the introduction to his Torah commentary, Sa‘adya lists seven arguments for the necessity of oral law. These seven arguments have a common root: the Torah did not spell out the details of mitsvot required to fulfill them, or in some cases did not mention them at all. Halkin, “Mi-petiḥat Rav Sa‘adya Gaon,” 134, 143–47; Harris, How Do We Know This? 76.


26. tafsīr halakhot

27. tafsīr pasuq

28. Taqlīd is necessary (wājib); on taqlīd, see below, 64–65.

29. Ijtihād. See below, pp. 65–68.
30. Ha-Levi uses the standard Islamic term for sound tradition (naql) to describe both cases. Either the rabbis possess a specific tradition (naql) on the exegesis of the verse and they are simply using the method of asmakhta, or they possess by tradition (naqlan) methodological secrets for interpreting verses using the thirteen hermeneutical principles. From Ha-Levi’s language it is possible, but less likely, that the methodological secrets the rabbis possess are other than an application of the thirteen principles (III:73: 143).


34. yata’aqalu
35. yatahakkamu

36. Ha-Levi here echoes a Karaite critique of Sa’adya’s. In his rhymed work Esa Meshali, Sa’adya argues that because they rely upon their own exegesis of Scripture, Karaites have no certainty or stability in their system of law. “Verily they give their lives for one of the laws; if only they had lived, it would, in time, have changed.” Sa’adya extends this critique to normative rabbinic halakhah: if midrash halakhah genuinely created law, rabbinic law could fall victim to the anarchy that plagues the Karaites. Hence Sa’adya insists that rabbinic midrash is pure asmakhta, that the rabbis are faithful transmitters of tradition, rather than creators of legislation. See Sa’adya, Esa meshali: sefer milhemet ha-rishon neged ha-Qara’im, ed. B. Lewin (Jerusalem, 1942), 32, lines 9–10; Harris, How Do We Know This? 178.

37. R. J. McCarthy translates taqlid as “servile conformism” and explains: “The word contains the basic notion of putting a rope on an animal’s neck; then, to put on a necklace; then, to copy, imitate, ape; then, to follow someone blindly and to accept a thing without hesitation or question.” McCarthy, Freedom and Fulfillment 116 n.4; Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies 488.

38. For R. Hai’s responsum, see B. Lewin, Otsar ha-Geonim: Rosh Ha-Shanah, 60–61. A portion of this responsum has recently been translated into English by Tsvi Groner; see Groner, The Legal Methodology of Hai Gaon (Chico, Calif., 1985), 16–17.

39. mu’ayyadan bi-amrin ilâhiyyin. For the concept of divine assistance (ta’Þid), see below, pp. 121, 127–29.

40. ma’na
42. arâ’abum. Sing: ra’y. Yajtabidûna is related to ijtibâd.
43. related to *qiyaṣ*
44. *tabakṣum*
45. *manqūlān*, related to *naql*, sound tradition
46. III:37: 120. David Kaufmann traced this motif to a passage in Ghazzâlî. Ghazzâlî writes that theology (*kalâm*) is necessary to defend the faith against heretical attacks, just as pilgrims to Mecca need bodyguards to protect themselves against robbers. If the marauding robbers would give up their attacks, the pilgrims would no longer need escorts; just so, if heretics would give up their disputes, the science of *kalâm* would be unnecessary. Ghazzâlî goes on to say that *kalâm* does not know anything about the truths of God and metaphysics in themselves. Kaufmann cites this motif as proof that Ha-Levi read Ghazzâlî’s *Iḥyâ’ ‘ulūm al-dīn*. Ghazzâlî, *Iḥyâ’* ‘*ulūm al-dīn* (Bulaq, 1872–73), I:22; *The Book of Knowledge*, tr. N. A. Faris (La- hore, 1962), 54–55; Kaufmann, “R. Yehudah Ha-Levi,” in Fishman, 184 n.112; idem, *Attributenlehre*, 137 n.53. For an evaluation of Kaufmann’s thesis, see below, 75–78, 171–174.
48. *ṣidq*
49. III:47: 127. There are certain Islamic parallels for the positive use of *ijtihād*; even in conservative legal circles, scholars are praised for their *ijtihād* in transmitting tradition faithfully.
50. III:73: 144, 146.
52. *dhawq* . . . *qiyaṣ*. The Ḥaver here uses the terms *dhawq* (taste) and *qiyaṣ* as parallels, whereas elsewhere he uses them as opposites (see Part 3). Here *qiyaṣ* seems to mean something akin to personal opinion. For instances in which he uses the term *qiyaṣ* to mean “common sense,” see below, p. 71.
54. *al-manqūl*—related to *naql*
55. *al-maktūb*—that which is written
56. Literally: the analogies (*qiyaṣāt*) used in the established tradition (*al-qiyaṣāt al-musta’ma bi-l-qanîn al-manqūl*). It is clear that Ha-Levi is here using *qiyaṣ* as an overarching term for rabbinic modes of interpretation, not confined to analogy (*heqesh*); Sa’adya does the same. See Halkin, “Mi-petiḥat Rav Sa’adya Gaon,” 132 n.19.
57. *al-qiyaṣāt al musta’ma bi-l-qanîn*
58. Compare Ibn Khaldun’s statement that in contrast to the philosophical sciences, which use intellect (*‘aql*), in the traditional sciences—under which he includes both theology (*kalâm*) and jurisprudence (*fiqh*)—“there is no place for the intellect


Kaufmann notes that Ha-Levi almost feels sorry for the philosophers who torment themselves and yet do not find that which could be theirs without effort. See Kaufmann, *Attributenlehre*, 122.


*muqarrad fiqra*: lit, thought alone. Ghazzālī, on the other hand, apparently believed he could provide not just a dialectical argument, but adequate philosophical proof that the world was created in time. Cf. Baneth, “Halevi ve-al-Ghazzālī,” 317 (English, 186).

“Creation of the world [from nought] [budūth] is known by authentic tradition [naql] from Adam, Noah, and Moses by prophecy, which is more trustworthy [aṣdaqu] than qiyās.” I:67.


For example, the nature of God, the angels, and human immortality.

*mashhad*. See below, pp. 94, 115, 117.

Or: vision (*bāsar*). Lit: “which has a vision clearer than qiyās” (*li-l-nubuwwa baṣar ʾājla min al-qiyās*).


*yaltazimu ṭā’a*. See above, 42–44.

Compare Ghazzālī’s autobiographical account in *al-Munqidh*.

Ha-Levi alludes to the midrash on his experience at Ur of the Chaldeans. See below, pp. 90, 93, 152, 154–156.

This is the view of al-Ghazzālī, as we have noted above, 201, n.5. Among Jews, Bahya ibn Paqūda’s view of *taqlīd* is very similar to that of al-Ghazzālī: he
holds that rationalizing the faith is incumbent upon everyone of sound mind. Bahya compares the person who relies upon tradition to a person who is blind, led by someone who can see. He then uses the image of a company of blind people, all led by one person who can see, to describe a person who learns from others who themselves only learned by taqlid. If the leader should fail to watch over those in his or her charge, or should any among the company stumble or fall, the company as a whole would fall down. Bahya’s intent, therefore, is to show the danger of taqlid: if one does not come to an understanding for oneself, one can easily stumble or be led astray by counter-arguments from heretics. Note that his sense of “seeing” for oneself in this parable is intellectual rather than experiential.


75. This observation is made also by Ghazzālī: “And how many people have I seen believing in sheer heresy only because of their blind following of [‘Taqlidan li’] Plato and Aristotle and a group of philosophers of good fame. Their motive in doing so is to be accepted in the circles of the philosophers and not be included among those who are supposed to be less intelligent than the philosophers.” Ghazzālī, Faḍā‘ī ‘al-bā‘innīyya wa-faḍā‘ī’l al-mustazhirīyya, ed. A. Badawi (Cairo, 1964), 35, tr. Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, 493.

And in the Tabāfut: “They [the philosophers] are heretics who have nothing to rely upon for their heresies but tradition blindly accepted from hearsay and habit, like the blindly accepted traditions of Jews and Christians, who are born and grow up in a religion different from that of Islam, as their fathers and forefathers did.” Ghazzālī, Tabāfut al-falāṣifa, ed. M. Bouges (Beirut, 1927), 4; tr. Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, 448.

76. IV:17: 169; V:14: 212; IV:25: 183–84.

77. faylasufan ‘ālīman ‘ābidan
78. shawqan li-llahi
79. Ha-Levi uses almost identical terms to describe the God-loving prophet in IV:15–16; he is said to become “a servant of God [‘ābid], passionately in love [‘āshiq] with the object of his worship [ma‘būdīhi]...” and to discover that “the Lord one yearns for with a yearning [shawq] one tastes [dhawqan] and directly experiences
[witnesses] [mushāhadatan]” [yutashawwaqa shawqan dhawqan wa-mushāhadatan] (IV:15–16: 168).

80. ’amr ilāhī. See below, 84–87.
81. Or: are aware.
82. ittiṣālika bihi

83. The Haver asserts in IV:3 that demonstration enabled the dualists to posit two eternal causes. Kaufmann traces this notion to the fifth disputation in Ghazzālī’s Tabāfut al-falāsifa, in which Ghazzālī shows philosophers that their proofs do not even contain the means for refuting dualism. Kaufmann, Attributenlehre, p. 131; Ghazzālī, Tabāfut, ed. Bouyges, 143–62; tr. S. A. Kamālī, 96–108.

84. See Kaufmann, “Yehuda Halewi und Ghazzālī,” in Geschichte des Attributenlehre, p. 119.
86. Or show.
88. On the tension between direct experience and tradition, cf. Silman, Filosof, 163 n.6; (English) 86 n.5.
89. The Haver explains: “Then Cain and Abel knew Him after their taqlīd on their father, in prophetic mushāhada, then Noah. Then Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, until Moses and those prophets who came after him. They called him Lord by [in] their mushāhada.” (IV:3: 148–49)

This passage is quite difficult to translate. Did Cain and Abel themselves have a direct experience, after relying on their father? Or did they simply rely on their father, who knew God through mushāhada? I have translated literally, but I understand the passage according to the first interpretation, and so could translate: “Then Cain and Abel knew him in prophetic mushāhada only after their reliance on their father.”


92. It is true that in contrast to characteristic medieval philosophers such as Sa’adya or Maimonides, Ha-Levi does not believe it necessary to show the correspondence between faith and reason, between the principles of Judaism and scientific metaphysics. Nevertheless, the Haver declares in no uncertain terms that the Torah and reason are in accord. The difference between Ha-Levi and Maimonides is that for Maimonides there is a religious obligation to prove for oneself the accord between faith and reason, an obligation Ha-Levi’s Haver denies (V:1: 191; V:16: 213).

As Davidson and Wolfson have shown, the typical medieval philosopher considered it a religious obligation not only to believe in the existence of God but to verify God’s existence through rational proof. Even the obligation to love God required
study of physics and metaphysics in order to cultivate appreciation of God’s world. Maimonides codified these ideas in his code of Jewish law, the *Mishneh Torah*. Maimonides stresses the importance of a systematic study of physics and metaphysics in order to increase one’s knowledge, awe, and love of the Divine. It is precisely this kind of religious rationalism that is foreign to Ha-Levi.


93. ‘iyānan, burhānan
95. For the problem of mistaken experience, see below, p. 216 n.33; pp. 103–105.
96. ‘iyān, mushāhada
98. In perhaps the ultimate irony, the Ḥaver asserts that Aristotle decided on the eternity of the world through his intellect because he lacked a tradition accepted upon taqlīd. (I:65: 17–18).
99. al-ghā‘ib
100. al-shāhīd
101. IV:2–3: 148; see above, 202 n.10; below, 80, 98.
102. Wolfson notes that the term *kalām*—which literally means “speech” or “word”—is used to translate the Greek term *logos* (word, reason, or argument), but also to designate any special branch of learning. The participle *mutakallim* (pl. *mutakallimūn*) signifies the master or exponent of that special branch of learning. Thus Ha-Levi in V:14 refers to “people belonging to the same school of *mutakallimūn* . . . such as the school of Pythagorus, the school of Empedocles, the school of Aristotle . . .” (p. 212). In that passage he is clearly referring to thinkers in a broad sense, and not theologians in the more specialized, Islamic sense of the term. (Contrast Strauss, above, Introduction, p. 19, n.42.)

The term *kalām* also took on the technical Islamic sense of the discussion of articles of faith (theology) in contrast to discussion of matters of law (*fiqh*), and *mutakallimūn* were those whose specialty was theological discussion. Ha-Levi uses the terms *kalām* and *mutakallimūn* in the latter, technical sense in V:1 and V:15–16.
In V:15 he speaks of the “uṣūliyyīn, who are called by the Karaites ‘practitioners of the science of kalām [aṣḥāb ‘ilm al-kalām]’” (213). And in V:1, the King asks to be instructed about “the principles [uṣūl] and beliefs [‘aqīd] according to the method of the mutakallimīn who are involved in dialectics [or: dispute jadalīyyīn],” 191. See Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalām, 1–8.


104. V:1–2; 191; V:16: 213.

105. Literally: according to the method of the theologians (mutakallimīn) who are dialecticians (jadalīyyīn) (‘ala ṭariqa al-mutakallimīn al-jadalīyyīn).

106. ẓīb al-nafs. See nns 115–116; my dissertation, 121 n.185.

107. baḥṭh

108. ʿilm

109. zandaqa

110. Wolfson maintains that Ha-Levi is not here arguing against studying metaphysics without the necessary preliminary discussion of physical concepts, as Maimonides cautions. Rather, Wolfson argues, the Ḥaver asserts that he will describe metaphysics with levels, i.e., with “graded ranks of beings, such as he himself describes later in his exposition of the Neoplatonized Aristotelian system of emanation.” Wolfson’s reading is plausible, but I am not convinced it is necessary to read the passage in this way. See Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalām, 87–88.


112. isḥāra. On teaching by hints, compare Maimonides’ introductory letter to his student in the Guide: Dalālat al-Ḥaʾirīn, 1; Even-Shemuel, Moreh ha-Nevukhim, 3; Pines, Guide, 3.

113. akhyār, plural of khayyir (cf. III:1)


115. See Van Ess, Die Erkenntnisslehre des Ḩāfebuddad al-Icī 46, 75ff. Thus the Ḥaver tells the King: “I communicated these principles to you lest the philosophers confuse you, and you might think that if you follow them, your soul would find rest in satisfactory proof [la-arāḥat nafsuka bi-l-burḥān al-shāfī]” (IV:25: 183).
116. Translators from Ibn Tibbon on have translated both naql and taqlīd as mesorah, qabbalah or “tradition,” confusing two distinct concepts which are not interchangeable. In Islamic parlance, naql is true, sound tradition, and always has a positive connotation. Taqlīd is unquestioning reliance, and is most often looked upon as a necessary evil for the simple-minded.

In IV:17, the Haver proclaims: “All who follow the divine law [al-nāmūs al-ilābī] follow the people of this seeing. Their souls find pleasantness [taṭuwayyaba] in taqlīd upon them, [despite] the simplicity of their speech and the coarseness of their examples, a pleasantness they do not find in taqlīd on the philosophers, [despite] the fineness of their examples, and the fine order of their compositions, and the proof [burhān] that appears to them. Nevertheless the masses do not follow them. Their souls are inspired [iwāhiya] with the truth, as it says, ‘Words of truth are recognized’” (Sota 9b) (IV:17: 170).

And at the end of the Haver’s exposition of the principles of rabbinic Judaism in Book Three, the King expresses his satisfaction thus: “You have given me pleasantness of soul [tauyyaba nafsī] and strengthened my belief in sound tradition [naql]” (III:74: 146).


118. See Allan Lazaroff, “Bahya’s Asceticism against Its Rabbinic and Islamic Background,” JJS, 11–38; Vajda, La théologie ascétique.

119. ‘ubbād wa-zuhhad

120. ta‘aqqul

121. (or playing the judge): tahlakum

122. tahladhulu lahu riḥaniyya

123. tashawwuq, a Sufi term.

124. Perhaps Ha-Levi was also uncomfortable with the spiritual path laid out by Bahya, who arranged al-Hidāya in a series of ten gates through which the soul travels in its journey towards God. Bahya in fact seems to have followed the degrees of piety laid out by the Sufi teacher al-Makki. Amos Goldreich observes that Bahya may have seen the duties of the heart as an autonomous system of inner duties parallel to the 613 commandments. In contrast, Kuzari I:103, for example, describes Jacob’s sons as ascending in purity and holiness, but not through a systematic path.

Strictly speaking, Sufi thinkers distinguished between spiritual stages or stations (maqāmāt), which could be mapped out and attained by the disciple, and mystical states (ahwāl, sing. ḥāl), which could only be granted by the grace of God. On Sufi stages and states, see Abū Naṣr al-Sarrāj Kitāb al-luna’ fīl-tašawwuq, ed. R. A. Nicholson (Leiden, 1914), 42; Nasr, “The Spiritual States in Sufism,” 68–83; Goldreich, “Possible Arabic Sources,” 193–96, 179–85; Abū Ṭalib al-Makki, Qūt al-qulīb fī mu’tamālat al-maḥbūb (Cairo, 1892–93); Vajda, La théologie ascétique de Bahya Ibn Paqūda, 23; Mansoor, The Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, 31–32.

128. itqarana
129. niyya khālisa
130. Or: depends upon
131. Or: completion
132. Or: acceptance
133. al-nāfi‘u bi-dhātībi
134. al-munfa‘a bi-dhātībi
137. ‘ulamā‘ mutaḥakkimīna
138. Or: prophesied to (nubbi‘a)
139. al-‘amal al-sharī‘yya
140. lit: your having connected (ittiṣālika)
141. ta‘aqquł
142. al-naqīl al-sāḥīḥ
143. niyya khālisa
144. See above, n. 136.
145. aṣḥāb al-ruḥāniyyāt
146. Or: acceptance (riḍa)
148. ta‘aqquł
149. a‘malīhim al-qiyāsiyyāt
150. Or choice (ikhtiyār)
153. I agree with Pines that Ha-Levi’s overall attitude toward idolatry is more forgiving than that of other medieval Jewish thinkers, in particular Maimonides. For example, the Haver exonerates the Israelites somewhat for worshiping the golden calf, arguing that they did not intend disloyalty to the God who had brought them out of Egypt; their sin, rather, lay in worshiping a form whose worship had not been
commanded, whereas “there was nothing strange in the forms of the cherubs, which (God) himself had commanded” (I:97: 32).

154. Ibid., 532.

155. For the issue of ֶאָמֶה הָעֵרֹת in the history of Jewish thought, see Isaak Heinemann, ֶאָמֶה הָעֵרֹת בְּסִיפְרַת יִשְׂרָאֵל (Jerusalem, 1956–57).

Part 3

1. We have noted that this inductive form of proof was known as qiyās al-ghā'ib ʿala-l-shāhīd: an argument from that which is hidden, not given to perception (al-ghāʿib)—especially God and the divine attributes—to that which is present or perceptible (al-shāhīd). See Van Ess, “Logical Structure,” 33; Wolfson, Kalām; above 58, 75; below 98.

2. See Genesis Rabbah 38, Tanna deве Eliyyahu 6.

3. Sefer Yetsirah—in Scholem’s words, “the earliest extant Hebrew text of systematic, speculative thought”—was attributed to Abraham because of its closing: the author depicts Abraham as the first person to study and practice its ideas. In several manuscripts the work is subtitled “Alphabet of Our Father Abraham” (Otiyyot de-ʿAvraham Avinu). Scholem, Kabbalah, 23–30; idem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, tr. R. Manheim (New York, 1965), 165–73.

4. Moses Ibn Ezra, for example, speaks of repenting for his life as a poet; poetry and philosophy were both seen to be secular studies, which serious scholars gave up after their youth. Moses Ibn Ezra, Kitāb al-Muhāḍara w’al-Mudhākara, tr. into Hebrew as Shirat Israel by Ben-Tsion Halper (Leipzig, 1923–24), 85ff., 89, and Halper’s introduction, 13. Ed.; Gerson Cohen, The Book of Tradition (Sefer Ha-qqabbalah) by Abraham Ibn Daud, 102–3; 296–99.

5. “En mazal le-yisrael.” Shabbat 156a; Nedarim 32a. R. Yehudah quotes the Babylonian amora Rav, who interprets the verse in this way. The Palestinian Amora R. Yoḥanan, on the other hand, in proving that Israel is above astral influence cites the words of Jeremiah 10:2: “Thus says the Lord, ‘Learn not the way of the nations, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven, for the nations are dismayed at them.’” Shabbat 156a.

R. J. McCarthy draws an intuitive connection between Ghazzâlî’s use of *dhawq* and Psalm 34:8. He notes that the true meaning of the Biblical verse may be best conveyed in Dahood’s translation—not as “taste and see that the Lord is good,” but as “taste and drink deeply” for the Lord “is sweet.” (Professor Wolfhart Heinrichs pointed out to me that this translation assumes that the verb *reʾu* derives from the root *r-w-h*, “to be saturated, drink one’s fill,” rather than from *r-ʾ-h*, “to see.”) McCarthy writes: “The Hebrew verb is *taʾamu* (taste, relish, savor)—like the Arabic *taʾima*. I think, then, that *dhawq* is not simply a kind of cognition, but an immediate experience accompanied by savoring, or relishing, and enjoyment, i.e., what I like to call a fruitional (fruitive) experience.”


9. Isaiah 43:10, 12. Poznanski, “Megillat Setarim,” 177–84. R. Nissim quotes Job 42:5: “I had heard of You by the hearing of the ear; but now my eye sees You,” and comments: “Before, I knew your ways (darkhe midotekha) through hearsay and proofs, but now your knowledge is confirmed for me by the senses, such as sight.” Poznanski, 177.

10. This profession of faith has its origin in Qurʾān III:18: “God bears witness (shahāda) that there is no god but He—and also do the angels and those possessed of knowledge—maintainer of justice; there is no god but He, the mighty, the wise.”

11. While the term *shahīd* is used in the Qurʾān in the sense of ordinary theological witness, the technical sense of *shahīd* as witness unto death for the sake of the faith is a post-Qurʾānic development. At the same time the notion grew that the greater *jiḥād* or striving for the sake of the faith was not to be found on the outer battleground but in the inner field of one’s own soul, in the struggle with one’s passions. Thus grew the notion in Islam of the ascetic martyr, the person who experiences passionate love but restrains his passion and dies chaste. The tradition about martyrs of love appears first in Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. Dāwūd al-Īsfahānī (868–910): “The Messenger of God—on him be blessing and peace—said: He who loves and remains chaste and conceals his secret and dies, dies a martyr” (*Kitāb al-Zahra*, 66).

We find another use of the root *sh-ʾ-ḥ* in the poetry of both sacred and secular love—the beloved is termed a *shahīd* (not to be confused with the martyr, *shahīd*); his beauty is held to be a physical testimony to the beauty of the Divine. To put it differently, the boy is a “thing present” (*shāhid*) which points to the “thing absent” (*ghāʾib*); the youth’s beauty gives the contemplator some sense of the beauty of the Divine. Joseph Norment Bell, *Love Theory in Later Hanbalite Islam* (Albany, 1979), 140; Annemarie Schimmel, *Mystical Dimensions*, 76, 291; idem, *As through a Veil:*
12. *Mishnah Berakhot* 9:5; *BT Berakhot* 54a, 61b.

13. *dhawqan, lā qiyāsan*

14. Annemarie Schimmel intuited there lies a deeper connection between witness and martyrdom than a mere coincidence of terminology. Quoting a Turkish poet, she asks rhetorically, “Is the poet, perhaps, declaring that death is the only legitimate way to express the secret of loving union? And does he aver that the ultimate experience is communicable through the silent language of martyrdom, for in the martyr [ṣḥād] God has His true witness [ṣḥādīd]?” Schimmel, *Mystical Dimensions*, 76.


16. Midrashic literature too contrasts the people, who each heard the voice of God according to his or her capacity (*koaḥ*), with Moses who heard the voice as it was. See *Mishnat Rabbi Eliezer* 6:106; *Exodus Rabbah* 5:9.

17. See also below, 139–144, 108–109, 136–138.

18. Or: scene.

19. R. Nissim Gaon too had argued that the revelation at Mount Sinai was given to establish the truth of Moses’ prophecy for those who doubted that God speaks to human beings. See *Megillat Setarim*, 178.

20. Cf. Ghazzālī, who asserts that the first tastes of prophecy take place at the beginning of the Sufi path; anyone who has not had a taste of this experience has no real idea of the meaning of prophecy. *Munqidh*, 134; McCarthy, 95; Watt, 61.

21. See above, p. 193, n.49.

22. Or: theophanies.

23. On Sufi stages and states, see above, p. 211, n.124. Later Sufi-influenced Jewish thinkers such as Abraham b. Maimonides and ‘Ovadiah b. Abraham Maimonides depict their movement of Jewish pietism as a systematic path whose ultimate goal is the attainment of prophecy. Moses Maimonides, too, seems to suggest that prophecy can be cultivated by a moral and intellectual discipline. See Maimonides, *Mishneh Torah*, Hilkhot yesode ha-Torah 7:1: *mi-yad ruah ha-qodesh shorah ‘alav; Shemonah Peraqim*, Introduction, Sheilat, 375 (Arabic); 227–28 (Hebrew); Weiss-Butterworth, 60–61. Fenton, *Treatise of the Pool*, 8–11 and n.38–46.


26. *bi-ṭariq al-‘ilmī*

27. Ghazzālī, *Munqidh*, 126; McCarthy, 90; Watt 55.

28. Gauthier, *Hayy* 18 (Arabic), 16 (French); Goodman, 102. Explaining the parable of the blind man who is given sight, Ibn Ṭūfayl writes: “There is rarely found one who is of penetrating insight [baṣira], whose vision [baṣar] is open,
without needing philosophical speculation [naẓar].” See below, 105–106. Gauthier, 9 (Arabic), 7 (French); Goodman, 98.

29. Gauthier, 7 (Arabic), 6 (French); Goodman, 87.

30. Ibn Sina, Ishārāt, ed. Forget, 56. Translation my own. See also the translation of Inati, Remarks and Admonitions.

31. Ibid., 213. Cf. Ghazzālī, Iḥyā’ ʿulūm al-dīn (Cairo, 1910), part 4, p. 2946, line 5: “It is possible that there is also another, weaker mushāḥāda, a prophetic mushāḥāda, by which I mean mushāḥāda in dreams, which is among the lights of prophecy.”


33. Avicenna pairs propositions whose assent we derive from the senses—those which offer information about the external world, such as the existence of the sun—with subjective propositions, direct perception of our inner states. On the question of whether medieval thinkers such as Avicenna took seriously the possibility of sensory error and illusion, see below, 103–105, which also explores whether what prophets witness in their visions constitutes an objective reality; cf. Silman, “Visual Experience,” 124. Sa’ādya, Kitāb al-mukhtār fī’l-amānāt wa’l-iṭiqādāt, tr. J. Qafih (Jerusalem: 1970), 17; Saadia Gaon: The Book of Beliefs and Opinions, tr. S. Rosenblatt (New Haven, 1948), 19–20.


35. al-ladhdhā al-ʿaqliyya
36. kunh aḥwāl, plural of ḥāl, technical term for Sufi mystical state.
37. al-mubāshara
38. bi-muyassar; literally: made easy, within easy reach. Ibn Sīnā, Sharh kitāb uthulūjiya al-mansūb ʿilā Arisū ʿind al-ʿArab, ed. A. Badawi (Cairo, 1947), 44. Translation my own.
39. Ghazzālī speaks similarly of the difference between studying the causes and condition of drunkenness and actually experiencing the state of intoxication. Munqidh, 124–25; Watt, 55; McCarthy, 90.
40. La yushar ilaḥi; yushar is related to isharāt, hints.
41. athār
42. the dalīl
43. yadullu
44. the madlūl
45. Sa’ādya brings this kalām proof in his Amānāt. See Qafih, 18–19; Rosenblatt, 21.
47. Istidlāl bi-l-shāḥid ‘ala l-ghāʾib or qiyās al-ghāʾib ‘ala l-shāḥid. Van Ess, ibid., 34–35.

49. Avicenna uses the same form of this verb (the fourth form, in its nominal form *ishāra*) in the title of his famous “Eastern” work in which he discusses Sufism, *al-Ishārat wa-l-tanbihāt*. *Ishārat* is often translated as “directions” or “directives,” viz., *The Book of Directives and Hints* (A-M. Goichon, tr. *Livre des directives et remarques*).

50. Literally: “reality of their being(s).” The expression *ḥaqiqat dhawātihim* is itself multivalent; each word is both a philosophical and mystical term for truth or essence. *Al-ḥaqq* is the truth or the true; *dhawāt* is the plural of *dhāt*, which signifies essence or being. The phrase could thus plausibly refer to discovering some essential truth about God conveyed by God’s personal name Lord.

51. The *Haver* introduces the subject of *mushāhada* specifically in answer to the question of how God can have a personal name when God cannot be pointed to or indicated—i.e., in answer to the question of how a transcendent God can be known.

The *Haver*’s answer is that God can be “seen” in prophetic witness (*mushāhada nabawīyya*) and spiritual vision or insight (*baṣīra*). One who meets God in prophetic *mushāhada* knows the Divine in such a way that calling God by a personal name is entirely fitting. The *Haver*’s words thus suggest the distinction between impersonal knowledge and personal knowledge, expressed in French by the terms *savoir* (to know a fact) and *connaitre* (to know a person or thing). *Mushāhada* offers personal, experiential knowledge, the sense in which we know someone because we have met that person and experienced his or her presence. To know or to see a person is an experience that is direct and unmediated, one that cannot occur vicariously—and this for Ha-Levi is the mode of prophetic knowing.

52. Or: in (*bi*) prophetic witness and in spiritual vision

53. Or: inference.

54. He goes on: “This is the faculty which philosophers call speculative or reflective [*al-ḥaqīqa al-ṣaraqīla al-nabawīyya*]. However, when it is illumined by the holy light and its veil is withdrawn by the guidance of the Truth, philosophers call it the holy faculty.” Jurjānī quotes this definition of *baṣīra* in his dictionary, and gives a similar definition for *dhawq*: “Taste [al-ḥawq] in the knowledge [or knowing] [maʿrīfa] of God is an expression for a knowing light [nūr ‘irfānī] which the Truth in his Revelation throws out into the hearts of his Companions, by which they distinguish between the true [al-ḥaqq] and the false, without their reporting [yanqūlū] it from a book or other [source].”


55. *kalām al-nubuwwa*
56. The continuation of Sa'adya’s passage gives additional indication that Ha-Levi may have had it in mind. Sa'adya writes of the prophets: “When one of them sees this light, he says, ‘I have seen the Glory of the Lord.’ Often, however, he would say simply: ‘I have seen God,’ by way of ellipsis.” Similarly, in IV:3 after the Haver describes all the manifestations included under the rubric “Glory,” Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew translation reads: “And they called that Glory of the Lord, and sometimes they called it Lord. And sometimes they called the ark Lord.”

Some Arabic manuscripts leave out “and sometimes they called it Lord,” and Baneth-Ben-Shammai suggest that the addition may be a scribal error. Even without the addition, Ha-Levi notes the ellipsis present in calling the ark of the Lord “Lord.” If Ha-Levi did have the Sa’adya passage in mind, this argues for the additional phrase on calling the Glory “Lord” as authentic. See Baneth and Ben-Shammai, Kitāb al-radd wa’l-dalīl, 149, n.8; Amānāt, Qafih, 110–11; Rosenblatt, 130.

Elsewhere in the Amānāt, Sa’adya writes: “It is a form nobler even than [that of] the angels, magnificent in character, resplendent with light which is called the Glory [Kavod] of the Lord. It is this form, too, that one of the prophets described as follows: ‘I beheld till thrones were placed, and one that was ancient of days did sit [Dan 7:9], and that the Sages characterized as Abiding [Shekhinah].’” Amānāt, 103–4; Rosenblatt, 121. Cf. below, 113, 118.

57. al-khādir
58. Or: indication
59. Philo presents a similar notion: we can only know that God is, not what God is. See Philo, On Rewards and Punishments 39; cf. Silman, Filosof, 158 (Hebrew), 178 (English). Compare this statement of Ghazzālī’s in the Munqidh: “Doubt about prophecy touches either its possibility or its existence and its occurrence, or its attainment by a specific individual. The proof [dalīl] of its possibility is its existence [wujūd].” Ghazzālī, Munqidh, 139; Watt, 65; McCarthy, 98.

60. fikra
61. related to dhawq

Part 4

1. The Talmudic tractate Ḥagigah 14b describes the vision of the chariot (merkavah) as an “understanding of the heart” (ovanta de-libba). R. Ḥananel, a thinker of the gaonic period, uses the same phrase to characterize the visions of prophets: “The Holy One, blessed be he, makes his Glory visible to those who fear him and his pious ones through an understanding of the heart [be-ovanta de-libba] in the image of a man sitting, as it is written, ‘I saw the Lord seated upon His throne’ [I Kings 22:19]. . . . It is clear to us that the vision spoken of here is a vision of the
heart [re’iyat ha-lev] not a vision of the eye [re’iyat ha-‘ayin].” [Commentary to BT Berakhot 6a.] R. Ḥananel likewise describes the vision of the four who entered Pardes as an understanding of the heart: “They did not ascend to heaven but they contemplated and saw by means of an understanding of the heart [bi-ovanta de-libba].” (Commentary to BT Ḥagigah 14b).

R. Nathan of Rome interprets R. Hai Gaon’s description of the visionaries of the chariot similarly: “They do not ascend on high, but they see and envision in the chambers of their heart like a man who sees and envisions something clearly with his eyes, and they hear and speak with an eye that sees by means of the holy spirit (or: by means of a seeing eye, by the holy spirit [be-‘eyn ha-sokheh be-ruaÓh]).” Here R. Nathan borrows a phrase used in Leviticus Rabbah 1:3 with reference to prophecy: “prophets who see by the Holy Spirit” [nevi‘im she-sokhim be-ruaÓh ha-qodesh]. See ‘Arukh Completum, ed. A. Kohut (Vienna, 1926), 1:14, s.v. avney shayish ŏ tahor; Idel, Kabbalah, 88–91; Scholem, Major Trends, 49; Elliot Wolfson, “Merkavah Traditions in Philosophic Garb: Judah Halevi Reconsidered,” PAAJR (1990–91), 215ff.

2. The metaphor of the inner eye is common in Sufi thought, which often speaks of the seeing of the heart (ru’yat al-qalb). See Abū Ṭālib al-Makki, Qūt al-qulūb (Cairo, 1310) I, 235; cited by A. J. Wensinck, “On the Relation between Ghazālī’s Cosmology and His Mysticism,” Mededeelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Deel 75, Serie A, No. 6 (Amsterdam, 1933), 9; Ghazzālī, Munqidh, 138–40; McCarthy, 97–99; Watt, 64–66; Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, 295–306.

3. Medieval philosophical texts spoke of internal senses, faculties residing within the brain and operating without bodily organs. Today we regard such phenomena—for example imagination, memory, estimation—as mental functions. Ha-Levi twice lists the various internal senses (III:5, V:12). In V:12—a passage drawn from Avicenna—he also describes how these internal senses function.

In the extended passage on prophecy in IV:3, however, the Haver uses the term internal sense in a non-technical way. Ha-Levi is seeking a means to describe what goes on in the phenomenon of prophecy. Based on his knowledge of Arabic sources, he attributes it to a “sixth sense,” which in IV:3 he describes alternately as: the inner sense (al-bass al-bātin), an inner eye (‘ayn bāṭina), a vision (bašar) clearer than logic (qiṣāṣ), and the spiritual eye (al-‘ayn al-ḥanāyiyya) by which the prophets were made superior (fuḍḍilu). He also explains that this inner eye “might almost be said to be” the imaginative faculty (al-quwaw al-mutakhayyyla) insofar as it serves (supplies) the intellect. See Harry Wolfson, “The Internal Senses in Latin, Arabic, and Hebrew Philosophic Texts,” Studies I, 250–52; Alfred Ivry, “The Philosophical and Religious Arguments in Rabbi Yehuda Halevi’s Thought” (Hebrew) in Thought and Action: Essays in Memory of Simon Rawidowicz on the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of His Death, ed. A. Greenbaum and A. Ivry (Tel Aviv, 1983), 28 and nn.13 and 14; Davidson, “Cuzari,” REJ, 367 and n.4. See below, pp. 108–111.

4. Hebrew poets such as Moses and Abraham Ibn Ezra commonly speak about the eye of the intellect (‘eyn ha-sekhel), using the phrase interchangably with eye of the heart (‘eyn ha-lev). Cf. the words of the Ikhwān al-ṣafā’, below p. 105;

5. We have seen that R. Nissim Gaon argued similarly that the event at Mount Sinai gave Israel direct, irrefutable, sensible knowledge (yed‘iat ha-hargashot) in contrast to knowledge by proofs (yed‘iat ha-re‘ayot) upon which he argues the other nations must rely. Poznanski, “Megillat Setarim,” 178–80.

6. For a modern theologian who offers a similar argument with respect to communities of revelation, see H. R. Niebuhr, The Meaning of Revelation (New York, 1941).

7. Ghazzalī, for example, writes: “In general, then, the prophets [peace be upon them] are the healers of the maladies of hearts. Reason is simply useful to inform us of this; to testify to prophecy that [prophecy] is correct; and to itself that it is unable to reach what can be reached by the eye of prophecy; and to take us by our hands and turn us over to the prophets, [just] as blind men are handed over to guides and as troubled sick men are handed over to compassionate physicians. Thus far may the intellect proceed, but it is precluded from going beyond that, except to understand what the physician prescribes for it.” Ghazzalī, Munqidh, 146; Watt, 70; McCarthy, 102; cf. Bahya, Al-Hidāja I:2, ed. Yahuda, 39–40; Qafih, 49; Monsoor, 113.

8. Similarly, Ghazzalī sees mushahada and dhawq as a bridge between the religious experience of Sufis at the beginning of their path and that of prophets. Lazarus-Yafeh notes the danger traditionalists would see in such a doctrine, which erases the distinction between prophets and others. Ha-Levi, however, extends this bridge to include not only the pious (awliyā’), but the entire people of Israel who stood at Mount Sinai. Munqidh, 134; Watt, 61; McCarthy, 95; Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, 304–5.

9. A recurring theme in the Kuzari is that of mutually corroborating testimony. Ha-Levi draws from the Islamic legal tradition the concept of tawātūr, the chain of tradition—ideally, that which is passed down by several independent chains of transmission, which taken together offer mutually corroborating testimony. Because independent chains of tradition give the same report, collusion and error are ruled out. Ha-Levi draws upon this concept with respect to prophetic visions as well as the transmission of law. Cf. IV:3: 157; I:25: 12; V:14: 213. On tawātūr, see Aron Zysow, The Economy of Certainty: An Introduction to the Typology of Islamic Legal Theory (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1984), 11ff.

10. For example, the Islamic confession of faith is known as the shahāda, and a religious martyr is known as a witness (shahīd) to God. See above, 92–93.

11. Or: the world to come (al-akhirah)

12. al-dunyā


14. He contrasts the natural world (‘ālam al-ṭābi‘a) with the metaphysical (world) (mā ba‘da al-ṭabi‘a).
15. Note that the *Ikhwân al-ṣafâ‘* draw upon Neo-Platonic ideas; they do not distinguish the inner eye from the eye of the intellect which sees non-physical truths. While at times Ghazzālī, too, identifies the heart with the intellect or a power within the intellect, in other passages he draws upon the Sufi image of a knowing of the heart that is superior to intellectual knowledge. Ibn Ṭūfayl stands somewhere between the two traditions. He recognizes that the kind of knowing Avicenna speaks of when describing the Sufis transcends purely intellectual knowledge, and asserts that his notion of *mushâhada* echoes this Sufi conception. Ha-Levi, like Ghazzālī, draws a sharp contrast between prophetic knowledge—which for him is like sense experience—and intellectual knowledge. See Baneth, “*Halevi ve al-Ghazzâlî*,” 316 n.4; Julius Guttmann, “Religion and Knowledge,” 21–23; Ibn Ṭūfayl, *Hayy*, Gauthier, 5–7; Goodman, 96–97; Wolfson, “Merkavah Traditions,” 223–24 and nn.140–41.


17. For example, that gray is a sad color, red a lively color. These examples were suggested to me by Professor Everett Rowson.

18. Originally, the blind person is given enough information to make his way around the city; his knowledge is *functional knowledge*. However it is indirect knowledge, knowledge based upon hearsay or blind trust (*taqlîd*). When given sight, it becomes direct, experiential knowledge.

Ibn Ṭūfayl compares the difference between theoretical understanding and actual experience to that between seeing the world in black and white and seeing the world in color. However, he believes that just as it is crucial that one experience for oneself, so it is crucial that one come to an intellectual understanding for oneself; otherwise one is simply relying blindly on someone else’s understanding, with no understanding of one’s own—i.e., one is left in the situation of *taqâlîd*. Ibn Ṭūfayl’s position here is thus similar to Bahyâ’s (See above, p. 206, n.74). One might compare this to the difference between receiving the answer to a complicated mathematical problem and personally going through the process of arriving at the solution.

Ibn Ṭūfayl offers an interesting argument against *taqâlîd*: if one believes something on blind faith, one cannot develop it further. A person who has been given the solution to a mathematical proof can do no further investigation into the matter for him or herself. Ibn Ṭūfayl, *Hayy*, Gauthier, 18–20; Goodman, 102–3.

19. Ha-Levi makes an exception for the collective experience of Mount Sinai (I:87–91: 24–27), and does describe a continuum in the capacity for *mushâhada* (IV:11: 163). The *Ḥaver* also absolves the philosophers for their use of *qiyās*, noting that they only resorted to *qiyās* because of the absence of prophecy and divine light (V:14: 212).

20. Gauthier, 18; Goodman, 102. Translation aided by Goodman.

21. The King: “Why should the letters H W Y or an angel or a sphere or other things be required if we believe in the divine will and creation?”
The Ḫaver: “Well spoken, O King of the Khazars, to God [be attributed your excellence] [absānta yakal Khazar, wa-līllahi anta]! This is the truth, the real faith, and the abandoning of everything superfluous. Perhaps this was Abraham’s insight [naẓar] when he verified [divine] sovereignty and oneness, before God revealed [himself] [yuḥa] to him. When God revealed [himself] [awḥa] to him, he abandoned all his logical arguments [qiyyāsāt] and turned to seek the favor of God


22. In a quote mistakenly attributed to Plato. A prophet received a prophetic revelation (waḥy), which he related to a philosopher: “You cannot reach me [taṣilu] by this path [ṭarīq], but by those I have set as an intermediary between myself and my creatures, that is, the prophets and the true law” (IV:27: 184).

23. As Altmann points out, Karaites and Muslims of a rationalistic bent charged Rabbanite Jews with gross anthropomorphism, in these very terms; they accused the Rabbanites of tasbih, or the “likening” of God to a human being. See Altmann, “Moses Narboni’s ‘Epistle on Shi‘ur Qomah” in idem, Studies, 181.

24. For, the Ḫaver asserts, “prophets have a vision [baṣār] clearer than qiyyās. And that vision perceives the supernal host clearly [directly] [‘iyyānā], and sees the heavenly inhabitants—the spiritual beings that are near [to God] and others—in the form of a person [adam]. There is an allusion to them in his saying, ‘Let us make humanity in our image, according to our likeness [Gen. 1:26]’” (IV:3: 156).

Moshe Idel suggests that Ha-Levi is drawing here on a notion from the Shi‘ur Qomah literature, which describes the angels as collectively comprising a giant human form. Idel also points out a problem in Ha-Levi’s argument: while prophetic vision is more direct, what is seen is not God himself, but those who serve as God’s primary instruments and thus can only figuratively be pointed to as God. The philosophers, in contrast, use analogies which are indirect, but do nevertheless arrive at a description of the Divine itself.

Idel’s point is well taken, and sheds a somewhat different light on Ha-Levi’s view of prophetic visions. The Ḫaver explains that God cannot be pointed to directly, for God is not encompassed by place. To speak about God, therefore, we use metonym; we point to God through things associated with him. The closest representations we have for God are things that follow God’s will directly, with no intermediary—the heavens, the ark of the covenant, the pillar of cloud and fire, even prophets and scholars.

In this context the Ḫaver refers to the vision of Ex. 34: the spiritual form [al-ṣūra al-ruḥāniyya] which the elite saw, “and under his feet was a sapphire pavement” and which was called “the God of Israel.” And likewise, one points to the ark of the covenant and says that it is the Lord of all the earth, on account of the appearance of miracles when it is present and their absence when it is not, just as we say that the eye sees, even though that which sees is really other than [the eye], namely, the soul. (IV:3: 152)

The Ḫaver suggests that the spiritual form which the nobles saw is called the God of Israel by association, just as we call the ark of the covenant “Lord of all the
earth” because it is associated with God’s miracles. The Ḥavfer’s words suggest that we sometimes point to physical images such as the ark, the pillar of cloud, or the spiritual form, and speak of them as divine through an association which is to be understood figuratively, not literally. Thus Ha-Levi’s view of prophetic visions may not be as far from the view of the rationalists as is often assumed. See also above, p. 218, n. 56. See Idel, “The World of Angels in Human Form” (Hebrew), in Studies in Philosophy, Mysticism, and Ethical Literature presented to Isaiah Tishby on His Seventy-Fifth Birthday (Jerusalem, 1986), 17 and n. 64. Cf. below, 119 n. 91.

25. dhât


27. khadama


29. Fârâbî writes: “The faculty of imagination is intermediate between the [faculty of] sense and the rational [faculty]. . . . It is [also] kept busy in serving [khadama] the rational faculty and in supporting [supplying] the appetitive faculty.” The imagination can also, according to al-Fârâbî, work on its own, independently of the material supplied by the senses and stored in the memory; it can translate metaphysical truths into sensory images through “imitation.” Al-Fârâbî, al-Madîna al-fâdîla, ed. F. Dieterici as Der Musterstaat von Alfarabi (Leiden, 1900), 47–48; and Walzer, Al-Fârâbî on the Perfect State, 210–13.


32. Cf. Silman, Filosof, 156; (English) 175–76.

33. Or: drawing conclusions (istiklāl—from the tenth form of d-l-l)

34. Also from the tenth form of d-l-l


36. Or: quiddity (lit: “whatness”) mantiyya

37. ma’na

38. bi-a’yāniḥā.

39. This is apparently the reading of Aryeh Motzkin, who writes: “Those who rely on the faculty of imagination [and have trust in the experiences that emanate from the imaginary faculty] are as blind people, who must be steered and guided. Who is to guide them and steer them? He who sees well, who has a powerful intellect, he who has attained the active intellect.”
This characterization, however, picks up only one side of the Haver’s typology—that which describes the prophet’s eye as seeing the essence of things—and ignores the fact that in the same passage, the Haver describes the prophetic “inner eye” as “almost the imagination, insofar as it serves the intellect,” and as witnessing great, fearsome forms. Ha-Levi does entice the philosophical reader with the description of an inner eye that sees the essence of things, like the Neo-Platonic “eye of the intellect,” but he contradicts this assertion in the very same passage. Motzkin, “On Halevi’s Kuzari as a Platonic Dialogue,” Interpretation 9.1 (1980): 116–17.

40. This is not a radical or anti-philosophical position; as we have noted, it is in keeping with Aristotle’s empiricism.


43. Islamic thinkers had confronted the problem of anthropomorphism when they encountered Greek rationalism in the eighth through the tenth centuries. While these scholars were engaged in translating, interpreting, and digesting Greek philosophical texts, they also attempted to make sense of Qur’anic accounts of visions of God in light of Greek philosophy. Jewish rationalists in the period of the gaonim—both Rabbanite and Karaite—drew from the work of these Islamic philosophers and theologians.


45. Ibid., 9–10; A. J. Wensinck, The Muslim Creed (Cambridge, 1932), 64.

46. R. Nissim compares this to the fact that God can have no place, for he is the creator of all place. He explains that this story was mentioned among “their hag-gadot,” which Poznanski interprets to mean Arabic tales. Poznanski could not find the source of this legend; he posits that perhaps R. Nissim learned it orally from a Muslim sage. See Poznanski, “Megillat Setarim,” 186–87.

47. The gaonim speak of a “seeing of the heart” similar to that of Sufis and Sufi-influenced thinkers such as Ghazzâlî. The inner eye (‘ayn bâtin, Kuzari IV:3: 155) and the eye of the heart (‘eyn ha-lev), which he speaks of in his poetry, probably derive from both gaonic and Sufi sources. See above, notes 1 and 2.

48. maḥdutun

49. li-yasibha ‘inda nabîyihī

50. awḥā
51. Amānāt, Qafih, 103–4; Rosenblatt, 120–21.
52. kalām al-nubuwwa
53. Amānāt, Qafih, 110; Rosenblatt, 130. See also Judah b. Barzilai, Perush Sefer Yetsirah, ed. S. Halberstam (Breslau, 1885), 20–21; Sirat, Visions surnaturelles, 17–33.
54. Or: congruence
55. We see here a similarity in both language—the use of d-l-l—and in conception. In our discussion of mushāhada we noted that Ha-Levi also echoes this passage closely in another statement of the Haver’s, in which he says that the select “witness [God] [yushāhidūna] by means of what is called Glory [kavod], Shekhina . . . and other things by which he proved to them [yadullahum] that they had been addressed by him on High.” (IV:3: 149). We also saw additional evidence of Ha-Levi’s borrowing from this passage in Sa’adya. See above, 101 and n.56; below, 118.
56. tajsim
57. Or: pseudo intellectual (al-muta’aqqila)
58. isnād
59. mithāl
60. mithālāt
61. ḥikāyat
62. tantazimu
63. The Haver offers this explanation in response to the king’s rhetorical question: isn’t it possible to arrive at knowledge of all God’s attributes intellectually, without engaging in anthropomorphism (tajsim)? In his reply, the Haver ironically shifts the negative connotation of tajsim, showing that his philosophical critics themselves have need for tajsim to describe God.

Although the Haver does not use the word qiyās in this particular passage, he uses the terms likeness (mithāl) and imitation (ḥikāya), which are close to the primary sense of the term qiyās, analogy. In contrast to philosophical qiyās—the Aristotelian syllogism—the qiyās of the theologians is considered by the philosophers to be just a form of imitation (tamtihil) of the physical. However in this passage, the Haver suggests that the philosophers themselves cannot speak of God without tamthil.

64. muhdathun Ibid., Qafih, 103; Rosenblatt, 121. Sa’adya says specifically that the spirit and word referred to by David—”The spirit of the Lord spoke by me and His word was upon my tongue” (II Sam. 23:2)—are things “specially created by God, constituting the detailed speech revealed [awḥā] by God to his prophet.” Ibid., Qafih, 92; Rosenblatt, 105; see below, pp. 125 – 126.
65. tajsim
66. tsshbih
67. It may be useful to compare Ha-Levi’s position on the role of images or imitations (ḥikāyat) with the view of al-Fārābī. As we have seen above, al-Fārābī explains that, in addition to the imagination’s role in ordinary perception, it has the
function of reproductive imitation (muhakāt). That is, the imagination can copy sensations or rational concepts; it can imitate the concept of a sovereign being by producing the image of a splendid king. If the person’s imagination is extremely powerful, the light from the Active Intellect that produces this image in the imagination can even produce the image before his or her physical eyes.

In al-Fārābī’s description it seems that the mind of the prophet creates the image; the imagination translates an abstract idea emanated by the Active Intellect into a sensible image. Ha-Levi’s language, however, is ambiguous; the Hāver says “there is arranged or ordered” (tantaẓimu) for the prophet God’s majesty, omnipotence and other attributes in an instantaneous image. This ambiguous phrase could suggest that, as for al-Fārābī, the prophet’s mind arranges the abstract concept of a king into a visual image. However, the Hāver also asserts that the form is created specifically for the prophet. It is not clear whether the form is created in his mind, or in the spiritual realm, whether it is created by God, or by the prophet’s own cognitive faculties.

In contrast to al-Fārābī, Ha-Levi does not mention a role for the Active Intellect in the production of images. However, he seems to leave open several possibilities: (1) that the form is newly created by God for the prophet (IV:5: 160, IV:3, 158; Sa’adya’s view); (2) that the form is a permanent celestial being (IV:3, 158; the Karaite view, and that of classical merkavah literature); (3) that the form is created by the mind of the prophet (IV: 5: 160; the view of al-Fārābī). Note also the view of II:4–7: 45–46 that the spiritual forms arise from the action of the divine light upon a subtle spiritual substance. See Wolfson, “Prophecy,” 87–95; Altmann, “Sa’adya’s Theory of Revelation,” 5 (original); 141 (reprint); Daniel J. Lasker, “The Philosophy of Judah Hadassi the Karaite,” in Shlomo Pines Jubilee Volume Part 1, Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought 7, 1988, 487ff.; idem “Judah Halevi and Karaism, 115 and n.17. See above, pp. 108 –109 and notes.

68. tafarrud

69. al-khabar al-šādiq

70. Ghazzâlî writes: “From the beginning of the Way [tariqa] the revelations and witnessings [mushabâdāt] begin, until [even] when they are awake, they witness [yushâhidûna] angels and the spirits of the prophets, and hear voices [coming] from them, and acquire useful lessons from them. Then their state [hâl] ascends from witness [mushâhada] [sing.] of forms and likenesses [amthâl] to degrees for which the boundary [scope] of words is too confining.”

We see then that the term mushâhada is used in two ways: (1) in the plural (mushâhadât) for discrete experiences or for the witnessing of forms, for visions that have content; (2) in the singular (mushâhada) for a contemplative experience, which may include witness of forms, or may simply be an awareness of the divine presence, often within the heart of the seeker. Ghazzâlî alludes to the second kind of mushâhada when he writes that Sufis ascend to “degrees for which the scope of words is too confining.” Ghazzâlî, Munqidh, 133; Watt, 61; McCarthy, 94–95. This is the only passage in the Kuzari in which I have found mushâhada in the plural.
71. Cf. Ibn Ṭufayl, who states that by which one witnesses (yushāhidu) the metaphysical world can only metaphorically be termed a faculty. Gauthier, 6; Goodman, 96. See above, 193 n.49.

72. Moshe Idel points to the Sufi background of hitbodedut as both physical seclusion and mental concentration. Idel, Ecstatic Kabbalah, 106–7.

73. Elliot Wolfson, for example, asserts that “the object of prophecy is a real entity, albeit spiritual in nature”; it is “an objectively verifiable datum, although the means of verification may exceed the bounds of the normal processes of sense or intellection.” See Wolfson, “Merkavah Traditions,” 206.

74. This appears to be Herbert Davidson’s reading of Ha-Levi. See Davidson, “Cuzari, 389 and n.10; Wolfson, “Merkavah Traditions,” 206 n.86.

75. In Islamic thought, a private message for an individual is called ilhām (inspiration), in contrast to that which bears a message for others as well, which is known as waḥy (revelation). Maimonides makes a similar distinction between prophecy in which the prophet learns something for his or her own edification, and that in which the prophet receives a message to communicate to others. See Wolfson, “Prophecy,” 64 n.20; Maimonides, Mishneh Torah: Hilkhot Yesode ha-Torah 7:7; Guide II:37. Cf. below, 121ff.

76. Cf. Marc Saperstein, Decoding the Rabbis, 13.

77. For the distinction between baṣar as physical vision and bašira as spiritual vision or insight, see Lazarus-Yafeh, Studies, 295–96, 340–41, n.64 and 65.

78. nubuwwa


Here, perhaps “make use of,” which follows a rabbinic locution in BT Ḥagigah 15b. The Holy One tells the ministering angels who want to push away R. Aqiva: “Let this elder be, for he is worthy to make use of (le-hishtamesh be) my Glory.”


81. Yerushalmi, Ḥagigah 77b.


83. As we noted above (note 70) the term mushāhada can describe both formless, contemplative awareness of God’s presence and an experience with visual content.

84. R. Ḥananel writes of the four who enter pardes: “they did not ascend to heaven but they contemplated and saw by means of an understanding of the heart [ovanta de libba].” (See above, n.1.) R. Hai Gaon identifies the pardes narrative explicitly with vision of the merkavah: “Regarding these contemplations (of the
merkavah) the tanna taught, ‘Four entered pardes’—those palaces were alluded to by the term pardes, and they were designated by this name. . . . For God . . . shows to the righteous, in their interior, the visions of his palaces and the position of his angels.”

R. Nathan of Rome, a younger contemporary, maintains that R. Hai is describing an inner vision. R. Hai, he writes, intended to suggest that those contemplating the merkavah “do not ascend on high, but they see and envision in the chambers of their heart like a man who sees and envisions something clearly with his eyes, and they hear and tell and speak with an eye that sees by means of the Holy Spirit.”

R. Hai’s famous responsum has been much discussed by scholars in this century. Scholem believes R. Hai is describing contemplation of the merkavah as an actual ascent to heaven, and he translates R. Hai’s account accordingly: “. . . he perceives the interior and the chambers, as if he saw the seven palaces with his own eyes, and it is as though he entered one palace after the other and saw what is there.”

Idel, however, argues that Nathan of Rome’s interpretation is essentially correct, that R. Hai is speaking of an inner journey rather than a celestial ascent. The chambers perceived, therefore, are chambers in the heart of the visionary him—or herself: “. . . he perceives within himself and in the chambers [of his heart] as if he saw the seven palaces with his own eyes, and it is as though he entered one palace after another and saw what is there.” Idel maintains that R. Hai misinterpreted what was originally an ecstatic experience as an inner vision; he suggests this would be congruent with R. Hai’s view of prophetic vision of God’s Glory as an “understanding of the heart.”


86. We are reminded of the Ḥaver’s parable of seeing the king of India; final arrival (iwaṣūl) includes not just seeing (ru’ya) the king, but keeping his commandments and covenants. See I:109: 37–38 and above, 42–44.

Like mushāhada, the term Ha-Levi chooses for Elisha b. Abuya’s act of contemplation (ashrafa) contains a visual component. However, the fact that he contemplates the separate intelligences, and believes contemplation exempts him from action, highlights the intellectual nature of his pursuit.

Mention of the separate intelligences reminds us of the Ḥaver’s agnostic statement about angels: “Perhaps they are the spiritual entities [rūḥāniyyūn] of which the philosophers speak. We have neither to accept nor reject [their position]” (IV:3: 158). Ha-Levi is agnostic about the precise ontological status of what one witnesses in the spiritual world. His emphasis is the subjective dimension, and he draws equally upon philosophical and aggadic motifs to make his point: that direct witness is more powerful than logic.
87. *inhalla* means to dissolve, disintegrate; *tarkib* is a structure, construction, physique or constitution.

88. See above, 101, 103.

89. Sa’adya Gaon, *Amānāt* II:12, Qafīh, 110–11; Rosenblatt, 130; Rosenblatt translates: “Indeed whoever looked upon it incurred the disintegration of his entire makeup [*inhalla tarkibuhu*].”

For an interesting comparison, see Maimonides, *Guide* I:5. Maimonides in general interprets verses about vision as signifying intellectual vision. However, he asserts that it is permissible to understand the Glory as light—as the Targum seems to—although to do so reveals an incomplete understanding. This is presumably because for Maimonides, light occupies a middle ground between that which is manifestly physical and that which is wholly incorporeal. See *Dalālat al-ḥā’irin*, I:5 end, 20; Even-Shemuel, 27; Pines, 31. On this point, see now Howard Kreisel, “Judah Halevi’s Influence on Maimonides,” in *Maimonidean Studies II*, ed. A. Hyman (New York, 1991) 110–12.

90. *bāṣar nabawī*

91. Ha-Levi emphasizes the importance of spiritual forms for awakening love and awe in believers. As Idel remarks, the *Haver* stresses this is true not only for the masses, but even for prophets. Idel points out that the *Shi‘ur Qomah* literature may have suggested to Ha-Levi the image of the angelic world in the form of a human being. He also notes that Ha-Levi believed that the value of this vision—not only for the masses, but for the prophets as well—is the awe it inspires in the human soul. See Idel, “The World of Angels in Human Form,” 15–19; Altmann, “Moses’ Narboni’s Epistle on *Shi‘ur Qoma*,” 183–88 and “Sa‘adya’s Theory of Revelation,” 5 (original); 141 (reprint); Daniel J. Lasker, “The Philosophy of Judah Hadassi the Karait,” in *Shlomo Pines Jubilee Volume Part I, Jerusalem Studies in Jewish Thought* 7, 1988, 487ff.; idem “Judah Halevi and Karaism, 115 and n.17. For a somewhat different view, see Wolfson, “Merkavah Traditions,” 190–91; 197–99; idem, *Through a Speculum That Shines: Vision and Imagination in Medieval Jewish Mysticism* (Princeton, 1994), 163–73. See also above, p. 222 n.24.


93. See Wolfson, “Prophecy,” 64 n.20.


98. The term appears frequently in the Epistles of Ikhwan al-ṣafā', and is found also in the Risāla al-Imā'ma, a related text whose Ismā'ili leanings are even clearer. In the latter work, we read of Adam that “the lights of the Intellest [ʿaql] were united [ittabādat] with him, as well as the graces of the Soul [nafs], the inspiration [taʿyīd] of the Creator, may He be exalted and honored, and His commandment and prohibition.” See Pines, 175, 171.

The Ikhwan al-ṣafā' write that various angels in the celestial hierarchy are “those who bear revelation [waḥī] and assistance [taʿyīd] to those who are below them, and are those who bring the messages of their Lord to the prophets.” Rasā'il Ikhwān al-ṣafā' (Beirut, 1957) volume 4, 84, letter 46; volume 4, 224–25, and Yves Marquet, “Révélation et vision véridique chez les Ikhwan al-ṣafā’,” REI (1964), 28–32. (See also Volume 4, 136 on the parable of the tree).

An additional source in which we find the term is the Risāla al-manāmiyya, a treatise on dreams attributed to Avicenna. There we find the following: “There is a noble force (quwwa) which has supervision (providence) (‘ināya) over human interests. . . . The Arabs call it the “angels” and the divine strengthening (or inspiration) (al-taʿyīd al-ilāhī) . . . if there were a man safeguarded, helped, and taught by this force in the fullest measure, that man would be a prophet receiving prophetic inspiration (yuḥūla ilaihi).” See Pines, “The Arabic Recension of Parva Naturalia and the Philosophical Doctrine concerning Veridical Dreams according to al-Risāla al-manāmiyya and Other Sources” IOS 4 (1974), 117. See also below, p. 137 and n.185, for the term muʿayyada in Avicenna.


100. Ben-Shammai asserts categorically that in these sources waḥī signifies an audio-visual revelation, with the famous exception of Qurʾān 16:68, in which the bees are said to receive revelation. Commentators tend to interpret this verse using the term ilḥām, explaining it as a kind of instinct: “And my Lord revealed [awḥā] to the bee: Make hives in the mountains and in the trees and in what they build . . .”

It is not clear to me, however, that waḥī as a rule signifies audio-visual revelation, and that all attempts to interpret it using the more diffuse term ilḥām are deviations. It appears rather that the term waḥī itself, even in the Qurʾān and the literature of Qurʾān commentary, was open to various interpretations. Wensinck, “Waḥī,” EI2; Ben-Shammai, ibid., 129–30; Wansbrough, Qurʾānic Studies: Sources and Methods of Scriptural Interpretation (Oxford, 1977), 34, 58ff, 33–37.

101. The medieval theologian Jurjānī acknowledges that a prophet, too, may receive ilḥām, but distinguishes ilḥām as that which is received in the heart, whereas waḥī signifies the external presence of an angel. He writes: “The prophet is one who receives a revelation [ʿuḥīya ilaḥī] through an angel, or is inspired [ul-himu] in his heart, or is informed in a true dream; the messenger [rasūl] is distinguished by the special revelation [waḥī] which is superior to the revelation of the prophet. For the apostle is one to whom Gabriel is revealed [or reveals] [ʿuḥīya or awḥā]; he is distinguished in bringing down [tanzīl] a Book from God.” See

Notes to pages 121–122


104. They, too, quote Qur’an 42:51; see preceeding note. *Rasâ‘il Ikhwân al-ṣafâ‘* (Beirut, 1957), volume 4, 84.

105. *nawâmis*


107. They continue: “Those who hear the words or read the revelations in their books are varied in the levels of their intellects . . . the common folk understand from those expressions one meaning, while the elite understand another, more subtle meaning. And this is healthy for all.” *Rasâ‘il Ikhwân al-ṣafâ‘*, IV:122; Ben-Shammai, ibid., 135; Marquet, *Ikhwan al-ṣafâ‘*, 501–8; idem, “Révélation et Vision Véridique,” 28–9.

Compare al-Sijistani’s interpretation of the same Qur’anic verse: “Wabayan (by revelation) means *ta‘yîd* from the Intellect; *min wara‘ ḥijābin* (from behind a veil) means *ta‘yîd* from the Intellect through the Soul, the latter being a veil between the Intellect and the Nature; and *aw yursila rasûlan* (or that He should send a messenger) means that, when the *nāṭiq* (divine speaker/prophet) attains his rank (i.e. receives the call), he is obliged to translate what has been brought down to his heart by the Trusted Spirit into his own tongue in order to convey it to his people.” Al-Sijistani, *Ithbât al-nubûwa*, 149; translation in Poonawala, 204.


111. Van Ess, ibid., 121. It is likely that the Mu‘tazilite polemic against ilham as a source of knowledge was directed against the *Ikhwan* or those who held to their view, those who regarded inspiration as a source of philosophical and scientific, and not just religious, knowledge. Ben-Shammai, ibid., 136.


115. Peh el-peh, lit. “mouth to mouth,” from Num. 12:6–8: “Hear my words: When a prophet of the Lord arises among you, I make myself known to him in a vision, I speak with him in a dream. Not so with my servant Moses; he is trusted throughout my household. With him I speak mouth to mouth [peh el peh], plainly and not in riddles, and he beholds the likeness of the Lord.”

116. al-ikhÔ tar bi-l-b¯al.

117. Ben-Shammai, noting Van Ess’s discussion of the negative evaluation of ilh¯am on the part of the early Mu’tazilites, speculates that this may have motivated Qirqis¯an¯ı to shy away from discussing ilh¯am in any detail, given his Mu’tazilite tendencies. Al-Qirqis¯an¯ı, *Kit¯ab al-¯anw¯ar*, 177:3–5; Ben-Shammai, *Shitot ha-maÓhshava ha-datit shel Ab¯u Y¯usuf Ya’aq¯ub al-Qirqis¯an¯ı ve-Yefet ben ‘El¯ı* (Jerusalem, 1977); idem, “Polemical Element, 136–37; Van Ess, ‘Aṭuddadin, 123.


Yefet depicts a similar form of inspiration in his comment on the story of the seventy elders in Numbers 11:25: “[The Torah’s] words ‘And they prophesied and did no more’ [signify] the prophecy that they prophesied when the Spirit of Wisdom [ruaÓh ha-bokhmah] rested upon them. The Torah does not explain what they prophesied; it is possible that they said song and praise by the Holy Spirit [shir ve-shevaÓh be-ruaÓh ha-qodesh]. [The Torah’s] words ‘and they did no more’ teaches that the spirit of prophecy [ruaÓh ha-nevuah] did not rest upon them except for that time alone.”

Ben-Shammai comments on this passage: “The Holy Spirit is not a sort of speech or vision that the prophet hears or sees and transmits to his audience; it is an inspiration that causes the possessor of the Holy Spirit to do certain things, to act in a certain way, or to say certain things, chiefly words of songs and praise.” He believes Yefet’s pairing of the Holy Spirit with ilh¯am is deliberate and far reaching:
Yefet intends to suggest that while Hannah speaks under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, it is she herself who shapes the words of her prayer.

Ben-Shammai adduces much textual evidence to support his notion that Yefet is suggesting an equation between the Holy Spirit and ilhām. Ben-Shammai’s textual evidence is highly suggestive, although I am not certain it is conclusive. That is, the notion of divine inspiration is a slippery one; it is not always clear what the Sages themselves intend when they speak of David or other Biblical figures being inspired by the Holy Spirit. The term Holy Spirit is used in rabbinic literature in many different senses, some of which refer to prophecy, some to a more diffuse form of divine guidance.

If the rabbis did make a clear distinction, it was between literal dictation—Mosaic prophecy—and inspiration by the Holy Spirit, that accorded to other prophets. We find in rabbinic literature a sense that the background and personality of particular prophets does shape their individual messages. For example, we find the notion that Isaiah and Ezekiel see the same divine realm; however, given Isaiah’s aristocratic background, the heavenly court is not a surprise to him, while Ezekiel, as a villager, is awe struck and so describes it in great detail. Underlying such a statement is the assumption that the prophet is not a passive instrument receiving dictation. The prophetic message in some way reflects who the prophet is; the message is to some perceptible degree filtered through the human personality. On the Holy Spirit, see below p. 133 n.162. For discussions of prophecy and inspiration, see James Kugel, ed., Poetry and Prophecy (Ithaca, 1990). For Ben-Shammai’s textual evidence that Yefet is equating prophecy and ilhām, see Ben-Shammai, Qirqisānī ve-Yefet ben ‘Elī volume I, pp. 251–73, including notes and passages cited in appendices (volume 2). I translate several of these passages into English in my dissertation, pp. 361–62.

119. The notion of David or Hannah’s uttering prayers under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit is not in itself radical, nor does it necessitate non-literal inspiration. Ilhām, on the other hand, had clearly become a charged term in the Islamic world. What is problematic in Yefet’s statement about Hannah is his equation of Holy Spirit with ilhām, not the fact that Hannah uttered the prayer under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

120. For Mu’tazilite arguments against ilhām, see above, 124. This motivation, it seems to me, is clear in Ha-Levi as well. For example, Ha-Levi writes: “The speech of prophets at the time the Holy Spirit [ruah ha-godesh] enwraps them is in every word directed from the ‘amr ilāhi; the prophet cannot alter a word” (Kuzari V:20: 221).

This statement in Ha-Levi calls to mind Muḥammad’s words regarding the recitation (Qur’ān) he received: “It is not for me to change it of my own accord [min tilqā‘ nafsīh] I only follow what is revealed to me [ḥiyya ‘ilāyya].” It is interesting to note that the Ikhwān al-ṣafā’, while holding that the prophet himself shapes the words of prophecy, insist that the prophet does not inject anything of his own ideas or opinions into the revelation he transmits. See Rasā‘il Ikhwān al-ṣafā’ volume 4, 136.


123. See *Tehilim*, tr. Qafih, 35 (long introduction); 53 (short introduction). Among other reasons, Sa’adya is countering those Karaites who saw the Book of Psalms as prayers that David himself wrote under divine inspiration, and which Jews could therefore use at any time as their personal prayers. Sa’adya restricts permissible prayer to those prayers prescribed at set times of the day by rabbinic authorities.

While Simon sees this polemic against the Karaite use of psalms for prayer as Sa’adya’s primary motive in his long introduction to Psalms, Ben-Shammai argues that the polemic over prayer must be understood within the context of the wider issue of revealed Scripture as *wa‘aby*, divinely dictated text. See Uriel Simon, *Four Approaches to the Book of Psalms* (Hebrew) (Ramat Gan, 1982), 18–24; (English), tr. Schramm, 5–12; Sokolow, “Saadiah Gaon’s Prolegomenon to Psalms,” 148 n.75; Ben-Shammai, “On a Polemical Element,” 131; idem, Review of Uriel Simon, *Four Approaches to the Book of Psalms* in *Kiryat Sefer* 58, 400–406. For a fuller discussion of the Karaite view of inspiration, see my dissertation, Appendix B.

124. One might regard this blurring of boundaries either as a raising of *ilhām* to the level of prophetic revelation, like the Shi’ites, or as a lowering of *wa‘aby* to the level of inspiration, like the philosophers.


126. Compare I:42: “The king: This degree [of the prophets] is divine and angelic, if it exists, and it is of the nature of the Divine [*’amr ilāhi*], not the intellectual [*’amr ‘aqli*], the human [*’amr insaniyy*], or the natural [physical] [*’amr ‘ābī‘*]” (I:42:13)

127. The philosophers adapt the term *wa‘aby* to describe the highest level of human intellectual attainment precisely because the term signifies inspiration whose source is in some sense divine. The philosophers, however, do not preserve the substantive distinction between *wa‘aby* and other forms of inspiration which exists in traditional Islamic usage.

128. Or *sayy’ata min shemaya*, as in the following passage from the Babylonian Talmud, *Megillah* 6b: “R. Isaac said: If a person says to you, I have labored and not found, do not believe him. If he says, I have not labored but still have found, do not believe him. If he says, I have labored and found, you may believe him. This is true with respect to words of Torah, but with respect to business, all depends on the
assistance of heaven [sayy’ata hu min shemaya]. And even for words of Torah this is true only of penetrating to the meaning, but for remembering what one has learned, all depends on the assistance of heaven [sayy’ata min shemaya hi].”

129. al-‘ilm al-mu‘ayyad bi-‘amr il¯ah¯ı

130. yurshiduhu

131. In this passage Ha-Levi appears to blur the boundaries somewhat between prophecy or waÓhy proper and other forms of inspiration, for he also asserts that the Holy Spirit enwraps the prophet at the time of prophecy, as well as the priest who inquires of the urim ve-tummim. However by mentioning divine guidance of the Nazir and Messiah separately from prophecy, he may be pointing to various degrees of inspiration by the Holy Spirit, as in the looser rabbinic use of the term ruah ha-qodesh. More systematically inclined thinkers, for example Yefet b. ‘Eli and Maimonides, spell out a hierarchy of degrees of prophecy, which they maintain more consistently.

132. al-nawāmis al-‘aqliyya


134. min tilq¯a‘ nafsīh. Al-F¯ar¯ab¯ı gives as the legitimate reason for such change that the original law was fully appropriate in its own time, whereas a changed historical context demands new legislation. See al-F¯ar¯ab¯ı, Kit¯ab al-milla, ed. M. Mahdi (Beirut, 1967), 49–50.


136. Compare Ghazz¯al¯ı: “The proof [dal¯ıl] of [prophecy’s] existence is the existence in the world of knowledge which could not conceivably be obtained by the intellect alone, such as the knowledge of medicine and of astronomy. For whoever examines such knowledge knows of necessity that it can be obtained only by a divine inspiration [ilh¯am] and special help [tawf¯ıq] from God Most High, and that there is no empirical way to it.” Munqidh, 139–40; Watt, 65; McCarthy, 98.

137. Ilh¯am is here paired with the root r-sh-d (here in its tenth form “to seek guidance” (mustarashada), which is paired with ta’yid in the example of the Nazir and the Messiah; God is said to assist him (yu‘ayyiduhu) and guide him (yurshiduhu). The root r-sh-d (like h-d-y), which signifies general guidance, is found frequently in traditional Islamic texts.

138. See above, p. 124.

139. naql

140. Perhaps Ha-Levi intends to suggest that something personal of the Divine—not mere words or concepts—is revealed in waÓhy. See above p. 217, nn.50, 51.
141. ‘an Allah

142. Or: misled, deceived, or beguiled by; or negligent, unprepared (mughtarra bi)

143. taṣilu, from w-ṣ-l

144. al-nāmus al-ḥaqq

145. The Ḥaver asserts that only born Jews can achieve the level of prophecy and receive prophetic revelation (waḥyy); converts can reach the level of the pious (awliyā’) but not the prophets (anbiyā’) (I:115: 39–40).

146. sayr

147. haya

148. yudrak

149. iktisāb

150. Or: awaken, inspire one (yunḥiḏu)

151. Or regarding the Land, for Ha-Levi

152. The Ḥaver asserts, for example, that the ark was with Israel as long as nubuwaa lasted (I:87); nubuwaa stayed with Israel forty years during the period of the Second Temple (III:65); the Mishnah was redacted 530 years after the cessation of nubuwaa (III:67); Jews are distinguished (kхаṣṣa) as the people (worthy) of nubuwaa (ahl al-nubuwaa) (I:115); Jewish fulfillment lies in ittiṣāl with the ḍmʾ ilāḥī by nubuwaa and what approaches it (I:109); the Biblical ancestors were well known for nubuwaa (IV:15); Jews in the land of Israel were a people prepared for nubuwaa (III:1); the Land of Israel is the land of nubuwaa; the light of nubuwaa was in the Temple; the ḍmʾ ilāḥī was with the Sanhedrin, whether by nubuwaa, ilhām, or taʾyīd (III:39).

153. The Ḥaver asserts that all the sons of Jacob sought the level of nubuwaa (darajat al-nubuwaa), and most of them achieved it (I:103); when the Shekhinah was present in the Land, all who prepared for nubuwaa achieved it (II:14); nubuwaa is rare among individuals, all the more so among groups (IV:15); the excellent person (fāḍil) reaches the highest degree next to the angels, and can rightly aspire to nubuwaa (III:22); R. Ishmael reached a degree near nubuwaa (III:65); some of the Sages saw the Shekhinah in the degree just less than nubuwaa (III:11); if one prays in the degree of nubuwaa one can experience ittiṣāl in this life and earn it for the world to come (III:20); the heads of the tribes as well as the seventy elders were fit (ṣalāḥī) for nubuwaa (I:95); R. Aqiva reached a degree so near nubuwaa that he was able to conduct himself in the spiritual world (III:65).

154. Philosophers turned to qiyāṣ because of their lack of nubuwaa and divine light (V:14); nubuwaa has a more penetrating eye than qiyāṣ (IV:3).

155. The Ḥaver here reiterates his words in I:81 regarding the difference between a rational religion and one founded by God. In a rational religion, a person who rises to leadership is said to be divinely inspired. God wanted the people to know that the Torah was not originally an idea in the mind of Moses to which God gave support, assistance or inspiration.
156. IV:11. In addition, Ha-Levi uses the term nubuwwa to signify the Biblical writings, in contrast to the words of the rabbinic Sages: for example, the Haver asserts that nubuwwa contains some mention of the doctrine of resurrection, although the words of the Sages (kalâm al-aḥbār) are more explicit (I:115). Ha-Levi also uses nubuwwa to signify the source of true tradition (naql); accurate astrological calculations, for example, are known by nubuwwa (II:64).

157. ʿilm al-sharīʿa
158. Sanhedrin 86b ff.
159. yattāsilu
160. shariʿa
161. naql
162. “When the last of the prophets, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malakhi, died, the Holy Spirit departed from Israel, but they still availed themselves of the bat qol [“heavenly voice” or “echo”]” (BT Yoma 9b).

Rabbinic statements—perhaps rhetorical in nature—can also be found suggesting that some of the Sages themselves were accorded a certain degree of prophetic inspiration. For example, according to the Amora R. Avdimi of Haifa, “Since the destruction of the Temple, prophecy was taken away from the prophets and given to the Sages” (BT, Bava Batra 12a). Many of the phenomena associated with the Holy Spirit continued among the early rabbis, including wonder working, intercessionary prayers, divination, and receiving messages through dreams.


163. “Prophecy accompanied the people of the Second Temple for forty years, on account of the elders who were assisted (al-muʿayyadīn) by the power of the Shekhinah which was present in the First Temple. [Newly] acquired prophecy ceased with the departure of the Shekhinah, and only came at extraordinary times or on account of a great force, such as that of Abraham, Moses, the expected Messiah, Elijah, and their equals. For they in themselves were an abiding place of the Shekhinah (hum bi-dhawātihim maḥall al-shekhinah) and their very presence helped those present to acquire the degree of prophecy” (Kuzari III:65). On this passage, see above, p. 191 n. 36. The Haver also asserts in II:14 that during the period of the First
Temple, when the Shekhinah was present in Jerusalem, all those among the select (ṣafwa) who were prepared for prophecy achieved it. See also Qol Yehudah and Otsar Nehmad, II:14, III:39, III:41, III:65.

164. sakīna
165. Shekhinah
166. al-awlīyā’

Note the similar language of Ghazzālī with respect to pious Sufis: “All movements [ḥarakat] and all restings [ṣakanāt] of the Sufis whether external or internal, are illuminated from the light of the lamp of prophecy [nubuwwa]; and there is no other light on the face of the earth which may be the source of illumination.” Al-Munqīdih, 132; Watt, 60; McCarthy, 94.

168. “Prophecy accompanied [those of] the Second Temple almost forty years; Jeremiah in his prophecying [nubuwwa] extolled the people of the Second Temple for their saintliness and their learning and their piety. If we are not to rely [nuqallid] on these, on whom are we to rely [nuqallid]?” (III:39: 123).

169. min Allah ta’allah
170. rūḥ ilāhi nabawī
171. waḥī, là nabīy
172. al-mutashar’i bi-shar’iat Allah
173. waḥīy
174. ifāda
175. fa’id
176. wujūd
178. It is interesting that the Ḥaver speaks here of inspirations (ilhāmāt), without mentioning revelation (waḥīy).


181. Or: freed from
182. Or: specific property

183. Compare this with the text published by Landauer—an early work of Avicenna—upon which this passage was apparently based: “In some people, keenness of mind [yaqza] and contact with the universal intellect [al-ittīṣāl bi-‘aql al-kulli] may so predispose [yasta‘iddu] the rational faculty as to free it from having recourse to syllogism [qiyas] and reasoning [rawiya] in order to acquire knowledge [‘inda al-ta‘arruf]; inspiration [ilbām] and revelation [waḥy], rather, are sufficient sustenance for it. This specific property of the rational faculty is called sanctification [taqdis], in
accordance with which it is then called sanctified spirit (rūḥ muqaddas). None shall gain the enjoyment of this rank except prophets and messengers of God.” Landauer, 364–65.

184. hads
185. mu’āyyada, related to ta’yid. See above, pp. 121, 127–129.

186. hads
187. Or: faculty (quwwa qudsiyya)


189. In the ordinary process of knowledge, the cogitative faculty (mufakkira) must search through the images of the imagination for the middle term, while the prophet simply makes contact with the Active Intellect and comes upon it immediately. In Avicenna’s theory of intellect, the human intellect must link (yattaṣīla) with the Active Intellect each time it has an actual thought. Thoughts, therefore, are never contained totally within the human soul; the ordinary person, the philosopher and the prophet must all turn to the Active Intellect for actual knowledge. The distinction between ordinary knowledge, philosophy, and (intellectual) prophecy is therefore blurred. Avicenna, like al- Fārābī, also describes an imaginative form of prophecy.

190. hads. “Learning occurs in two ways: one is by way of intuition [hads], which consists of the middle term occurring to the mind without search and thus being obtained, along with the conclusion [of a syllogism]. The second is through contrived means [hīla] and [after] search. Intuition [hads] is a divine overflow [fayḍ] and an intellectual contact [ittiṣāl] taking place without any act of acquisition [kasb] at all. Some people may reach a stage [of consummate intuition] that they almost have no need of reflection in most of what they learn, and possess the sacred faculty of the soul.” Avicenna, Kitāb al-mubāḥathāt, in Ariṣṭū ‘ind al-ʿArab, 231; Davidson, “Active Intellect,” 167. For two comprehensive examinations of Avicenna’s theory of intuition or insight (hads), see Davidson, Alfarabi, 95–102; Gutas, Avicenna, 159–76.

192. ray’
193. fikra
195. faṣīḥan
196. ‘amr

197. al-rūḥ al-qiddīs. He uses the Arabic term here, as used by Islamic philosophers in their theories of prophecy.

198. The light metaphor, which Fārābī borrows from Aristotle, compares the awakening of knowledge in the passive or material intellect to the awakening of vision. Colors require light to be seen; intelligible objects similarly require an overflow from outside to become intelligible to the mind, which Fārābī compares to light. Almadīna al-fāḍila, ed. Walzer, 198–203.

200. Ha-Levi uses two technical terms for the imaginative and estimative faculties of the soul, khayal and wahm, which are among the “internal senses” he lays out in detail in several passages of the Kuzari. Like his use of inner eye and internal sense in IV:3, Ha-Levi may be using the terms in a less precise, nontechnical sense here.

201. manṣūsan
202. mukhātaba
203. isnād afrād, sūra sūra, wa-aya aya
204. bi-bayyān
205. ruḥ ha-qodesh

206. Of course, the philosophers, too, use such traditional religious language. Avicenna, for example speaks of the capacity for prophecy as sanctified spirit (ruḥ muqaddas) and describes the prophet’s mind as a holy intellect or divine power (quwwa qudsiyā). However the philosophers radically reinterpret these traditional terms. We recall that for Avicenna all human knowledge requires linking with the Active Intellect. What, then, distinguishes ordinary knowledge from “prophetic” knowledge for Avicenna, other than the speed with which it is acquired? Notwithstanding Avicenna’s religious language, the “holy intellect” of the prophet is simply more adept at discovering the middle terms of syllogisms.

207. Interestingly, Ha-Levi uses the verb ra’a (to see) rather than shāhada (to witness) when speaking of the people’s witness of natural events (the lightning and thunder) and of Moses entering the cloud, although he repeatedly uses shāhada, mashḥad, and musḥābada when speaking of the experience as a whole.

208. For an extended sense of the concept of synesthesia, see Warren Zev Harvey, “Judah Halevi’s Synesthetic Theory of Prophecy and a Note on the Zohar,” 147–58, 151–52.

209. “And the people prepared themselves for the degree of prophetic revelation [waḥy], even to hear the divine address explicitly [jahran], all of them. . . . And these Ten Words the masses did not hand down from individual people, nor from a prophet, but rather from God. However they did not have the capacity for the witness [musḥābada] of that great thing” (I:87: 24). Hirshfield’s text reads shāḥadān, rather than jahran, which would make this point even stronger: “The people prepared themselves for the degree of prophetic revelation [waḥy], even to hear the divine address witnessing [shāḥadān].” Ha-Levi does use such adverbial phrases with respect to Abraham: “The meaning of Lord is not grasped analogically [qiyyāṣan], but by witnessing [musḥābādatan]” (IV:15). Similarly in IV:17: “when Abraham witnessed [ṣāḥābād] what he witnessed of the divine ʾāmr by tasting [dhawqan], not analogically [qiyyāṣan].”

211. yanqūlūha, related to naql, true tradition

212. This point echoes Sa‘adya’s notion that the difference between Moses and other prophets is that Moses was able to behold the Kavod and the angels for a longer period of time than could others. Sa‘adya, Amānāt, ed. Qafih, 111.

213. ma‘na

214. kalām


216. Amānāt II:12, Qafih, 109; Rosenblatt, 128. Sa‘adya develops this in a more explicitly metaphysical direction, which Ha-Levi does not pick up. Commenting upon the ruḥah elohim ḥayyim (divine living spirit or wind) of Sefer Yetsirah IV:1, he posits a subtle “second air” in which are created both the visual forms of the Kavod and the created Word of God. From this second air, the word proceeds to the “visible air,” and then to the ears of the prophet and the people at Mount Sinai. See my dissertation, 471–72.

217. Philo, The Decalogue 32–35. H. A. Wolfson points out the similarity between Philo’s account and that of Ha-Levi, and does not rule out literary influence; he asserts that there did exist a condensed Arabic version of Philo’s The Decalogue before the time of Ha-Levi. Wolfson, “Prophecy,” 104–6.

218. Sa‘adya asserts that the visual manifestations of the Kavod are created in the second air as well.


220. Note the King’s statement in I:8: “For hardly [is it the case] that souls [can] accept this great thing, that the Creator of this world and the next world and the heavens and the heavenly bodies makes contact [yattasuila] with this dirty piece of mud, I mean a human being, and that God talks to him, and fulfills his requests, and does his will” (I:8: 9).

Part 5


3. See note 1 above.


8. While David Kaufmann cautiously suggested that Bahya and Ha-Levi were drawing upon a common Arabic source, Aharon Mirsky shows how very close is the language of the two texts, and explains a plausible path of transformation from the Arabic lines in Bahya to the Hebrew poem of Ha-Levi. Bahya, *Hidaya*, Yahuda, 82; Qafih, 85; Mansoor, 143; Kaufmann, *Meqarim ba-sifrut ha-ivrit shel yemey ha-benayyim*, tr. I. Eldad (Jerusalem, 1962), 68 and n.154; Aharon Mirsky, *Mi-Hovot ha-Levavot ‘ad shire ha-levavot* (Jerusalem, 1992), 54–55.


11. Elliot Wolfson points out that this is a play on Job 19:26, “*but I would behold God while still in my flesh (u-mi-besari e-hezeh Eloha).***” Wolfson, “Merkavah,” 229 n.159.


15. *yu’druku*

16. *qiyyâsân*

17. *la yu’druku qiyâsân lakin mushâhadatan*

18. Or: joins, unites; makes contact with; conjoins with, attaches himself to. Ha-Levi’s use of the verb *yttâsilu* here is open to at least two interpretations. On the one hand, his language is suggestive of an intellectual or spiritual ascent, by which a person of prophetic vision disengages himself from that which is human in order to ascend to the angelic realm and make contact with the angels and the higher visions available to them. However one could also read Ha-Levi’s language of attachment here as a matter of classification rather than as a phenomenological description. When a person grasps the meaning of the Tetragrammaton directly by prophetic witness, he or she can no longer be classified strictly as a member of the human species; the person has now joined the species of angels, insofar as he or she has exhibited this angelic faculty.
19. The Haver's language here brings to mind his answer to the King's query in IV:2 as to how one can individualize or personalize one to whom one cannot point, whose existence can only be inferred from traces. The Haver explains that on the contrary, God can be alluded to or pointed to directly in prophetic witnessing (bi‘l-mushābada al-nabawiyya) and spiritual vision (bi‘l-baṣina) (IV:2: 148).

23. Ezekiel 37:1. Even-Shemuel corrects the text to quote “And the spirit of the Lord came upon them,” from II Chronicles 12:18, noting that the subject of the passage is the Holy Spirit, as expressed in the latter quote by the term spirit. Even-Shemuel, Sefer ha-Kuzari, 288.
25. Ghazzālī, Munqidh, 134; McCarthy, 95; Watt, 61.
26. There exist such images for intimate relationship with the Divine in rabbinic literature as well. See above, p. 199, n.108. Moshe Idel has pointed out that the first Biblical use of the root d-b-q occurs in the story of the Garden of Eden. After Eve is created from Adam’s side, the text tells us “thus a man leaves his father and mother and clings [davaq] to his wife, and they become one flesh.” Idel notes that this clinging suggests an actual union and interpenetration; he speculates that the verb was chosen by Jewish mystics precisely because it could convey such intimate contact, or even total union (unio mystica). Idel thus suggests that when the Book of Deuteronomy uses the root d-b-q to enjoin clinging to God, the term retains at least some hint of a very intimate connection. He asserts further that when we find in rabbinic literature the motif of Israel’s clinging to God as two dates cling to one another, the rabbis are developing an image of intimate union inherent in the root’s Biblical usage. Moshe Idel, lecture on “Devequt,” Harvard Divinity School, spring 1993.
27. ‘ābid
28. ‘āshiq
29. ma‘budīhi. An ‘ābid is a worshiper or adorer of God; the ma‘abūd is the object of worship, the worshiped or adored Deity.
30. Or: on the verge of perishing out of his love (mustahlikan fi-ḥubbīhi). Mustahlikan is used in this poetry to mean self-annihilation.
31. ladhdha
32. Or: a worshiper, a passionate lover of his Adored One (‘ābid ‘āshiq li-ma‘budīhi) ready to perish (mustahlikan) out of his love (ḥubb), given how great is the bliss of union (lidhat al-ittiḥād) and the loss and suffering in remoteness from him.
33. At a certain point, the boundary between sacred and secular love poetry became blurred. Any love poem might be quoted and understood in a religious sense, and poets often played with the ambiguity. This trend—which Raymond Scheindlin has called the “intentional overlapping of secular and sacred love, this pretended confusion of the boundaries”—was present in medieval Jewish poetry as well. See

34. Ahmad Abū Nu‘aim al-İsfahānī, Hīlyat al-awliyāʾ wa ṭabaqāt al-aṣfiyāʾ, 10 volumes (Cairo, 1932–37) 10:310; Tr. Schimmel, As Through a Veil, 30; idem, Mystical Dimensions, 135.


37. ʿāshiq li-mā būḍībi, mustablikan fī-ḥubbī bi

38. For example, describing the experience of a Sufi adept, Avicenna writes: “Then when his training and willpower reach a certain point, glimmerings of the light of Truth will flicker before him, delightful [lādhīdhā], like lightning, flashing and going out.” Avicenna, Ishārāt, tr. Goichon, 493; quoted by Ibn Ṭufayl, Hayy, Gauthier, 6; Goodman, 96.

39. For example, in addition to its Sufi sense, we find in Avicenna a philosophical use of l-dh–dh to describe the bliss of perfect conjunction with the Active Intellect: “When [a person] is delivered [liberated] from the body and the accidents of the body, it becomes possible for him to be conjoined [yattaṭāsil] in a perfect conjunction [ittiṭāsil] with the Active Intellect. There he will encounter the intellectual beauty and eternal delight [lādhīdhā].” Avicenna, De Anima, 248.


40. al-mutafalsifīna

41. As in the passage from Avicenna above, note 0. The Haver himself asserts that the Greek philosophers had the ability to immerse themselves in the delight (lādhīdhā) of intellectual pursuits, whereas today knowledge has dimmed and we have lost that ability (III:1: 91).

42. He apparently ignores the case of Socrates, who was willing to die for his philosophical commitments.

43. yutashawwaq shawqan dhawqan wa-mushābadatan. Baneth/Ben-Shammai suggest that the noun shawq (longing)—which functions here as a cognate accusative—may be a gloss, as it is not translated by Ibn Tibbon. The sentence literally
reads: the Lord is yearned for with a yearning (shawqan) of tasting and witnessing. The phrase is difficult to translate. Tasting and witnessing here are adverbs; it is the yearning that one viscerally experiences. However, it would seem that Ha-Levi wants to say that the seeker yearns to taste and witness the Lord, as the Psalm suggests. My translation, if somewhat awkward, is an attempt to allow for both senses, while being true to Ha-Levi's Arabic.

44. Abū Naṣr al-Sarraj lists ten states (āhwal) of the soul: constant attention (murqaba), proximity (qurb), love (maḥabbā), fear (khawf), hope (rajā'), spiritual yearning (shawq), familiarity (uns), tranquility (iṭmi'nān), contemplation (mushāhada), and certainty (yaqīn). Shawq is also one of the terms discussed and defined in the theory of profane love. See Sarraj, Kitāb al-lumaṣ, ed. Nicholson, 42; S. H. Nasr, “The Spiritual States in Sufism,” 76; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions, 132; Lois Giffen, Theory of Profane Love, 93.

45. Cf. the Haver's statement in I:109: 36: “The promises [mawā'id] of all these laws are included under one principle: the hope [expectation] of drawing near to God and his angels.” Even-Shemuel reads this passage as referring to the promises of the other religions (Christianity and Islam), but I am not convinced by such a reading.


47. See above, 93 n.11.

48. yaltazimu ʿa man adraqu dhawqan

49. ʿa mu u-reʿu ki tov Hashem

50. As we have noted, the phrase yaltazimu ʿa harkens back to Saʾadya’s Arabic translation of several passages in the book of Deuteronomy which use the language of clinging (d-b-q) to God. Saʾadya softened the Biblical language by using the phrase “clinging in obedience,” (lāzimina ʿa). Here the Arabic phrase iltazama ʿa—in the context of language of direct experience (dhawq)—might remind Ha-Levi’s readers of certain tensions in the interpretation of devequt. See above, 42–44.

51. This notion is found in Philo, who offers an etymology of the name “Israel” as “one who sees God.” See, for example, Philo, On Rewards and Punishments 44; On Dreams 2.173; On Abraham 57; The Embassy to Gaius 4. Ellen Birnbaum discusses this idea extensively in her illuminating study of Philo. See Birnbaum, The Place of Judaism in Philo’s Thought: Israel, Jews, and Proselytes (Atlanta, 1996). It is interesting that Ha-Levi uses a new verb term, naẓar, as this is one used by philosophers, as well, to refer to philosophical speculation, contemplation, discernment, or insight.

52. baṣar

53. burḥān

54. This notion has a precedent in al-Ghazzālī. See above, 207 n.5.

55. The Haver suggests that the level of philosophical wisdom has degenerated as well. The ancient Greek philosophers practiced asceticism and seclusion profitably because of their powers of intellectual concentration (III:1: 90–91).

56. suḥbat al-malāʾika
57. *waḥda wa-khalwa*, two Sufi terms.

58. *yastawḥish*. The forms we have in manuscripts are all incorrect. Given the context, and the usual juxtaposition of *uns* and *waḥsha* (as in the example from Ghazzālī cited below), *yastawḥish*—feeling loneliness, pained by separation—makes most sense here. (Baneth-Ben-Shammai have *yatsawḥish*, which has no meaning in Arabic and is due to a copyist’s reversal of letters. On the next line, the verb appears correctly as *yastawḥish*.)

59. *malakūt al-samā’*


62. As in the following striking verses, translated gracefully by Raymond Scheindlin:

> If only I could see Him in a dream.
> I’d sleep at ease, not caring if I died.
> If I could see His face within my heart,
> My eyes would never turn their gaze outside.

Aharon Komem has traced the theme of dreaming and sleep in Ha-Levi’s poetry, as the states of the soul most conducive to intense religious experience. He notes Ha-Levi’s paradoxical use of the image of sleep: it can express the laziness of the soul mired in the delights of the temporal, or its opposite, the soul running towards communion with her Creator. Komem points out that in both secular and sacred poetry, Ha-Levi expresses a longing to remain in sleep so as to prolong dream visions, a preference for prophetic vision over everyday reality. He suggests that Ha-Levi’s emigration to the East, in contrast, expresses a desire to realize on the historical stage that which he had experienced in dream-visions—in particular, the event at Mount Sinai.

This latter pole is expressed in an exchange between the King and the ʿHaver in Book One:

The ʿHaver: What do you think of someone who experienced those grand, divine theophanies *[man yushāhidu al-mashāhid al-ʿazīma al-malakūtiyy]*?

The King: No doubt he would long for his soul to separate from her senses and remain delighting *[tabqā maladhdaṭuhu]* in that light. Such a person would long for death.

The ʿHaver: But our promises are *ittiṣāl* with the *ʿamr ilāhī* by prophecy and what approaches it, and the *ittiṣāl* of the *ʿamr ilāhī* with us by providence and wonders and miracles. (I:107–9: 35–36)

Both impulses were no doubt present in Ha-Levi. Komem interprets Ha-Levi’s emigration to the Land of Israel as a turning away from the inwardness of meeting God in dreams and visions, a dramatic statement of the necessity of meeting God through action. Note Ha-Levi’s striking phrase in the *Kuzari*: “Observance of the
Sabbath is in itself an acknowledgment of [divine] sovereignty, but it is an acknowledgment in the language of deeds [iqrar bi-nutq 'amaliy]” (II:50: 70). See Scheindlin, Gazelle, 199; Schirmann, Ha-shirah ba-¡ivrit 1:516; Divân, ed. Brody, 2:296; Komem, Ben shirah li-nevuah, 683ff., 687–90, 694–95.

Conclusions

1. See Yehudah Ratzaby, “Borrowed Elements.”
2. “So you are My witnesses,” declares the Lord, “and I am God” (Isaiah 43:12). R. Shim'on bar YoÚhai taught: “If you are My witnesses, I am God, and if you are not My witnesses, I am, as it were, not God.” Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana, ed. S. Buber (Llyck, 1868; New York, 1949), 12:49, 103b; Sifre Devarim, ed. L. Finkelstein (Berlin, 1939; New York, 1969) 3:46, 403.
3. On this point, see the illuminating studies of Eliezer Schweid, “The Literary Structure of the First Book of the Kuzari,” and Ša'am ve-haqasha.
4. Compare with Maimonides, Shemonah Peraqim, chapter 4; Mishneh Torah, “Hilkhot De'ot,” chapters 1 and 2.
5. The Šaver perhaps also echoes this passage when he says that the prophet sees the Glory as a great, fearsome form which points to (tadullu—from d-l-l) realities (truths) about which there is no doubt (IV:3: 155).
6. Davidson, Ivy, and others have stressed, correctly I believe, direct divine causality as one of Ha-Levi's cardinal principles. See Davidson's landmark article, “Cuzari,” 374–81, 392–95. Davidson, in fact, interprets the 'amr il¯ah¯ı as Ha-Levi's expression for direct divine causality (395). See also idem, Intellect, 190–95; Wolfson, “Hallevi and Maimonides on Design, Chance, and Necessity,” PAAJR II (New York, 1941), 159.
7. For Sa'adya's use of kal¯am arguments, see Wolfson, The Kal¯am, 85, 87, passim; idem, Repercussions of the Kal¯am in Jewish Philosophy (Cambridge, 1979), passim. Wolfson notes that Sa'adya modified some of the kal¯am arguments he uses, rejecting such Mu'tazilite ideas as the existence of modes in God and the theory of atoms.
8. Sa'adya, Amānāt, Introduction, Qafih, 7; Rosenblatt, 9.
10. As Isaak Heinemann points out, the dialogue’s avowed purpose is a “defense of the despised religion,” and not a general theological presentation. Heinemann, Rabi Yehudah Ha-Levi: Ha-¡ish ve-bogeš ha-de'ot, 132.
11. Strauss points out that kal¯am by its very nature is apologetic; its goal is to defend religion and—in Ha-Levi's words—to refute the heretic. Strauss characterizes the Kuzari itself as a work of kal¯am; however, it is doubtful that Ha-Levi would concur, given his attacks on kal¯am in V:1 and V:16. See Motzkin, “On Ha-Levi's Kuzari,” 122 n.22. As we noted above (75 and notes), this was an internal Muslim critique of kal¯am, one which Maimonides echoes in I:71 of the Guide.
12. Contrast Maimonides’ intellectual notion of ascending to levels of metaphysical study for which one is unprepared. See, for example, Guide I:32. On this point, see now Howard Kreisel, “Judah Halevi’s Influence on Maimonides,” in Maimonidean Studies II, ed. Arthur Hyman, 111.


14. This assessment holds true even if there may have been original Sufi influence on the ideas of the gaonim. For possible Sufi influence on the gaonim, see Wolfson, “Merkavah” 219 and sources in n.24.

15. The one instance in which Sa’adya does not give a conservative rendering of the verb d-b-q is in the admonition (or promise) “and you will cling to him [u-le-dovqa bo]” (Deuteronomy 11:22). Here, Sa’adya uses the same verb, but without the object obedience (tā’a), translating simply lazimahu. However, perhaps he is relying on the previous phrase which speaks of “walking in all His ways,” to interpret the language of clinging as metaphorical. See above, 198 n.97.

16. Ishbārāt, ch. 9; Ibn Ṭufayl, Ḥayy, Gauthier, 7; Goodman, 97.

17. See above, p. 242 n.8.

18. Fenton affirms that the Ḥaver’s “criticism of ascetic solitude in the Kuzari, III:1 . . . is most certainly directed against Sufism.” Fenton, The Treatise of the Pool 54, n.3.

19. Note that Bahya praises the benefits of Sa’adya’s works with as much enthusiasm as does Sa’adya (see p. 166 above): “Understand from the Book of your Lord that to which I have called your attention, and help yourself in that through the works of our Rabbi Sa’adya Gaon, for they bring light to the heart, sharpen the mind, direct the careless, and arouse the idle.” Bahya, al-Hidāya, Qafih, 42.


22. In this, Bahya follows Sufis like Qushayri who also denounced taqlīd. See above, 207 n.74.


24. Some in the Islamic world did reject ilhām as a source of valid knowledge. See Van Ess, Erkentisslehre, 121ff.

25. These are at least the Ḥaver’s avowed opponents. If Ha-Levi was indeed aware of Sa’adya’s views on wabih and ilhām, as seems likely, he might also have the Karaites in mind in I:87, although he does not make this explicit.
26. See Baneth, “Halevi,” 312. Kaufmann comments, for example, that “the statements of Yehudah Ha-Levi sound like a translation from Ghazzâlî.” *Attributenlehre*, 128.


28. Ironically, thinkers often themselves exhibit some of the traits against which they polemicize. Just as Leo Strauss saw the resemblance between the Kuzari and kalâm literature, so David Baneth suggests that Ghazzâlî’s *Tabafût al-falâsifa* shares some (negative) traits of works of kalâm. See Baneth, “Halevi ve-al-Ghazzâlî,” 313.

29. The Haver at the end of IV:25 tells the King: “I communicated these principles to you lest the philosophers confuse you, and you might think that if you follow them, your soul would find rest in satisfactory proof [la-arâhât nafsuka bi-l-burhân al-shâfi’]” (IV:25: 183).

And in IV:17, the Haver says: “All who follow the divine law [al-nâmûs al-ilâhî] follow the people of this seeing [başar]. Their souls find pleasantness [taťayyaba] in taqlîd upon them, [despite] the simplicity of their speech and the coarseness of their examples, a pleasantness they do not find in taqlîd on the philosophers, [despite] the fineness of their examples, and the fine order of their compositions, and the proof [burhân] that appears to them. Nevertheless the masses do not follow them” (IV:17: 169).


31. There are, of course, significant differences between the two thinkers’ use of this image. Ghazzâlî appears to draw upon both a Neo-Platonic, intellectual concept of inner vision and a Sufi, mystical or intuitive concept. Ha-Levi, in contrast, sharply contrasts prophetic vision with intellectual knowledge. However, like Ha-Levi, who describes the inner eye as an “internal sense,” Ghazzâlî firmly believes that the inner eye sees what is not available to the ordinary intellect.


33. See, for example, IV:3, V:14, II:66, III:41. Note that Ghazzâlî attributes knowledge to ilhâm—a controversial assertion, as we saw in Part Four.


35. Efros, ibid.

36. Ghazzâlî, ibid.


38. *Munqidh*, 136; McCarthy, 95; Watt, 64.

40. Kuzari I:98: 32; cf. II:46: 68. Lazarus-Yafeh, “Place of the Religious Commandments,” The Muslim World, 177. While the article is reprinted in Studies in al-Ghazzālī, this quote has been omitted.

41. I have been enriched on the subject of dialogue through conversations with Joel Rosenberg.
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